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Whenever reference is made to masculine gender throughout this agreement, feminine gender also
applies.
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AGREEMENT made and entered into by and between MASSACHUSETTS ELECTRIC
COMPANY and NATIONAL GRID USA SERVICE COMPANY, Massachusetts corporations, ,

NATIONAL GRID, hereinafter referred to as the “Company’ and LOCAL NOS. 326, 486 and 1465 of the
TNTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS, for the EMPLOYEES OF THE
COMPANY who have designated the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local Union Nos.
326, 486 and 1465 to act for them as their collective bargaining agency, hereinafter referred to as the
“Brotherhood’.

WHEREAS, the Brotherhood represents a majority of the employees in the Departments of the
Company set forth in the section marked “Schedule of Wages” and has been designated by said majority to
be the exclusive representative of all the employees in such departments for the purposes of collective
bargaining with respect to rates of pay, wages, hours of work and other conditions of employment; and

WHEREAS, both the Company and the Brotherhood desire to promote harmony and efficiency in
the working forces so that the employees and the Company may obtain mutual economic advantages
consistent with the duty of the Company, as a public utility, at all times to provide an adequate and
uninterrupted supply of service in the territory and communities which it serves.

WHEREAS, it is agreed that the parties will continue to provide for equal opportunity as to wages,
working conditions and seniority without regard to race, color, religion, sex, age or national origin.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements hereinafter set
forth, it is agreed as follows:

ARTICLE I - RECOGNITION OF THE BROTHERHOOD

A. Recognition

The Company recognizes the aforementioned Local Unions to be the exclusive representative of all
the employees of the Company described for the purposes of collective bargaining. The provisions of this
agreement shall not apply to Company executives, officials, supervisors or foremen other than working
foremen, nor to the personal office forces of the Company executives, officials or supervisors or other
office employees who perform duties of a highly confidential nature.

B. Neutrality

Section 1. Neutrality means that the Company shall neither help nor hinder the Union in any
organizing campaign, nor shall it comment upon the Union’s motives, integrity, character or performance
during any organizing campaign. Also, neither National Grid USA or its subsidiaries or affiliates, nor any
of their successors or assigns shall provide any support or assistance of any kind to any person or group
opposed to union organization.

Section 2. Reservation of Rights

National Grid USA, or its subsidiaries or affiliates, commitment to remain neutral shall cease if the
Union or its agents, intentionally and repeatedly misrepresents to employees the facts and circumstances
surrounding their employment or conducts a campaign which comments upon the motives, integrity or
character of the Company or its representatives. National Grid USA, or its subsidiaries or affiliates,
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reserves the right to respond to employees’ inquiries relating to the issue of Union organization and to
engage in normal communications with employees concerning their employment.

Section 3. Access

The Union representatives shall be allowed access to the facilities of National Grid USA, its
subsidiaries or affiliates, for the purpose of distributing literature and meeting with employees. Any
interaction with employees or distribution of literature at the facilities of National Grid USA, or its
subsidiaries and affiliates, shall be accomplished in a manner that does not disrupt access or egress from
buildings. Distribution and solicitation inside such facilities shall be limited to non-work areas. The Union
shall not disrupt the normal business of these facilities while distributing literature or soliciting
authorization cards.

C. Exemptions

The provisions of this agreement shall not apply to Company executives, officials, supervisors or
foremen other than working foremen, nor to the personal office forces of the Company executives, officials
or supervisors or other office employees who perform duties of a highly confidential nature.

ARTICLE II- BROTHERHOOD MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS

Section 1. The Company agrees that it shall require as a condition of employment that all
employees subject to this agreement shall after the thirtieth day following the effective date of this
agreement become members of the Brotherhood and continue as members thereafter while this agreement
is in effect.

Section 2. The Company agrees that it shall require as a condition of employment that all new
employees hereafter employed by the Company in any class of work to which this agreement applies, shall
become members of the Brotherhood after the thirtieth day following the beginning of their employment
and shall continue as members thereafter while this agreement is in effect.

Section 3. The Company and the Brotherhood mutually agree that the foregoing provisions
shall in no way affect other terms and conditions of employment applicable to probationary employees.

Section 4. Any employee who has been employed by the Company continuously for a period of
thirty days and who is permanently transferred to a class of work which is subject to the Brotherhood
membership requirement, shall become a member of the Brotherhood within thirty days after the effective
date of such transfer.

Section 5. Any employee exempted from the Brotherhood membership requirement under the
provisions of this Article, but who is transferred or demoted while this agreement is in effect to a class of
work which is subject to the Brotherhood membership requirement, shall become a member of the
Brotherhood within thirty days after the effective date of such transfer or demotion.

Section 6. In no event will any employee be required as a condition of employment to become a
member of the Brotherhood until after the thirtieth day following the beginning of his employment or the
effective date of this agreement, whichever is later.
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Section 7. Any employee of the Company who at any time while this agreement is in effect has
been performing a class of work which is subject to the Brotherhood membership requirements of this
agreement, but who is subsequently transferred or promoted to a class of work which is not subject to the
Brotherhood membership requirement of this agreement, shall have sixty (60) days following such transfer
in which to return to his former class of work.

Section 8. The provisions of this Article shall not apply to anyone exempted from the
provisions of this agreement nor to training students who may be assigned from time to time to any of the
departments of the Company.

Section 9. The Company agrees to deduct such dues, initiation and other fees from earned
wages and remit to the Local the dues of those employees who are members of the Union and not exempt
from the provisions of this agreement in an amount individually authorized and in a manner and on a
written assignment approved by the Company.

ARTICLE III - MANAGEMENT RIGHTS

Section 1. The Brotherhood agrees, for itself and its members not to hinder or interfere with the
management of the Company in its several departments, including the assignment of work, the direction of
working forces, the right to hire, suspend or discharge for proper cause, to transfer employees to work for
which they are better suited and to furlough employees because of lack of work or for other good and
sufficient cause, but in the exercise of these responsibilities in management, the Company agrees that it will
not discriminate against any member of the Brotherhood.

Section 2. Conditions of employment shall continue in accordance with the present practice of
the Company, unless otherwise specifically provided herein or modified from time to time hereafter to meet
the requirements of the service rendered by the Company.

ARTICLE IV - SENIORITY

Section 1. The Company and the Brotherhood mutually agree that for the purposes of this
agreement, the term “permanent employee” shall mean any employee who has been employed by the
Company continuously for a period of six months in one or more of the departments of the Company
described. The term “probationary employee” shall mean any employee who has not been employed by the
Company continuously for a period of six months in one or more of such departments. The term
“temporary employee” shall mean one who is hired for a specific job and/or period of time but who it is not
intended shall become a permanent employee as defined above, and whose employment is not intended to
last for more than six months. If his employment continues for more than six months, he becomes a
“permanent” employee as defined above. (See Attachment B for temporary employees in CMS)

Section 2. Selection of employees for promotion, demotion or furloughing because of a
reduction in forces, shall be based upon the following factors: length of continuous service, training, ability,
efficiency, physical fitness and place of residence. Whenever applicants for promotions otherwise quali,
in accordance with the above, length of continuous service shall govern, but in determining the ability and
qualifications of applicants from another roster, the desire and ability of such applicants to advance to
higher classifications in the roster to which the bid is made will be contributing factors.
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Section 3. The Company will produce and distribute seniority rosters which will be printed and
posted every six months.

Section 4. It is agreed that when an employee is promoted to a position in which he is not
subject to the rules of the agreement, his seniority status as an employee of the Company shall be
reestablished if he subsequently reverts to a classification in which he would be subject to the rules of the
agreement within sixty (60) days, i.e., his seniority in the class in which he reverts is the seniority he would
have rated had he never left the class. If the employee returns to his prior classification within sixty (60)
days, he shall be required to pay any and all back dues.

ARTICLE V - FILLING OF VACANCIES

A. Filling Vacancies

Section 1. When a vacancy exists or the creation of a new position necessitates promotion of an
employee, or hiring of a new employee, the Company shall post notices within a period not to exceed seven
days at locations accessible to the employees, such notices to remain posted for one week, within which
time employees shall apply in writing to the supervisor or official of the Company designated in the notice.
The notices shall set forth the classification of the position to be filled, an outline of the qualifications and
duties, the hours and days of work, the ultimate wage rate, the date on which the notice is posted and the
last day for filing applications. Applicants who have special qualifications should describe such
qualifications briefly in their application. On or before the date of posting, the Company shall mail a copy
of the notice to the Business Manager of the Local Union representing employees in the department in
which the vacancy occurs or the new position is created. The name of the successifil applicant, providing
he is the senior applicant, shall be appended to the notices within seven days of the closing time for filing
applications and thereafter the notice shall remain posted for one week. Qualification includes successffil
completion of applicable selection testing as described below:

DEPARTMENT TESTING REQUIRED
Overhead Lines FAT Test
Underground FAT Test
Substation O&M FAT Test
Fleet FAT Test & home grown tests for entrance

and progression
Metering Services Roster A FAT Test
Metering Services Representative FAT Test
Metering Services Roster B EFAT Test
Stores FAT Test
Distribution Design Prerequisite Associates Degree & FAT Test
Operations Clerk Clerical Assessment Test
Building Maintenance FAT Test
Telecommunications Technician Prerequisite Associates Degree

Section 2. With the exception of the Distribution Design Department, as of 5/12/99, employees
who have passed the Bennett Mechanical will be deemed to have passed FAT.
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Section 3. Further, with the exception of employees seeking to enter Substation O&M, any
employee, as of May 12, 1999, holding a title for which FAT is required will be deemed to have passed
FAT in future job bids.

Section 4. The Company agrees to offer the FAT tests once a year without the requirement of
having postings on the board.

Section 5. When an employee is promoted or transferred to another position, but fails to
qualify, he shall be reassigiied to the class from which he was promoted or transferred. If the Company
determines that the employee is qualified to perform the work in the class to which he was promoted or
transferred, but the employee desires to return to his previous class of work, the Company shall not reassign
him until there is a vacancy in such previous class.

Section 6. The Company may assign any employee subject to the provisions of this agreement,
if available, to fill a vacancy or new position temporarily, pending the posting of notices and the
consideration of applications. The Company may also assign any employee subject to the provisions of this
agreement, if available, to perform temporary work or to replace an absent employee without regard to the
foregoing provisions of this Article.

Section 7. The foregoing provisions of this Article shall not apply to employees exempted
under Article I herein or to employees in any department not coming within the scope of this agreement.

Section 8. Local companies will give first preference to qualified System employees for
vacancies in local areas before hiring new employees.

Section 9. The Company agrees to give consideration for permanent promotion to employees
who are assigned to a higher classification for continuous periods of twelve months or more. Assignment
to fill in for injury, sickness or vacation will not be considered to be reason for promoting an employee to a
higher classification.

Section 10. The Company agrees to an initial courtesy posting among all bargaining unit
employees. Positions will be awarded to the most senior highest rated qualified candidate. Seniority will
be based on Company time. The Company will determine applicants’ fitness and ability in accordance with
the following:

FAT or other specified testing
All qualifications listed on posting
“Fully Meets” or better on most recent performance appraisal
No active formal discipline
No active Pay-For-Time-Worked steps, second interview and above

If there are no qualified bargaining unit employees for a posted position, the Company may post and fill the
job in accordance with the existing Courtesy Posting policy.

Section 11. Courtesy postings for furloughed employees will be in accordance with Attachment
XV of the Memorandum of Understanding of Items Agreed to During Negotiation of New Labor
Agreement — May 16, 1995.
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B. Progression

Section 1. The progression timetables and requirements for various departments and
classifications are contained in reorganization agreements and Attachment R to the Memorandum of
Understanding dated May 12, 2003, and Item 18 of the Memorandum of Understanding dated May 12,
2007, which are hereby incorporated by reference. Unless specified otherwise in those agreements, the
type and context of examinations to be given will be jointly determined by the Union and the Company.
They will also be jointly administered.

Overhead Substation O&M Underground
2/C 24 months 2/C 24 months 2/C 12 months
3/C 15 months 3/C 18 months 3/C 15 months
Apprentice 3 months Apprentice 6 months Apprentice 9 months

Meter Fleet I Engineering
2/C 12/18 months 2/C 24 months I QDT I 24 months
3/C I 18/30 months 3/C I 12 months I ODT II 36 months

Section 2. For all progression requirements, all long term absences due to sickness or disability
(6 days or more) plus any other unpaid absences, exclusive of time off on union business, which in the
aggregate exceed 5% of the established progression time will be carved out of progression time. In such
cases of delayed progression, upon the ultimate move to the next progression step, the employee’s
classification date will be adjusted as if the carve-out had not occurred.

C. Cross-Rostering

Section 1. Cross-rostering will be done on an intra-district basis as defined in these
negotiations. It shall be applicable to all rostered personnel within a district contingent upon non-priority
work or lack of work, as determined by management, existing in one department and a need in another.

Section 2. Cross-rostering will be used to fill jobs on a temporary basis due to such things as
illness, vacation, temporary peak work periods and temporary jobs.

Section 3. Cross-rostering shall not be used to fill permanent vacancies. These vacancies will
be posted.

Section 4. Cross-rostered employees will receive the higher of their rate or the rate of the job to
which they have been cross-rostered.

SectionS. In the case of the one to three day assignment, the Company reserves the right to
select the junior-qualified individual. This shall be the junior person in the roster which has non-priority
work, unless he has previously been disqualified. When a person has been disqualified, the reasons for the
disqualification will be discussed with the Union. At local option, a pre-canvass list may be provided.

Section 6. Cross-rostering assignments may be made for periods of one day or less without
prior notification. This shorter-term cross-rostering will be utilized to make more efficient use of
manpower and to respond to work load. An individual employee could not be given more than two cross
rostering assignments in one day outside his normal classification.
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Section 7. Cross-rostering for one day or less without prior notification will not cause
displacements or change existing agreements or practices such as assigning the junior-qualified employee
or use of personal vehicles.

Section 8. In the case of longer assignment, the method of selection will be determined at the
local level either through canvass or seniority as long as a qualified individual is provided.

Section 9. In rosters with automatic progression, a person cross-rostered will be given
additional time equal to the period of his cross-roster assignment to qualify for advancement. Further, the
date of his advancement shall be retroactive to the date he would have been advanced if not cross-rostered.

D. Roving

Section 1. Roving will be applicable to all employees, except those in the Clerical department.

a. Roving personnel and work assignments shall not be restricted by Union jurisdiction.

b. Management will determine needs and schedules and advise Union Business Agents or local
Union Presidents when a decision is made, but in no case less than seven (7) calendar days.
The one exception to this may occur in the Stores Department when operating problems
require shorter notification. In the case of shorter notification, the existing local practice
will continue.

c. Base work of district to be determined by Management and reviewed annually with the
Union, and will be reviewed quarterly if there is a change.

d. Roving is optional for 50% of all first class and rated employees who are on the roster as of
March 1, 1978. (When only one such person remains on a roster, roving does not apply to
that individual).

e. All roving assignments will be related to standard classification duties.

f. All roving personnel may be co-mingled with local personnel on job assignments.

g. Mandatory roving will be limited to 70 miles per the Google Maps and Per Diem Schedule.
Where there is a discrepancy with Google Maps in the retail company operation, actual
mileage will be used for determining the appropriate expense amount under the per diem
schedule.

h. Roving assignments will be rotated where possible on a 6-8 weeks schedule, and hardship
cases will be reviewed on a local basis. It is understood that junior qualified employees may
be required to remain on a roving assignment longer than 8 weeks due to the lack of
availability of qualified personnel.

i. Leap-frogng will not be a standard practice; however, Management reserves the right to
effectively respond to System needs, caused by unscheduled priority work.

j. Roving personnel will be from the nearest district if manpower and schedules are
available/suitable.
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k. All roving personnel will work the scheduled hours of the district requesting the manpower.
Management will attempt to accommodate alternate Union proposals wherever possible.

1. Roving personnel assigned to another district, previous to or at the time of any emergency
within the district, will not be considered an outside crew for application of the Emergency
Storm Work Premium, unless assigned to emergency work for more than 24 hours.

m. Roving personnel will be eligible for overtime as it relates to the assigned work or project.
No matching overtime obligations apply in receiving area.

n. Roving personnel will be eligible for emergency overtime at their normal base provided they
have personal tools readily available.

o. Incidental or short-term absenteeism of roving personnel may be filled, if necessary, from
home base.

Per Diem Schedule*:

0 to 9 miles $10.08
10 miles but less than 20 $22.40
20 miles but less than 30 $33.60
30 miles but less than 40 $44.80
40 miles but less than 50 $56.00
50 miles but less than 60 $67.20
60 miles but less than 70 $78.40
70+ (Optional)

*The rates shown above shall be adjusted at each change in the IRS mileage reimbursement rate.

Section 2. The Districts may establish permanent satellite locations as may be necessary to
accomplish area workload. Permanent means that the Company intends to conduct usual and customary
business operations at such satellite locations as opposed to project or fixed time period operations. The
Company reserves its usual rights to make changes in staffing levels and satellite locations.

Section 3. These satellites will be staffed via canvassing within the local union and district
where established in accordance with mutually understood union boundaries. If unable to obtain the
required staffing through a voluntary process, junior qualified employees will be assigned as necessary.
Persons reporting to these satellites will not receive per diem payments.

Section 4. In the event that an employee so assigned to a newly established satellite location is,
within one year of such assignment, subsequently roved to another work site pursuant to this language, per
diems shall apply from the better of the former work location or the new work location for the duration of
the rove.

Section 5. If, as the result of unforeseen circumstances, a satellite is discontinued prior to a year
of operation, employees who had been assigned to that location will receive per diem payments as if they
were roving from their base of operation to the new reporting location for the period of assignment.

Section 6. There shall be no restrictions on the right of the Company to rove any of its
employees into any area based on union representation status.
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Section 7. Upon implementation of the new work management and time entry system, but no
later than October 2004, except in extreme extenuating circumstances, per diems are to be paid tax free.

E. Guaranteed Staffing And Use Of Contractors

Section 1. The Company agrees to attain staffing levels in the departments shown below,
inclusive of employees in progression; no later than May 11,2010. In reaching these levels, staffing shall
be increased pro-rata from the prior agreement’s specified staffing levels in each of the next 3 years, i.e.
one third by May 11,2008, two thirds by May 11, 2009, and the flail amount shown below by May 11,
2010.

Bay State North Bay State Total
South West

Overhead 25 87 44 156
Underground 10 16 0 26
Substation O&M 6 24 5 35

The numbers in the table above represent union staffing levels for the IBEW locals in electric distribution.
Any claim that the Company has failed to comply with staffing levels in the table shall be resolved in
accordance with Article XVI Settlement of Disputes.

Section 2. In the event staffing levels fall below the pro-rated staffing levels for each term of
the agreement, the Company agrees to post positions sufficient to reach the applicable staffing level within
thirty (30) days. Further the Company agrees to post all non-VERO retirements from these departments
during the term of this agreement.

Section 3. The Company will meet twice per year with each local business manager or their
designee to provide an overview of the Overhead and Underground work plan for their area and the
Company’s plans to use outside contractor crews. For other than pole setting, when contractor crews are
utilized for work in the overhead or underground departments, the Company will offer four hours of
overtime per week to an equal number of crews (rated workers) in that respective department. Trouble
Shooters and Emergency Workers may be utilized to fill this compliment providing it does not interfere
with their regular schedule and the company does not incur additional expense. The offer of four hours of
overtime per week will be applied every other Saturday, or other non-Sunday day of relief for shift
workers, as an eight hour shift. In order to facilitate the planning of the work to be performed, by Friday of
the week prior to the week in which the overtime will be worked, the union will provide the names of the
employees who will be working. In cases where the union was unable to fill the full complement, the
Company’s offer obligation is completed. In the assignment of this overtime work, the Company agrees to
prioritize cut-out replacement. When overtime is cancelled due to inclement weather, it will be offered at a
later date. The Company is committed to increasing its use of employees for pole sets in order to achieve
and maintain proficiency in this area. The aforementioned language will also be applicable to the
Substation O&M department when outside contractors are performing maintenance work at substations.

Section 4. No later than May 11,2010, the Company shall cease the use of platform
contractors, which are those system crews staged on or off Company property who are assigned work that
is day to day customer oriented. Thereafter, the Company and the Union will work jointly to identifS’ an
appropriate percentage of work to be performed by contractors. Any claim that the Company has failed to
comply with this understanding shall be resolved in accordance with Article XVI Settlement of Disputes.
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Section 5. Subject to the limits described in this section, it is understood that the Company
reserves all of its rights relative to the assignment of work and the allocation of the work plan between
employees and contractors.

Section 6. When the Company determines that contractors will be used, IBEW contractors from
the Company-determined qualified bidders list will be used if possible and where possible.

Section 7. If National Grid USA Service Company is running a distribution line operation, such
employees will be utilized prior to outside contractors.

ARTICLE VI- REDUCTION IN FORCES

A. Furloughs

Section 1. If there is a reduction in forces during the term of this agreement, and attrition is
accomplished by not filling vacancies in bottom classifications in a roster, the Company will give
consideration to normal promotions to existing vacancies in higher classifications in the roster.

Section 2. In case of furlough, affected employees will be notified three weeks prior to the date
of furlough.

Section 3. Furloughed employees who accept temporary positions during their two-year recall
period will receive normal wages for holidays occurring during the period of temporary employment and
will be covered under the Company Medical and Life Insurance programs. Such employees will not accrue
service for coverage under the Company sickness program or for seniority purposes, nor will it constitute a
break in the furlough period.

Section 4. Employees who do not have job protection and are in a roster from which a furlough
will occur, may volunteer to take a severance in accordance with the appropriate severance pay plan as
described in Article IX (F, Section 14.). A canvass, by seniority, of the affected roster, will be conducted to
identify volunteers.

B. Wage Reduction Plan

Section 1. While the Company has no present intention of laying off any employees, it is
recognized that changes in the nature of the Company’s business and other reasons which may or may not
be anticipated at this time, may cause a reduction in forces or a layoff

Section 2. However, no employee in the bargaining unit with 5 full years of service as of May
12, 2008, will be laid off or reduced in pay (“years” means actual elapsed time, not ERISA pension years).
Such employees, when affected by a reduction in forces, may displace other employees of the Company
pursuant to the Seniority Provisions. If reduced to a lower rated job classification, the employee is required
to bid vacancies they are qualified to perform as they may occur in the former classification or in other
higher rated jobs unless the Company and the Union mutually feel there are extenuating circumstances. All
assignments will be made in accordance with the Seniority Provision of the contract. Any employee
required to bid on a job in accordance with this paragraph who is the successful bidder, may elect to decline
the job and remain on the job to which the employee has been displaced, but at the time of this election, the
employee’s pay shall be reduced to the rate of pay of the job to which the employee has been displaced.
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Section 3. In the event that the jobs of employees with less than 5 thu years of service as of
May 12, 2008, are eliminated for any reason and the employees are subject to a reduction in forces or a
layoff, the Union will be consulted and every attempt made to achieve the reduction by attrition. Such
employees may displace other employees of the Company pursuant to the Seniority Provision. If no jobs
are available within the Company, the Union and the Company will jointly review the situation and attempt
to find a solution that will mitigate the layoffs or the effects of a layoff on affected employees. If no such
solution is agreed upon, layoffs will occur in accordance with the Seniority Provision of the contract.

Section 4. Laid off employees may exercise rights described in the Severance Pay Plan. If an
employee elects not to accept the Severance Plan, then they will I) be eligible for recall and, 2) afforded
employment opportunities for vacancies in other regulated and wholly-owned system companies in
accordance with the rules for “Courtesy Posting For Furloughed Employees.”

Section 5. All new entrants to the local on or after May 12, 1999 are displaceable by employees
from other locals in the National Grid USA companies with job security pursuant to this section.

ARTICLE VII- HOURS AND DAYS OF WORK

A. Hours and Days

Section 1. Regular work schedules shall be established through collective bargaining and once
established shall not be changed except through the collective bargaining procedure, including the
application of Article XVI — Settlement Of Disputes.

Section 2. Employees may be scheduled to work five consecutive eight-hour days or four
consecutive ten-hour days, with consistent start and end times, Monday through Saturday. These schedules
will be offered on a voluntary basis by classification to fill the need as determined by the Company. Off-
shift schedules may be offered Monday through Saturday to no more than 30% of the rosters within the
Division. Schedules will be posted in each local(s) within the Division. The Company will endeavor to
equitably allocate the number of shift schedules among the local Unions within the Division. No one
platform will have more than 35% of the rosters on off-shift schedules. Inventory Management (Stores)
and Fleet Management (Garage) will determine their staffing complements separately. Shifts will be
scheduled within the following time bands:

Pt Shift: 6:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
2” Shift: 12:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. (shift differential applies)
3rd Shift: 9:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. (shift differential applies)

With the exception of Trouble Shooters, scheduled shifts for Overhead employees will occur during
daylight hours.

Section 3. Customer Meter Services may post up to 40% of the roster during the non
moratorium period and 25% of the roster during the moratorium period. Temporary Meter Service
Representatives hired for collections during the non-moratorium period will be included in the roster
employee count for purposes of determining off-shift schedules.

Section 4. On a permanent or seasonal basis, the Company may post revised schedules within
the above time bands with 45 days’ notice. Scheduled will be offered on a voluntary basis by classification
to fill the need as determined by the Company. If there are not enough volunteers, the junior qualified
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individuals will be assigned. If a person assigned to an off-shift is unable by injury, illness or other
limitations to work the off-shift schedule for a period of three weeks or more, then the Company shall
provide the Union seven days’ notice to canvass for a replacement volunteer or the junior qualified will be
assigned. In such cases, both the employee being back filled for and the employee back filling count
toward the 30%. Under this agreement, off-shift employees assigned as Acting Supervisor are not eligible
for back fill. Employees in progression as a result ofjob postings on or after May 12, 2007 will not count in
the determination of the 30% schedule limit until such time as they are rated.

Section 5. The Company may create temporary schedules for special projects of at least one
week but less than four weeks in duration and with 14 days advance notice. These schedules will be
offered on a voluntary basis by classification. If there are not enough volunteers, the junior qualified
individuals will be assigned. Special projects may include Sundays as part of the work schedule. A
premium of 50% of base hourly rate will be paid for all time worked on Sunday. If less than 14 days notice
is provided, the Company will pay the first S hours of the first shift at time and one-half

Section 6. Schedule changes may also be implemented on shorter notice by mutual agreement.

Section 7. Physical workers in the Overhead Lines, Underground, and Substation O&M will be
paid a 20-minute lunch period, at the job site, between the end of the third hour and the beginning of the
sixth hour of the shift for 12 months of the year. Past practices in local areas by which other departments
receive a paid 20 minute lunch period are hereby terminated. However, local agreements by which other
departments receive a paid 20 minute lunch period will be honored.

Section 8. During regularly scheduled working hours, work assignments for all employees shall
not be restricted by union boundaries.

B. Days Of Relief

Section 1. If an employee is called in or assigned to switch on days of relief, he will be paid the
minimum.

Section 2. If such employee is told to return later in the day to switch, he will be paid time and
one-half for elapsed time.

Section 3. If, however, such employee is not required to return to switch but is free to go when
he pleases after original switching without any obligation to remain available or return, there is no
obligation to pay time and one-half for elapsed time in the event he is called in again to switch. In such a
case, two minimums will be paid.

Section 4. The dispatcher or supervisor should make it as clear as possible whether the
employee is:

a. Required to be available andlor return later, or

b. Free to go anywhere after the original switching with no obligation to remain available or
return to do other switching.

Section 5. If such employees are available pursuant to the Off-Hour Coverage provision, the
two minimums will apply as in the past.
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C. Inclement Weather Policy

Section 1. During rainy and stormy weather and unusually cold weather (10 degrees F.), the
Line and Underground Departments shall not be required to work outside except in cases of emergency.
Employees required to perform manhole work, during unusually hot weather (90 degrees F.), may exit the
manhole to hydrate as needed. During unusually hot weather (90 degrees F.) the Line and Underground
Department shall not be required to work in situations requiring rubber sleeves, except in cases of
emergencies. For other classifications affected by exposure to the elements (rain and snow but not
extremes of temperature), supervisors will attempt wherever possible to rearrange work schedules or
assignments to avoid unreasonable exposure to extremes of weather.

Section Ia. During rainy and stormy weather and unusually cold weather (10 degrees F.), the
Substation O&M department shall not be required to work outside except in cases of emergencies,
customer (internal/external) commitment. During unusually hot weather (90 degrees F.) the Substation
O&M department shall not be required to work in situations requiring rubber sleeves or the wearing of
ARC Flash Ensemble, except in cases of emergency, customer commitment (internal/external) or load
shedding.

Section 2. In the implementation of the Inclement Weather Policy, the parties agree as follows:

a. Fog, mist and light precipitation are not considered to be rainy or stormy weather. It is not
the Company’s intent to compromise its rigid safety standards, nor is it the intent of the
Company to require the employees to work for prolonged periods in light precipitation
where the health of the employee is jeopardized.

b. A central temperature device (U.S. Weather Bureau Standards) shall be utilized for each
district. Employees affected shall be notified when the temperature reaches 10 degrees F. or
90 degrees F. A local shop steward or selected Union member may have access to the
indicating thermometer or log. Location and type of temperature device will be determined
by the Company per the U.S. Weather Bureau Standards.

*Lebanon, N.H., North Adams, Great Barrington

c. In all weather conditions, employees may be assigned any work which is within their skills
and ability in protected locations. They will travel to and from the job site or location and
load or unload vehicles. Work during hot weather (90 degrees F.) requiring the use of
rubber sleeves will be done only in cases of emergencies.

d. The following types of work will be performed outside except in rainy or stormy weather
and/or the temperature reaches 10 degrees F or below:

1. Street light work
2. Switching and grounding
3. Cable splicing (with protective equipment if necessary)
4. Pulling cable
5. Limited substation maintenance on de-energized equipment and V and 0 inspection
6. Motorized patrol
7. Trenching, installing conduits and conductors and foundations
8. Substation construction on de-energized or isolated work
9. Dead line work
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10. Pole sets without hand displacement of energized conductors
11. Manhole/vault inspection and maintenance
12. Material handling, delivering and unloading
13. Snow removal and sanding incidental to operations
14. Secondary work in support of customer commitments

None of the above 14 items are intended to require personnel to work on energized
primaries. Number 2 is not intended to create dead line work and #‘s 1 and 14 will require a
two person crew.

Letter of Intent Re: Inclement Weather Policy
It is the intent of the Company in the application of item C of the Inclement Weather policy
that Overhead and Underground line crews shall not be required to drive to the job site to
perform outside work when the outside temperature is below 10 degrees F unless the
temperature will be above 10 degrees F. at the time of arrival at the work site.

D. Procedure On Rest Periods

Section 1. Employees who are on a regular fixed shift and required to work overtime during
the eight (8) hour period just prior to the employee’s regularly scheduled work day will be entitled to an
aggregate of eight hours rest, (inclusive of travel time and scheduled lunch period). If such rest time
and travel time extend into the normal workday, no deduction in pay will be made for the hours
overlapping the normal workday. This rest time may be taken at the latter part of the normal workday.
However, if because of interruption to service or any other need to maintain an adequate work force, the
rest time is not possible in the next normal workday compensating time off, equivalent to the rest time,
will be given at a later mutually agreed upon date.

Section 2. In any twenty-four hour period, an employee who has worked continuously 16
hours or more shall be entitled to eight hours rest (inclusive of travel time and established lunch
period). If such rest period should overlap employee’s normal workday, he shall suffer no loss of pay
for time involved. However, if because of interruption to service or any other need to maintain an
adequate work force, this rest period is not possible in the next normal workday then compensating time
off will be given at a later mutually agreed date for the time which overlaps the normal workday.

Section 3. Under Sections (1) and (2) above, compensating rest time accrued, in excess of
(16) hours, must be taken within a specific period of time, to be determined locally, after discussion
between the union and management.

Section 4. In the administration of Rest Time, if it is required that an employee, in order to
take his rest time on the same day on which it is earned, be expected to report for work for two hours or
less of his regularly scheduled workday, he will be excused for the remainder of that scheduled
workday. This does not apply to the application of deferred compensating rest time.

Section 5. In the administration of the Emergency Storm Work Premium (Article IX) wherein it
states that the Rest Period Policy does not apply, it is intended that an employee who has worked
continuously for 16 consecutive hours be given at least six hours rest and be paid at straight time rate for
that rest time, but if it is not given, the employee will be entitled to compensating rest time at a later time
for that part of the six hours rest time which was not given.
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Section 6. No Shift Workers are included unless on a conventional fixed shift. If conventional
fixed schedules are implemented for second and third shifts, rest time would apply to those as well.

Section 7. DOT reset rest time will be at the normal straight time rate of pay.

ARTICLE VIII - MEAL PERIOD

Section 1. If an employee works hours that would occur during a meal period, they will be
entitled to a paid meal period during the meal periods of 6:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m., 12:00 p.m. to 1:00p.m.,
5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. and 12:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. Paid meal periods will be provided every five hours
thereafter for the duration of the emergency off hour work. However, employees engaged in emergency
overtime work shall not work in excess of five hours unless granted a meal period without deduction in
pay. If any meal period or meal periods are missed, one thirty-minute period of overtime will be added to
actual hours worked.

Section 2. If, in the course of a normal workday, the employee works through the scheduled
meal period, and he/she is unable to take the meal period prior to the end of the normal workday, he/she
will be paid an additional one-half hour of overtime.

Section 3. For shift workers required to work extended days, the first meal period shall
commence the same number of hours or factions thereof after the end of their shift as is the case for day
workers in the same department. For example, where the T&D department is on a 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
day schedule, the first meal period is two hours after the end of the shift. Therefore, Trouble Shooters
working on shift would be entitled to their first meal two hours after the end of their shift.

ARTICLE IX - COMPENSATION

A. y

Section 1. The following conditions shall apply to employees who are now or may hereafter be
paid less than the Ultimate Wage Rates in the Schedule of Wages:

a. Upon the effective dates, each classification will receive the ultimate wage rate of the class
except that the established increase will be applied: (I) to the ADJUSTED pay rate under the
Disability Retrogression Pay Plan for employees hired before May 12, 1997, and (2) in all other
cases where the rate on the effective date is either above or below the ultimate wage rate, to the
ultimate wage rate. If upon the effective dates of said schedule the rated wage of any class
exceeds the present wage of any permanent employee other than a probationary employee in the
class, the wage of such permanent employee in the class shall be increased to the ultimate wage
rate of his class.

b. When after the effective date of this Agreement, any permanent employee, other than a
probationary employee, is promoted or transferred to any new or different position and the
applicable rated wage of the class to which he is promoted or transferred exceeds the wage he is
receiving when promoted or transferred, then the wage of such permanent employee shall be
increased to the ultimate wage rate of the class to which he is promoted or transferred.
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c. When employees are temporarily assigned to higher classes of work for periods of three hours
or more during a regularly scheduled day, they shall receive the higher wages for the flail day. If
assigned for periods of less than three hours, but more than one half hour, they shall receive the
higher wages for actual time worked.

d. New employees hired on a permanent basis during the term of this agreement will receive a
wage that shall be not less than 75% of the ultimate rate for the class of work to which they are
first assigned, promoted or transferred during their probationary period. After a period of six
months of continuous employment and the completion of the probationary period, employees
will then receive an increase in wages to the ultimate rate of their class.

B. Premiums

Section 1. Shift Differential

Employees assigned to classifications requiring work on shifts shall receive, in addition to their
regular rate, a premium of 7% of the employee’s straight time hourly rate for the time worked on the
second (evening) shift and on the third (night) shift. This applies to overtime only if the employee is filling
a vacant shift; to call-ins only if the employee is filling a vacant shift; it would apply to vacations; it would
apply to holidays if a holiday fell on the employee’s scheduled shift; and it would not apply to sick time.

Section 2. Sunday Premium

A premium of 25% of base hourly rate (for three shifts that predominantly occur on Sunday) will be
paid for all time worked on Sundays and added for each hour worked if pan of the employee’s regular shift.
This will apply to overtime only if the employee is covering a shift; to call-ins only if the employee is
covering a shift; it will apply to vacation; it is not applicable to holidays; and will not apply to sick time.

Section 3. Premium Wage for High Structures

A premium of S2.00 per hour or $16.00 per day will be paid for the day to an employee who climbs
at least once to a height of 85 feet or over. This will apply to overtime, if the employee is so assigned; to
call-ins, if the employee is so assigned; it will not apply to vacations; it is not applicable to holidays, and it
does not apply to sick time.

Section 4. Acting Supervisor Premium

A premium of $3.00 per hour will be paid to locals 326 and 486. A premium of $4.00 per hour will
be paid to local 1465. The determination of the individuals to take this voluntary assignment shall be by
mutual agreement of the Company and the Union. This premium will apply to overtime, when assigned.
This premium will apply to holidays if the upgrade would have occurred but it will not apply to sick time.
Local agreements in excess of this amount will continue. On a voluntary basis, rated employees with
proper training may be assigned to direct outside crews during a major restoration period. The individuals
so assigned will be done so by mutual agreement and will be paid the Acting Supervisor premium. This
premium will apply to overtime, to holidays if the upgrade would have occurred, but it will not apply to
sick time.
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Section 5. Training Premium

A premium of $3.00 per hour will be paid to Crew Leaders who are responsible for the direction of
training crews. In addition, the 1/C worker will receive an upgrade to Crew Leader when so assigned. A
training crew is defined as three or more OHL apprentices or 3/C lineworkers. The determination of the
individuals to take this assignment shall be by mutual agreement of the Company and the Union. This
premium will apply to overtime, to holidays if the upgrade would have occurred, but it will not apply to
sick time.

Section 6. Second Day Of Relief Premium

a. An employee who works on his second day of relief will be paid double time for all hours
worked, providing the employee has also worked on the preceding first day of relief This
applies to overtime; this applies to call-ins; it is not applicable to vacations; it is not
applicable to holidays; and it is not appiicable to sick time.

b. If the second day of relief occurs on a holiday, the holiday premium only will be paid and
these premiums will not be pyramided.

c. For Monday to Friday workers, for the purposes of this premium payment, the first day of
relief is Saturday and the second day of relief is the next succeeding Sunday.

d. For shift workers, or those on any other schedule, the first day of relief and the second day
of relief will be as allocated according to the payroll workweek. However, in all cases
where there is a fixed schedule with two consecutive days of relief, the second day of these
two days of relief will be the second day of relief for the application of this premium without
regard to the payroll workweek.

e. This second day of relief is based on a five-day workweek flilfilling the weekly work
requirements with two other days, usually consecutive, being considered days of relief.
Therefore, any workweek not filling this basic requirement will have to be considered
specially.

f. This second day of relief premium applies to all consecutive days of relief worked beyond
one.

Section 7. Emergency Storm Work Premium

a. It is sometimes necessary to assign employees of the Overhead Lines Department outside
their District because of severe storms causing extensive interruptions to service.

b. When these employees are so assigned to work outside their District for a period of more
than 24 hours, including travel time, the method of payment will be as follows:

1. The outside physical workers so assigned, will be paid for working time at the rate of
one and one-half times their regular straight time rate, and for rest time at their
regular straight time rate.

2. The Rest Period Policy will not apply during this emergency work when employees
are being paid under the above paragraph, but every effort will be made to give
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employees adequate rest time. It is intended that an employee who has worked
continuously for sixteen hours be given at least six hours rest and be paid for this rest
time at his regular straight time rate, but if it is not given, the employee will be
entitled to compensating rest time at a later time for that portion of the six hours rest
time which was not given.

3. If a holiday occurs during this assignment, working time shall be paid for at the rate
of two and one-half times their regular straight time rate and rest time at the regular
straight time rate.

4. When the assignment is completed and the employees have returned to their own
district, the normal method of payment and rest time procedures will be in effect.

5. The outside physical employees in the working area of the district to which outside
System employees have been assigned, will be paid according to the same premium
method as the assigned crews and the rest period application will be the same,
beginning at the time the first outside crew is assigned to the district and continuing
until the assignment is complete and the crews have been released, at which time the
normal method of payment and rest period application will be in effect.

6. Construction Services crews working previous to and at the time of the emergency
within a district will not be considered to be an outside crew for the determination of
the paragraph above.

Section 8. Emergency Storm Work Premium — Stores. Fleet, Operations Engineering,
Metering Services and Customer Service Departments

a. It is sometimes necessary for employees in the Stores, Fleet, Operations Engineering,
Metering Services and Customer Service Departments to work extended hours because of
severe storms causing extensive interruptions to service.

b. When employees in the Overhead Lines Department work outside of their district due to
such conditions and they qualify for the payment of the “Emergency Storm Work
Premium”, which is provided for in this agreement, the Company’s method of payment to
employees in the Stores, Fleet, Operations Engineering, Metering Services and Customer
Service departments working in the district receiving outside crews will be as follows when
they work the extended hours set forth below:

1. Employees in the Stores, Fleet, Operations Engineering, Metering Services and
Customer Service Departments, who are assigned to work twelve (12) consecutive
hours or more during such times will be paid for their working time at the rate of one
and one-half times their regular straight time rate.

2. Such employees will not receive any pay for rest time during such times, and they
shall only be entitled to receive the pay set forth in paragraph above when the
Overhead Lines Department employees working outside their district are entitled to
receive emergency storm work premiums.

3. The Rest Period Policy win not apply during this emergency work when employees
are being paid under paragraph (c.), but every effort will be made to give employees
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adequate rest time. It is intended that an employee who has worked continuously for
sixteen hours be given at least six hours rest. If it is not given, the employee will be
entitled to compensating rest time at a later time for that portion of the six hours rest
time which was not given.

4. Work schedules will be changed when necessary to meet the service restoration
requirements. The Company does not intend to change shifts to avoid paying
regularly accruing premiums on days of relief or holidays.

5. Employees in the above named departments when assigned as outside physical
workers will be paid under the provisions of the Emergency Storm Work Premium —

Overhead Lines Section 6.

Section 9. Emergency Out of Town Assignments

It is imperative that the Company has the ability to respond to all regions with additional help in an
expeditious and safe manner during emergencies. In order to accomplish this, the Company proposes:

a. Overhead, Underground, O&M and Fleet workers will have a bag packed at their work
location with appropriate clothing, toiletries, etc., so as to be able to go out of town on
emergencies for at least four days. The Company will provide a one-time stipend of $40.00
to those groups of workers. Employees without a packed bag will not be eligible to go out
of town.

b. Out-of town assignments will be limited to fully rated Line Workers, Splicers, and O&M
workers. The assignment of lower-rated workers will be made only after all available, fully-

rated workers are engaged.

c. Only workers with valid and updated CDL licenses, including updated DOT medical
certificates, are eligible for out-of-town assignments.

d. Workers attending or training at any National Grid Training facilities will not be eligible for
out-of-town assignments unless determined by the Company.

e. For advance notice of out of town assignments, employees called six hours or more in
advance of the start time will not receive compensation from the time of the call.
Employees called with less than six hours prior to the start time will be paid from the time of
the call and acceptance of work.

f. Twenty-four hour DOT reset time will be at straight time.

g. Employees assigned to work in emergencies in companies not affiliated with the System will
be paid during this emergency assignment the prevailing straight time rate of the foreign
company for their classification if it is higher, but this does not apply to any other rate of pay
or working condition.
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Section 10. Off-Hour Coverage Premium

a. Employees required to stand by for possible call-in will be paid $70 per day, Monday through
Friday and $85 on weekends and holidays, when so assigned on a daily basis. This premium is
not applicable to sick time or vacation time. In the case where the notice is less than 24 hours
from the start of the coverage period, the daily stipend will be increased to $125 per day for all
days in the coverage period.

b. In the case of a holiday or holiday weekend, where the Company requires employees to be
placed on stand-by, it will notify the local union at least 30 days in advance of the number
needed and the local union will supply the names at least 48 hours prior to the start of the
coverage period. If the Company does not notify the local union within 30 days of holiday
coverage, the normal call out procedures will be followed. If the Union cannot fulfill the
Company’s request, the junior qualified individuals will be required to fill the request. The on-
call responders will be given a pager and must respond within 10 minutes of the page. Holidays
covered by this section are the named holidays (excluding floating holidays)those listed in
Article X of the contract.

c. Work assignments for employees called in while receiving stand-by pay will be limited to the
District boundaries.

d. Telecommunications: An on-call stipend of $250 per week will be paid to technicians who are
assigned to weekly on-call.

e. Employees who are assigned to off-hour coverage on a holiday will be entitled to an additional
holiday with pay.

Section 11. Assignments To Off-Hour Coverage

Assignments pursuant to the Off-Hour Coverage provision, other than for Section 10 above, will be
made for weekly periods. Wherever assignments have heretofore been made pursuant to such provision,
such assignments will be continued for weekly periods during the term of the agreement.

C. Overtime

Section 1. All employees regularly scheduled to work eight hours within a day shall be paid
overtime at the rate of one and one-half times their regular rate for all hours worked in excess of eight per
day or forty per week; employees normally scheduled to work more or less than eight hours within a day
shall be paid overtime at the rate of one and one-half times their regular rate for hours worked in excess of
such scheduled hours per day or forty per week provided that no employee shall be paid both daily and
weekly overtime on account of the same hours of overtime worked.

Section 2. Employees when required to work on their regularly scheduled days of relief shall be
paid overtime at the rate of one and one-half times their regular rate.

Section 3. “Regular rate” for the purpose of this Article shall mean the regular weekly wage of
such employees divided by forty.

Section 4. All overtime hours worked on Sunday will be compensated at the rate of double
time.
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Section 5. Response To Overtime

a. Because of the nature of our business, and our need to provide 24-hour a day service to our
customers, it is necessary that employees work a reasonable amount of overtime — planned
and unplanned.

b. Troubleshooters or the Shift Workers on duty shall be the primary response to emergencies.
If additional employees are required then those on stand-by pay shall be used. If additional
employees are necessary, the call list process described below shall be utilized.

c. Employees shall ffirnish an acceptable means of off-hour contact by telephone.

d. Utilizing a rotating call list procedure:

I. If the local union Response to Overtime response rate is equal to or greater than the
response rate below, then the entire local call list in the district will be called first,
followed by the call list for the secondary platform applicable to the town involved
as designated by the Company.

2. If the local union Response to Overtime response rate is less than the response rate
defined below, then the local platform call list will be called first (but not the entire
local), followed by available employees already responding to other emergencies in
other local union areas, followed by the call list for the secondary platform
applicable to the town involved as designated by the Company. Shift workers
responding to emergencies may only work incidental overtime outside their local.

3. The response rate standard for the Overhead Lines, Underground and Substation
O&M departments is 30%.

4. The lack of response records of employees will be reviewed on a periodic basis.
Consideration will be given to the number of instances, the reasons for lack of
response and the average response record of the employees in the department. If, as
a result of this review, management considers that an employee’s lack of response
record is excessive, the employee will be reminded of his or her obligation to share
in necessary overtime in an informal meeting with his supervisor. A continuing
unsatisfactory response record will result in a formal meeting with the employee
(with Union representation), and the employee will receive a written warning. A
continued unsatisfactory response record may result in more severe disciplinary
action.

5. For this purpose, the measure is calculated as the percent of calls made which result
in a report to work. Employees who have worked 400 hours or more overtime in the
preceding twelve months will be deemed to have met the standard regardless of
acceptance rate to call outs and will not be subject to intervention consequences.
Overtime hours resulting from an out of town storm restoration assignment to a non
National Grid affiliated company will not be counted towards the 400 hours. This
standard is to be measured on a going-forward basis only in 6 month increments
ending each calendar quarter following an adequate notice period to all affected
employees. Employees who do not respond to a call will be charged with an instance
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for lack of response (exception — employees who are out on authorized absences).
Employees shall not be charged with more than one instance in a twenty-four hour
period or on consecutive days of relief. Employees unable to respond due to DOT
regulation requirements and employees out on authorized absences will not be
charged with non-response if called.

e. In the event the Company cannot get required resources from the procedure described
above, supervisors and contractors may be used.

Section 6. Minimum Payment For Certain Overtime

a. Employees subject to this agreement shall be paid a minimum of three hours pay at time and
one-half or overtime pay for actual hours worked, whichever is greater, for each time called
out during unscheduled hours.

b. This minimum shall not apply in any case where employees are assigned to work continuous
overtime from the end of their regular work day or assigned to work one hour or less
immediately prior to the beginning of their regular workday. Overtime rate for actual time
worked shall be paid for this continuous time.

c. If such employee is scheduled in advance for overtime work on a day of relief, he will be
paid the minimum if the overtime work is canceled unless he is notified of the cancellation
prior to the close of the preceding regularly scheduled work day. If no such notice is given,
the employee will report for work as scheduled, unless othenvise notified.

d. If such overtime is scheduled on a regular work day, the minimum will apply unless the
employee is notified of cancellation prior to the end of such regular work day.

e. When an employee is called out during unscheduled hours, he will be credited with the time
reasonably required beginning at the time the call is made to travel from his home to the
station or job and back to his home.

D. Clothing

Section 1. It is agreed that it will be the practice to replace damaged clothing when it is ruined
in unusual or extraordinarily dirty jobs.

Section 2. Employees in the Overhead, Underground, Substation O&M, Customer Meter
Services (Roster A &B) departments will be provided initial fire retardant clothing allowances of $915.00
and annual allowances of $340.00. The allowances will be available at the beginning of each fiscal year
(April). Any employee with an allocation balance equal to or greater than three (3) times the annual
allocation will not receive an allowance for that year. Contractual allowance will be indexed to the average
price increase, if any, during the term of the contract.

On or before August 1, 2014, the Company will establish clothing accounts in the amount of $200.00 and
then on April 1 of each year an annual clothing allowance of $200 will be provided for Facilities (non
clerical) personnel. All Facilities personnel are required to wear the Company-supplied uniform. Uniforms
may not be worn outside of work assignments and must be returned to the Company upon leaving the
department. Employees are responsible for wearing and maintaining their uniforms in a clean and orderly
fashion.
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Section 3. The Company will provide annual cleaning allowances as follows:

Overhead and O&M: $ 125.00
Underground: $ 225.00

Section 4. In the event that OSHA adopts a standard requiring change to our Nomex clothing
policy, the Company agrees to meet with the Union to discuss implementation of such revised standard.

Section 5. Effective May 2014, an annual allowance (paid in one installment) protective
footwear allowance of $200 will be provided for employees in the following departments: Overhead,
Underground, Substation O&M, Work Readiness, Stores, Facilities, Fleet, Customer Meter Services
(Rosters A&B), Central Meter Test, Distribution Design and Telecommunications. All protective footwear
will comply with ANSI Z41 having an impact rating of 75, compression rating of 75, and electrical hazard
rate (ANSI Z4l part 91 1175 C/75 ER).

Section 6. Meter Reading

Meter Readers will receive an annual clothing allowance of $200 and an initial startup allowance of
$500 for new Meter Readers. All Meter Readers are required to wear the Company-supplied uniform.
Uniforms may not be worn outside of work assignments and must be returned to the Company upon
leaving the department. Employees are responsible for wearing and maintaining their uniforms in a clean
and orderly fashion. Any uniform grandfathering in the Metering Services department is terminated.

E. Miscellaneous

Section 1. The personal mileage reimbursement rate is the per mile rate established annually by
the IRS.

Section 2. Employees required to work away from their own areas on emergencies will be
reimbursed for clothing and personal articles if not given proper notice.

Section 3. The Company will reimburse employees for 100% of the premium cost of licenses
required by employees as a condition of employment in their classifications. The reimbursement is based
on the cost of licenses and endorsements.

Section 4. For employees requiring a Class A or B Commercial Drivers’ License, the Company
will pay the difference between Class C and A or B.

SectionS. Effective December 31, 2014, all employees will be paid electronically and their pay
will be direct deposited.

F. Benefits

Employees subject to the provisions of this agreement shall be eligible for and entitled to the benefit
plans listed below as set forth in “Your Employee Benefits”and “Your Benefits At Retirement” as modified
by the Memorandum of Agreement dated May 12, 2007, all of which are incorporated into this agreement.
During the term of the Agreement, the Company will maintain the type of benefits listed under existing
terms, but only to the extent such existing terms specifically relate to represented employees’ benefit
formulas, contribution amounts or schedules, prescribed health and welfare benefit levels, and/or type of
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health care delivery options (for example, PPO and P05). Otherwise, the Company maintains sole
discretion to manage and administer all benefits, including, but not limited to, matters such as the delivery
of benefit, the selection of insurers (except for P05 plans), trustees or administrators, funding, investment
management and the process and procedures for benefit processing.

Section 1. Final Average Pay Pension Plan II

The Company pays the full cost of this plan.

Section 2. Defined Contribution Pension Plan

All employees hired on or after May 12, 2014 will be enrolled in a Defined Contribution Pension
Plan.

Section 3. Incentive Thrift Plan

a. The Company Match is increased to:

100% of the first 2% of base pay
50% of up to the next 4% of base pay

b. Effective January 1, 2004 the hardship suspension period is reduced from one year to six
months, an after-tax savings feature will be added to the plan, and a year end match true-up
will be implemented. Effective as soon as practical, the Company match will follow the
employee’s contribution, and all restrictions on current balances of National Grid ADR’s
will be eliminated. Effective September 1, 2007, employees can elect to make their
contribution on either base or all pay.

Section 4. Active Employee Health Care

a. The Company will maintain not less than the level of hospitalization and medical coverage
as provided under Blue Cross/Blue Shield listed below at the date of this agreement.

b. The Company will provide the Blue Cross-Blue Shield Student Program for children of full-
time employees who are over 19 years of age but have not yet reached their 26th birthday.

c. If, in the future, benefits are provided by a different carrier, coverage will not be less than
that in effect on the effective date of this agreement.

d. Effective January 1, 2008, the Company contribution percentages for health insurance are:
Preferred Provider Organization Plan 80%
Point-Of-Service Plans 80%

e. Effective January 1,2015 the Medical Opt Out will be eliminated.

f. Effective January 1, 2015 a High-Deductible Health Plan (HDHP), with a Company
contribution of 90%, will be made available and an employee funded Health Spending
Account (HSA) will be created by the Company.
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g. In structuring the applicable prices for the options above, the risk pool will be consolidated
with all plans, all employees, at all locations. Prices will be set to offset the effect of
adverse selection, and prices for each of the options will be the same for employees across
the Company. The PPO rate projection will be generated in aggregate with the PPO and
P05 claims in the same way as has been done in the past.

h. The Company agrees to solicit a bid for stop loss protection for the National Grid members.
When the lowest available price is established, it will be included in the rates prior to the
application for the 80/20 cost sharing. All incurred individual claims above $250,000 (two
hundred fifty thousand dollars) in a 12-month renewal time frame will be removed from
both the renewal calculations in setting the rates and the true up calculations effective
January 1, 2008.

i. Prices for the health care choices will be set on a current cost basis with a true-up process to
take place after the completion of each calendar plan year which will refund or surcharge to
employees a portion of the excess cost or savings realized under the program.

j. If during the term of this Contract, any State or National Health Program is legislated and
affects the Company costs in the benefit areas previously negotiated, the Company is willing
to negotiate the redistribution of the savings to the Company, if any, by such action. Such
redistribution shall be limited to the existing cost.

k. In advance of the 2009 health plan enrollment, National Grid agrees to solicit bids for
medical and prescription drug coverage on behalf of all IBEW employees at National Grid.
Any change in benefits, vendors or providers shall be by mutual agreement.

Section 4. Dental

a. Dental benefits will be available to all employees regardless of the health plan they are
enrolled in on a voluntary basis. Effective January 1, 2008, the Company contribution for
dental is as follows:

Preferred Provider Organization Plan 80%
Point-Of-Service Plans 80%

b. Effective January 1, 2008, the annual maximum benefit is increased to $2,000.

c. Dental coverage terminates at retirement.

Section 5. Disability Insurance

a. The Company contribution to the premium shall be as follows:
5/12/03 $50.64
7/01/03 $73.97

b. Any additional cost to be borne by the employee. Any amount by which the Company
contribution exceeds the insurance premium will be refunded in payroll to employees who
are receiving gross wages.

c. Effective with disabilities commencing on or after 1/1/00, the maximum benefit that an
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employee will receive is 60% of base pay per month.

d. The Company agreed that if a disabled employee was denied benefits by the insurer after the
first twenty-four months of disability, and the Company could not provide employment for
the individual, and the individual had acquired the total of age and years of service totaling
60 at the time the employee began receiving Long Term Disability payments, the employee
will be eligible for an early medical retirement under the conditions outlined in the
Memorandum of Understanding of Items Agreed to During Negotiations of New Labor
Agreement March 12, 1984.

e. Employees are normally required to exhaust their active payroll benefits before becoming
eligible for disability benefits under the Long Term Disability Plan. This would include all
holiday, vacation, and occupational or non-occupational disability benefits. However,
subject to agreement by the Company, employees may postpone vacation entitlement at the
time they have exhausted occupational or non-occupational benefits and begin receiving
benefits under the Long Term Disability Plan subject to the following conditions:

1. The maximum amount of vacation entitlement employees may postpone cannot
exceed the vacation they would be entitled to in that calendar year.

2. It will be the obligation of the employee or the Union to request vacation
postponement under the terms described above prior to the time the employee
exhausts occupational or non-occupational benefits.

Section 6. Basic Group Life Insurance

The Company pays the full cost of this plan.

Section 7. Optional Group Life Insurance

The employee pays the full cost of this plan.

Section 8. Retiree Health and Life Insurance

a. Effective August 1, 2003, upon retirement:

1. The retiree life insurance benefit is reduced immediately to $12,500. Employees
hired after May 12, 2007, are not eligible for post-retirement life insurance.

2. The Company contribution to post-age 65 coverage is modified as per Item #6
to the May 12, 2007 Memorandum of Agreement.

b. Those employees eligible for the VERO, as outlined in Attachment I. to the May 12, 2003
Memorandum of Agreement, will retain the current benefit design at any retirement date.

Section 9. Broken Service

a. The following rules regarding the reinstatement of prior service for crediting to sick pay,
vacation time and service awards shall be in effect:
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1. If the prior period of regular full-time service was five years or more, then that
service is now automatically and immediately recognized. Only years and months of
actual full-time service should be counted.

2. If the prior period of regular flail-time service was less than five years, and the break
in service was less than five years, then the prior service is recognized after one year
of future service. Only years and months of actual full-time service should be
counted.

3. In all other cases, no credit for prior service shall be given.

b. Rules for the crediting of service after a break in service under the pension plan are contained in
Section 4.07 Reemployment in the Final Average Pay Plan II.

c. Effective 5/12/99, employees must make specific claim for this adjustment and must supply as
much infonnation as possible to the Company.

Section 10. Educational Reimbursement

a. It is the present policy of the Company to reimburse regular full-time employees with more than
one year of continuous service, for 90 per cent of the net cost of both tuition and required
textbooks for courses which are reasonably related to their present or prospective future work
with the Company. Courses taken to satisfy’ established degree requirements as a qualification
for bargaining unit positions will be reimbursed at 100%. Course approval in each case will be
determined by the Company on the basis that both the employee and the Company will benefit
from the additional schooling. The courses must be taken outside of working hours and must
not interfere with regular work.

1. Procedure for Application

The employee must complete an Educational Aid Program Application for Approval &
Reimbursement form available from the Employee Relations Department and submit it to
his supervisor so that it may be approved prior to the starting date of the course.

2. Procedure for Reimbursement

a. The employee should resubmit the approved application, upon completion of the
course within the normal time specified, with passing grades as determined by the
school. A certificate or other formal report from the school that the course has been
successfully completed together with a final statement of costs for tuition and
textbooks must accompany the application.

b. The Company will reimburse regular full-time employees, with more than one year
of continuous service, for 90 per cent of the net cost of tuition, required textbooks
and fees for courses which are reasonably related to their present or perspective
future work with the Company. Such reimbursements will be paid at the beginning
of the school semester. Appropriate documentation will be required to demonstrate
the actual cost of tuition, books, and fees. The employee will be required to provide
documentation of successful completion of the course. In the event that the course is
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not successfiuly completed, the Company will recover the previously reimbursed
amounts for that course.

NOTE: The employee must still be employed by the Company when reimbursement is requested. The
Company will make payments only to the employee. Such payments are considered as wages by the
Internal Revenue Department and are subject to withholding taxes for Income and Social Security
purposes.

Section II. National Grid Scholarship Program

Effective with the next scholarship award cycle in January of 2004, the National Grid Scholarship
Program is available to all employees. Future program continuation, termination, or changes is at the fill
discretion of the Company.

Section 12. Dependent Care Assistance Plan

Benefits are as described in “Your Benefits Program”.

Section 13. Workers’ Compensation Benefits

a. The Company will pay the entire cost for benefits payable under State or Federal Workers’
Compensation laws for disability caused by occupational injury or disease whether such benefit
payments are made entirely by an insurance company or in part by State and Federal
Authorities.

b. Workers’ Compensation checks are made payable directly to the employee by the insurance
carrier.

c. When an employee is involved in a dispute between two insurance companies as a result of a
change in the Workers’ Compensation carrier, the Company, on the request of the employee, or
the Union, will evaluate each individual case and provide necessary assistance when the
Company feels it is appropriate.

d. The Company agrees to explore alternative dispute resolution methods for Workers’
Compensation issues that would work to the mutual benefit of both the Company and the Union
in helping to control costs.

Section 14. Severance Pay Plan

Except as provided below, the Company will pay severance benefits to eligible employees as
follows:

a. Basic Severance

1. Regular employees who have completed three (3) years or more of continuous
service and who are permanently released from employment because of
reasons beyond the control of the employee concerned shall be given an
allowance of one (1) week’s base pay at the rate of pay at the time of release
for each fill year of continuous service.
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2. An employee shall not be required to accept severance pay. He shall have an
option, effective up to two years following the date he receives from the Company,
notice of termination, to accept or not to accept severance pay. In case he elects
not to accept severance pay, he shall not lose his reemployment rights, but shall
retain all reemployment or other privileges which the contract between the
Company and the Union or which the practice of the Company provides.

b. Enhanced Severance

If the employee signs the required Agreement and Release, benefits will be as follows:

1. Regular employees who are permanently released from employment because of
reasons beyond the control of the employee concerned, shall be given an allowance
of two week’s base pay at the rate of pay at the time of release for each hill year of
service (pension service basis).

2. Up to one year Company contribution towards COBRA health coverage.

3. $4,000 gross for retraining or education reimbursement during first year following
severance.

4. Election period of 90 days.

c. Severance benefits shall be in addition to any earned vacation benefits for which the
separated employee is eligible.

d. Severance pay benefits shall not apply to employees:

1. Discharged for just cause
2. Retiring from the Company (including early medical retirement).
3. Leaving on leave of absence.
4. In the event of death.

Section 15. Moving Expenses

The Company will pay reasonable moving expenses if they are necessary and the move is required
by the Company.

Section 16. Perfect Attendance Program

Permanent employees, following one (I) hill year of continuous employment will be entitled to a
reward for each Calendar Year during which there are no absences except those due to jury duty, vacations,
bereavement, military leaves of absence and union leaves of absence.

First year of perfect attendance, one (1) additional floating holiday and one hundred fifty dollars
($150) will be awarded.

Second consecutive year of perfect attendance, one (1) additional floating holiday and two hundred
twenty-five dollars ($225) will be awarded.
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Third consecutive year or more of perfect attendance, one (1) additional floating holiday and three
hundred seventy-five dollars ($375) will be awarded.

Awards are paid out the following year. Floating holidays are to be scheduled the same as the
current vacation policy.

ARTICLE X - HOLIDAYS

Section I. Employees subject to the provisions of this agreement shall receive normal straight
time compensation on New Year’s Day, Presidents’ Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day,
Veterans’ Day, Thanksgiving Day, the day after Thanksgiving, the last scheduled workday before
Christmas Day and Christmas Day plus two floating holidays which are subject to the Supplementary
Holiday Provisions below. This subdivision does not apply to employees who are not paid for the week in
which the holiday occurs, with the exception of employees on the active payroll, absent due to illness or
injury.

Section 2. If employees work on such holiday in their normal schedule, they shall receive in
addition to the first paragraph one and one-half times their straight time hourly rate for all hours worked in
that schedule.

Section 3. If employees are assigned on such holidays to work hours outside their normal
schedule (nonnal schedule on days of relief being hours worked in last regularly scheduled day), they shall
receive two and one-half times their straight time hourly rate for all hours worked.

Section 4. If on a holiday which falls on a regularly scheduled day an employee is absent during
a sick pay period, his pay for the day will be charged as holiday pay.

Section 5. If an employee is absent but receiving vacation pay or authorized funeral leave, and
the holiday occurs on his normal work day, the employee shall receive either an additional day off with
hours to be designated by the Company, or normal straight time hourly compensation for one day.

Section 6. If an employee is on a “no work-no pay status” he shall receive holiday
compensation only if he works the scheduled workday prior to and subsequent to the holiday, unless the
Company and the Brotherhood are satisfied by convincing evidence that such absence was justifiable.

Section 7. All eligible employees shall be paid for hours not worked on recognized holidays,
the wages or salary they would have received if such holiday had not occurred.

Section 8. It is intended that an employee on higher assignment for scheduled hours the day
before a holiday and the day after the holiday, and who would have received the assignment pay if the
holiday had not occurred, will be paid the assignment pay on the holiday.

Section 9. An employee who is retiring prior to utilizing his floating holidays will have those
days added to the vacation allowance to which he is entitled on going into retirement.

Section 10. An employee who would have received a shift premium if he had not been forced to
take the holiday off because his operation is shut down for the holiday; e.g., the North Andover Garage,
will be paid the shift premium along with his holiday pay which would have been earned if worked.
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Section 11. Under normal conditions, an employee will receive one day’s pay as a result of a
holiday falling on his day of relief If the employee desires to have compensating time off in lieu of pay for
the holiday, his supervisor will endeavor to arrange for a day off that is mutually agreeable and is consistent
with the employee’s wishes, the work load and will not result in any increased expense to the Company.

Section 12. An employee on Off-Hour Coverage for a week including a holiday may have a day
off that is mutually agreeable. The day off will be subject to the workload and will not result in any
increased expense to the Company and cannot be carried over into the next calendar year.

ARTICLE XI- VACATIONS

Section 1. Effective January 1,2008, vacation shall be accrued over any ten months during
the calendar year. For 2007, vacation accrues from June 1 through December 31 except that in the
event an employee is absent for two months or less at any time during calendar year 2007, he/she shall
receive a full accrual for 2008. No month of absence can affect more than one vacation accrual period.

Section 2. Employees continuously employed prior to January 1 for less than one year, but
more than six full months, will be entitled to a vacation with straight time pay of two normal working
days for each full month of employment in excess of six months prior to January 1.

Section 3. Employees, on January 1 following one year of continuous service will be entitled
to two weeks’ vacation with straight time pay.

Section 4. Employees, on January 1 of the year in which they complete of five full years of
continuous service, will be entitled to three weeks’ vacation with pay in that year.

Section 5. For each full year of service beyond ten years, employees will be entitled to one
additional day of vacation for each full year of service completed between years 11 and 14.

Section 6. Employees, on January 1 of the year in which they complete fifteen full years of
continuous service, will be entitled to four weeks’ vacation with pay in that year.

Section 7. Employees, on January 1 of the year in which they complete twenty full years of
continuous service, will be entitled to five weeks’ vacation with pay in that year.

Section 8. Effective January 1, 2008, employees will have the option to buy up to five
additional days of vacation for the year subject to the applicable program rules and IRS limits.

Section 9. Vacations will be granted according to schedules approved by the Company and
insofar as possible, seniority will govern. One of the three weeks, two of the four weeks and three of
the five weeks of vacation for those employees who are eligible may be scheduled by the Company at
any time during the calendar year which is mutually agreeable.

Section 10. Rate of Vacation Pay

An employee will be paid during vacation the normal wages or salary that he would have
received if he had worked including premiums regularly accruing except that:
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If within three months prior to January 1 in any year, the rate of pay of an employee is
reduced, then the rate of vacation pay for the number of days vacation allowed will be
based on the average of the normal weekly wages or salary of the employee for the fifty-
two weeks prior to January 1 of the year in question, or for the period of employment for
employees working less than a year prior to January 1 of the year in question.

Section 11. Employees who work a cumulative total of twelve weeks or more in higher rated
classifications during the preceding calendar year will be paid vacation pay at such rates or at the rate of
their current classification, whichever is greater.

Section 12. An employee may select his entire vacation consecutively providing the selection
beyond the normal two weeks does not cause a hardship to other employees or cost the Company
abnormal overtime payments.

Section 13. It is agreed that where it has been the practice to allow employees to take their
vacations less than a week at a time, such practice will be continued, provided that the granting of such
vacation shall be subject to the Company’s right to approve vacation requests.

Section 14. In the event employees are unable to take their earned vacation prior to December
31 of any year because of sickness or injury, such vacation will be scheduled at a time set by the
Company in the following year. At the request of the Union and subject to the possibility of operating
conditions which make the granting of such requests inadvisable, an employee may reserve all or part
of a vacation but not less than one week in one year to be taken in the following year. The rate of pay
for such vacation will be that of the originally scheduled period.

Section 15. It is agreed that if a death in the immediate family occurs during a vacation, the
days falling within the Funeral Leave procedure will not be charged to vacation time.

Section 16. In the event of an emergency, when an employee has been called in to work from
his vacation, that is, he has completed his last scheduled day of work before vacation and has actually
begun his vacation, this policy is as follows:

a. If such an employee desires to reschedule the days of vacation interrupted by the
emergency, he should be paid straight time for work during normal scheduled hours and
time and one-half for work outside the scheduled hours.

b. If such employee desires not to reschedule these days of vacation interrupted by the
emergency, these days worked will be considered to be similar to a holiday and all hours
worked on these interrupted vacation days will be paid for at two and one-half times the
straight time rate.

Section 17. In order to encourage and reward response to call-outs, employees in Overhead
Lines, Underground and Substation O&M departments meeting certain overtime hours worked and
response to call-out percentages will receive additional vacation pay as described below:
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Call-out
Hours Added to Weekly Vacation PayResponse Rate

30% 3 I 5 I 6 I 7
25% 2 4 5 6

100—199 200—399 400—599 600+
Hours of overtime Worked in a Year

a. For each 12 month period ending on September30 of each year, the number of hours of
overtime worked and the response rate to call-outs will be determined for each
employee. In the following calendar year, additional vacation pay in the form of hours
at time and one-half per vacation week shall be paid as shown in the table above.

b. Additional work is needed to determine how this increment would be calculated for
vacation taken in less than flaIl weeks, but it would be applied pro-rata.

Section 18. Payment of Vacation Pay to Employees Who Leave Employment

a. Employees who leave the employ of the Company prior to completion of twelve months
of continuous service will not be paid for unused vacation days.

b. Employees who leave the employ of the Company after at least one ff11 year of continuous
employment, will be granted pay for their unused vacation for the year (at straight time)
and, in addition, vacation pay (at straight time) at the rate for each flaIl month employed
after January l (and not to exceed the maximum) as follows:

Years of Employment Days Pay For Each Maximum
in the vacation year Mo. After Jan 1 Working Weeks

1-4 1 2
5-14 1½ 3

15-19 2 4
2oormore 2½ 5

c. In the event an employee has been off the payroll for two months or less in any calendar
year, on the following January 1, the ff11 vacation entitlement applicable the number of
completed years of service in that calendar year will be posted.

ARTICLE XII - SICK PAY, DISABILITY AND MEDICAL LEAVE OF ABSENCE

A. Sick Pay

Section 1. Occupational & Non-Occupational Disability Benefits

a. For a temporary non-occupational disability, subject to the limits outlined in paragraph d. below and
subject to such evidence as may be required and with the approval of the supervisor or manager, ff11
base pay in accordance with the hourly rates shows in the Schedule of Wages applicable to the
position held at the commencement of the absence will be paid for not longer than 40 hours, or the
equivalent of one week’s scheduled work, for each completed year of service dating from the
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employee’s original employment with either the Company or a presently or formerly affiliated
company.

b. For a temporary occupational disability, subject to the limits outlined in paragraph d. below and
subject to such evidence as may be required and with the approval of the supervisor or manager, fill
base pay in accordance with the hourly rates shows in the Schedule of Wages applicable to the
position held at the commencement of the absence will be paid for not longer than 80 hours, or the
equivalent of two week’s scheduled work, for each completed year of service dating from the
employee’s original employment with either the Company or a presently or formerly affiliated
company.

c. In the case of an employee who has performed substantial amounts of work under more than one
approved wage or salary rate prior to his disability, consideration will be given to the amount of
work performed in each such class in establishing the rate to be paid during the disability.

d. Limit on amount of benefits - the determination of the number of hours during which salary or
wages will be paid for such temporary disability shall be computed at the beginning of each week as
follows:

1. From the total number of hours of pay to which the employee is entitled, based on his
completed years of service to that date, deduct the total number of hours, of disability for
which the employee received wages or salary during the preceding 52 consecutive weeks.

2. The foregoing limit shall be applied separately to:

a. Disabilities caused by sickness or non-occupational accident, and

b. Disabilities of an occupational nature.

3. Both shall not be combined for the purpose of detennining the number of hours during
which salary or wages may be paid; i.e., an employee with ten years of service is entitled to
a maximum of 400 hours of sick pay as well as 800 hours of pay less Workers’
Compensation Benefits.

e. The Federal Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) requirements are accepted by the parties. As
such, all sickness absences beyond 3 consecutive scheduled workdays shall be deemed to be FMLA
and subject to all applicable documentation and certification requirements. Failure to obtain the
required certification will result in the absence being classified as non-FMLA.

f. No sick pay benefits will be paid beyond 3 consecutive scheduled workdays for periods of disability
during which the employee is not under treatment by a recognized physician or practitioner. No
wage or salary payments will be made by the Company to any employee for disability resulting
from the neglect or rethsal of such employee to observe the Company’s established safety rules or
regulations if such employee has previously been warned.

g. The Management may, in its discretion, withhold payment of wages or salary during periods of
disability from employees who engage in work other than for the Company or its affiliates.
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h. With the exception of absences deemed to be covered by FMLA, nothing herein contained will be
construed to prevent the Company from placing employees on a pay-as-you-work basis if an
employee’s absenteeism record justifies such action.

i. Sick pay allowance is payable directly by the Company to the employee unless otherwise directed.

j. For employees who have exhausted the sick pay benefits described above and are not on “Pay-For
Time-Worked,” the seven day waiting period under the Short Term Disability plan is waived.

Section 2. Coordination of Benefits

a. Company sick pay is ffiHy offset by any and all statutory disability benefits. By mutual agreement,
the Company may waive recovery of such benefits. In those locals where the Company is
recovering Rhode Island TDI benefits, the Company agrees to reimburse employees for the cost of
the Rhode Island TDI tax by a single payment in each January for the prior calendar year.

b. Wages or salary will not be payable whenever the disability of the employee is the result of an
occupational or non-occupational accident which permits the employee to recover damages from a
third party. Pending the outcome of settlement of his claim, subject to the limitations set forth in
paragraph d. (Article XII , A., Section 1.), under Occupational & Non-Occupational Disability
Benefits, appropriate wages or salary will be paid on condition that the employee agrees in writing
on the form provided for this purpose to reimburse the Company to the extent provided for in such
form.

c. In the event an employee is to be paid any wages or salary for a period of disability arising from an
industrial accident for which he subsequently receives Workers’ Compensation weekly payments,
he shall be required to agree in writing that if the wage or salary together with the Workers’
Compensation payments aggregate (for the period of disability for which both payments are made
to him) more than his normal weekly wage or salary, he shall reimburse the Company for the
excess.

I. The Company agrees to provide employees who have received both sick pay and Workers’
Compensation Benefits, I.) notice of such duplication within 45 days from the date of the
first Workers’ Compensation benefit, 2.) ifill payroll records reconciling the amounts of
such overpayment and 3.) the opportunity to make reasonable repayment arrangements for
repayment which in no case will require repayment over a shorter time than the period of
time during which the duplication occurred. Failure to provide notice under #1, above, is a
waiver by the Company of its tight to recover such benefit.

2. If an employee injured in an occupational accident makes a lump sum settlement with the
insurance company in lieu of his receiving weekly Workers’ Compensation Benefits, the
benefits to which he may be entitled from the Company shall be computed for the period of
his disability as though he were receiving weekly compensation benefits.

3. In any case of a disability resulting from aggravation or relapse of a previous disability for
which the employee has made a lump sum compensation insurance settlement and as the
result thereof is ineligible for further Workers’ Compensation Benefits, the salary or wages
payable by the Company shall be computed as though the injured employee was receiving
such compensation benefits.
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4. The Company will distribute the Workers’ Compensation brochure to all claimants with lost
time in the mailing of the first check. All employees submitting an accident report will
receive the letter from Northern General Services as referenced in May 12, 2003
Memorandum of Understanding.

B. Health Services

Section 1.

Health Services is responsible for determining when an injured or ill employee is well enough to
return to work and what type of work he should be returning to. Health Services will contact the family
physician, see the patient, if necessary, and make whatever tests are necessary.

Section 2.

All employees who have been out for more than 3 consecutive scheduled workdays must notifS’
Health Services before returning to work and obtain proper clearance. The applicable local union president
will be provided a copy of the return to work paperwork.

Section 3.

If there is disagreement between the employee’s physician and the Company Health Services
department, arrangements should be made for the Union representatives to talk with one of the Company
physicians as soon as possible. If there is still disagreement between Health Services and the employee’s
treating physician on any matter pertaining to return to work or restrictions, it may, upon request of either
party, be referred to a third physician, whose decision will be final and binding upon all parties. The third
physician will be selected by Health Services and the employee’s physician. In the event a third physician
is appointed, Health Services and the employee’s physician will have the right to submit the medical
history of the employee and all other relevant information in their possession.

C. Testing and Examination

Section 1. DOT Compliance Physicals

DOT compliance physicals must be performed either by Health Services or one of its
designated providers.

Section 2. Blood Lead Testing

Blood lead testing for the Underground department is mandatory.

Section 3. Drug & Alcohol Testing

The DOT Drug and Alcohol testing policy provides for termination of employment upon the second
positive test, with a required second test during rehabilitation no later than 45 days following the initial
positive test. When the Medical Review Officer determines that an employee’s urine specimen is dilute, a
mandatory retest will be conducted. A positive drug or alcohol test older than seven years will not be
considered as a strike under this language. The Company agrees to work with its health plans to achieve
maximum possible acceptance of EAP or other intervention counselor’s prescribed treatment plans for
employees testing positive. Employees with one or two strikes through 60 days following initial
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announcement, by letter dated September 22, 1999, of this change will continue to be subject to prior
policy provisions.

Section 4. Veterans Medical Examinations

When a veteran receives a written order from the proper government agency requiring examination
or treatment at a specified time and place for war-incurred injuries, effective at this date, the Company is
willing to allow the time required for such examination. Such time as is allowed will, however, accrue as
sick time under this Article.

Section 5. Other Medical Examinations

Other medical examinations that may be required by an employment-related regulatory requirement
will be carried out or arranged for by Health Services.

D. Disability Retrogression Pay Plan

Section 1. Non-Compensable Disability

a. In the event an employee with ten full years of continuous service or more becomes unable
to perform his normal duties because of a disability for which he is not receiving Workers’
Compensation Benefits, the Company shall provide him with work, provided he is able to
perform such work. If such employee refuses to accept such work, the obligation of the
Company hereunder shall be discharged.

b. In the event an employee with less than ten full years of service becomes unable to perform
his normal duties because of disability for which he is not receiving Workers’ Compensation
Benefits and if the Company is able to provide him with work which he is capable of
performing, he shall be assigned to such work. If such employee is unable to perform such
work or refuses to accept such work, the obligation of the Company hereunder shall be
discharged.

c. The employee’s pay rate in either case shall be determined by the PLAN shown below.

Section 2. Future Retrogressions

a. Less than fifteen years of continuous service at the time of retrogression

1. An employee with less than fifteen full years of continuous service with the
Company at the time of retrogression shall receive the higher of(a) the Ultimate Base Rate
of the new job classification, or (b) the ADJUSTED pay rate based on the percentage of
their base rate at the time of retrogression as indicated in the schedule below.

2. The employee’s pay rate shall be reduced to the Ultimate Base Rate or the
ADJUSTED pay rate in steps as indicated in the schedule below to reach the new Ultimate
Base Rate or the ADJUSTED pay rate exactly. The first step reduction shall occur at the
time of retrogression.

Full Years Of
Continuous Service At
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Time Of Retrogression Pay Adjustment

0—4 Reduction to rate of new job
by three annual reductions
unless wage protected

5—9 Reduction to rate of new job
by four annual reductions
unless wage protected

10— 14 Reduction to rate of new job
by five annual reductions
unless wage protected

b. Fifteen full years or more of continuous service at time of retrogression

An employee with fifteen 11th years or more of continuous service with the Company at the
time of retrogression shall retain the ultimate pay rate of the classification from which he is
retrogressed.

Section 3. Past Retrogressions

a. Any employee who comes under the PLAN but whose date of retrogression occurred prior
to the effective date of the new PLAN shall receive an ADJUSTED pay rate that is equal to their
current pay rate. The new ADJUSTED pay rate shall become effective the date the new PLAN
goes into effect. If such employee is again transferred to one or more lower rated classifications,
the ADJUSTED pay rate upon such transfer shall be computed as outlined under, Future
Retroessions.

b. If applying the new PLAN to such employees (using the date of retrogression) would
produce a higher rate of pay, they shall receive the higher rate as their ADJUSTED pay rate.

Section 4. Compensable Disability

a. In the event an employee with ten full years of continuous service or more becomes unable
to perform his normal duties because of a disability for which he is receiving Workers’
Compensation Benefits, the Company shall provide him with work, provided he is able to perform
such work. If such employee refuses to accept such work, the obligation of the Company hereunder
shall be discharged.

b. In the event an employee with less than ten full years of service becomes unable to perform
his normal duties because of a disability for which he is receiving Workers’ Compensation Benefits
and if the Company is able to provide him with work which he is capable of performing, he shall be
assigned to such work. If such employee is unable to perform such work or refl.ises to accept such
work, the obligation of the Company hereunder shall be discharged. The employee’s pay rate in
either case shall be determined as set forth under Section 1, Non-Compensable Disability, except
that the following shall apply:
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If, at the time of retrogression, the employee is receiving compensation for partial disability, the
Company will pay such amounts so that the employee’s total compensation from the Company and
from such Disability Benefits will never be less than the ADJUSTED pay rate.

Section 5. General Provisions Applicable to Non-Compensable and Compensable Disability
above

a. The date the employee commences work at his lower classification shall be considered as the
date of retrogression.

b. In all computations, only FULL YEARS of service shall be used.

c. ADJUSTED pay rates established under the PLAN shall be figured to the nearest cent except
where the rate figures exactly to a half-cent.

d. An employee receiving an ADJUSTED pay rate under the PLAN shall hold the title of his
new job classification with the word “SPECIAL” appended thereto.

e. The Health Services Department of the Company in all cases shall consult with such
employee’s family physician and in the event of disagreement as to the employee’s
condition and ability to perform the work of any particular class, the case shall be referred to
a recognized specialist or clinic in the field of medicine involved, whose opinion will be
final and binding upon all parties.

I No change in GROUP INSURANCE classification shall result from such retrogression.

g. The Company may, in its discretion, withhold the provisions of this PLAN from employees
who also engage in work for other than the Company or its affiliates.

h. An employee transferred to another classification under this PLAN shall be assigned without
posting the job.

i. References to continuous service in the Company shall include service with affiliated
companies.

E. Procedure On “Pay-For-Time-Worked”

Section 1. Probationary Employees

a. Each non-FMLA absence of a probationary employee will be careffilly analyzed. The
absentee record is an important factor in determining whether a probationary employee should be
allowed to become permanent.

b. Occasionally, an individual’s record suddenly worsens directly following the probationary
period. In such cases, consideration should be given to warning the individual of possible discharge
rather than mere loss of sick pay and the Union should be advised of this action.
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Section 2. Permanent Employee

a. The Record

Whether an employee should be called in for discussion of his poor absentee record will
depend on a careflul analysis of that record. Consideration should be given to such things as
the number of non-FMLA absences (frequency), total days lost, exclusive of authorized non
FMLA absences (personal time, civic duties, union business, etc.) pattern of non-FMLA
absence (past record, sudden change, regularity, days of week out), length of period over
which absenteeism has been considered excessive.

b. First Interview

1. When such an interview is held with an employee whose job is covered by a labor
agreement, the department head will invite the Union to be represented at the
meeting. No less than 3 days prior to the first interview meeting on absenteeism, the
Union will be provided with the number of instances of the non-FMLA absence for
the employee(s) involved.

2. In the first meeting, the employee should be told of the difficulties in running a
department when an individual is frequently absent and also that the Company’s sick
pay policy was not designed for such excessive absenteeism. If the employee wouLd
like to see the Company physician, this should be arranged and the physician’s
recommendation received. If the individual does not want to see the Company
physician, he should be told that his absentee record must improve or he may be put
on a pay-for-time-worked basis. A continuing bad record may mean the individual is
not employable.

3. This step will take place after 2 instances of non-FMLA absence in a rolling 12-
month period.

c. Second Interview

1. The absentee record will be subject to monthly review, and if there is no substafflial
improvement after the warning, the department head should call in the employee and
tell him that his attendance record continues to be a problem and that unless there is
sufficient improvement, he may be put on a pay-for-time-worked basis and he may
ultimately not be employable. No less than 3 days prior to the second interview
meeting on absenteeism, the Union will be provided with the number of instances
and number of days of the non-FMLA absence record of the employee(s) involved.
Again, the Union will be invited to the interview. A letter will again be sent to the
employee with copies to the Union and to the Employee Services Department.

2. This step will take place after 3 instances non-FMLA absence in a rolling 12-month
period.

d. Third Interview — Pay-For-Time-Worked

I. The absentee record will be subject to monthly review and if there is no substantial
improvement, the employee will be placed on pay-for-time-worked. He will also be
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told that he may not be employable. Again, the Union will be invited to the
interview. A letter will again be sent to the employee with copies to the Union and
to the Employee Services Department.

2. This step will take place after 4 instances of non-FMLA absence in a rolling 12-
month period.

e. Follow-Up

Failure to Improve — The absentee record of an individual on a pay-for-time-worked
basis will be subject to monthly review, and if no substantial improvement is
observed within one year, a discussion between the department head, the Employee
Services Department and the Union should be held to determine what action, if any,
should be taken.

2. Improvement — If the employee’s absentee record improves to the point where it is
no longer considered excessive for a six months’ period*, then the department head
may restore sick pay benefits to the employee. If the employee’s absentee record
improves to the point where it is no longer considered excessive for one year, then
the department head will restore sick pay benefits to the employee. When this is
done, the department head should warn the employee that if his record again
becomes poor, he will be put back on a pay-for-time-worked basis subject to a
review at the end of a one year period. If sick pay benefits are restored as a result of
this second review, and he again has to be placed on a pay-for-time-worked basis,
this action will be for an indefinite period. Again the employee should be reminded
that a continuing bad record may mean the individual is not employable. If sick pay
benefits are restored as a result of this second review and the employee’s record is
satisfactory for a flirther period of one year, the warning will be removed from the
employee’s record, and the employee and the Union will be given written notice of
this action.

*Exception; In case of dramatic action on the part of the employee designed to
eliminate his absentee problem, for example, by having corrective surgery
completed, the employee may be restored sick pay benefits immediately. Other
cases due to acute illness and surgery creating extreme hardship in deserving
instances will be reviewed on an individual basis.

3. Definition of Pay-For-Time-Worked — An individual on a pay-for-time-worked basis
shall not be eligible for sick pay benefits from the Company, except for sick pay
benefits related to an occupational injury or illness.

4. General — On occasion, an employee may feel that the Company is questioning the
legitimacy of his declared illnesses. This is not the case. The above procedure is
based on excessive absenteeism which is a matter of record. Therefore, this
procedure would not cover an instance where an employee is known to have falsely
claimed a non-FMLA absence due to illness, nor would it cover a situation where an
employee failed to properly notify the Company of his absence.
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ARTICLE XIII — LEAVES OF ABSENCE

A. General

Section 1. After three years service, an employee may be granted an unpaid leave of absence
not to exceed five weeks and such leave of absence cannot be given more than once in three years except in
unusual circumstances.

Section 2. All such leaves may be granted for reasonable cause, may not require more than
reasonable extra costs to make the necessary adjustments and decisions regarding them, while open to
discussion with the Brotherhood, and are wholly subject to management discretion.

Section 3. An employee with three years’ service may be allowed, at the option of management,
to take a maximum of one year’s leave of absence without pay. Employees, while on such leave of
absence, will not accrue any service toward pension, vacation, sickness, or any other items affected by
length of service.

B. Military

Section 1. Amount and Period of Wages While on Certain Military Duty

a. Eligible employees who are members of the National Guard or on the reserve list of any
branch of the Federal armed forces and who are required to attend training camps for two
weeks of training will be paid their normal working week’s leave with wages or salary for
two weeks, but up to three weeks, depending upon the orders, in any one calendar year.
Up to five of these days may be taken as single days with thirty (30) days advance notice.
Wages or salary payable while in such military training will be computed on the same
basis as vacation pay.

b. No deduction from wages or salary will be made for absence when ordered out for parade,
rifle practice or special peacetime military duty. Such order must be addressed to the
employee and be signed by his commanding officer.

Section 2. Guaranteed holidays while on certain military duty

a. Since eligible employees will be absent up to three weeks vith pay the absence at camp
will be considered Military Service Leave. If a holiday falls in that week on his usual day
of relief, his compensation would be for forty-eight hours or a normal workweek plus one
day.

b. It will no longer be required that an employee take his vacation in connection with military
duty in order to receive pay for military duty.

Section 3. Military Leave of Absence

The wartime policy with respect to permanent employees who are granted a leave of absence to
enter service in the armed forces, established by memorandum dated February 2, 1942, and Sections l-D-3
(dated 7/20/45) and IVI dated 4/2/45 of “Plan for the Reemployment of Returning Veterans,” is hereby
terminated. The following policy should be adhered to in the future for permanent employees liable for
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military service under existing laws and entering service in the armed forces (whether inducted or by
voluntary enlistment) for three months or more.

Section 4. Status of Employees

Eligible employees who are activated for a period exceeding their normal 2 or 3 week annual
training period, will be granted a leave of absence for the period the employee is required to remain in the
service as prescribed by law and such leave will not be construed as a break in the employee’s continuous
service record.

Section 5. Suspension of Compensation

The compensation of employees will be suspended during the period of leave of absence.

Section 6. Vacation Allowance

At the time of entry into the services of the armed forces, employees shall be paid only for vacation
accrued, but not taken, to the date the leave of absence begins. Upon return to active employment, such
employees will be allowed a vacation in the year of return equal to that which they would have been
entitled to if employment had been continuous, except that if the employee returns to active status so late in
December that it is not possible to take the ifill vacation prior to the end of the year, he shall be allowed the
remainder of the month as vacation. In no event will any employee receive more than his normal vacation
allowance in any year through payment for accrued vacation or vacation taken.

Section 7. Group Insurance and Medical Care Benefits

a. Group Life Insurance, Group Accidental Death and Dismemberment Insurance, Weekly
Health Benefits and medical care plan membership will be suspended during the leave of
absence period except that:

I. Group Life Insurance will remain in force for 30 days after the date on which
leave of absence begins, during which period employees may exercise the right of
conversion outlined in Group Insurance certificates.

2. Family membership in a medical care plan may be maintained during the
period of leave of absence by direct payment to these agencies.

b. Upon return to active employment, the above coverage and benefits shall be reinstated
without the customary waiting periods.

Section 8. Group Annuities

If an employee is a participant in the Insured Group Annuity Plan at the time of entrance into the
services of the armed forces, employee contributions (paid by the employing company) and Company
contributions will be suspended during the period of leave of absence and consequently, no annuities would
be purchased during this period.
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C. Amount And Period Of Wages While On Jury Duty

Section 1. Full normal wages or salary (less payment received for jury service) will be paid to
eligible employees while absent from work for jury duty.

Section 2. Full normal wages or salary will be paid to eligible employees while absent from
work when subpoenaed to testi& or participate in any court case or administrative proceeding, or when
subpoenaed to appear before anybody having the legal authority to require the attendance of witnesses by
service of legal process. The provisions of this section shall not apply to any proceeding in which:

a. An employee is suing the Company.

b. An employee has filed a charge or claim against the Company with an agency of the
government which has resulted in the holding of a court or administrative hearing in which
the Company is the respondent or defending party.

c. Any Union is a party and causes the issuance of a subpoena to the employee to require his
testimony or presence, unless the Company and the Union are both plaintiffs, defending
parties and respondents in the matter.

Section 3. Wages or salary that the employee would have received if he had worked will be
paid except that in the case of employees who have performed substantial amounts of work under more
than one approved wage or salary rate prior to such duty, consideration will be given to the amount of work
performed in each such class in establishing the wage or salary rate to be paid during such duty.

Section 4. Employees drawn for jury duty, whose days of relief are other than Saturday or
Sunday, generally should not be required to report for work on Saturday and/or Sunday. If, however,
because of sickness, vacation or other reasons it is impossible to operate, then such employee shall not
refuse to report.

Section 5. If an employee on jury duty is excused for one day or more, he is expected to call his
supervisor and inquire whether or not he should report for work. The supervisor’s decision shall be final.

D. Funeral Leave

Section 1. In the event of death of a member of the family of an employee, the Company will
grant reasonable time off without loss of normal straight time compensation for all scheduled work days
falling within the three-day period next following the date of a death in the immediate family (wife,
husband, same-sex spouse, same-sex domestic partner, children, step-children, daughter-in-law, son-in-law,
parents, stepparents, sister or brother, stepsister, stepbrother, parents-in-law) or in the immediate
household. For other members of the family (grandparents, grandchildren, nieces, nephews, brothers-in
law, sisters-in-law, aunts and uncles) one day without loss of pay will be granted if the funeral is held on a
scheduled work day.

Section 2. More time in individual cases, due to unusual circumstances or for persons other
than those Listed above, shall be granted subject to the discretion of local management.
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E. Payment Of Wages For Other Time Not Worked

Section 1. No deductions will be made from wages or salary of eligible employees for approved
absences for personal reasons and for approved civic duties, as in the past.

Section 2. No employee will be paid wages for time lost or not worked due to habitual tardiness
or other unauthorized personal absence.

F. Union Business

Section 1. The Company agrees to grant to permanent employees such reasonable leaves of
absence, without pay, for the transaction of official union business of the Union, in such numbers and for
such length of time as the Company may determine. During such leaves of absence, the employee will be
provided with benefits as follows:

a. Continued pension plan participation the cost of which will be borne by the Company.
b. Continued medical plan participation to be billed to the Union at the rate of the applicable

employee contributions required under this agreement.
c. Continued disability plan participation to be billed to the Union at thIl cost.
d. Continued life insurance plan participation at no cost to the Union.

Section 2. Any such employee who returns to the employ of the Company at the expiration of
his leave of absence, will be credited with the seniority that such employee would have had if he had
remained in active service with the Company during the leave of absence, and shall be assigned to the
classification in the roster to which such seniority entitled him, provided such employee is then qualified by
fitness and ability to perform the work of such classification.

Section 3. With the implementation of the new Employee Information System, the Company
will explore the feasibility of accruing payroll credit to the Goals Program for time not paid due to Union
business.

Section 4. As soon us practical following the implementation of the new payroll/HR system, the
Company will establish a new pay status which will apply during times the employee is on an authorized
absence for union business with pay at the expense of the union- the status which is referred to today as
Union-No Pay. The Company will then make payment of regular pay for such authorized day(s) as though
the employee worked for the Company and then invoice the applicable local union on a regular basis for
the costs of such regular pay plus payroll taxes, Thrift Plan Match, and any other items which are additional
costs that are not currently paid by the company in connection with this unpaid time.

Section 5. Payment from the union will be required within 30 days of invoicing. Repeated or
recurring non-payment or late payment by any local will result in termination of this arrangement for that
local.

ARTICLE XIV - SAFETY

Section 1. The Company will continue to make reasonable regulations for the safety and health
of its employees during their hours of employment. Representatives of the Company and the Brotherhood
shall meet from time to time at the request of either party to discuss such regulations. Before any new
regulation is established, the Company shall send a copy of the contemplated regulation to the Business
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Manager of the Local representing the employees involved. The Company will suspend the enforcement of
the contemplated regulation pending a conference with representatives of the Brotherhood to discuss the
reasonableness of the new regulation if such a conference is requested by the Business Manager. The
Brotherhood agrees that its members employed by the Company shall comply with the regulations made by
the Company, and the Brotherhood also agrees that its members will use the protective devices, wearing
apparel and other equipment to be provided in accordance with the present practice of the Company for the
protection of employees from injury.

Section 2. The System agrees to participate in ajoint committee established to discuss uniform
safety standards. This committee is to make advisory recommendations for System acceptance.

Section 3. A joint Union/Management Safety Committee will be formed to meet bimonthly to
discuss safety problems.

Section 4. Class II rubber sleeves and gloves will be worn when working on energized primary
conductors and equipment. The Union will participate in the selection process for rubber sleeves for New
England companies. The Company will issue a policy on the appropriate use of sleeves to all operating
departments within the next three months.

Section 5. The testing cycle of Class II rubber gloves will change from one month to 90 days.

Section 6. Work group leaders will conduct a pre-job briefing before the start of each job
assignment. The crew leader will sign each pre-job briefing form, and the crew will affix their initials
indicating their attendance at the briefing.

ARTICLE XV -DISCIPLINE AND DISCHARGE

Section 1. Upon the written request of the Brotherhood made within ten days from the date
upon which an employee has been disciplined at the written reminder level or above, suspended or
discharged, the Company shall grant a hearing to the employee involved. Upon receipt of the foregoing
request, the Company will inform the Brotherhood of the reason for the suspension or discharge.

Section 2. The hearing will be conducted by the department head or manager within ten days of
the written request, and if exonerated, the employee will be reinstated without prejudice and compensated
for any loss in wages. At the hearing, the Union shall represent the employee so disciplined and may
present witnesses. When hearings on discharge require ifirther attention through the grievance procedure, a
grievance meeting will be held at the third step level within ten days of the hearing.

ARTICLE WI - SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

Section 1. While this agreement is in effect, there shall be no authorized or sanctioned
cessation, retarding or stoppage of work because of any dispute which may result from an interpretation of
this agreement, or from any cause whatsoever. It is ifirther agreed that any employee represented by the
Union an!or subject to the terms and conditions of this agreement who, without the authority or sanction of
the Union, voluntarily absents himself or herself from work because of any dispute or demand may be
denied frrther employment or suspended at the option of the Company.
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Section 2. Any dispute arising during the term hereof shall be treated as a grievance and every
reasonable endeavor shall be made to settle such dispute by agreement between the Union and the
Operations Manager or Division Director of the Company.

Section 3. Disputes and grievances shall be handled with the aggrieved employee with the Shop
Steward in the following steps: first, with the supervisor or foreman; second, with the department head;
and third, with the Union and the Operations Manager or Division Director of the Company, or his
representative. Grievances continuing beyond the first step shall be in writing for the records of the
Company and the Union, and shall be presented in quadruplicate on forms to be provided by the Company.
Grievances will be answered within fifteen days if possible; if not, the Local will be notified and given the
reason for the delay.

Section 4. All grievances not settled under the procedure outlined above and other differences
arising between the parties relative to wages, hours, conditions of employment or other matters mentioned
in this agreement shall at the request of either party, be referred to arbitration to an arbitrator mutually
agreed upon by the parties. whose decision shall be final and binding. Each party shall bear its own
arbitration expense. Compensation of the arbitrator shall be borne equally by them. In case the parties are
unable to agree upon the choice of an arbitrator, then the arbitrator shall be chosen from a list of arbitrators
to be supplied by the American Arbitration Association.

Section 5. Multiple or unrelated grievances shall not be arbitrated simultaneously, in the same
hearing, before the same arbitrator except by mutual agreement of the parties.

Section 6. The provisions of this Article shall not apply to probationary employees.

Section 7. The parties agree to participate in a so-called “last best offer” pre-arbitration
conference upon request of either party provided that such conference must be requested in time for the
arbitration to be cancelled without cost to either party.

Section 8. Except as specifically provided herein, this agreement shall not be changed or added
to by arbitration, and all awards shall be consistent with the terms hereof

ARTICLE XVII- SUPERVISORS

Supervisors who are not covered by the labor agreement will do only such incidental work as is
necessary to instruct others or to improve operations. They shall not, except in emergencies, perform work
that employees subject to the labor agreement are normally required to perform.

ARTICLE XVIII- STIPULATIONS

Section 1. Except where specifically provided otherwise herein, all notices and requests shall be
deemed to have been fully and completely served or made by the Company when sent by registered mail
addressed to the Business Manager of the Local Union, and by the Brotherhood when sent by registered
mail to the Company.

Section 2. The Union agrees that for the term of this agreement, all requirements of the
Electricity Restructuring Act of 1997, including Section 1 E related to staffing levels have been satisfied
and that this agreement is a collective bargaining agreement under that language.
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Section 3. Notify and Discuss

The Company and the Union will continue to cooperate in the introduction of any new machinery,
equipment, systems, and/or operational policy or procedures which calls for significant changes to the
current job specification or new job specifications including entry level testing requirements. The
Company will give the Union ninety (90) days advance notice of such contemplated introduction, during
which time the Company will negotiate with the Union relative to the impact of the proposed changes to
current proposed job specifications, entry level testing requirements, operational policy or procedure, and
corresponding rates of pay. The Company will take any suggestion the Union may have and give
consideration to such recommendations. The parties will give due consideration to training programs for
employees so affected, to their promotional opportunities and seniority rights. Reasonable training will be
provided to the affected employee(s), where necessary, to assist them in qualifying for a job(s) to which
they have been assigned. At the end of the ninety (90) day period, the Company may proceed to implement
the change and if the Union is dissatisfied with either the department impacted by the change or hourly pay
rate(s) assigned to the work, these issues and only these issues may be referred for resolution in accordance
with Article XVIII, Stipulations.

Section 4. The Company agrees to remind its supervisors of the need to respect the judgment of
the crew leaders in matters of safe work execution. The Company does not tolerate intimidation,
harassment or other unwarranted pressure on crew leaders exercising such judgment.

Section 5. The Company will not purchase any product that has been manufactured or produced
in working conditions that resemble a sweatshop or that have child labor in the workforce.

Section 6. GWI for Red-Circled Employees

Effective May 12, 2014, red-circled employees will receive the applicable general wage increase on
their actual pay rate.

ARTICLE MX - TERM OF AGREEMENT

Section 1. The term of this agreement shall commence as of the 12th day of May 2014, and shall
continue through May 11, 2017, at the expiration whereof the term shall automatically continue for a period
of one year and so on for like one-year periods unless terminated on the eleventh day of May, or on the
eleventh day of May of any year thereafter by a written notice from either party to the other at least sixty
days prior to such date of termination.

Section 2. To the extent not otherwise provided for in this agreement, the contents of the
Memorandum of Understanding dated May 11, 2014 are hereby incorporated by reference.

Section 3. Proposed amendments to this agreement maybe submitted by either party to the
other in writing on or before the eleventh day of May 2017, or the eleventh day of May of any year
thereafter during the term hereof The parties shall confer on or about the eleventh day of May 2017, or on
or about the eleventh day of May of any year thereafter and endeavor to agree on proposed amendments
submitted as aforesaid. Amendments mutually agreed upon shall become effective on the twelfth day of
May following the submission of such amendments unless the parties hereto agree upon a different
effective date, provided neither party terminates this agreement in the manner herein set forth. In the event
that the parties fail to agree upon a disposition of all amendments proposed as aforesaid before the twelfth
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day of May 2017, (or the twelfth day of May of any year thereafter) those not agreed upon shall be
disposed of in the manner providing for the settlement of disputes under Article XVI herein, provided
however, that this shall not be construed to prevent the absolute termination of this agreement on the
eleventh day of May 2017, or on the eleventh day of May of any year thereafter, as provided in this Article.

ARTICLE fl-CONTRACT SUCCESSION

Section 1. In the event the Company decides to change the named employer of employees at
any location, in any department, from the name of one subsidiary or affiliate to another, this agreement
shall be binding on such successor employer even if it is not so named in the preamble to this agreement.

Section 2. In the case of consolidation or merger of the Company with an affiliated company or
the sale of all or part of Company property to an affiliated company or the sale, lease, transfer or
assignment of any of the operations covered by this agreement, the provisions of this agreement will
continue to apply to such property and/or operations to the extent legally permissible, for the term of the
agreement to the classifications and employees covered by the terms of this agreement.

Section 3. In the event of a merger or sale of all or any part of its property or business to a non
affiliate of the Company, the provisions of this agreement will continue to apply to the extent legally
permissible, for the term of the agreement to the classifications and employees covered by the terms of this
agreement.
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ATTACHMENT A

NATIONAL GIRD
AND

IBEW, LOCALS 326, 486 and 1465

STORM SUBCOMMITTEE

This document is intended to clari& existing contract language contained in the IBEW, Local 326, 486 &
1465 collective bargaining agreement.

Triggers for I 8&6 Storm Premium (18 (l .5 and 6 paid rest (W straight time):

• Field Workers (OH, UG, O&M) and Field Support workers (CMS, Telcom, T&D Inspectors, Designers
(first assignment is storm room support) performing Overhead work — cut and clear and restoration,
within a district engaged for a period of more than 24 hours in storm restoration activities.

24 hour clock for this trigger initiates once employees are assigned work;

Crew (s) sent out of district (as they exist today) for more than 24 hours; Districts — Southeast, South Shore,
North Shore, Merrimack Valley, Rhode Island, Western, Central;

• Contractors on the clock for more than 24 hours from when they are assigned work within a district.
Contractors for this purpose also include internal resources, external contractors, contractor crews;
Service Company, out of district crews; etc.

18/6 trigger is based on assignment of work

• Type of Work and Pay:

• Wires Down Standby/Appraisal, inside support work (CMS, Work Readiness, Clerical, Design Group)
results in time and one half for all hours worked, no paid rest. Cut and Clear and restoration work
results in the 18/6 payment (upon satisfaction of the 24 hour clock). Employees qualified for cut and
clear but assigned to lower outside storm assignments will be paid at the cut and clear rate (upon
satisfaction of the 24 hour clock);

• The following job functions will be utilized in cut and clear as a single person: rated and second class
employees in Overhead Lines, Underground & O&M, T&D Inspectors, Designers, Meter Workers and
Telecom. Pursuant to the National Grid Safety Manual section 1.1.1 employees who need an assist in
performing this work will receive an assist as needed. The existing practice of utilizing third class
lineman in storms, will continue;

• Upon execution of this collective bargaining agreement, existing Meter Worker A’s, Meter Worker B’s
and Meter Worker C’s, Designers. T&D Inspector and Telecom have a onetime option to become
exempt from cut and clear/service restoration work as outlined in the new job description. Any
employee who elects to become exempt from cut and clear/service restoration will continue to be
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required to perform wires down appraisal (or existing storm assignment) as their emergency storm
assignment. If an employee bids out of his/her current classification, this exemption will no longer
apply. Grandfathered employees will not be eligible for 18/6 and will be called secondarily to those
qualified for cut and clear and above. These employees will have the option to attend the training
program and will then have a one-time option to opt out within seven (7) days of successful
completion of the training program. An employee may opt into the program at a later time but may not
then opt-out.

• The Company and the Union will meet to review and develop a cut and clear/service restoration,
training program; The Union will designate three representatives for this committee and the committee
will meet no later than June 30, 2014;

• This single worker provision for the Overhead, Underground, O&M (as defined in the 2003 Single
Worker Agreement will not have its restrictions of: a) percentage of employees utilized and; b)
daylight hour waived during storm emergencies and then reinstated once the storm event is called off is
for storm purposes and does not supersede the 2003 Single Worker agreement;

• Having the storm room (wires down, etc.) open does not drive any storm premium/pay;

• “End of regular workday” — defined as when the employee leaves the property;

• Front loaded rest time for Overhead workers (this is the “the OH line worker is home and we have
people doing “their work”. This applies when we have field workers (i.e. UG, O&M, CMS) staffed for
wires down/storm restoration work. (regardless of whether they have been assigned work) — staffing of
field workers will drive the rest pay);

• NOTE: Front loaded rest time is based on staffing of wire down/field resources.
• Troubleshooters are not eligible for front loaded rest time. Exception: “Day”

Troubleshooter (assigned 7AM-3PM) but sent home for rest during a storm
condition in Local 486 and 1465 to return later for a scheduled storm shift later
that evening.

• Inside help and support groups, when assigned to storm premium work, will be assigned to shifts no
less than 12 hours and up to 16 hours of storm premium (no paid rest). The Company and the Union
will continue to discuss the best utilization of support personnel for storm response and appropriate
training;

• Support personnel sent out of district and housed will be paid up to 16 hours at time and one half and
then paid rest (current practice of Fleet staff embedded with crews receiving 18/6 will continue);

• Employees who are qualified to perform cut and clear work and above and assigned to a host district
that has triggered the storm premium, will be paid time and one half for all hours worked but will be
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ineligible for paid rest time on a daily assignment to the hosting district — (current practice of
assignment will continue), unless employees are assigned to these host districts for three or more days,
will be paid the storm premium from day one.

• Out of town assignments will be based on requests from hosting utilities/internal districts and will be
balanced against the Company’s operational needs (current practice);

• Ending of storm — The regular method of payment will be reinstated when either the contractors/outside
crews are released from restoration work, or an employee is released in the case of no viable work by
job duties;

Somerset Cut/Clear Wire Appraisal
Overhead Lines X X
UG, Sub-Station X X
CMS X X
Designers Pt Prior X X

Western Mass
Overhead Lines
Sub-Station,

Cut/Clear
x
x
x

Wire Appraisal
x
x
x

x

CMS/Designers 1st priority is
storm room assignment
Telecom — I” priority is relay work x

North Andover Cut/Clear Wire Appraisal
Overhead Lines X X
Underground, O&M X X
T&D Inspectors X X
CMS X X
Designers l priority is storm X X
room assignment
Telecom — priority is relay work X X

*Qualified Cut & Clear personnel will be maximized prior to calling wire appraisal.
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ATTACHMENT B

NATIONAL GRID

AND

IBEW, LOCALS 326, 486 and 1465

CUSTOMER METER SERVICES

The Company will continue to have two (2) rosters in Customer Meter Services. The rosters will be
comprised as follows: Roster A (progression roster) will contain CMS Working Leader A, Meter
Worker A and Meter Worker B and Roster B will contain CMS Working Leader C, Meter Worker
C and Meter Service Representative. Roster A and Roster B will be subject to the roving
agreement.

Current CMS New CNIS

Roster A Roster B

Working Leader, Working
CMS Working Leader A

Leader (80)
Meter Worker 1/C, Meter
Worker 2/C, Meter Worker Meter Worker A
3/C
Meter Worker 2/C, Meter

Ivleter Worker B
Worker 3/C

Working Leader, Working
CMS Working Leader C

Leader (80)
Meter Worker Associate,
Meter Worker Associate Meter Worker C
($0)
Meter Reader, Meter

Meter Service Representative
Reader (80)

1. All current National Grid CMS employees on the property as of May, 11, 2014, will be mapped into the
new CMS career path. Upon progression through the CMS career path, CMS employees that promote
up will be placed in the step of the classification that will take them to a higher wage rate. If an existing
employee bids out of the CMS Department they will go to the new rate of the respective classification
that they are bidding in accordance with the contract.

a.) Employees within the Local who bid into the CMS department:
1.1 .a. I. Roster B - will be placed at the second step from the bottom of the wage scale for

that position.
1.1 .a.2. Roster A — will be placed at the bottom step of the wage scale for that position.

1.2. The Company will map the existing Meter Readers to the title of Meter Service Representative and
they will be grandfathered into their existing meter reading duties and wage rates. (See attachment F2)

1.3. \Vithin 30 days of execution of this collective bargaining agreement, existing Meter Readers will be
granted a one-time opportunity to progress to the Meter Worker C classification. These employees
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will be mapped to the second step of Meter Worker C and will progress according to the schedule of
wages.

1.4. All CMS employees will be required (unless specifically outlined within this agreement) to become
trained and qualified to perform all duties within their new classification.

1.5. Incumbent Roster A employees as of May 11, 2014, will not be assigned “books”.

2. Customer Meter Services Department — Schedule of Wages:

Title Ii 2 3 4 5 6

CMS Working Leader—A 39.90
Meter Worker A 35.88 34.82
Meter Worker B 32.45 29.49
CMS Working Leader— C 31.32
Meter WorkerC 29.74 28.72 26.81 24.91 22.66 19.74
Meter Service Representative 22.81 20.50 18.45 16.40

2.1 Wage step progressions will be on an annual basis.
2.2 Mandatory progression only from Meter Worker B to Meter Worker A Classification.

Employee in progression must pass progression testing, both classroom and field proficiency

testing in established timeframe to progress.

2.3 Progression time from Meter Worker B to Meter Worker A will be 18/30 months.

2.4 Employees hired into CMS will be brought in at 100% of the lowest wage rate of the

classification of work.

3. The new CMS career path will be as follows:

3.1 Metering Services Representative
a.) All meter reading activity (e.g., EMR, AMR, skips/special reads, verify meter numbers and

ERT’s, MV9O/DAP Reads, etc.)
b.) Upload’Download meter reading data as required
c.) Physical offs, including Use on Inactive (self-contained metering, <250 volts)
d.) Field collection activity
e.) Installation and removal of meter locking devices on assigned work
C) General shop work (e.g., housekeeping, junking, shipping, deliveries/pick-ups, etc.)
g.) Assist on two-person assignments as needed
h.) Wire Down Appraisal

3.2 Meter Worker C
a.) Turn onilnstalliexehange meters and accessory equipment. (self-contained metering, <250 volts)
b.) Remove meters and accessory equipment. (self-contained metering, <250 volts)
c.) Installation and removal of meter locking devices (e.g. electrician requests)
d.) Investigate and correct irregular metering conditions with appropriate equipment, i.e.,

stopped/low use meters, bad ERT’s (self-contained meters, <250 volts)
e.) Program electronic meters as required
C) Loop checks
g.) Cut & Clear work during storm emergency assignment only
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h.) Perform all duties of lower classification

3.3 CMS Working Leader—C
a.) Monitor & prioritize workload and staffing, tools & equipment required in coordination with the

CMS Supervisor and the Dispatch & Schedule Department.
b.) Maintain/order tools & equipment as required
c.) Participate in safety meetings, employee proficiency checks, and QA’s. Provide safety feedback

and training to employees as needed
d.) Conduct employee meetings, attend work planning meetings and coordinate customer

appointments as required
e.) Perform general office work, run reports, update systems as required, i.e., Storms, CSS
f.) Perform all duties of lower classifications

3,4 Meter Worker—B
a.) Turn On & Off meters (all voltages)
b.) Install/exchange/remove meters and accessory equipment (Self Contained <650v, and A-Base

meters)
c.) Test meters (<650v) with appropriate test equipment.
d.) Read and perform minor maintenance to totalizing systems.
e.) Install/Remove recording volt/amp meters on self-contained and transformer rated installations.
f.) Investigate and correct irregular metering conditions, i.e. stopped meters, pot light issues

(<650v)
g.) Assist with Revenue Protection field audits and Woodson audits as required.
h.) Investigate Radio and Telephone interference as required
i.) Investigate, inspect and repair meter related issues (Single no light, partial power, Flickering

lights, low voltage, Wire arching, Electric Shock) as required.
j.) Complete all metering tasks required for progression
k.) Perform all duties of lower classification

3.5 Meter Worker - A
a.) InstalL/Remove/Exchange meters and accessory equipment and troubleshoot all complex

metering & totalizer installations.
b.) Inspect and audit (phase angle verification) all complex meter installations, i.e., second checks
c.) Test meters with appropriate test equipment
d.) Investigate all irregular metering conditions
e.) Initial application of new meter devices and associated equipment
1.) Assist in establishing routine troubleshooting and maintenance procedures for the department.
g.) Unusual troubleshooting and repair
h.) Cut & Clear & Service Restoration work during storm emergency assignment only
i.) Perform all duties of lower classification

3.6 CMS Working Leader—A
a.) Monitor & prioritize workload and staffing, tools & equipment required in coordination with the

CMS Supervisor and the Dispatch & Schedule Department.
b.) Maintain & order tools & equipment as required
c.) Participate in safety meetings, employee proficiency checks, and QA’s. Provide safety feedback

and training to employees as needed
d.) Conduct employee meetings, attend work planning meetings and coordinate customer

appointments as required
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e.) Understand and coordinate all requirements for Co-Generation meter installations and assist in
the installation if required.

f.) Work with electricians, municipal officials, engineering and other departments to coordinate
work and ensure standards are met.

g.) Perform general office work, run reports, update systems as required, i.e., Storms, CSS
h.) Assist supervisor and L&D with training as required
i.) Perform all duties of lower classifications

4. Temporary employees brought in for non moratorium collection activity may be utilized for a period of
up to nine (9) months, the period in excess of nine (9) months shall be mutually agreed on by the
Company and the Union. These temporary employees will perform all duties of a MSR only.

4.1 Temporary employees, who are hired for consecutive years, will be eligible for the next step in
pay, up to the maximum of the MSR rate.

5. Training
5.1 The Company and the Union agree to create a Customer Meter Service Training Review

Committee to collaborate in the review, development and delivery of NE CMS training. This
Committee will be comprised of 2 management and 2 union employees. The Committee will be
charged with making recommendations for improvement to current training/proficiency
activities as well as the development of training for fifture process or procedural changes
impacting the workforce. The Committee will meet as needed but no less than yearly. Subject
matter experts (SME’s) may be added to working sessions as needed. Responsibility for final
approval and delivery of training shall remain with the Company

6. CMS Clerical Employees
6.1 The job title for the existing Meter Services Representative will be changed to CMS - Clerk.

6.2 The following automatic annual progression and wage rates will apply to the CMS — Clerk.
Title 5 4 3 2 1

CMS—Clerk 23.49 22.07 21.02 19.11 17.81

6.3 An incumbent CMS — Clerk will be red-circled at his/her current wage rate.

6.4 The North Andover CMS —Clerk schedule will change from a 37.5 hour work week (8 hours per
day with a half hour unpaid lunch) to a 40 hour work week (8.5 hours per day with a half an
hour unpaid lunch).

7. Safe Driver Program
7.1 The Company and Union agree to meet and discuss a “Safe Driver Program” with the goal of

having the first meeting by August 1 • 2014.
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SCHEDULE OF WAGES
NATIONAL GRID USA SERVICE COMPANY

LOCALS 326 & 486

ULTIMATE WAGE RATE
EFFECTIVE

Job Code 5/12/14 5/12/15 5/12/16
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

LeadTechnician 81110007 44.59 45.70 46.85
SrTechnician 81110000 42.68 43.75 44.84
Technician 1/C 81110002 39.30 40.28 41.29
Technician2/C 81110003 36.14 37.04 37.97
Teclmician3/C 81110004 32.26 33.07 33.89
Tester 81110006 29.19 29.92 30.67
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SCHEDULE OF WAGES
NATIONAL GRID USA SERVICE COMPANY

LOCAL 486 (LEBANON)

ULTIMATE WAGE RATE
EFFECTIVE

Job Code 5/12/14 5/12/15 5/12/16
SUBSTATION O&M

WorkingLeader 81170023 544.71 545.83 546.97
O&M Worker 1/C 81170024 539.88 540.88 541.90
O&MWorker2/C 81170022 532.16 532.96 533.79
O&M Worker 3/C 81170027 529.58 830.32 S31.08
O&M Worker Apprentice 81170028 $28.16 $28.86 $29.59

TELECOMMUNECATIONS

Lead Technician 81170016 $44.59 $45.70 $46.85
Sr Technician 81170017 $42.68 $43.75 $44.84
Technician 1/C 81170018 $39.30 $40.28 $41.29
Technician 2/C 81170019 $36.14 $37.04 $37.97
Technician 3/C 81170020 $32.26 $33.07 $33.89
Tester 81170021 $29.19 $29.92 $30.67
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SCHEDULE OF WAGES
NATIONAL GRID USA SERVICE COMPANY

LOCAL 486 (NORTHBORO)

ULTIMATE WAGE RATE
EFFECTIVE

Job Code 5/12/14 5/12/15 5/12/16
FACILITIES

Working Leader 81180007 $42.18 $43.23 $44.32
Repairman 1/C 81180008 $37.91 $38.86 $39.83
Repair Worker 1/C 81180010 535.56 $36.45 S37.36
Opr Utility 80 81180005 $26.92 $27.59 528.28
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SCHEDULE OF WAGES
MASSACHUSETTS ELECTRIC COMPANY

NORTH ANDOVER - LOCAL 326

ULTIMATE WAGE RATE
EFFECTIVE

Job Code 5/12/14 5/12/15 5/12/16
OVERHEAD LINES

Crew Leader 81110015 $44.84 $45.96 $47.11
Troubleshooter 81110020 $44.84 $45.96 $47.11
Line worker 1/C (MA Flee) 81110017 $40.95 $41.97 $43.02
Line worker 2/C (MA Elec) 81110018 $32.03 532.83 533.65
Line worker 3/C (MA Elec) 81110019 530.29 531.05 531.82
Line worker Apprentice (MA Elec) 81110016 530.29 $31.05 531.82

UNDERGROUND

Lead Splicer 81110010 $44.71 $45.83 $46.97
Cable Splicer 1/C 81110011 $39.88 $40.88 $41.90
Cable Splicer 2/C 81110012 $34.02 $34.87 $35.74
Cable Splicer 3/C 81110013 530.80 $31.57 $32.36
Cable Splicer Apprentice 81110014 $29.09 $29.82 $30.56

SUBSTATION O&M

Working Leader (MA Elee) 81110026 $44.71 $45.83 $46.97
O&M Worker 1/C 81110027 $39.88 $40.88 $41.90
O&MWorker2/C 81110028 $32.16 $32.96 $33.79
O&MWorker3/C 81110029 $29.58 $30.32 $31.08
O&M Worker Apprentice 81110030 $28.16 $28.86 $29.59

CLERICAL

Operations Clerk - Incumbent Only 81110024 $25.48 $26.12 $26.77
Operations Clerk (Step 5) 81110115 $24.69 $25.31 $25.95
Operations Clerk (Step 4) 81110114 $23.20 $23.78 $24.38
Operations Clerk (Step 3) 81110113 $22.09 $22.65 $23.22
Operations Clerk (Step 2) 81110112 $20.08 $20.59 $21.11
Operations Clerk (Step 1) 81110025 $18.26 $18.72 $19.19

DISTRIBUTION DESIGN

Sr. Designer 81110139 $42.01 $43.06 $44.14
DesignerA 81110136 $35.52 $36.41 $37.32
DesignerB 81110137 $32.03 $32.83 $33.65
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SCHEDULE OF WAGES
MASSACHUSETTS ELECTRIC COMPANY

NORTH ANDOVER - LOCAL 326

ULTIMATE WAGE RATE
EFFECTIVE

Job Code 5/12/14 5/12/15 5/12/16
CUSTOMER METER SERVICES

Roster A
CMS Working LeaderA 81110116 $40.90 $41.92 $42.97
Meter Worker A (Step 2) 81110117 $36.78 $37.70 $38.64
Meter Worker A (Step 1) 81110118 $35.70 $36.59 $37.51
Meter Worker B (Step 2) 81110119 $33.27 $34.10 $34.95
Meter Worker B (Step 1) 81110120 $30.23 $30.99 $31.76

Roster B
CMS Working LeaderC 81110121 $32.11 $32.91 $33.74
Meter Worker C (Step 6) 81110122 $30.49 $31.25 $32.03
Meter Worker C (Step 5) 81110123 $29.44 $30.18 $30.93
Meter Worker C (Step 4) 81110124 $27.49 $28.18 $28.88
Meter Worker C (Step 3) 81110125 $25.54 $26.18 $26.83
Meter Worker C (Step 2) 81110126 $23.23 $23.81 $24.41
Meter Worker C (Step 1) 81110127 $20.24 $20.75 $21.26
Meter Service Rep (Step 4) 81110128 $23.39 $23.97 $24.57
Meter Service Rep (Step 3) 81110129 $21.02 $21.55 $22.08
Meter Service Rep (Step 2) 81110130 $18.92 $19.39 $19.88
MeterSeiwiceRep(Step 1) 81110131 $16.81 $17.23 $17.66

CMS Clerical
CMS-Clerk (StepS) 81110132 $24.69 $25.31 $25.95
CMS-Clerk (Step 4) 81110133 $23.20 $23.78 $24.38
CMS-Clerk (Step 3) 81110134 $22.09 $22.65 $23.22
CMS-Clerk (Step 2) 81110135 $20.08 $20.59 $21.11
CMS-Clerk(Stepl) 81110136 $18.26 $18.72 $19.19

STORES

Material Handler B (Step 4) 81110140 $36.54 $37.45 $38.39
Material Handler B (Step 3) 81110141 $34.06 $34.91 $35.78
Material Handler B (Step 2) 81110142 $31.63 $32.42 $33.23
Material Handler B (Step 1) 81110143 $29.20 $29.93 $30.68
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SCHEDULE OF WAGES
MASSACHUSETTS ELECTRIC COMPANY

NORTH ANDOVER- LOCAL 326

ULTIMATE WAGE RATE
EFFECTEVE

Job Code 5/12/14 5/12/15 5/12/16
FLEET

WorkingLeaderFleetw/Cert 81110101 $41.19 $42.22 $43.28
Working Leader (Fleet) 81110040 $40.42 $41.43 $42.47
Auto/Truck Tech 1/C w/cert 81110103 $38.35 $39.31 $40.29
Auto/Truck Tech 1/C 81110044 $37.59 $38.53 $39.49
Auto/Truck Tech 2/C w/cert 81110104 $33.48 $34.32 $35.17
Auto/TruckTech2/C 81110097 $35.98 $36.88 $37.80
Auto/Truck Tech 3/C w/cert 81110042 $30.00 $30.75 $31.52

INSPECTIONS

T&D Inspector 81110105 $31.49 $32.28 $33.08

MISC

Work Readiness Tech 81110109 $32.00 $32.80 $33.62
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SCHEDULE OF WAGES
MASSACHUSETTS ELECTRIC COMPANY

GREAT BARRINGTON - LOCAL 486

ULTIMATE WAGE RATE
EFFECTIVE

Job Code 5/12/14 5/12/15 5/12/16
OVERHEAD LINES

Crew Leader 81140003 $44.84 $45.96 $47.11
Troubleshooter 81140008 $44.84 $45.96 $47.11
Line worker 1/C 81140004 $40.95 $41.97 $43.02
Line worker2/C SI 140005 $32.03 $32.83 S33.65
Line worker 3/C 81140006 $30.29 $31.05 $31.82
Line worker Apprentice 81140007 $30.29 531.05 $31.82

CUSTOMER METER SERVICES

Roster A
CMS Working Leader A 81140054 $40.90 541.92 $42.97
Meter Worker A (Step 2) 81140055 $36.78 537.70 $38.64
Meter Worker A (Step 1) 81140056 $35.70 $36.59 $37.51
Meter Worker B (Step 2) 81140057 $33.27 $34.10 $34.95
Meter Worker B (Step 1) 81140058 $30.23 $30.99 $31.76

Roster B
CMS Working Leader C 81140059 $32.11 $32.91 $33.74
Meter Worker C (Step 6) 81140060 $30.49 $31.25 $32.03
Meter Worker C (StepS) 81140061 $29.44 $30.18 $30.93
Meter Worker C (Step 4) 81140062 $27.49 $28.18 $28.88
Meter Worker C (Step 3) 81140063 $25.54 $26.18 $26.83
Meter Worker C (Step 2) 81140064 $23.23 $23.81 $24.41
Meter Worker C (Step 1) 81140065 $20.24 $20.75 $21.26
Meter Service Rep (Step 4) 81140066 $23.39 $23.97 $24.57
MeterSewiceRep(Step3) 81140067 521.02 $21.55 $22.08
Meter Service Rep (Step 2) 81140068 $18.92 $19.39 $19.88
Meter Service Rep (Step 1) 81140069 $16.81 $17.23 $17.66

DISTRIBUTION DESIGN

Sr. Designer 81140072 $42.01 $43.06 $44.14
Designer A 81140071 $35.52 $36.41 $37.32
DesignerB 81140070 $32.03 $32.83 $33.65

MISC

UtilityTechnician 81140045 $31.00 $31.78 $32.57
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SCHEDULE OF WAGES
MASSACHUSETTS ELECTRIC COMPANY

NORTH ADAMS - LOCAL 486

ULTIMATE WAGE RATE
EFFECTIVE

Job Code 5/12/14 5/12/15 5/12/16
OVERHEAD LINES

Crew Leader 81140018 $44.84 $45.96 $47.11
Troubleshooter 81140024 $44.84 $45.96 $47.11
Line worker 1/C 81140020 $40.95 541.97 $43.02
Lineworker2/C $1140021 $32.03 $32.83 $33.65
Line worker 3/C $1140052 S30.29 $3 1.05 $31.82
Line worker Apprentice 81140022 $30.29 $31.05 $31.82

SUBSTATION O&M

Working Leader 8114002$ $44.71 $45.83 $46.97
O&M Worker 1/C 81140029 $39.88 $40.88 $41.90
O&MWorker2/C 81140030 $32.16 $32.96 $33.79
O&MWorker3/C 81140031 $29.58 $30.32 $31.08
O&M Worker Apprentice 81140032 $28.16 $28.86 $29.59

DISTRIBUTION DESIGN

Sr. Designer 81140072 $42.01 $43.06 $44.14
Designer A 81140071 $35.52 $36.41 $37.32
DesignerB $1140070 $32.03 $32.83 $33.65

FLEET

Working Leader Fleet w/Cert 81140073 $41.19 $42.22 $43.28
Working Leader $1140039 $40.42 $41.43 $42.47
Auto/Truck tech 1/c w/Cert 81140075 $38.35 $39.31 $40.29
Auto/TruckTech 1/C 81140036 $37.59 $38.53 $39.49
Auto/Trucklech2/Cw/Cert 81140074 $33.48 $34.32 $35.17
Auto/TruckTech2/C 81140037 $32.73 $33.55 $34.39
Auto/Truck Tech 3/C w/cert 81140038 $30.00 $30.75 $31.52
Auto/Truck Utility Person 81140040 $27.98 $28.68 $29.40
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SCHEDULE OF WAGES
MASSACHUSETTS ELECTRIC COMPANY

NORTH ADAMS - LOCAL 486

ULTIMATE WAGE RATE
EFFECTIVE

Job Code 5/12/14 5/12/15 5/12/16
CUSTOMER METER SERVICES

Roster A
CMS Working Leader A 81140054 $40.90 $41.92 $42.97
Meter WorkerA(Step 2) 81140055 $36.78 $37.70 $38.64
Meter Worker A (Step 1) 81140056 $35.70 $36.59 $37.51
Meter Worker B (Step 2) 81140057 $33.27 $34.10 $34.95
Meter Worker B (Step 1) 81140058 $30.23 $30.99 $31.76

Roster B
CMSWorkingLeaderC 81140059 $32.11 $32.91 $33.74
Meter Worker C (Step 6) 81140060 $30.49 531.25 $32.03
Meter Worker C (Step 5) 81140061 $29.44 $30.18 $30.93
Meter Worker C (Step 4) 81140062 $27.49 $28.18 528.88
Meter Worker C (Step 3) 81140063 $25.54 $26.18 526.83
Meter Worker C (Step 2) 81140064 $23.23 $23.81 $24.41
Meter Worker C (Step 1) 81140065 $20.24 $20.75 $21.26
Meter Service Representative (Step 4) 81140066 $23.39 $23.97 $24.57
Meter Service Representative (Step 3) 81140067 $21.02 $21.55 $22.08
Meter Service Representative (Step 2) 81140068 $18.92 $19.39 $19.88
Meter Service Representative (Step 1) 81140069 $16.81 $17.23 517.66
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SCHEDULE OF WAGES
MASSACHUSETTS ELECTRIC COMPANY

NORTHAMPTON - LOCAL 486

ULTIMATE WAGE RATE
EFFECTIVE

Job Code 5/12/14 5/12/15 5/12/16
OVERHEAD LINES

Crew Leader 81160000 $44.84 $45.96 $47.11
Troubleshooter 81160006 $44.84 $45.96 $47.11
Line worker 1/C 81160002 $40.95 $41.97 $43.02
Line worker 2/C 81160003 832.03 $32.83 $33.65
Lineworker3/C 81160004 $30.29 831.05 $31.82
Line worker Apprentice 81160005 $30.29 $31.05 $31.82

DISTRIBUTION DESIGN

Sr. Designer 81160058 $42.01 $43.06 $44.14
DesignerA 81160057 $35.52 $36.41 $37.32
DesignerB 81160056 $32.03 $32.83 S33.65

CLERICAL

Operations Clerk (Step 5) 81160034 $24.69 $25.31 $25.95
Operations Clerk (Step 4) 81160033 $23.20 $23.78 $24.38
Operations Clerk (Step 3) 81160032 $22.09 $22.65 $23.22
Operations Clerk (Step 2) 81160031 $20.08 $20.59 $21.11
OperationsClerk(Stepl) 81160010 $18.26 $18.72 $19.19

FLEET

Working Leader Fleet w/certiflcation 81160059 $41.19 $42.22 $43.28
Working Leader 81160011 $38.80 $39.77 $40.76
Auto/truck tech 1/c w/Cert 81160026 $38.35 $39.31 $40.29
Auto/Truck Tech 1/C 81160021 $37.59 $38.53 $39.49
Auto/Truck Tech 2/C w/Cert 81160060 $33.48 $34.32 $35.17
Auto/Truck Tech 2/C 81160022 $32.73 $33.55 $34.39
Auto/Truck Tech 3/C w/cert $30.00 $30.75 $31.52

STORES

Material Handler B (Step 4) 81160025 $36.54 $37.45 $38.39
Material Handler B (Step 3) $34.06 $34.91 $35.78
Material Handler B (Step 2) $31.63 $32.42 $33.23
Material Handler B (Step I) $29.20 $29.93 $30.68
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SCHEDULE OF WAGES
MASSACHUSETTS ELECTRIC COMPANY

NORTHAMPTON - LOCAL 486

ULTIMATE WAGE RATE
EFFECTIVE

Job Code 5/12/14 5/12/15 5/12/16
CUSTOMER METER SERVICES

Roster A
CMS Working Leader A 81160035 $40.90 $41.92 $42.97
Meter WorkerA(Step2) 81160036 $36.78 $37.70 $38.64
Meter Worker A (Step 1) 81160037 $35.70 $36.59 $37.51
Meter Worker B (Step 2) 81160038 $33.27 $34.10 $34.95
Meter Worker B(Step 1) 81160039 $30.23 $30.99 S31.76

Roster B
CMS Working Leader C 81160040 $32.11 $32.91 S33.74
Meter Worker C (Step 6) 81160041 $30.49 $31.25 $32.03
Meter Worker C (StepS) 81160042 $29.44 $30.18 $30.93
Meter Worker C (Step 4) 81160043 $27.49 $28.18 $28.88
Meter Worker C (Step 3) 81160044 $25.54 $26.18 $26.83
Meter Worker C (Step 2) 81160045 $23.23 $23.81 $24.41
Meter Worker C (Step 1) 81160046 $20.24 $20.75 $21.26
Meter Service Rep (Step 4) 81160047 $23.39 $23.97 $24.57
Meter Service Rep (Step 3) 81160048 $21.02 $21.55 $22.08
Meter Service Rep (Step 2) 81160049 $18.92 $19.39 $19.88
Meter Service Rep (Step 1) 81160050 $16.81 $17.23 $17.66

CMS Clerical
CMS-Clerk (Step 5) 81160051 $24.69 $25.31 $25.95
CMS-Clerk (Step 4) 81160052 $23.20 $23.78 $24.38
CMS-Clerk (Step 3) 81160053 $22.09 $22.65 $23.22
CMS-Clerk (Step 2) 81160054 $20.08 $20.59 S21.1 1
CMS-Clerk (Step 1) 81160055 $18.26 $18.72 $19.19
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SCHEDULE OF WAGES
MASSACHUSETTS ELECTRIC COMPANY

SOMERSET - LOCAL 1465

ULTIMATE VAGE RATE
EFFECTIVE

Job Code 5/12/14 5/12/15 5/12/16
OVERHEAD LINES

Crew Leader 81120000 S44.84 $45.96 S47.1 I
Troubleshooter 81120001 544.84 545.96 547.11
Line worker 1/C 81120002 540.95 541.97 $43.02
Line worker 2/C 81120003 532.03 532.83 $33.65
Lineworker3/C 81120005 $30.29 $31.05 $31.82
Line worker Apprentice 81120004 $30.29 $31.05 $31.82

UNDERGROUND

Lead Splicer 81120006 $44.71 $45.83 $46.97
Cable Splicer 1/C 81120007 $39.88 $40.88 $41.90
Cable Splicer 2/C 81120008 $34.02 $34.87 $35.74
Cable Splicer 3/C 81120009 $30.80 $31.57 $32.36
Cable Splicer Apprentice 81120010 $29.09 $29.82 $30.56

SUBSTATION O&M

Working Leader (O&M) 81120014 $44.71 $45.83 $46.97
O&M Worker 1/C 81120015 $39.88 $40.88 $41.90
O&M Worker 2/C $32.16 $32.96 $33.79
O&M Worker 3/C 81120017 $29.58 $30.32 $31.08
O&M Worker Apprentice 81120018 $28.16 528.86 $29.59

DISTRIBUTION DESIGN

Senior Design Technician 81120036 538.86 $39.83 $40.83
DesignerA 81120070 $35.52 $36.41 $37.32
Designer B 81120069 532.03 $32.83 $33.65

STORES

Material Handler B (Step 4) 81120039 $36.54 537.45 $38.39
Material Handler B (Step 3) $34.06 $34.91 $35.78
Material Handler B (Step 2) $31.63 $32.42 $33.23
Material Handler B (Step I) $29.20 $29.93 $30.68
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SCHEDULE OF WAGES
MASSACHUSETTS ELECTRIC COMPANY

SOMERSET - LOCAL 1465

ULTIMATE WAGE RATE
EFFECTIVE

Job Code 5/12/14 5/12/15 5/12/16
CUSTOMER METERSERVICES

Roster A
CMS Working Leader A 81120048 $40.90 $41.92 $42.97
Meter Worker A (Step 2) 81120049 $36.78 $37.70 $38.64
Meter Worker A (Step 1) 81120050 $35.70 $36.59 $37.51
Meter Worker B (Step 2) 81120051 $33.27 534.10 $34.95
Meter Worker B (Step 1) 81120052 530.23 $30.99 $31.76

Roster B
CMS Working Leader C 81120053 $32.11 $32.91 $33.74
Meter Worker C (Step 6) 81120054 530.49 531.25 $32.03
Meter Worker C (Step 5) 81120055 $29.44 $30.18 $30.93
Meter Worker C (Step 4) 81120056 527.49 528.18 $28.88
Meter Worker C (Step 3) 81120057 525.54 $26.18 $26.83
Meter Worker C (Step 2) 81120058 523.23 $23.81 $24.41
Meter Worker C (Step 1) 81120059 $20.24 $20.75 $21.26
Meter Service Rep (Step 4) 81120060 $23.39 $23.97 $24.57
Meter Service Rep (Step 3) 81120061 521.02 $21.55 $22.08
Meter Service Rep (Step 2) 81120062 $18.92 $19.39 $19.88
Meter Service Rep (Step 1) 81120063 $16.81 $17.23 $17.66

FLEET

Working Leader Fleet w/cert 81120073 $41.19 $42.22 543.28
Working Leader 81120020 $38.80 S39.77 S40.76
Auto/Truck tech l/e w/eert 81120072 $38.35 $39.31 540.29
Auto/Truck Tech 1/C 81120024 $37.59 538.53 $39.49
Auto/Tmcktech2/ew/ceft 81120074 $33.48 $34.32 $35.17
Auto/Truck Tech 2/C 81120025 $32.73 $33.55 $34.39
Auto/TruckTech 3/C w/cert 81120026 $30.00 $30.75 $31.52
Auto/Truck Utility Person 81120027 $27.98 $28.68 $29.40
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SCHEDULE OF WAGES
MASSACHUSETTS ELECTRIC COMPANY

SOMERSET - LOCAL 1465

ULTIMATE WAGE RATE
EFFECTIVE

Job Code 5/12/14 5/12/15 5/12/16

CLERICAL

Operations Clerk (StepS) 81120047 $24.69 $25.31 $25.95
Operations Clerk (Step 4) 81120046 $23.20 $23.78 $24.38
Operations Clerk (Step 3) 81120045 $22.09 $22.64 $23.22
Operations Clerk (Step 2) 81120044 $20.08 $20.58 $21.11
OperationsClerk(Stepl) 81120012 $18.26 $18.72 $19.19

BUILDING MAINTENANCE

Maintenance Worker I/C 81120032 $33.45 $34.29 S35.14
Maintenance Worker 2/C 81120033 $32.16 $32.96 S33.79
Maintenance Worker 3/C 81120034 $29.58 $30.32 $31.08
Maintenance Worker Helper 81120035 $28.16 $28.86 $29.59

MISC

Work Readiness Tech 81120043 $32.00 $32.80 S33.62
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IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement this 11th day of May
2014.

FOR EMPLOYEES OF MASSACHUSETTS
ELECTRIC COMPANY, NATIONAL
GRID USA SERVICE COMPANY, LOCAL
UNION NOS. 326, 486 AND 1465, OF THE
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF

NATIONAL GRID ELECTRICAL WORKERS

By Kathleen Geraghty By James G. Simppp
Vice President Business Manager, Local 326

By_John F. Callahan
Business Manager, Local 486

By Hector Chretien
Business Manager, Local 1465
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING OF ITEMS AGREED TO
DURING NEGOTLATIONS OF A NEV LABOR AGREEMENT BETVEEN

INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS
LOCALS 326, 486 AND 1465

AND
NATIONAL GRID - April 14, 2017

B UNANIMOUS RECOMMENDATION OF THE NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE

1) CONTRACT TERM

60 Months (May 12, 2017 to May 11,2022)

2) WAGES

Term
lst 2nd 3rd

General Increase 2.5% 2.5% 2.75% 3.0% 3.0%

3) ACTIVE HEALTH CARE

The Company contribution percentage to the Preferred Provider Organization Plan (PPO) and the
Point of Service provider (P05) will remain 80%. As shown on Attachment A, the company
will provide a transitional enhanced contribution structure for the PPO for Plan Years 2018 and
2019. The Company contribution percentage to the Consumer Driven Health Care Plan (CDHP)
will remain 90%.

Effective 1/1/18, employees electing to participate in the CDHP will be eligible to establish a
Health Savings Account (HSA) with $750 (individual) to $1,500 (family), employer provided
seed money annually. Effective for Plan Year 2020, the annual employer seed money for the
HSA will be tied to certain healthy behaviors.

Medical Plan Design changes to the PPO, POS & CDHP Plans are modified per Attachment A.

Effective 1/1/18, management experience will be removed from the pricing methodology.

Effective 1/1/18, the annual medical pricing methodology will not include a stop loss calculation.

Effective 1/1/18, members in the BC2NE, MVP and HNE will be transferred to the PPO and
these plans will be eliminated.

Effective 1/1/19, the Fallon and Harvard POS Plans will be frozen as shown in Attachment A
and effective 1/1/20, the P05 option is eliminated entirely.
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Effective 1/1/18, members enrolled in the PPO and the CDHP plans are eligible to participate in
the annual Corporate Health Club benefit offered through BCBS of Massachusetts. This benefit
is subject to change should the corporate benefit be modified during the life of this agreement.

Benefit Books
The Company and the Union will discuss providing benefit books to employees and the
education of employees on health and welfare benefits.

4) DENTAL PLAN

The Company contribution percentage toward dental will remain 80%.

Effective 1/1/18, a second dental plan which does not provide orthodontia coverage will be
offered.

5) DISABILITY INSURANCE

Effective I /1/18, the short and long term disability contribution formula will change from a flat
rate to a percentage. The Company contribution will be 80% and the employee contribution will
be 20%. As salary changes, contribution will adjust.

6) PENSION

The Core Contribution cap of 4.5% of eligible pay after 30 years of service will be eliminated for
all employees in the Defined Contribution Pension Plan.

7) RETIREE HEALTH AND LIFE INSURANCE

Existing language.

8) FILLING OF VACANCIES

candidates in Overhead, Underground and O&IvI Must Pass Physical Exam
All employees applying for positions in the Overhead, Underground or Sub-Station
departments will be required to pass a physical examination prior to being awarded such
position.

Revised Posting Process
The Company will post all positions Locally (internal to the local) for a total of seven (7) days.
The position will then come down for a period of seven (7) days. If after the Local posting there
are no applicants within the local qualified by fitness or ability, the position will be
simultaneously posted Local, Courtesy (among all UWUA/BUW and IBEW bargaining units)
and External for seven (7) days.
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9) REDUCTION IN FORCES

The Wage Reduction provision is modified by moving the job and wage protection date from
5/12/08 to 5/12/13.

10) COMPENSATION

increase OffHour Coverage Pay
Employees required to stand by for possible call-in will be paid $85 per day, Monday through
Friday and $100 on weekends and holidays, when so assigned on a daily basis. This premium is
not applicable to sick time or vacation time. In the case where the notice is less than 24 hours
from the start of coverage period, the daily stipend will be increased to $140 per day for all days
in the coverage period.

A’Iodfr Response to Overtime Hours and Composition of Those Hours
Employees who have worked 350 hours or more overtime in the preceding twelve months will
be deemed to have met the standard regardless of acceptance rate to call outs and will not be
subject to intervention consequences. Overtime hours resulting from MOU Overtime and an out
of town storm restoration assignment to a non-National Grid affiliated company will not be
counted towards the 350 hours. The 350 hours will be calculated as of October 1,2017.

Eliminate Vacation Bonus and Create an Overtime Response Bonus
In order to encourage and reward response to call-outs, employees in Overhead Lines,
Underground and Substation O&M departments meeting response to call-out percentages
will receive an Overtime Response Bonus as described below.

Call-out Bonus Amount
Response Rate

40 % $2,000
30% $1,500

The Overtime Response Bonus will paid for the first time in June of 2018. The Vacation Bonus
will be paid in June of 2017.

Clothing: Increase initial, Annual and Cleaning Allowance
Employees in the Overhead, Underground, Substation O&M, Metering Services (Roster A,
Meter Worker C and MSR) departments and T & D Inspectors will be provided initial fire
retardant clothing allowances of 5940.00 and annual allowances of 5365.00. The allowances
will be available at the beginning of each fiscal year (April). Any employee with an allocation
balance equal to or greater than three (3) times the annual allocation will not receive an
allowance for that year. Contractual allowance will be indexed to the average price increase, if
any, during the term of the contract.
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Clot/i big: Increase Cleaning Allowance
The Company agrees to increase the annual cleaning allowances as follows:

Overhead and O&M: $140.00
Underground: $240.00

Clothing: Work Boot Reimbursement at Ix Per Yea,- at $225 and Include Work Readiness
Effective May2017, an annual allowance (paid in one installment) for protective footwear
allowance of $225 will be provided for employees in the following departments: Overhead
(including Work Readiness), Underground, Substation O&M, Stores, Facilities, Fleet, Metering
Services (Rosters A&B), Central Meter Test, Distribution Design and Telecommunications. All
protective footwear will comply with ANSI Z4l having an impact rating of 75, compression
rating of 75, and electrical hazard rate (ANSI Z4l part 911/75 C/75 El-I).

Establishment of Clothingfor Stores Department
On or before August 1,2017, the Company will establish clothing accounts in the amount of
$225.00 and then on April 1 of each year an annual clothing allowance of S225 will be provided
for Stores (non-clerical) personnel.

Increase Clothing Allonwice for Facilities
The Company agrees to increase the clothing allowance for Facilities to $225.

One Time Clothing Stipendfor Work Readiness
Additionally, all Work Readiness employees will receive a one-time clothing stipend of $225.00
to purchase FR rated clothing.

Additionally, the Company and the Union agree to meet in 2020 to discuss the cost of FR
clothing.

Include Language Regarding Safety Glasses
If an employee wears prescription eyeglasses and it is required for such employee to wear safety
glasses in order to perform his/her job, the employee will be entitled to up to two (2) pairs of
National Grid approved prescription safety glasses as follows: I pair of clear prescription and 1
pair of tinted prescription glasses or, in the alternative, 1 pair of “transitions” prescription
glasses.

11) HOLIDAYS

Existing language.

12) VACATION

Create Vacation Accrual for Employees With Less Than I Year ofEmployment
Employees continuously employed prior to January 1 for less than one year will be entitled to
vacation with straight time pay of two normal working days for each flaIl month of
employment prior to January 1, up to a maximum often (10) vacation days.
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Eliminate Vacation Boti its and Create an Overtime Response Bonus

13) SICK PAY, DISABILITY AND MEDICAL LEAVE

Create Sick Pay Entitlement for New Employees
Employees who have completed 90 days of service and have worked more than 80 hours in the
calendar year shall accrue one (1) hour of sick time for every thirty (30) hours worked up to 40
hours.

Ct-edit First 40 Hours ofSick Pay to Earned Sick Leave Quota Bucket
The first 40 hours of an employee’s sick leave entitlement shall be credited to a Earned Sick
Leave quota bucket

Revise Payfor Time Worked Effective Jan uary 1, 2018
Procedure on “Pay for Time Worked”

Section 1. Sick pay benefits may be withheld from an employee with an unsatisfactory
attendance record.

a. Determining Occurrences

1. An “absence” is defined as a scheduled work day.

2. An “occurrence” is defined as each absence.

3. A “protected absence” is any absence from work that is permitted under any applicable
Federal or State law (e.g. Massachusetts Earned Sick Leave Law, Small Necessities Leave
Act, FMLA).

b. Probationary Employees

1. Each absence of a probationary employee will be carefully analyzed. The absentee record
is an important factor in determining whether a probationary employee should be allowed
to become permanent employee.

2. Occasionally, an individual’s record suddenly worsens directly following the
probationary period. In such cases, consideration should be given to warning the
individual of possible discharge rather than mere loss of sick pay.

c. Permanent Employees

Section 2. The Record

Whether an employee should be called in for discussion of his poor absentee record will depend
on a careful analysis of that record. Consideration should be given to such things as the number
of absences (frequency), total days lost, exclusive of protected absences (personal time, civic
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duties, union business, etc.) pattern of absence (past record, sudden change, regularity. days of
week out), length of period over which absenteeism has been considered excessive.

1. First Interview:
‘When such an interview is held with an employee whose job is covered by a labor agreement, the
department head will invite the Union to be represented at the meeting. At the meeting the
employee and the Union, will be provided with the number of non protected absence for the
employee(s) involved.

In the first meeting, the employee should be told of the difficulties in running a department when
an individual is frequently absent and also that the Company’s sick pay policy was not designed
for such excessive absenteeism. If the employee would like to see the Company physician, this
should be arranged and the physician’s recommendation received. If the individual does not
want to see the Company physician, he should be told that his absentee record must improve or
he may be put on a pay-for-time-worked basis. A continuing bad record may mean the
individual is not employable.

This step will take place after 2 non-protected absences in a rolling 12-month period.

2. Second Interview:
The absentee record will be subject to monthly review, and if there is no substantial
improvement after the warning, the department head should call in the employee and tell him
that his attendance record continues to be a problem and that unless there is sufficient
improvement, he may be put on a pay-for-time-worked basis and he may ultimately not be
employable. Again, the Union will be invited to the interview and the employee and the Union
will be provided with the absence record of the employee(s) involved.

This step will take place after 4 non-protected absences in a rolling 12-month period.

3. Third Interview:
The employee’s absentee record will be subject to a monthly review, and if there is no substantial
improvement, the employee will be placed on pay-for-time-worked. The employee will also be
told that she/he may not be employable. Again, the Union will be invited to the interview and
the employee and the Union will be provided with the absence record of the employee(s)
involved.

The third step will take place after 6 non-protected absences in a rolling 12-month period.

Section 3. Follow-Up:

I. Failure to Improve — The absentee record of an individual on a pay-for-time-worked basis
will be subject to monthly review, and if no substantial improvement is observed within one
year, a discussion between the department head, the Employee Services Department and the
Union should be held to determine what action, if any, should be taken.
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2. Improvement — If the employee’s absentee record improves to the point where it is no
longer considered excessive for a six months’ period*, then the department head may restore sick
pay benefits to the employee. If the employee’s absentee record improves to the point where it is
no longer considered excessive for one year, then the department head will restore sick pay
benefits to the employee. When this is done, the department head should warn the employee that
if his record again becomes poor, he will be put back on a pay-for-time-worked basis subject to a
review at the end of a one year period. If sick pay benefits are restored as a result of this second
review, and he again has to be placed on a pay-for-time-worked basis, this action will be for an
indefinite period. Again the employee should be reminded that a continuing bad record may
mean the individual is not employable. If sick pay benefits are restored as a result of this second
review and the employee’s record is satisfactory for a further period of one year, the warning
will be removed from the employee’s record, and the employee and the Union will be given
written notice of this action.

*Exception: In case of dramatic action on the part of the employee designed to eliminate his
absentee problem, for example, by having corrective surgery completed, the employee may be
restored sick pay benefits immediately. Other cases due to acute illness and surgery creating
extreme hardship in deserving instances will be reviewed on an individual basis.

14) LEAVES OF ABSENCES

Increase Funeral Leave Entitlementfor Immediate Family
In the event of death of a member of the family of an employee, the Company will grant
reasonable time off without loss of normal straight time compensation for all scheduled
workdays falling within the five (5) day period next following the date of a death of an
employee’s spouse, domestic partner, child, step-child, daughter-in-law, son-in-law, parents,
stepparents, and within the three (3) day period next following the date of a death of a sister or
brother, stepsister, stepbrother, parents-in-law. An employee may request to delay the taking of
funeral leave; however, such requests will be granted at the discretion of local management.

For other members of the family (grandparents, grandchildren, nieces, nephews, brothers-in law,
sisters-in law, aunts and uncles) one (I) day without loss of pay will be granted if the funeral is
held on a scheduled workday

15) SCHEDULE OF WAGES

Increasefor Several Overhead Line Rates
The hourly pay rate for a Crew Leader, Troubleshooter and Lineworker 1/C will be increased by
50.50 prior to the application of the GWI on May 12, 2017.
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Attachment A
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100%
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100%

100%

100%

S100 co-payment
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100%

100%

National PPO

1/1/2018-12/3 1/2 020

Out of Network
deductibles and OOPM
are 2x’s the in-network

co-insurance is 75%
BCBS
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$3,800

95%.

$30

$40

100%

95%*

95%.
95%*

$40
95%*

95%*

National PP

1/1/2021-12/31/2022

Out of Network
deductibles and OOPM
are 2x’s the in-network

co-in5urance is 75%
BC B5

$300
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95%.
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LNG New England Union

National PPO Plan Design

$0

$0

Deductible (individual) *

Deductible (family) *

OOPM (individual) (Inc ded, ca-insurance,
medical and Rx copays)

OOPM (family) (Inc ded, co-insurance, medical
and Rx copays)

Co-insurance *

Office Visit (PCP)

Office Visit (SPC)

Preventive Care (subject to schedule)
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Diagnostic Xray/Lab *
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Inpatient Hospital *

Outpatient Surgery
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Preferred Brand

Non-preferred
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Employer/Employee Contribution Percentage

2017PP0 80%/20%

2018 PPO 82%/18%

2019PP0 81%/19%
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Attachment A

Deductible (individual) *

Deductible (family) *

OOPM (individual) (inc ded,
co-insurance, medical and Rx
copays)

OOPM (family) (Inc ded, co
insurance, medical and Rx
copays)

Co-insurance *

Office Visit (PCP)

Office Visit (SPC)
Preventive Care (subject to
schedule)
Adv Radiology *

Diagnostic Xray/Lab *

Emergency Room *

Urgent Care

Inpatient Hospital *

Outpatient Surgery *
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Attachment A

LNG New England Union Current CDHP

National CDHP Design

Deductible (Single) * Si 500

Deductible (Employee +1 and Family) 53000

OOPM (Single) $3,200

OOPM (Employee+1 and Family) 56400

Co-insurance * 90%

Office Visit (PCP) * 90%

Office Visit (SPC) * 90%

Preventive Care (subject to schedule) 100%

Adv Radiology * 90%

Diagnostic Xray/Lab * 90%

Emergency Room * 90%

Urgent Care * 90%

Inpatient Hospital * 90%

Outpatient Surgery * 90%

Utilization Programs
Pharmacy Programs

Pharmacy Retail
Generic * 90%

Preferred Brand * 90%

Non-preferred * 90%

Pharmacy Mail

Generic * 90%

Preferred Brand * 90%

Non-preferred 90%

HSA Seed subject to healthy behaviors
plan year 2020 None

CDHP CDHP
1-1-18-12/31/2020 1/1/2021-1 2/31/2022

Out of Network Out of Network
deductibles and OOPM deductibles and OOPM
are 2x’s the in-network are 2x’s the in-network
co-insurance is 70% co-insurance is 70%

$1,550 $1600

$3,100 $3,200

$2,700 $3200

$5,400 $6,400
90%* 90%*

90%* 90%*

90%t 90W

100% 100%

90%* 90%*

90%* 90%*

90%* 90%
90%* 90%*

90%* 90%*

90%* 93%*

Utilization Programs Utilization Programs
Preventive Drug List Preventive Drug List

90%*

90%* 90%*

90%* 90%*

90%* 90W

90W 90W
90%* 90%

5750/51500 S750/$1 500

Employer/Employee Contribution Percentage

2017 CDHP 90% / 10%
2018 CDHP 90% / 10%
2019 CDHP 90% / 10%
2020 - End of Contract CDHP 90% / 10%

April 2017 final
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AflACHMENT B

IBEW & NATIONAL GRID NEGOTIAIONS
OFF-HOUR (BEEPER) AGREEMENT

• Holiday coverage per the Collective Bargaining Agreement.

• Weather event (snow, heavy rain, high winds, extreme heat), actual or forecasted, the
Union will be required to fill the Company’s request for beeper coverage.

• After a major weather event or a local system related event in the Local Union area (i.e.
Events in which the full available workforce within a department has been working
around the clock), but only until the Local crews have had adequate rest and returned to
their normal schedules, the Union will be required to fill the Company’s request for
beeper coverage. An event ending on Sunday-Thursday, the coverage period shall end
midnight the following day. For events ending on Friday or Saturday, the coverage period
shall end at midnight.

• Available workforce is defined as rated and on active work status.

• Emergency Out of Town Assignment — if the Company has sent thirty-three percent
(33%) or more of the available workforce within a department on emergency out of town
assignment, the Union will be required to fill the Company’s request for beeper coverage.

• Non-weather or non-system related event, which company reasonably believes will create
a response issue.

o Department head must notify and discuss the need of beeper coverage with local
union official and canvass for volunteers on local platforms. If Company requires
additional resources it can canvass for volunteers on an adjacent platform. If
company is not successful, it will come back to the original local platform and the
following will apply. If the department response rate (as set up in ARCOS) is
equal to or greater than 35% the Company can only request beepers of two crews
or 25% of the available workforce, whichever number is greater. If the response
rate is below 35%, the local platform is required to fulfill the request and there is
no restriction on the amount of beepers.

o If after Company utilizes local beeper coverage and requires additional resources
it shall utilize the negotiated ARCOs procedure.

o If the negotiated ARCOs procedure does not result in sufficient resources and if
multiple platforms are on beeper coverage, Company may utilize out-of-district
beeper crew(s) for support provided Company continues to run the ARCOs call-in
procedure for relief out of Ihe out-of-district crew(s).

• All off hour coverage daily stipends per the CBA shall apply.
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• In the event an employee carrying a pager is bypassed for a call in, he/she will be given
an opportunity to work the same the number of hours for the call that was missed.
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ATTACHMENT C

OPERATIONS STANDARDIZED TROUBLESHOOTER WORK RULES
APPLIES TO LOCALS 326 PLATFORMS

Shifts and Schedules

Troubleshooter shifts and schedules will be as described in attachment C IA.
*shift premiums language will apply per CBA

Camp ens atio n

Troubleshooters and Alternates
36 hour week

36 hours straight time par
Alternate filling 36 hour neck on/v option to work 8 hour make zip dciv.

(4 hrs straight, 4 hrs I.5X hr/v rate,)
40 hours towards pension

44 hour teek
40 hours straight time
40 hours towards pension
4 hours I.5x hourly rate

Out of Town Assignments

Troubleshooters will remain eligible for Out of Town travel and should a Troubleshooter accept
a Out of Town assignment then an Alternate will be required to fill the shift for the traveling
Troubleshooter at no extra cost to the Company, regardless of the Alternate primary platform.

Off Shift Trouble Shooter Call List

The Off shift Trouble Shooter will remain on the “off duty” troubleshooter call out list as they
are today.

When responding to overtime callouts the troubleshooter will give consideration to their ability
to respond to the call and their primary obligation to fill their scheduled shift.

Compliance to fill their scheduled shift will be their priority. Both Union and Management will
monitor this priority.

If a troubleshooter hits the ARCOS prompt (9) excused absence call in due to a scheduled shift
obligation and he is called again for the same call; he will be able to accept that call. He must
notify the supervisor in charge of the call out of his obligation to cover his upcoming shift.
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Filling of Shifts
Alternate troubleshooters will be required to fill a single shift and multiple shifts at a time.
Example: Fill for entire week for illness, injury, or vacation.

Alternate troubleshooters will be the first to fill an open troubleshooter shift if notification of the
available shift is given 24 hours or greater before the start of the scheduled shift. All decisions to
fill open shifts will be at the discretion of the company.

Troubleshooters will be the first used to fill open troubleshooter shifts if notification of the
available shift is less than 24 hours before the scheduled shift. All decisions to fill open shifts
will be at the discretion of the company.

Rest Time

Troubleshooters and alternate troubleshooters will not be entitled to accumulate rest time when
filling for a scheduled or planned shift.

When troubleshooters or alternate troubleshooters work unplanned overtime within 8 hours of
the start of their normally scheduled shift they will be required to continue to work their
normally scheduled shift and take any earned rest time at a later date.

Ho lidavs
Employees working on a holiday will receive:

• Holiday pay for regular scheduled hours that fall on a holiday
• Time and one half for hours worked during their regular scheduled shift
• Double time and one half for hours worked outside their scheduled shift
• An employee that elects to take the day instead of the pay for the holiday shall receive twelve

(12), compensating time or hours equivalent to the shift.
o Actual Holiday

• Employees are paid time and a half for hours worked during normally scheduled
hours.

o Deferred Holiday must be scheduled in advance of use
• Employees working on the deferred holiday, receive holiday pay for hours

worked in addition to time and one half normal schedule hours
• Flours outside of the normally scheduled work day are paid at time and a half

Days Off
• Request for days off should be made to management by 2:00 pm Thursday for the following

Saturday and Sunday Vacation.
• Requests for other days off should be made 48 hours in advance.
• Request for days off not meeting criteria in the paraaraph above will be granted provided the shift

can be filled on straight time
• The decision as to whether a shift is filled will be determined by management
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Alternate troubleshooter

1) Alternate Troubleshooters will fill any vacant single or multiple shifts at the discretion
of the Supervisor due to illness, injury, or vacation provided a 24-hour notice is given by
the Company.

2) Training for the Alternate Troubleshooters will follow the same requirements as the
permanent troubleshooters. Millbury Training will conduct system-based training. Local
training will include a minimum of 5 day shifts and 5 night shifts. This number may be
adjusted by mutual agreement between the company and union. All training will be at the
Troubleshooter rate of pay.

3) Minimum classifications for this Alternate Troubleshooter will be a First Class Line
Worker for two years.

If an Alternate Trouble Shooter is backfihling on LTD or will be out greater than 10
working days then the next junior qualified worker will be responsible to fill the
open Alternate position by platform.

4) The Alternate Troubleshooters assignment schedule will remain as it is today with one
Alternate receiving Troubleshooter rate of pay for the week and is responsible to fill
single and or multiple shifts that week and the other two alternates will receive a ten
(10) dollar per day stipend. If the off week Alternate Troubleshooter fills in for a shift
during their off week they will be paid Troubleshooter rate for said shift.

The rotating arrow for the week will begin at 7:00 AM on Monday of each week.

5) The Alternate Troubleshooter that is receiving the Troubleshooter rate of pay for the
week will have his Monday shift from 07:00-15:00 as the day Troubleshooter on the
platform that he is assigned to as an Alternate.

6) The number of Alternate Troubleshooters per platform will be set at three (3) for the term
of this contract.

7) Alternate Troubleshooters will be permitted to travel out of town for storm assignments
except if filling a shift or scheduled to fill any shifts.

8) The Alternate Troubleshooters shall remain on the overhead call out list unless he
chooses to fill for a Troubleshooters shift(s) for one (1) week or greater, at which point
the Supervisor will remove him from the ARCOs call out list. Once the Alternate has
completed his shift (s) he will be responsible to notify his supervisor of his eligibility to
be placed back on ARCOs call out list.
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If an Alternate Troubleshooter hits the ARCOS prompt (9) excused absence call in due to
a scheduled shift obligation and he is called again for the same call; he will be able to
accept that call. He must notif’ the supervisor in charge of the call out of his obligation to
cover his upcoming shift.

This 2017 Standardized Trouble Work Rules agreement replaces any and all pre
existing Trouble Shooter and Alternate Trouble Shooter agreements.

Agreement to Meet
The Union and Company agree to meet and discuss the possibility of moving towards eight (8)
hour Troubleshooter shifts.
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ATTACHMENT D

Local 1465

Memorandum of Understanding
Operations Standardized Troubleshooter Work Rules Applies To Local 1465

SOMERSET

1) There will be 4 Alternate Troubleshooters
2) Alternate Troubleshooters will rotate every week “in the box”
3) Alternates Trouble Shooters will be paid Troubleshooter rate of pay the week that they are “in
the box” whether they fill in or not (The Alternate Troubleshooter is responsible to enter the
upgrade on their time sheets)
4) The Alternate Troubleshooter can be asked to fill any of the five shifts in the shifts are open
due to vacation or sickness the week they are “in the box”. 24 hour notification must be given.
5) Troubleshooters will fill in for vacations up to 2 shifts per week. Every effort will be made to
avoid filling in on Second Day of Relief.
6) If an Alternate Troubleshooter is “in the box” and is requesting vacation, the Alternate
Troubleshooter must find a replacement or there is a possibility of vacation denial.
7) If an Alternate Troubleshooter is “in the box” and is not filling in and accepts an Out of Town
Assignment, he shall not be paid the Troubleshooters rate of pay during the assignment, the next
available Alternate Troubleshooter will fill in the box.
8) It is up to the Alternate Troubleshooter to inform his Supervisor to remove himself from the
Arcos Call Out list while he is filling in on a trouble shift
9) During any week an Alternate Troubleshooter will not be forced to fill in for any vacations
unless it is more than 3 shifts, Troubleshooters will fill in for 1,2, or 3 days of vacations as they
do for any other week. If an Alternate Troubleshooter is asked to fill in it will be granted with
overtime, not forced. After exhausting Troubleshooters and Alternates to cover a single shift
the day time Troubleshooter can be utilized on a voluntary basis.
10) The Troubleshooters shift of Monday thrn Friday 7A to 3P is separate from the other four
Troubleshooter shifts, he will not be part of any overtime shift or filling in for any of their shifts,
or will not be asked to stay late to “double up” with any other Troubleshooter, he is part of the
OH Lines Roster and that Arcos call in list. The day time Troubleshooter may be extended up
to 4 hours for weather related events. This is up to the discretion of Management.
II) If an Alternate Troubleshooter is out long term the existing Alternate Troubleshooter
schedule will be adjusted to account for the absence.
12) It is agreed that the attached Troubleshooter Schedule will be used for the length of this
contract.

Agreement to A’Ieet
The Union and Company agree to meet and discuss the possibility of moving towards eight (8)
hour Troubleshooter shifts.

Trench Inspector Implenzentation
The Company and the Union agree to meet and implement the Trench Inspector Agreement by
June 1,2017.
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ATTACHMENT E

LOCALS 326

Clerical

Support Services clerical staftç located in the National Grids North Andover facility and
supporting Distribution Design only, will have the option to change his/her shift to 6:30 am to
3:00 pm to match the operation.
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LOCALS 326,486 and 1465

Customer Meter Services

ATTACHMENT F

Changes to Wage Rates

Current Wage Rates:

JobTitle 1 2 3 4 5 6
CMS Working Leader A $42.98

Metenvorker A $38.65 $37.52

Meterworker B $34.97 $31.77

CMS Working Leader B $33.75

Meterworkerc $32.05 $30.94 $28.89 $26.84 $24.42 $21.27

Meter Service Representative $24.58 $22.09 $19.89 $17.68

CMS-Clerk $26.77 $25.95 $24.38 $23.22 $21.11 $19.19

New Vage Rates:

JobTitle 1 2 3 4 5 6
CMS Worker Leader A $42.98
Metenvorker A $38.65 $37.52
Metenvorker B S34.97 $31.77
CMS Working Leader B S33.75

Metenvorker C $32.05 $30.94 $28.89 $26.84 S21A2 $21.27
Meter Service Representative $24.58 $22.09 $19.89 $17.68
CMS-Clerk $26.77 $25.95 j $24.38 $23.22 $21.11 $19.19

• Step progressions will be on an annual basis

• All temporary employees come in at bottom wage rate for their applicable classification
and are not subject to wage scale increases for successive years of temporary service

• If a permanent MSR position becomes available, any temporary MSR working in the
respective Local at the time of the vacancy will be eligible to bid during the Local posting
period, prior to posting Courtesy or External. Permanent employees who bid during the
Local posting period will have seniority over temporary’ employees bidding on the same
position.

Current Wage Rates:

JobTitle 1 1 2 3 4 5 6
CMS Worker Leader B $33.75

[__________

New Wage Rates:

JobTitle ] 1 2 J 3 4 5 6
!

CMS Worker Leader B J35.75
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ATTACHMENT G

LOCALS 326, 486 AND 1465

Distribution Design

Off-Hour Coverage
The Department may utilize pagers to establish storm room staffing for a weather event (snow,
heavy rain, high winds, extreme heat), actual or forecasted, or a local system related event.
Employees will be paid Off Hour compensation.

Clothing Stipend
Additionally, all Design employees will receive a one-time clothing stipend of S225.OO to
purchase FR rated clothing.

In addition to the one-time S225 stipend, new employees will be provided a one FR winter
weight jacket and one pair of FR coverall.

Work Load Meeting
On an annual basis, the Company will meet with each local Business Manager or their designee
to provide an overview of the Design work plan for their platforms.

20
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ATTACHMENT H

LOCALS 326, 486 AND 1465

Fleet

Tool Replacement
The Company agrees to replace and/or repair broken/worn/damaged hand tools with like or
better brands. The Employee will be required to turn in the damaged or worn tool prior to it
being replaced.

Emergency Out-ofr Town Assignments
When National Grid crews are called out of town to provide mutual aid to a non-National Grid
entity, a I/C or higher rated Fleet Technician will be assigned to accompany the crews. The
number of Fleet employees sent will be at the Company’s discretion

When providing mutual aid to another National Grid territory or platform, the Company will use
its sole discretion in determining whether additional Fleet Technicians are needed

When a determination is made that Fleet Technicians are needed, The Company will contact the
designated Union Steward, who will be responsible for providing the requested resources

Fleet Joint Committee
The Company and Union agree to reestablish the Joint Fleet Committee by September 2017.

Amend Working Leader Responsibilities
Working Leader can now oversee two-person shifts. Day shifts with 2 or more workers will be
managed by a Working Leader from the day shift. Single worker night shifts will be overseen by
a Working Leader who may or may not be physically present at the garage.

One-time Stipendfor AM State Vehicle Inspectors License Stipend
The Company agrees to provide a one-time stipend of $250 for employees who currently hold a
MA Vehicle Inspector’s License. Additionally, an employee who obtains the license while
employed by the Company will be entitled to the $250 stipend.

Increase to Wage Rates
Current Wages
Job Title Job Code I
Working Leader Fleet w/Cert $43.28
Working Leader Fleet $42.47
Auto/Truck Tech 1st Class w/ Certs $40.29
Auto/Truck Tech 1st Class I $39.49
Auto/Truck Tech 2 Class w/ Certs j 535.17
AutoTruck Tech 7nd Class $34.39
Auto/Truck Tech 3 Class w/ Certs $31.52
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New IVages
Job Title Job Code 1
Working Leader Fleet w/Cert S45. 18
Working Leader Fleet $44.18
Auto/Truck Tech 1st Class w/ Certs $41.68
Auto/Truck Tech 1st Class 539.81
Auto/Truck Tech 2” Class w/ Certs $38.40
Auto/Truck Tech 2IId Class $37.80
Auto/Truck Tech 3” Class w/ Certs $36.63
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ATTACHMENT I

LOCALS 326,486 and 1465

Stores

Parties agree to establishment of Working Leader Stores position, at a wage of $42.23, with the
following responsibilities:

DUTIES:
• Build effective working relationships with customers, co-workers and supen’isors through

the use of teamwork, trust, continuous improvement and personal development.
• Prioritize workload and staffing with the Material Handler B’s in the field in there local

• Coordinate housekeeping on the floor, yard and company vehicles.
• Must be a Monitor self-directed and motivated individual capable of coordinating the

proper and safe completion of these responsibilities with limited direction.
• Thorough knowledge of the systems, warehousing procedures and equipment to coach,

train and assist in solving operational problems.
• Must wear and respond to Nextel phone during normal working hours.
• Coordinate the necessary’ tools, equipment and supplies needed by warehouse operation.

• Participate in safety meetings, conduct employee proficiency checks, QA’s & safety checks.
• Provide feedback, coaching and training to employees as needed.
• Perform general office work, run reports. update systems as required, i.e., SAP
• Assist with training as required
• Perform all duties of lower classifications

QUALIFICATIONS:
• Meet all the requirements of the Pre-CDC Training and Qualifying Program with at least 5

years of current experience of shipping, receiving and warehousing experience, preferably as
a Material Handler.

• Must have a demonstrated knowledge of the materials used at the assigned location.
• Ability to work scheduled shifts of 8 or 10 hours, lunch break as assigned, as well as

overtime on a planned or unplanned basis.
• Respond to call ins on a 24-hour basis.
• Basic mathematics and computer skills.
• Good verbal and written communication skills.
• Ability to manually operate a keyboard or use a voice activated system.
• Ability to operate cellular phones, and beepers
• Ability to operate various types of forklifts, a knuckleboom, and hand truck with maximum

weights up to 3,000 lbs. indoors, outdoors, all terrain and weather conditions.
• Ability to handle and lift material up to 60 lbs.
• Ability to stock shelves as well as climb ladders up to 20 ft.
• Ability to operate hoisting and rigging equipment.
• Maintain a valid hoisting arid rigging license and a valid 30-ton crane certificate.
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• Ability to operate a vehicle weighing greater than 26,000 lbs.
• Maintain a valid driver’s license, DOT interstate medical certificate, CDL-B license with

Hazardous Waste endorsement and participate in and pass a DOT drug/alcohol-testing
program.

• Ability to respond to emergency situations and work extended hours as needed.
• Retain a valid motor vehicle operator’s license, which does not restrict driving as to type of

transmission or hours of operation

24
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May 12, 2013 to May 11,2017
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Wages, Hours and Other Conditions of Employment
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National Grid USA Service Company
U/b/al National Grid
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Local Union No.369
Utility Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO
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AGREEMENT made and entered into by NATIONAL GRID USA SERVICE COMPANY, a
Massachusetts corporation, D/b/a NATIONAL GRID, hereinafter called the Company’ and
UTILITY WORKERS UNION OF AMERICA, AFL-CIO, LOCAL NO. 369 thereof, and the
employees of the Company who are now or may hereafter become members of said Local,
hereinafter called the “Union.”

WITNESSETH THAT:

WHEREAS, the Union represents a majority of the employees in the departments of the
Company at its Customer Service Center in Northboro as set forth in the “Schedule of Wages’ and
has been designated by said majority to be the exclusive representative of all the employees in such
department for the purposes of collective bargaining with respect to rates of pay, wages, hours of
employment and other conditions of employment; and

WHEREAS, both the Company and the Union desire to promote harmony and efficiency in
the working forces so that the employees and the Company may obtain mutual economic
advantages consistent with the duty of the Company as a public utility to provide at all times an
adequate and uninterrupted supply of service in the territory and communities which it serves.

WHEREAS, it is agreed that the parties will continue to provide for equality of opportunity
and treatment for the purposes of eliminating discrimination based on race, color, gender, sexual
orientation, gender identity, religion, political opinion, nationality, social origin and status,
indigenous status, disability, age or other status of individuals unrelated to the individual’s ability
to perform work.

NOW, THEREFORE:

As to wages, to be paid by the Company, as to working conditions involved in the
Company’s operations, and as to the application of the principle of seniority to changes in the
Company’s forces, the parties hereto, each by its duly authorized representatives, agree as follows:

ARTICLE I - RECOGNITION OF THE UNION

A. Recognition

Except as hereinafter provided, the Union is hereby recognized as the exclusive
representative of all the employees in the classifications of the Company described in the Schedule
of Wages for the purposes of collective bargaining with respect to wages, hours of employment and
other conditions of employment.

B. Neutrality

Section 1. The Company agrees to remain neutral in union organizing campaigns conducted
among workers in wholly-owned, regulated companies and GRIDCOMM and/or NEESCOM, as
long as GRIDCOMM and/or NEESCOM remains a wholly-owned National Grid USA subsidiary
or affiliate.
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Section 2. Neutrality means that the Company shall neither help nor hinder the Union in any
organizing campaign, nor shall it comment upon the Union’s motives, integrity, character or
performance during any organizing campaign. Also, neither National Grid USA or its subsidiaries
or affiliates, nor any of their successors or assigns shall provide any support or assistance of any
kind to any person or group opposed to union organization.

Section 3. Reservation Of Rights

National Grid USA, or its subsidiaries or affiliates, commitment to remain neutral shall
cease if the Union or its agents, intentionally and repeatedly misrepresents to employees the facts
and circumstances surrounding their employment or conducts a campaign which comments upon
the motives, integrity or character of the Company or its representatives. National Grid USA, or its
subsidiaries or affiliates, reserves the right to respond to employees’ inquiries relating to the issue
of Union organization and to engage in normal communications with employees concerning their
employment.

Section 4. Access

The Union representatives shall be allowed access to the facilities of National Grid USA, its
subsidiaries or affiliates, for the purpose of distributing literature and meeting with employees.
Any interaction with employees or distribution of literature at the facilities of National Grid USA,
or its subsidiaries and affiliates, shall be accomplished in a manner that does not disrupt access or
egress from buildings. Distribution and solicitation inside such facilities shall be limited to non-
work areas. The Union shall not disrupt the normal business of these facilities while distributing
literature or soliciting authorization cards.

C. Voluntary Recognition

Section 1. The Company agrees to recognize a union upon receipt of proof of support of no
less than 65% of those eligible for inclusion in the bargaining unit as verified by an independent
third party.

Section 2. Tn the event a third party verifies that 65% of eligible employees in an agreed-upon
unit have signed authorization cards, the Company agrees to recognize such employees without a
National Labor Relations Board-conducted election, provided all of the following criteria have
been met:

a. The Company and the Union have mutually agreed upon the nature and content of
the card employees will sign;

b. The Company, its subsidiaries, and affiliates and the Union have mutually agreed
that the bargaining unit in which the Union seeks recognition is an appropriate
bargaining unit;

c. The Company, its subsidiaries, and affiliates and the Union have mutually agreed
upon the number and identity of the employees eligible for representation in such a
unit;
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d. The Union submits to a mutually-selected third party signed authorization cards
from at least 65% of the employees in the agreed-upon bargaining unit, all of which
expressly state that by signing the card the employee designates the Union as his/her
exclusive bargaining representative, and ffirther state that they understand that if
65% or more of the eligible employees in the unit also sign such cards, the
Company, its subsidiaries, and affiliates will recognize the Union without an NLRB
supervised election; and

e. The Union’s majority status in the agreed-upon bargaining unit is confirmed by the
mutually selected third party.

Section 3. If the Company, its subsidiaries, and affiliates and the Union fail to agree upon any
of the conditions set forth in Paragraphs (a) through (d) above, the matter may be referred to the
NLRB for determination.

Section 4. Negotiations for a contract covering the new unit will begin within a reasonable
amount of time following third party verification.

D. Exemptions

Section 1. The following shall be excluded from the application of the rules of this agreement:

a. Executives and officials

b. Supervisory forces who recommend the disciplining or dismissal of employees
under their supervision, but not including Team Leads.

c. All personal office forces of the President, Vice Presidents, Secretary, Treasurer,
Manager, Asst. Secretaries, Asst. Treasurers, Auditors, Legal Department,
Purchasing Department, General Superintendent, Superintendents and such other
office workers who perform duties of a confidential nature with respect to labor
relations matters.

ARTICLE II- UNION MEMBERSHIP REOUIREMENTS

Section 1. The Company agrees that all present employees and all new employees hereafter
employed by the Company in any class of work to which this agreement applies shall become
members of the Union after the thirtieth (30) day and shall continue as members thereafter while
this agreement is in effect.

Section 2. In no event will any employees become a member of the Union until after the
thirtieth (30) day following the beginning of her/his employment or the effective date of this
agreement, whichever is later.

Section 3. Any employee exempted from the provisions of this agreement who is transferred
while this agreement is in effect to a class of work which is subject to the Union membership
requirement, shall become a member of the Union within thirty (30) days after the effective date of
such transfer.
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Section 4. Any employee of the Company who at any time while this agreement is in effect has
been performing a class of work which is subject to the Union membership requirement of this
agreement, but who is subsequently transferred or promoted to a class of work which is not subject to
the Union membership requirement of this agreement, shall have the privilege of withdrawing from
Union membership, and the Union agrees that such withdrawals shall not prevent any such employee
from renewing Union membership in the event that thereafter the employee is assigned to a class of
work in which Union membership is required hereunder as a condition of employment.

Section 5. The Company agrees to provide bulletin boards for posting of notices to its employees
and agrees that the Union may use such bulletin boards for notices addressed to its members after
such notices have been submitted to and approved by the Manager or other representative of the
Company.

Section 6. The Company agrees to deduct such dues, initiation and other fees from earned wages
and remit to the Local the dues of those employees who are members of the Union and not exempt
from the provisions of this agreement in an amount individually authorized and in a manner and on a
written assignment approved by the Company.

ARTICLE III - MANAGEMENTS RIGHTS

The Union agrees, for itself and its members, not to hinder or interfere with the
management of the Company in its several departments on any matter not otherwise specifically
addressed in this agreement, including, but not limited to actions related to the following matters:
selection of the workforce, including the criteria on which those decisions are based; assignment of
work; direction of the work force; scheduling; staffing levels; discipline or discharges for proper
cause; and the right to transfer employees to work for which they are better suited and to thrlough
employees for any reason, including lack of work or efficiency in operations.

If the Union/Local claims that the Company has exercised the right to suspend, discipline,
demote, or discharge employees in an unjust or unreasonable manner, such claim shall be subject to
the Grievance and Arbitration Procedures set forth in Article XVI. If the Union/Local claims that
the Company has exercised any of the other foregoing rights in a capricious or arbitrary manner,
such claims shall be subject to the Grievance and Arbitration Procedures set forth in Article XVI.

ARTICLE IV - SENIORITY

Section 1. Employee Status

a. Permanent employees are employees whose employment is expected to be for a period
longer than a temporary employee, and it is expected that they will perform work in each
calendar week.

b. Probationary employees are newly-hired permanent employees who shall be working on a
trial basis for a period of nine months from the date of hire. The Company shall have the
right to discharge probationary employees for any lawffil reason. Article XV, Discipline
and Discharge, shall not apply to probationary employees, nor shall the Company’s
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discipline or discharge decisions regarding probationary employees be subject to the
grievance and arbitration process set forth in Article XVI.

c. Temporary employees are employees whose employment is with the understanding that
employment is for a period not to exceed one year. If hired after 12 months on a permanent
basis, with no break in service, the probationary period will not apply. A temporary
employee shall not be entitled to any benefits, vacation, or seniority rights, and the terms of
Articles XV, Discipline and Discharge, Article XII, Sick Pay, Disability and Medical Leave
of Absence, and the grievance and arbitration process set forth in Article XVI, shall not
apply while she/he is a temporary employee. The Company will inform the Union of the
employment and assigned section of such employees and the expected duration of their
employment.

Section 2. The Company and the Union agree that the seniority rosters established hereunder
shall be the basis of the application of seniority rights as set forth herein.

Section 3. For seniority purposes, rosters shall be established for all job classifications included
in this agreement. Job classifications shall not be added or changed by the Company without good
and sufficient cause, and such additions or changes shall be negotiated with the Union prior to
implementation consistent with Article XVIII — Stipulations, Section 3, of this Agreement.

Section 4. The rosters shall contain each job classification listing the employees’ “Roster
Seniority,” “Classification Seniority” and “Company Seniority” with the Company. The Company
will prepare and make available to the Union the rosters for employees covered by this agreement
upon request. Any grievance or question concerning the roster must be brought to the attention of
the Company within thirty (30) days of issuance and not thereafter.

a. “Roster Seniority” shall be the date on which the employee was first placed into the roster.

b. “Company Seniority” shall be the employee’s most recent date of hire as a regular
employee.

c. “Classification Seniority” shall be the date on which the employee was placed in the
classification. An employee who skips a classification(s) will be considered to have
seniority of one day in the classification(s) skipped.

Section 5. An employee who is transferred out of the roster to a non-union position within the
National Grid companies shall retain her/his Roster and Classification seniority if she/he returns to
the roster within thirty (30) days. In unusual circumstances an employee may be provided seniority
credit by agreement between the Union and the Company.

ARTICLE V - FILLING OF VACANCIES

Section 1. When a vacancy occurs in a job classification, a notice will be posted electronically
and in writing on employee bulletin boards for seven workdays. In addition to bulletin board
postings, e-mail may also be used. This notice will contain the title of the position, the rate of pay,
the hours and days of work, an outline of the duties and qualifications required, and the name of the
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person to whom application should be made. Applicants must apply in writing within the seven-
day period in order to be considered.

Section 2. The Company will determine applicants’ fitness and ability for new or different
positions within the Center. Promotion to a higher rated job classification will be based upon
seniority and qualifications. Qualifications will be based upon general job knowledge and previous
job performance. When ajob opening occurs in a classification other than the lowest classification,
the promotion decision will be made as follows:

a. Within the group of employees eligible for promotion as described below, the Company
shall select the most senior employee based upon Roster Seniority.

b. All employees whose most recent performance appraisal ratings are at least “Fully Meets
Expectations” will be eligible for promotion to the next level ofjob classification.

c. Employees on a Leave of Absence (including a medical leave of absence) who are out
greater than 30 days, and who do not have a definable return to work date, are ineligible to
bid on posted vacancies.

Section 3. The Company will award the position to the qualified applicant within one week
after the expiration of the posting period. Further, the Company will transfer employees to
awarded positions within thirty (30) days of the award.

Section 4. If there are no qualified applicants in the roster, before hiring from the street, the
Company shall courtesy post the position at other Company or its affiliates’ locations and award the
position to the best-qualified applicant. If there are no qualified applicants from other locations,
the Company may hire a new employee to fill the vacancy.

Section 5. An employee transferred to a new classification shall have at least thirty days (30) to
qualify. If the employee fails to qualify or voluntarily chooses, the employee will return to her/his
former classification with no loss of seniority, but she/he will not accumulate any seniority in the
classification in which the employee failed to qualify. The employee shall not have the right to bid
into the classification in which she/he failed to qualify for a period of ninety (90) days thereafter.

Section 6. If, after 30 days, in the opinion of the Company, an employee transferred to a
classification is qualified and competent, she/he may not return to her/his previously held
classification except through the successful bidding of a position in said classification upon a
vacancy.

ARTICLE VI- REDUCTION IN FORCES

A. Displacement and Bumping

Section 1. Displacement of employees due to a reduction in forces, in other than the lowest
classifications, shall take place in order of classification seniority, an employee with the least
classification seniority being downgraded first.
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Section 2. An employee displaced from a classification shall enter the next lower classification
in the same roster or line of progression, seniority unimpaired, and shall displace juniors in that
classification.

Section 3. An employee shall be displaced from the lowest classification in a roster in order of
Company seniority. The employee shall maintain unimpaired their seniority in any former
classification with the right to displace juniors in that classification; or the employee will have the
right to enter the lowest classification of any roster even if it means the displacement or furlough of
another employee, if their Company seniority is greater than that of the employee to be displaced or
furloughed. The employee’s classification seniority shall be the date the employee enters.

Section 4. In all cases of displacement, fitness and ability will be a determining factor on
assignments under the above.

B. Furloughs

Section 1. Furlough of employees shall take place in order of Company seniority so that
employees with the least seniority will be furloughed first. Furloughed employees’ rights to recall
will be based on fitness and ability in order of Company seniority. If recalled, they must accept in
writing and report for work within seven days. Failure of employees to accept recall will result in
forfeiture of all seniority rights and rights to recall. Furloughed employees who are not recalled
within two years from the date on which their furlough begins shall have no seniority or recall
rights except by agreement between the Company and the Union in each case.

Section 2. Courtesy postings for furloughed employees will be in accordance with Attachment
I of the Memorandum of Understanding of Items Agreed to During Negotiation of New Labor
Agreement dated April 1, 2008.

Section 3. Employees may volunteer to take a severance in accordance with the appropriate
severance pay plan as described in Schedule B — Benefits, Section 4. A canvass, by seniority, of
the affected roster, will be conducted to identify volunteers.

C. Courtesy Posting For Customer Contact Center Furloughed Employees

Section 1. The Company will post all vacancies during furlough periods before hiring from the
outside the Company

Section 2. Any furloughed employees who are interested in entry-level positions at any
Company locations should notify the Human Resources Department who will see that they are
considered for future vacancies.

Section 3. Successful applicants must meet the following qualification criteria:

a. Acceptable attendance record
b. Attained a “Fully Meets” on performance appraisals
c. Acceptable disciplinary record under the Positive Discipline system
d. Must meet all of the qualification criteria of the job
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Section 4. Unless in their initial probationary period, successful applicants will receive the
posted pay rate.

Section 5. Among the applicants, the Company will select the best qualified.

Section 6. The Company will select a furloughed employee who meets all of the criteria
outlined in #3 above prior to offering the position to applicants outside the Company.

Section 7. Furloughed employees who apply for a courtesy posted vacancy will be notified if
they are not the successful applicant.

ARTICLE VII- HOURS AND DAYS OF WORK

Section 1. Work schedules (including days and hours) will be established as necessary to meet
the demands of the Customer Service Center’s business. When such schedules are changed, the
Company will notify the Union. If the Union should request a meeting to discuss such schedule
changes, the Company shall comply.

Section 2. One time in a calendar year, existing work schedules may be changed by the
Company upon 60 days calendar notice to the Union or such shorter time period as agreed to by the
Union. If existing work schedules are changed more than once in a calendar year, employees
whose schedules are changed will receive 1 V2 times straight time for hours worked during the first
week of the new assignment. The Company may adjust existing start or stop times by up to one
hour upon 10 calendar days’ notice to the Union without additional compensation. During the
notice period, Customer Service Center representatives on the same shift schedule, and
classification may elect to fill the new schedule by written notification to the Resource
Management Department within the first 7 calendar days of the 60 day notice or the first 24 hours
of the 10 day notice. This does not extend the time of the notice. In the event the Company does
not obtain the desired amount of employees willing to change hours, the junior employees within
that shift shall be forced.

Section 3. Additional schedules requiring additional staffing may be implemented by the
Company in accordance with Section 1 .of this Article.

Section 4. Shift schedules within a classification that the Company intends to fill shall be
awarded by Roster Seniority, and employees awarded schedules shall have their schedule changed
within 30 days of the award.

Section 5. With Company approval, an employee may swap a shift with another employee.

Section 6. The Company will schedule all breaks in the Customer Contact Center.

Section 7. Management agrees to offer Voluntary Time Off when call volume is arriving below
expectations or staffing is greater than planned. (See Attachment 1)
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ARTICLE VIII- MEAL PERIOD

Section 1. Employees shall be provided an unpaid meal period of 30 minutes between the
fourth and sixth hours of work.

Section 2. If an employee works beyond her/his regular shift by more than 1 hour, the
employee shall be provided with a paid 20-minute meal period, and additional paid 20-minute meal
periods every 4 hours thereafter. Each 20-minute meal period shall also include $13 for a meal
except during periods when the cafeteria is being provided free of charge.

Section 3. If an employee is called in to work overtime, she/he shall be provided with a paid
20-minute meal period for every 4 hours worked on overtime and shall be provided $13 for each
meal period except during periods when the cafeteria is being provided free of charge.

ARTICLE IX - COMPENSATION

A. Base and Incentive Compensation

Section 1. Employees subject to this agreement shall be paid in accordance with the Schedule
A, Base and Incentive Compensation.

Section 2. When employees are temporarily assigned to higher classes of work, they shall
receive the entry level wage for the higher classification for the hours worked in the higher
classification. When employees are temporarily assigned to higher classes of work for four (4)
hours or more during their regular work schedule, they shall receive the higher wages for all hours
worked in their regular work schedule. If employees are temporarily assigned for less than four (4)
hours, they shall receive the higher wages for actual hours worked.

Section 3. Employees shall not be paid for time not worked due to tardiness.

Section 4. Personal car mileage rate for business use is the per mile rate established annually
by the IRS. Reimbursement shall not be made for travel to or from an employee’s home and the
Customer Service Center in which the employee is normally assigned.

B. Overtime Compensation and Response to Overtime

Section 1. Overtime Compensation

a. Full time employees shall receive 1 ‘/ times straight time for all hours worked beyond their
normal schedule. Part-time employees shall receive I Yz times straight time for all hours
worked either beyond 40 hours during a week, or outside their normal schedule. This does
not apply to the first two hours following the end of the regularly scheduled shift which are
paid at straight time. Full time employees are those employees whose scheduled shifts are
for 36 hours or more. Part time employees are those whose scheduled shifts are for less
than 36 hours.

b. All overtime hours worked on Sunday will be compensated at the rate of double time.
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c. With the exception of paid meal periods, overtime worked shall be rounded up to the
nearest quarter hour.

d. In the event employees who are asked to work hours beyond their normal schedule are
unable to do so, the available junior qualified employee(s) in the necessary class will be
required to work. The Company shall provide ample notification when extending shift and
every effort shall be made to provide not less two (2) hour notice prior to working extended
hours.

e. An employee shall be paid a minimum of three hours’ total pay at the applicable rate for all
call-ins during unscheduled hours. This minimum shall not apply in any case where
employees are assigned to work extended hours after their normal schedule, or assigned to
work one hour or less immediately prior to the beginning of their normal schedule. If an
employee is scheduled in advance for overtime work, she/he will be paid the minimum if
the overtime work is cancelled with less than 24 hours’ notice. If the overtime is scheduled
on the employee’s regular workday, the minimum continues to apply unless the employee is
notified of the cancellation prior to the end of the employee’s normal work schedule.

f. When an employee is called in during unscheduled hours, she/he shall be credited with a
total of 1 V2 hours for travel time to and from home. For unscheduled hours in excess of
one (I) that precede the employee’s regular schedule, travel time of 45 minutes will be
credited.

Section 2. Response to Call-in

a. Because of the nature of the Customer Service Center’s business, and the Company’s need
to provide 24-hour a day service to customers, it is necessary that employees work a
reasonable amount of time beyond their normal schedules -- planned and unplanned. If
management determines that there is a response problem to such work, a meeting with the
Union will be held. Following this meeting, individual employee’s response to additional
working hours will be monitored. An unsatisfactory response record will result in positive
discipline.

C. Premiums

Section 1. Shift Differential

Employees shall receive, in addition to their regular rate, a premium of $1.75. For each additional
year of the contract, $.05 will be added per hour for all hours of their regular shift worked between
5pm and 7am.

In Accounts Processing, the Company agrees to a minimum of twelve (12) additional shifts starting
at 7:00AM andlor 7:30 AM.

Section 2. Sunday Premium

A premium of 25% of the straight time will be paid for all time worked on Sundays which is part of
a regular schedule. Employees on a three (3) day week, twelve (12) hour per day schedule,
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however, will not receive a Sunday Premium, since they are being paid for forty (40) hours but
only working a thirty-six (36) hour week.

Section 3. Storm Emergency and Significant Event Premium

Employees will be paid a premium of time and one-half in the event that a storm emergency occurs
or when there is a significant business event that requires the Company to establish the following:

I. Assign the entire department to work 12-hour work shifts during the storm
emergency or the significant business event, or

2. The Company schedules 50% or more of the department on 12- hour work shifts for
more than two days.

This premium will only be paid to employees who worked the schedule.

When the storm period is being paid, an employee shall be provided with a 20 minute meal period
for every 4 hours worked and will not be paid the $13 when the cafeteria is being provided free of
charge if the Company provides meal(s).

During Level 1, 2, 3 storm events the Company will endeavor to provide accommodations for those
who want it.

If during the emergency the Company elects to send employees home from their normal shift to
return to work at a later time, those employees will receive, for that day, straight time pay for the
remaining un-worked hours of their normal shift. Upon return to work, those employees will be
paid at a rate of 1 ½ times straight time for all hours worked until they return to their normal
schedule.

D. Benefits

Employees subject to the provisions of this aeement shall be eligible for and entitled to
the Benefits set forth in Schedule B in accordance with the terms of the benefit plans.

ARTICLE X - HOLIDAYS

Section 1. Each of the following days shall be considered as paid legal holidays:

New Year’s Day, Washington’s Birthday, Patriot’s Day, Memorial Day,
Independence Day, Labor Day, Veteran’s Day, Thanksgiving Day, the day after
Thanksgiving Day, the last scheduled workday before Christmas Day and Christmas
Day, plus one floating holiday. (Subject to supplementary holiday provisions)

The last scheduled workday before Christmas is a holiday. Employees who wish to take off the last
scheduled workday before New Year’s Day in lieu of that day may do so with the approval of
Management and provided there is no additional cost to the Company.
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There will be holiday schedules at the Customer Service Center and these shall be assigned as
described in the procedure on Method of Holiday Coverage. The Company will determine the
number of employees needed to work on the days listed above. When schedules are set, the
Company will notify the union. If the union should request a meeting to discuss schedules, the
Company shall comply. All employees not needed to work on these holidays will be compensated
as outlined on the schedules below.

a. Full Time 8, 9, 10. 12 Hour Shift Employees

1. Employees who work on a holiday shall receive 2½ times straight time for all hours
worked.

2. Employees who do not work on a holiday shall receive 8, 9, 10 or 12 hours holiday
pay if the holiday falls within their regular schedule, and 8 hours of holiday pay, if
the holiday falls outside of their regular schedule, which may be taken in hourly
increments if the employee so chooses.

b. Part Time 4, 5 and 10 Hour Shift Employees

1. Employees who work on a holiday shall receive 2½ times straight time for all hours
worked.

2. Employees who do not work on a holiday shall receive 4, 5 or 10 hours holiday pay,
if the holiday falls within their regular schedule, and 4 hours of holiday pay, if the
holiday falls outside of their regular schedule, which may be taken in hourly
increments if the employee so chooses.

Once the Company determines the number of employees whom it needs to work on each schedule
to be covered on the holiday, employees will be offered the opportunity to work in order of
seniority. Employees will be offered reduced holiday schedules of 4 or 5 or 6 hours excluding
overnight and Team Lead shifts. Employees may be allowed, by seniority, to work two
consecutive four or five or six hour shifts. If an insufficient number of employees are willing to
work on the holiday, the Company will revert back to 8, 10 and 12 hour shifts and assign the least
senior employees to cover the required schedules.

The Company shall determine the number of employees needed to work on each schedule to be
covered on the holiday by the following method:

1. Employees willing to work Washington’s Birthday, Patriot’s Day, Veterans Day,
Day after Thanlcsgiving, and the last scheduled day before Christmas will notify the
Company prior to January 3 1St with their commitment to do so. Employees who are
working on these days will receive straight time pay and will be awarded floaters for
those committed days as of February 1st of that particular year.

2. If an insufficient number of employees are willing to work the holiday, the
Company shall offer employees who are on their relief days the opportunity to work
the holiday.
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3. If an insufficient number of employees are willing to work the holiday, the
Company shall offer qualified employees in the Accounts Processing group the
opportunity to work the holiday.

4. If an insufficient number of employees are willing to work the holiday, the
Company shall go back to the employees normally scheduled to work and assign the
least senior employees to cover the required schedules.

5. If the least senior employee has been assigned to work the first day of a holiday
within two consecutive holidays (i.e. Thanksgiving Day and Day After
Thanksgiving or Christmas Eve and Christmas Day) the next least senior employee
shall be assigned to cover the required schedules.

6. The Company will make an effort to provide 30 days’ notice and shall provide a list
of employees working the holiday to be posted on the bulletin board. If seven (7)
days or less prior to the holiday an employee is unable to work, she/he shall be
responsible to find a replacement to cover the vacant shift.

SUPPLEMENTARY HOLIDAY PROVISIONS

a. If an employee is not paid for the week in which a holiday occurs, they shall not receive
holiday compensation with the exception of an employee still on the active payroll but
absent due to sickness or injury.

b. If on a holiday which falls on a regularly scheduled day an employee is absent during a paid
sick pay period, their pay for the day will be charged as holiday pay.

c. If an employee is absent but receiving vacation pay or authorized funeral leave and the
holiday occurs on their normal work day, the employee shall receive either an additional
day off at a time to be designated by the Company or normal straight time compensation for
one day.

d. If an employee is absent on certain military duty, the first week of such duty shall be
considered Military Service Leave and if the holiday occurs in that week on their normal
day of relief, the employee shall receive this compensation for that holiday and their total
compensation for that week will be a normal week plus one day.

e. If an employee is on a no-pay status, they shall receive holiday compensation only if they
work the scheduled workday prior to and subsequent to the holiday.

f. An employee who is retiring prior to taking their floating holidays will have those days
added to the vacation allowance to which they are entitled upon entering into retirement.

g. It is intendcd that an employee on higher assignment for schcduled hours the day before a
holiday and the day after the holiday, and who would have received the assignment pay if
the holiday had not occurred, will be paid the assignment pay on the holiday.
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It If an employee desires to have compensating time off in lieu of pay for a holiday which
falls outside of the employee’s regular schedule, the employee’s coachlsupervisor will try to
arrange for a day off which is mutually agreeable, and which will not result in any increased
expense to the Company.

i. If an employee desires to have compensating time off for a holiday which falls on the
employee’s regular schedule, the employee’s coach/supervisor will try to arrange for a day
off which is mutually agreeable, and which will not result in any increased expense to the
Company, and if granted, the employee will receive I V2 times straight pay for all hours
worked on the holiday.

ARTICLE XI- VACATIONS

Section 1. Effective January 1,2009, vacation shall be accrued over any ten months during
the calendar year. For 2008, vacation accrues from June I through December 31 except that in
the event an employee is absent for two months or less at any time during calendar year 2008,
he/she shall receive a full accrual for 2008. No month of absence can affect more than one
vacation accrual period. Employees that are on Sick No Pay, Family Leave No Pay, MA Small
Necessity Act No Pay, Rhode Island Family Act No Pay or Unexcused Absence No Pay and
that are out more than seven (7) days/fifty six (56) hours in one calendar month will not accrue
vacation time for the month. (See Attachment 2)

Section 2. After one year of continuous service prior to January 1 of the calendar year in which
the vacation occurs, employees will be entitled to two weeks’ vacation with straight time pay for
the remainder of the calendar year. Temporary employees hired after 12 months on a permanent
basis, with no break in service, will be credited for accrued vacation.

Section 3. Thereafter, employees will be entitled to the amount of vacation (at straight time)
that corresponds with the calendar year in which the anniversary of their continuous employment
occurs as follows:

Years Weeks
2-4 2
5-14 3
15-19 4
20ormore 5

Section 4. For each full year of service beyond ten years, employees will be entitled to one
additional day of vacation for each full year of service completed between years II and 14.

a. Vacations will be granted according to schedules approved by the Company and insofar as
possible, seniority will govern. One of the three weeks, two of the four weeks and three of
the five weeks of vacation for those employees who are eligible may be scheduled by the
Company at any time during the calendar year which is mutually agreeable, but
coaches/supervisors shall make every reasonable effort to schedule those weeks according
to the wishes of the employee involved.
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b. An employee may select her/his entire vacation consecutively providing the selection
beyond the normal two weeks does not cause a hardship to other employees, cost the
Company abnormal overtime payments nor adversely affect operations.

c. Whenever possible, employees will be allowed to take their vacations less than a week at a
time.

d. In the event employees are unable to take their earned vacation prior to December 31 of any
year because of sickness or injury, such vacation will be scheduled at a time set by the
Company in the following year.

e. If a death in the immediate family occurs during a vacation, the days falling within the
Funeral Leave procedure will not be charged to vacation time.

Section 5. Deferral

a. An employee may request to defer all or part of a vacation (in an amount not to exceed one
week) to the following year, which request will be granted provided it will not cause a
hardship to other employees, cost the Company abnormal overtime payments nor adversely
affect operations. The rate of pay for deferred vacation will be that which would have
applied to the originally scheduled period. The Company shall not compensate the
employee for the deferred vacation time in the event the employee leaves the Company’s
employ prior to taking the deferred days.

b. Under unusual circumstances the Company may require employees to defer an amount of
up to 2 weeks of vacation (but not to exceed one-half (1/2) of the employees total days) to
the following year. The rate of pay for such deferred vacation will be that which applies to
then current vacation days. In the event the employee leaves the Company’s employ prior to
taking the deferred days the employee shall be entitled to compensation for such days upon
termination.

Section 6. Rate of Vacation Pay

a. An employee will be paid during vacation the normal wages that employee would have
received if she/he had worked at straight time pay. Straight time pay shall be that which
was paid for the majority of hours during the 6-month period prior to the vacation.

b. In the event an employee has been called in to work from vacation, that is, the employee
has completed her/his last scheduled day of work before vacation and has actually begun
the vacation, the employee may elect to either reschedule the days of vacation interrupted or
be paid straight time for the interrupted vacation days. Hours worked during the interrupted
vacation shall be paid at 1½ times straight pay.

c. Payment of Vacation Pay to Employees Who Leave Employment

1. Employees who leave the employ of the Company prior to completion of twelve
months of continuous service will not be paid for unused vacation days.
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2. Employees who leave the employ of the Company on or between January 1 and
May 31, with one or more years of continuous service prior to June 1, will be
granted vacation pay (at straight time) for their unused vacation time for the year.

3. Employees with one or more years of continuous service who leave the employ of
the Company on or between June 1 and December 31 and who have not already
completed their vacation for the current year, will be granted pay for their unused
vacation for the year (at straight time) and, in addition, vacation pay (at straight
time) at the rate for each full month employed after June 1st (and not to exceed the
maximum) as follows:
Years of Employment Days Pay For Each Maximum

Prior to June 1 Mo. Post June 1 Working Weeks
1-4 1 2
5-14 1½ 3

15-19 2 4
20ormore 2½ 5

ARTICLE XII - SICK PAY. DISABILITY AND MEDICAL LEAVE OF ABSENCE

A. Sick Pay and Disability

Section 1. For a temporary non-occupational disability, subject to the limits outlined in Section
4 below and subject to such evidence as may be required and with the approval of the coach or
manager, full base pay in accordance with the hourly rates shows in the Schedule of Wages
applicable to the position held at the commencement of the absence will be paid for not longer
than 40 hours, or the equivalent of one week’s scheduled work, for each completed year of service
dating from the employee’s original employment with either the Company or a presently or
formerly affiliated company.

Section 2. For a temporary occupational disability, subject to the limits outlined in Section 4
below and subject to such evidence as may be required and with the approval of the coach or
manager, full base pay in accordance with the hourly rates shows in the Schedule of Wages
applicable to the position held at the commencement of the absence will be paid for not longer than
80 hours, or the equivalent of two week’s scheduled work, for each completed year of service
dating from the employee’s original employment with either the Company or a presently or
formerly affiliated company.

Section 3. In the case of an employee who has performed substantial amounts of work under
more than one approved wage or salary rate prior to her/his disability, consideration will be given
to the amount of work performed in each such class in establishing the rate to be paid during the
disability.

Section 4. Limit on amount of benefits - the determination of the number of hours during
which salary or wages will be paid for such temporary disability shall be computed at the beginning
of each week as follows:
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a. From the total number of hours of pay to which the employee is entitled, based on her/his
completed years of service to that date, deduct the total number of hours, of disability for
which the employee received wages or salary during the preceding 52 consecutive weeks.

b. The foregoing limit shall be applied separately to:

(1) Disabilities caused by sickness or non-occupational accident, and

(2) Disabilities of an occupational nature.

Both shall not be combined for the purpose of determining the number of hours during
which salary or wages may be paid; i.e., an employee with ten years of service is entitled to
a maximum of 400 hours of sick pay as well as 800 hours of pay less Workers
Compensation Benefits.

Section 5. The Federal Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) is accepted by both parties. As
such, all sickress absences beyond 3 consecutive workdays shall be deemed to be FMLA and
subject to all applicable documentation and certification requirements. Failure to obtain the
required certification will result in the absence being classified as non-FMLA.

Section 6. No sick pay benefits will be paid beyond 3 consecutive scheduled workdays for
periods of disability during which the employee is not under treatment by a recognized physician or
practitioner.

Section 7. No wage or salary payments will be made by the Company to any employee for
disability resulting from the neglect or refusal of such employee to observe the Company’s
established safety rules or regulations if such employee has previously been warned.

Section 8. The Management may, in its discretion, withhold all or a portion of the payment of
wages during periods of disability from employees who engage in work other than for the
Company or its affiliates.

Section 9. With the exception of absences deemed to be covered by FMLA, nothing herein
contained will be construed to prevent the Company from placing employees on a pay-as-you-work
basis if an employee’s absenteeism record justifies such action.

Section 10. Sick pay allowance is payable directly by the Company to the employee unless
otherwise directed.

Section 11. For employees who have exhausted the sick pay benefits described above and are
not on “Pay-For-Time-Worked,” the seven day waiting period under the Short Term Disability plan
is waived.

Section 12. Should medical evidence indicate that the employee’s disability is of a permanent
nature and the employee is not expected to return to active service, subject to the limits set forth
above, appropriate wage payments for temporary disability will be made pending a decision on
possible retirement of the employee. Such wage payments made to an employee will be terminated
automatically on her/his retirement date.
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Section 13. Disability benefits shall be those described in the summary plan description as set
forth in the “Your Ben efits Program” for Union employees. Effective with disabilities
commencing on or after 1/1/04, the maximum benefit that an employee will receive is 60% of base
pay per month.

Section 14. The Company agrees to pay $73.97 per month, effective 4/1/04 toward the LTD
premium. Any additional cost shall be paid by employees through payroll deduction. Any amount
by which the Company contribution exceeds the insurance premium will be reffinded in payroll to
employees who are receiving gross wages.

Section 15. If a disabled employee is denied benefits by the insurer after the first 24 months of
disability, and the Company is unable to provide employment for her/him, and the employee’s age
and years of service total 60 or more at the time the employee began receiving Long Term
Disability payments, the employee may be eligible for an early medical retirement under the
conditions outlined in the Memorandum of Understanding of Items Agreed to During Negotiations
of New Labor Agreement March 12, 1984, with the Union.

B. Coordination of Benefits

Section 1. Company sick pay is flilly offset by any and all statutory disability benefits. By
mutual agreement, the Company may waive recovery of such benefits

Section 2. Wages or salary will not be payable whenever the disability of the employee is the
result of an occupational or non-occupational accident which permits the employee to recover
damages from a third party. Pending the outcome of settlement of her/his claim, subject to the
limitations set forth in paragraph under Occupational & Non-Occupational Disability Benefits,
appropriate wages or salary will be paid on condition that the employee agrees in writing on the
form provided for this purpose to reimburse the Company to the extent provided for in such form.

Section 3. In the event an employee is to be paid any wages or salary for a period of disability
arising from an industrial accident for which she/he subsequently receives Workers’ Compensation
weekly payments, she/he shall be required to agree in writing that if the wage or salary together
with the Workers’ Compensation payments aggregate (for the period of disability for which both
payments are made to her/him) more than her/his normal weekly wage or salary, she/he shall
reimburse the Company for the excess.

a. If an employee injured in an occupational accident makes a lump sum settlement with the
insurance company in lieu of her/his receiving weekly Workers’ Compensation Benefits,
the benefits to which she/he may be entitled from the Company shall be computed for the
period of her/his disability as though she/he were receiving weekly compensation benefits.

b. In any case of a disability resulting from aggravation or relapse of a previous disability for
which the employee has made a lump sum compensation insurance settlement and as the
result thereof is ineligible for thither Workers’ Compensation Benefits, the salary or wages
payable by the Company shall be computed as though the injured employee was receiving
such compensation benefits.

Section 4. The Company agrees to provide employees, who have received both sick pay and
Workers’ Compensation benefits,
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1. Notice of such duplication within 45 days from the date of the first Workers’ Compensation
benefit,

2. Full payroll records reconciling the amounts of such over payment, and

3. The opportunity to make reasonable repayment arrangements for repayment which in no
case will require repayment over a shorter time than the period of time during which the
duplication occurred. Failure to provide notice under #1, above, is a waiver by the
Company of its rights to recover such benefit.

C. Health Services

Section I. Health Services is responsible for determining when an injured or ill employee is
well enough to return to work and what type of work she/he should be returning to. Health
Services will contact the family physician, see the patient, if necessary, and make whatever tests
are necessary.

Section 2. All employees who have been out for more than three consecutive scheduled work
days must notify Health Services before returning to work and obtain proper clearance.

Section 3. If there is disagreement between the employee’s physician and the Company Health
Services department, whether related to an employee’s ability to return to work or over the type
work the employee can perform, the Company may submit ajob description to the employee’s
physician for evaluation or submit the dispute to a third doctor. If it is decided to submit ajob
description to the employee’s physician, a detailed description of all physical work required in the
job classification in question must be prepared and agreed to by the Union before being forwarded
to the employee’s physician. The physician will be required to reply in writing whether or not, in
the physician’s judgment, the employee can reasonably perform all or a portion of the work
outlined.

Section 4. If either party chooses to refer any dispute between the Company’s physician and
the employee’s physician to a third physician, the third physician’s decision will be final and
binding upon all parties. The third physician will be selected by the Company’s physician and the
employee’s physician. If they are unable to agree upon the third physician, ajoint request will be
made to a third party medical establishment (such as the AMA) for the name of a third physician
who specializes in the field involved. The Company’s physician and the employee’s physician
may submit, to the third physician, the medical history of the employee and all other relevant
information in their possession to aid in the decision. The expense of the third physician’s medical
evaluation, not covered by the medical insurance, will be shared equally by the Union and the
Company.

D. Testing and Examination

Section 1. Veterans Medical Examinations

When a veteran receives a written order from the proper government agency requiring examination
or treatment at a specified time and place for war-incurred injuries, effective at this date, the
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Company is willing to allow the time required for such examination. Such time as is allowed will,
however, accrue as sick time under this Article.

Section 2. Drug & Alcohol Testing

The DOT Drug and Alcohol testing policy (applicable to those handling Gas calls) provides for
termination of employment upon the second positive test, with a required second test during
rehabilitation no later than 45 days following the initial positive test. When the Medical Review
Officer determines that an employee’s urine specimen is dilute, a mandatory retest will be
conducted. A positive drug or alcohol test older than seven years will not be considered as a strike
under this language. The Company agrees to work with its health plans to achieve maximum
possible acceptance of EAP or other intervention counselor’s prescribed treatment plans for
employees testing positive.

B. Procedure On “Pay-For-Time-Worked”

Section 1. Sick pay benefits may be withheld from an employee with an unsatisfactory
attendance record.

a. Probationary Employees
1. Each absence of a probationary employee will be careffilly analyzed. The absentee

record is an important factor in determining whether a probationary employee
should be allowed to become a permanent employee.

2. Occasionally, an individual’s record suddenly worsens directly following the
probationary period. In such cases, consideration should be given to warning the
individual of possible discharge rather than mere loss of sick pay.

b. Permanent Employees

1. First Step:

When the coach/supervisor first notes that an employee’s record is beginning to
deteriorate, the supervisor will speak with the employee to understand the
circumstances and, if necessary, remind the employee of the importance of good
attendance in a service center environment and of this pay-for-time-worked policy
and procedure.

This step will take place after 2 instances of non-FMLA absence in a rolling 12-
month period. Two partial days of non-FMLA absence will be considered an
“instance”.

2. Second Step:

If the record continues to deteriorate, after careful analysis, a discussion will be held
with the employee to understand the circumstances and remind the employee of the
importance of good attendance in a service center environment and of this pay-for
time-worked policy and procedure. The supervisor will send a letter to the
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employee summarizing the conclusions of the meeting, with a copy going to the
Employee Services Department.

If the employee would like to see Medical Services, this should be arranged and
their recommendation reviewed. The employee will be told that, absent extenuating
circumstances, their absentee record must improve and that they will be put on pay-
for-time-worked upon her/his next absence. A continuing bad record may mean the
individual is not employable.

The second step will take place after 3 instances non-FMLA absence in a rollingl2-
month period. Two partial days of non-FMLA absence will be considered an
“instance”.

3. Third Step:

The employee’s absentee record will be subject to a monthly review, and if there is
no substantial improvement, the employee will be placed on pay-for-time-worked.
The employee will also be told that she/he may not be employable. The supervisor
will send a letter to the employee summarizing the conclusions of the meeting, with
a copy going to the Employee Services Department.

The third step will take place after 4 instances of non-FMLA absence in a rolling
12-month period. Two partial days of non-FMLA absence will be considered an
“instance”.

4. Follow-Up:

The absentee record of an individual on a pay-for-time-worked basis will be
reviewed monthly.

Failure to Improve:

If no substantial improvement is observed within one year, a discussion between the
coach/manager will be held to determine what action, if any, should be taken, up to
and including termination.

Improvement:

If the employee’s absentee record improves to the point where it is no longer
considered excessive, or dramatic action is taken by the employee to eliminate the
absentee problem, then the coach/supervisor may restore sick pay benefits to the
employee. If the employees absentee record improves to the point where it is no
longer considered excessive for one year, then the coach/supervisor will restore sick
pay benefits to the employee. When this is done, the coach/supervisor should warn
the employee that if their record again becomes poor, they will be put back on a
pay-for-time-worked basis subject to a review at the end of a one year period. If
sick pay benefits are restored as a result of this second review, and they again have
to be placed on a pay-for-time-worked basis, this action will be for an indefinite
period. Again the employee should be reminded that a continuing bad record may
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mean the individual is not employable. If sick pay benefits are restored as a result
of this second review and the employee’s record is satisfactory for a ifirther period of
one year, the warning will be removed from the employee’s record, and the
employee and the Union will be given written notice of this action.

*Exception: In case of dramatic action on the part of the employee designed to
eliminate her/his absentee problem, for example, by having corrective surgery
completed, the employee may be restored sick pay benefits immediately. Other
cases due to acute illness and surgery creating extreme hardship in deserving
instances will be reviewed on an individual basis.

5. Definition of Pay-For-Time-Worked

An individual on a pay-for-time-worked basis shall be paid under the
following circumstances as determined by the appropriate Company
policy: vacation, holiday, death in family, jury leaves, military
leave, occupational injury, and authorized absences.

General

This procedure does not cover instances where an employee is known to have falsely
claimed an absence due to illness, nor does it cover a situation where an employee failed to
properly notify the Company of their absence. Those occurrences are covered by Positive
Discipline. A partial instance is defined as 3 hours or greater. The Union will be invited to
all discussions that take place with an employee beyond the first step of the process.

The Company will provide the Union, on a bimonthly basis, with a report listing the
employees who, at the time, are under the second and third steps of the process.

F. Medical Leave of Absence

Section 1. Medical leave of absence begins at the expiration of Company sick pay and
continues as follows:

a. For employees with less than five (5) years of service or a combination of age and service
of less than sixty (60) at the time the disability begins, medical leave of absence lasts until
twenty-four (24) months from being disabled. If the employee has not returned to work on
or before the end of this period her/his employment is terminated.

b. For employees with more than five (5) years of service and a combination of age and
service of at least sixty (60), medical leave of absence continues for as long as the
employee remains eligible for disability benefits but no longer than age sixty- five (65) or
as otherwise required by law.
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ARTICLE XIII OTHER LEAVES OF ABSENCE

Section 1. Employees will be excused with pay for absence on scheduled workdays upon the
occasion of a death as follows:

a. In the event of death of a member of the family of an employee, the Company will grant
reasonable time off without loss of normal straight time compensation for all scheduled
workdays falling within the three-day period next following the date of a death of in the
immediate family member (wife, husband, same sex spouse, same-sex domestic partner,
children, step-children, daughter-in-law, son-in-law, parents, step-parents, sister or brother,
step-sister, step-brother, parents-in-law) or a member of the immediate household. For
other members of the family (grandparents, grandchildren, nieces, nephews, brothers-in-
law, sisters-in-law, aunts and uncles) one day without loss of pay will be granted if the
funeral is held on a scheduled workday.

b. More time in individual cases, due to unusual circumstances or for persons other than those
listed above, shall be granted subject to the discretion of management.

Section 2. Full normal wages will be paid to eligible employees while absent from work for
jury duty.

a. Full normal wages will be paid to eligible employees while absent from work when
subpoenaed to testify on behalf of the Company.

b. Wages that the employee would have received if she/he had worked will be paid except that
in the case of employees who have performed substantial amounts of work under more than
one approved wage rate prior to such duty, consideration will be given to the amount of
work performed in each such class in establishing the wage rate to be paid during such duty.

c. Employees drawn for Jury Duty whose days of relief are other than Saturday or Sunday
generally should not be required to report for work on Saturday and/or Sunday. If,
however, because of sickness, vacation or other reasons it is impossible to operate, then
such employee shall not refuse to report.

d. If an employee on Jury Duty is excused for one day or more, she/he is expected to call
her/his coach/supervisor and inquire whether or not she/he should report for work. The
coach/supervisors decision shall be final.

Section 3. No deductions will be made from wages of eligible employees for approved
absences for personal reasons and for approved civic duties.

Section 4. Eligible employees, who are members of the National Guard or on the reserve list of
any branch of the Federal armed forces and who are required to attend training camps for two
weeks of training, will be paid their normal working weeks leave with wages or salary for two
weeks, but up to three weeks, depending upon the orders, in any one calendar year. Wages or salary
payable while in such military training will be computed on the same basis as vacation pay.
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a) No deduction from wages will be made for absence when ordered out for parade, rifle,
practice or special peacetime military duty. Such order must be addressed to the employee
and be signed by her/his commanding officer.

b) Since eligible employees will be absent up to three weeks with pay for the absence at camp
will be considered Military Service Leave. If a holiday falls in that week on his usual day
of relief, his compensation would be for forty-eight hours or a normal workweek plus one
day.

c) It will no longer be required than an employee take his vacation in connection with military
duty in order to receive pay for military duty.

Military Leave of Absence

The wartime policy with respect to permanent employees who are granted a leave of absence to
enter service in the armed forces, established by a memorandum dated February 2, 1942, and
Sections I-D-3 (dated 7/20/45) and IV (E) dated 4/2/45 of “Plan for the Re-employment of
Retuming Veterans” is hereby terminated. The following policy should be adhered to in the fliture
for permanent employees liable for military service under existing laws and entering service in the
armed forces (whether inducted or by voluntary enlistment) for three months or more.

Section 5. An employee may be granted an unpaid leave of absence not to exceed five weeks
and such leave of absence cannot be given more than once in five years except in unusual
circumstances.

a) All such leaves may be granted for reasonable cause, may not require more than reasonable
extra cost to make the necessary adjustments, and decisions regarding them, while open to
discussion with the Union, are wholly subject to management discretion.

b) An employee with five years’ service may be allowed, at the option of management, to take
a maximum of one year’s leave of absence without pay. Employees, while on such leave of
absence, will not accrue any service toward pension, vacation, sickness or any other items
affected by length of service.

ARTICLE XIV - SAFETY

Section 1. It is the aim of the Company and the Union to promote safety and health of the
employees and to prevent accident and health hazards, and the Company and the Union agree to
cooperate to this extent.

Section 2. A joint Union/Management Safety Committee will be formed to meet semiannually
to discuss safety problems.

Section 3. In the event of building renovations or other special circumstances the Company
agrees to meet with the Union on a more frequent basis in order to address any safety or health
concerns.
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ARTICLE XV- DISCIPLINE AND DISCHARGE

Section 1. Employees will be subject to discipline, up to and including discharge, for reasons
of performance and conduct in accordance with the Company’s Positive Discipline system, which is
hereby incorporated by reference in the form as amended from time to time.

Section 2. Upon the written request of the Union made within ten days from the date upon
which an employee has been disciplined at the written reminder level or above, suspended or
discharged, the Company shall grant a hearing to the employee involved. Upon receipt of the
foregoing request, the Company will inform the Union of the reason for the suspension or
discharge.

Section 3. The hearing will be conducted by the Manager or Director of the Customer Contact
Center within ten days of the written request, and if exonerated, the employee will be reinstated
without prejudice and compensated for any loss in wages. At the hearing, the Union shall represent
the employee so disciplined and may present witnesses. At either parties request, when hearings on
discharge require further attention through the grievance procedure, a grievance meeting will be
held at the third step level.

ARTICLE XVI- SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

Section 1. While this agreement is in effect, there shall be no authorized or sanctioned
cessation, retarding or stoppage of work because of any dispute which may result from an
interpretation of this agreement, or from any cause whatsoever. It is further agreed that any
employee represented by the Union and/or subject to the terms and conditions of this agreement
who, without the authority or sanction of the Union, voluntarily absents himself or herself from
work because of any dispute or demand may be denied further employment or suspended at the
option of the Company.

Section 2. My dispute arising during the term hereof shall be treated as a grievance and every
reasonable endeavor shall be made to settle such dispute by agreement between the Union and the
supervisor, manager or the director of the Customer Contact Center for the Company.

Section 3. Disputes and grievances shall be handled with the aggrieved employee with the
Union Representative in the following steps: first, with the supervisor; second, with the Lead
Supervisor; and third, with the Union and the Manager or Director of the Customer Contact Center.
The request for implementation of step one must be made within sixty calendar days of the event
which resulted in the complaint, or when the Union became aware of such event or the complaint
will be deemed to have been waived. Grievances continuing beyond the first step shall be in
writing for the records of the Company and the Union. Grievances will be answered within fifteen
days if possible; if not, the Local will be notified and given the reason for the delay.

Section 4. All grievances not settled under the procedure outlined above and other differences
arising between the parties relative to wages, hours, conditions of employment or other matters
mentioned in this agreement shall at the request of either party, be referred to arbitration to an
arbitrator mutually agreed upon by the parties, whose decision shall be final and binding. In the
cases involving discharge a tripartite board will be utilized. The tripartite board will consist of one
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arbitrator chosen by the Company, one chosen by the Union and the neutral arbitrator shall be
chosen by agreement of both parties. Each party shall bear its own arbitration expense.
Compensation of the arbitrator shall be borne equally by them. In case the parties are unable to
agree upon the choice of an arbitrator, then the arbitrator shall be chosen from a list of arbitrators to
be supplied by the American Arbitration Association.

Section 5. Multiple or unrelated grievances shall not be arbitrated simultaneously, in the same
hearing, before the same arbitrator except by mutual agreement of the parties.

Section 6. The provisions of this Article shall not apply to probationary employees.

Section 7. The parties agree to participate in a so-called “last best offer” pre-arbitration
conference upon request of either party provided that such conference must be requested in time for
the arbitration to be cancelled without cost to either party.

Section 8. With the exception of disputes related to New Equipment, no arbitrator shall have
the power to add to or subtract from the specific terms of this Agreement or to pass upon or decide
any question except the grievance submitted to the arbitrator.

ARTICLE XVII- SUPERVISORS

Supervisors who are not covered by the labor agreement will do only such incidental work
as is necessary to instruct others or to improve operations. They shall not, except in emergencies,
perform work that employees subject to the labor agreement are normally required to perform.

ARTICLE XVIII- STIPULATIONS

Section I. The Union agrees that for the term of this agreement, all requirements of the
Electricity Restructuring Act of 1997, including Section 1 E related to staffing levels have been
satisfied and that this agreement is a collective bargaining agreement under that language.

Section 2. The Company will not purchase any product that has been manufactured or
produced in working conditions that resemble a sweatshop or that have child labor in the
workplace.

Section 3. New Equipment, Technologies. Systems and Processes

The Company and the Union will continue to cooperate in the introduction of any new
equipment, technologies, systems, operational policy or procedures which calls for significant
changes to the current job specification or new job specifications. The Company will give the
Union sixty (60) days advance notice of such contemplated introduction, during which time the
Company will negotiate with the Union relative to the impact of the proposed changes to current
proposed job specifications and corresponding rates of pay. The Company will take any suggestion
the Union may have and give consideration to such recommendations. The parties will give due
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consideration to training programs for employees so affected, to their promotional opportunities
and seniority rights. Reasonable training will be provided to the affected employee(s), where
necessary, to assist them in qualif’ing for a job(s) to which they have been assigned. At the end of
the sixty (60) day period, the Company may proceed to implement the change and if the Union is
dissatisfied with either the department impacted by the change or hourly pay rate(s) assigned to the
work, these issues and only these issues may be referred for resolution in accordance with Article
XVI, Settlement of Disputes.

Section 4. The Company agrees to remind its supervisors of the need to respect the
judgment of the employees in matters of safe work execution. The Company does not tolerate
intimidation, harassment or other unwarranted pressure on employees exercising such judgment.

ARTICLE XIX - ASSIGNMENT OF AGREEMENT

Section 1. The work performed hereunder may be assigned from the Company to any affiliated
company upon 60 days’ notice to the Union. To the extent supportable by law, in the event the
work is assigned to an affiliate, or in the event of a consolidation between or merger with an
affiliate(s), the provisions of this agreement shall continue to apply for its remaining term.

Section 2. In the event of the sale of all or substantially all of the Northboro Customer Service
Center operations to a non-affiliate of the Company, to the extent supportable by law the Company
shall require such non-affiliated company to assume this entire agreement for its remaining term.

ARTICLE XX - EFFECT OF AGREEMENT

This agreement constitutes the entire agreement of the Company and the Union arrived at as
a result of collective bargaining negotiations and is intended to cover the entire subject matter of
the Company’s relations with its employees as defined in Article I, except for such amendments
hereto as shall have been specifically negotiated, agreed upon, reduced to writing and signed by the
parties.

ARTICLE XXI - TERM OF THE AGREEMENT

This agreement shall be effective as of the first day of May 12, 2013 and shall be binding
upon the parties hereto and upon all employees who are subject to its provisions, and it shall remain
in ifill force and effect through May 11,2017.
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SCHEDULE A

SCHEDULE OF WAGES 2013-2017

Call Center Step 5/12/2013 5/12/2014 5/12/2015 5/12/2016
5 25.30 25.93 26.58 27.24
4 20.85 21.37 21.90 22.45

Sr. Customer Service Rep 3 19.13 19.60 20.09 20.60
2 17.38 17.82 18.26 18.72
1 16.10 16.51 16.92 17.34

nflfl
T L d

2 28.04 28.75 29.46 30.20
earn ea

1 27.09 27.77 28.46 29.17

a
Commercial Accounts Step 5/12/2013 5/12/2014 5/12/2015 5/12/2016
Commercial Account 2 27.02 27.69 28.39 29.10

Representative 1 26.07 26.72 27.39 28.07
n

Accounts Processin2 Step 5/12/2013 5/12/2014 5/12/2015 5/12/2016
5 20.69 21.21 21.74 22.29
4 17.88 18.32 18.78 19.25

Customer Service Rep 3 16.71 17.13 17.55 17.99
2 15.62 16.01 16.41 16.82
1 14.87 15.24 15.63 16.02

p
T L d

2 23.02 23.60 24.19 24.79
cam ea

I - 22.14 22.69 23.26 23.84
Call Center Step 1/30/2015 5/12/2015 5/12/2016

5 $24.68 $25.30 $25.93
Sr. Customer Service Rep 4 $20.34 $20.85 $21.37

Hiredafterl/30/2015 3 $18.66 $19.13 $19.60
2 $16.96 $17.38 $17.82
1 $15.71 $16.10 $16.51

Accounts Processing Step 1/30/2015 5/12/2015 5/12/2016
5 $20.19 $20.69 $21.21

Customer Service Rep 4 $17.44 $17.88 $18.32
Hiredafterl/30/2015 3 $16.30 $16.71 $17.13

2 $15.24 $15.62 $16.01
1 $14.51 $14.87 $15.24

All step increases within the classification are based on length of service. The next step increase within the
employees classification will be applicable twelve months from the anniversary date and each subsequent
step increase within the employees classification will be applicable annually thereafter on the anniversary
date until the employee has reached the top step of the classification.

Temporary Employees
The step increase for temporary employees who are made permanent will be at 100% of the lowest step of
the classifications. The next step increase for temporary employees will be applicable twelve months from
the anniversary date; anniversary date will be the date the employee was hired permanent.
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SCHEDULE A

BASE COMPENSATION AND INCENTIVE COMPENSATION

ACCOUNTS PROCESSING ONLY

A monthly bonus will be paid to employees based on their performance. The bonus will be paid on
the previous month’s earnings, and for purposes of the bonus payment, the earnings are defined as
base pay, overtime, and premiums.

Performance Appraisal Scoring:

Does not Meet Fully Meets Exceeds

0% 10.5% 12.5%

KPI/Target Levels:

On an annual basis, as of January 1, the Company will select a minimum of three Key Performance
Indicators (KPI). The Company reserves the right to add or delete KPI’s on an annual basis. The
KPI’s will be announced to the Union by October 1st for the forth coming year. KPI’s will be
accompanied by all statistical data and reports used to determine the measurability of each KPI.
When KPI’s are established, a meeting with Union and the Company will be scheduled to meet and
discuss.

The Company, will determine the target level for each KPI by calculating a call center average.
The average will be determined by eliminating the top 10% performers and the bottom 20%
performers. This calculation will be done by October 31st of the current year for use in the forth
coming year. When targets are established, a meeting with the Union and the Company will be
held to meet and discuss.

The Performance measure shall be based upon Exceeds, Meets and Did Not Meet scale.

The Performance measure to determine “Exceeds will be negotiated with the Union on an annual
basis.

The Incentive Compensation will be paid out on a monthly basis

Each Employee will be eligible after completing their probationary period.
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KPI’s — Contact Center

A. After Call Survey

B. Call Quality

C. After Call Work

D. Adherence

E. AUX-Personal

F. Average Handle Time

0. Average Hold Time

H. Average Talk Time

I. First Contact Resolution

J. Response to Overtime

K. Call Escalation Rate

L. Customer Satisfaction

M. Number of Calls per hour

N. CTI percent Wrap up

0. Marketing ---EBPP, direct pay, web, IVR etc.

P. Conformance

KPI’s — Accounts Processing

A. Call Quality

B. Accounts Processing Quality

C. Adherence

D. AUX-Personal

E. Work Item Handling Efficiency

F. Response to Overtime

0. Number of Transactions per hour (productivity, non-wfm)

H. WFM Timeliness — service Level Targets

I. Conformance
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Performance Appraisal Rating Metrics

The parties agree to the following performance rating metrics for the Customer Contact Center and
Accounts Processing performance appraisal:

• A rating of.5 or higher in any applicable KPI measured in percentages will be rounded up
to the next whole number.

• A rating of,5 or higher under Overall Performance Rating will be rounded up to the next
whole number as long as the Representative has scored a “Meets” or above.

• Rating Matrix amended as follows:

Rating Matrix
Exceeds Expectations = 3.50 or above
Meets Expectations = 3.00-3.49
Did Not Meet Expectations = 2.99 or below
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SCHEDULE A

INCENTIVE COMPENSATION - CALL CENTER ONLY

A monthly bonus will be paid to employees based on performance. The bonus will be based on the
previous month’s earnings and for purposes of the bonus payout; the earnings are defined as base pay,
overtime and premiums.

Earnings Level

Does Not Meet Fully Meets
Performance Appraisal 0% 10.5%
FCR 0% 2%

If the FCR goal is met but an employee does not Ihily meet their individual performance appraisal goal
but meets in Quality, they will receive 2%.

FCR (Goal 80%)

The company conducts monthly surveys on FCR for all contacts that come in to the NE Contact center

KPI / Target Levels

On a bi-annual basis, the Company will select a minimum of 3 Key Performance Indicators (KPI). The
Company reserves the right to add or delete KPI’s on an annual basis. The KPI’s will be announced to
the union 30 days in advance. KPI’s will be accompanied by all statistical data and reports used to
determine the measurability of each KPI. When KPI’s are established, a meeting with Union and the
Company will be scheduled to meet and discuss.

The Company will determine the target level for each KPI by calculating a call center average, minus
the top 10% performers. This calculation will be based on the previous 6 months of data. When targets
are established, a meeting with the union and the Company will be held to meet and discuss.

The Performance measure shall be based upon Meets and Does Not Meet scale.

The Incentive Compensation will be paid out on a monthly basis.

Each employee will be eligible after completing theft probationary period.

Employees who leave the Department and do not work the lull month shall not be entitled to a bonus.

Insert KPIs from old contact and the section on Performance Appraisal Rating Metrics

The Company will agree to form a committee to discuss and identify which metrics will be used to
measure the Commercial Accounts Representative position. Data will be compiled for 6 months. Until
the KPIs are identified these representatives will be defaulted to Fully Meets on their individual
performance metrics. The FCR goal will be applicable to this position.
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Business Development Bonus

The Business Development Bonus will apply when the Northboro Customer Contact Center is
designated as the primary contact center for the assumption of additional call volume as a result of
a merger or acquisition of other customer service business. A bonus will be paid to each employee
related to the size of the assumption:

300,000 or less customers $ 500
Greater than 300,000 customers $1,000

The Business Development Bonus will not apply when calls are either routed or shared from any of
National Grid’s Customer Contact Centers to the Northboro Customer Contact Center.
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SCHEDULE B - BENEFITS

Employees subject to the provisions of this agreement shall be eligible for and entitled to the
benefit plans listed below as set forth in “Your Employee Benefits” and “Your Benefits At
Retirement” as modified by the Memorandum of Agreement dated May 12, 2013. During the term
of the Agreement, the Company will maintain the type of benefits listed under existing terms , but
only to the extent such existing terms specifically relate to represented employees’ benefit
formulas, contribution amounts or schedules, prescribed health and welfare benefit levels, and/or
type of health care delivery options (for example, PPO and POS). Otherwise, the Company
maintains sole discretion to manage and administer all benefits, including, but not limited to,
matters such as the delivery of benefit, the selection of insurers (except for POS plans), trustees or
administrators, funding, investment management and the process and procedures for benefit
processing.

Section 1. Final Average Pay Pension Plan II

Effective April 1, 2004, all employees eligible to participate in the Final Average Pay Pension Plan
II in a manner similar to other members of Local 369. Years of service that occurred during the
period of participation in the Enhanced 401K plan are used for vesting and eligibility purposes
only. No benefit formula credit applies to those years.

Employees who had accrued vesting and benefit service, prior to participating in the Enhanced
401K plan, will be given credit for benefits under the Final Average Pay Pension Plan II for those
years.

Section 2. Cash Balance Pension Plan

Effective April 1, 2008, all new hire will be placed in the Cash Balance Pension Plan. Effective
May 12, 2013 incumbents in the Contact Center and Accounts Processing in the Cash Balance Plan
will be placed into the Defined Contribution Plan and all new hires thereafter will also be enrolled
in the DC Plan. All of the years of service under the Cash Balance Plan will be used for vesting
and benefit calculation purposes.

Section 3. Incentive Thrift Plan

Effective April 1,2004, the enhanced 401K plan is suspended as to future basic Company
contributions and the matching formula. As such, as of that date, the basic company contribution
of 1.5% of base pay ends and all employees are eligible for the following matching contribution:

100% of up to the first 2% of base pay, plus
50% of up to the next 4% of base pay

Effective April 1, 2008, employees can elect to make their contribution on either base or all pay.
The hardship suspension period is reduced from one year to six months, an after-tax savings feature
will be added to the plan, and a yearend match true-up will be implemented. The Company match
will follow the employee’s contribution, and all restrictions on current balances of National Grid
ADR’s will be eliminated.
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Section 4. Active Employee Health Care

a. Effective January 1, 2008, the Company contribution percentages for health insurance are:

Preferred Provider Organization Plan 80%
Point-Of-Service Plans 80%

b. In the event of a work stoppage, health care benefits will be available for purchase on the
existing group rate schedule.

c. In structuring the applicable prices for the options above, the risk pool will be consolidated
with all plans, all employees, at all locations. Prices will be set to offset the effect of
adverse selection, and prices for each of the options will be the same for employees across
the Company. The PPO rate projection will be generated in aggregate with the PPO and
POS claims in the same way as has been done in the past.

d. The Company agrees to solicit a bid for stop loss protection for the National Grid members.
When the lowest available price is established, it will be included in the rates prior to the
application for the 80/20 cost sharing. All incurred individual claims above $250,000 (two
hundred fifty thousand dollars) in a 12-month renewal time frame will be removed from
both the renewal calculations in setting the rates and the true up calculations effective
January 1, 2008.

e. Prices for the health care choices will be set on a current cost basis with a true-up process to
take place after the completion of each calendar plan year which will rethnd or surcharge to
employees a portion of the excess cost or savings realized under the program.

f. In advance of the 2009 health plan enrollment, National Grid USA agrees to solicit bids for
medical and prescription drug coverage on behalf of all UWUA employees at National Grid
USA. Any change in benefits, vendors or providers shall be by mutual agreement.

Section 5. Dental

a. Dental benefits will be available to all employees regardless of the health plan they are
enrolled in on a voluntary basis. Effective January 1, 2008, the Company contribution for
dental is as follows:

Preferred Provider Organization Plan 80%
Point-Of-Service Plans 80%

b. Effective January 1, 2008, the annual maximum benefit is increased to $2,000.

c. Dental coverage terminates at retirement.
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Section 6. Basic Group Life Insurance

The Company pays the flail cost of this plan.

Section 7. Optional Group Life Insurance

The employee pays the flail cost of this plan.

Section 8. Retiree Health and Life Insurance

a. Effective August 1,2003, upon retirement:

I. The retiree life insurance benefit is reduced immediately to $12,500. Employees
hired after April 1, 2008, are not eligible for post-retirement life insurance.

2. The Company contribution to post-age 65 coverage is modified as per Item #6 to the
May 12, 2007, Memorandum of Agreement.

b. Those employees eligible for the VERO, as outlined in Attachment I. to the April 1, 2004,
Memorandum of Agreement, will retain the current benefit design at any retirement date.

Section 9. Broken Service

a. The following rules regarding the reinstatement of prior service for crediting to sick pay,
vacation time and service awards shall be in effect:

1. If the prior period of regular flail-time service was five years or more, then that
service is now automatically and immediately recognized. Only years and months
of actual flaIl-time service should be counted.

2. If the prior period of regular full-time service was less than five years, and the break
in service was less than five years, then the prior service is recognized after one year
of future service. Only years and months of actual full-time service should be
counted.

3. In all other cases, no credit for prior service shall be given.

b. Rules for the crediting of service after a break in service under the pension plan are
contained in Section 4.07 Reemployment in the Final Average Pay Plan II.

c. Effective 4/1/00 employees must make specific claim for this adjustment and must supply
as much information as possible to the Company.
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Section 10. Educational Reimbursement

a. It is the present policy of the Company to reimburse regular hill-time employees with more
than one year of continuous service, for 90% of the net cost of both tuition and required
textbooks for courses which are reasonably related to their present or prospective hiture
work with the Company. Part-time employees are eligible for educational aid in the same
proportion of the 90% MI-time benefit as their scheduled hours. Courses taken to satisfy
established degree requirements as a qualification for bargaining unit positions will be
reimbursed at 100%. Course approval in each case will be determined by the Company on
the basis that both the employee and the Company will benefit from the additional
schooling. The courses must be taken outside of working hours and must not interfere with
regular work.

1. Procedure for Application

The employee must complete an application form available from the Employee
Relations Department and submit it to his supervisor so that it may be approved
prior to the starting date of the course.

2. Procedure for Reimbursement

a. The employee should resubmit the approved application, upon completion of the course
within the normal time specified, with passing grades as determined by the school. A
certificate or other formal report from the school that the course has been successfully
completed together with a final statement of costs for tuition and textbooks must
accompany the application.

b. The Company will reimburse regular hill-time employees, with more than one year of
continuous service, for 90% of the net cost of tuition, required textbooks and fees for
courses which are reasonably related to their present or perspective future work with the
Company. Such reimbursements will be paid at the beginning of the school semester.
Appropriate documentation will be required to demonstrate the actual cost of tuition, books,
and fees. The employee will be required to provide documentation of successful
completion of the course. In the event that the course is not successfully completed, the
Company will recover the previously reimbursed amounts for that course.

NOTE: The employee must still be employed by the Company when reimbursement is requested.
The Company will make payments only to the employee. Such payments are considered as wages
by the Internal Revenue Department and are subject to withholding taxes for Income and Social
Security purposes.

Section 11. Dependent Care Assistance Plan

Benefits are as described in Your Benefits Program.
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Section 12. Workers’ Compensation Benefits

The Company will pay the entire cost for benefits payable under State or Federal Workers’
Compensation laws for disability caused by occupational injury or disease whether such benefit
payments are made entirely by an insurance company or in part by State and Federal Authorities.
Workers’ Compensation checks are made payable directly to the employee by the insurance carrier.

Section 13. Scholarship Program

The National Grid Scholarship Program is available to all employees. Future program
continuation, termination, or changes is at the full discretion of the Company.

Section 14. Severance Pay Plan

Except as provided below, the Company will pay severance benefits to eligible employees as
follows.

Basic Severance

a. Regular employees who have completed three (3) years or more continuous service and
who are permanently released from employment because of reasons beyond the control of
the employee concerned shall be given an allowance of one and one-half (1 1/2) week’s of
base pay up to a maximum of 40 weeks at the rate of pay at the time of release for each fill
year of continuous service.

b. Severance pay benefits shall not apply to employees:

1. Discharged for just cause
2. Retiring from the Company (including early medical retirement)
3. Leaving on leave of absence
4. In the event of death

c. Severance benefits shall be in addition to any earned vacation benefits for which the
separated employee is eligible.

d. An employee shall not be required to accept severance pay. The employee shall have an
option, effective up to ninety (90) days following the date she/he receives notice of
termination from the Company, to accept or not to accept severance pay. In case the
employee elects not to accept severance pay, she/he shall not lose her/his re-employment
rights but shall retain all re-employment or other privileges that this agreement provides, if
any.

Section 15. Moving Expenses

The Company will pay reasonable moving expenses if they are necessary and the move is required
by the Company.
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Section 16. Perfect Attendance

Employees covered by this Agreement will be entitled to an award for each calendar year during
which there are no absences, except those due to jury duty, vacations, bereavement and union
leaves of absences. For one year of perfect attendance, the award will be (1) additional floating
holiday. For two (2) consecutive years of perfect attendance one (1) additional floating holiday and
two hundred dollars ($200) will be awarded. For three (3) consecutive years of perfect attendance,
two (2) additional floating holidays will be awarded and two hundred dollars ($200).
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SCHEDULE C

JOB DESCRIPTIONS

POSITION TITLE: Commercial Account Representative

JOB PURPOSE: Position is responsible for completing complex detailed transactions for, including but not
limited to, commercial customers. Must be able to conduct extensive research, analysis and problem-solving
necessary to ensure a quick and satisfactory response to customer issues and concerns. Provide prompt,
accurate and professional response to internal customer requests and inquiries to ensure effective customer
relations. Must be able to provide prompt, accurate and professional response to customer requests and
inquiries to facilitate effective customer relations in accordance with appropriate training. This includes, but
is not limited to Accounts Processing and Call Center follow-up and support.

POSITION RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Handle emergency outage calls, as needed.

2. Record billing investigations I resolution in customer systems

3. Under general supervision must be able to successffilly perform any Accounts Processing duties

4. Must be able to successMly perform all complex billing issues

5. Participate on various special projects as assigned.

6. Respond to all customer contacts gas and electric including investigations, complex meter
situations, web inquiries, email and correspondence included but not limited to the commercial
customer base

7. Sarbanes Oxley (SOX) Reporting and related compliance activities, Sic and Rate Code report and
analysis associated with the report

QUALIFICATIONS: Knowledge of customer service techniques, strategies and approaches. The
successful candidate must have excellent oral and written communication and interpersonal skills and be
able to develop positive customer relations; anticipate, identify and respond to customer needs; and ensure
customer loyalty. The ability to work independently to resolve customer concerns and problems and work
successfully in teams with co-workers. Must pass the appropriate tests for this position. Applicant must be
able to pass the interview process; Interview will be conducted by a member ofManagement and a member of
the Union

Eligible bidders must have exceeded the quality metrics set forth by the company. Applicant must not
be on any formal Positive Discipline and have an acceptable attendance record. Applicant must have and
maintain an acceptable response rate to call outs for Emergency situations.

Upon awarded the position, a probationary period of 90 days will commence. During this probationary
period the company shall have the right in its discretion to remove the employee from the position if (I)
attendance issue arises and/or (2) they are not able to successfully perform job responsibilities.

The employee will also have the option, during the 90 day probationary period, to return to previous
position. It is agreed that when an employee is promoted to a commercial account representative position and
reverts to a prior classification your seniority status will revert as if they have never left.
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POSITION TITLE: Sr. Customer Service Representative — Call Center

JOB PURPOSE: The purpose of this position is to provide prompt, accurate and professional response to
customer requests and inquiries to facilitate effective customer relations in accordance with appropriate
training. Position is responsible for completing detailed transactions and extensive research, analysis and
problem-solving necessary to facilitate a timely and satisfactory response to customer issues and concerns.

Representatives will be provided with adequate training to allow them to perform the position’s
responsibilities.

POSITION RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Respond to all customer contacts included but not limited to gas and electric including
investigations, complex meter situations, web inquiries, email and correspondence.

2. Perform Accounts processing work as assigned in accordance with current practice.

3. Complete the appropriate orders to ensure a timely and satisfactory response to the customer.

4. Provide information on the products and programs offered by the Company and generate
referrals to the appropriate department, if necessary.

5. Will be expected to respond to emergency call out and work extended and planned hours when
company emergencies occur, unless excused by a prior approval by management.

6. Investigate and analyze customer problems and develop appropriate solutions to satisfy customer
needs.

7. Perform related duties as assigned.

QUALIFICATIONS: Knowledge of customer service techniques, strategies and approaches. The
successful candidate must have excellent oral and written communication and interpersonal skills. Ability to
develop positive customer relations; anticipate, identify, respond to customer needs; and facilitate customer
loyalty. Ability to work independently to resolve customer concerns and problems, in accordance with the
job description and training. Ability to work successfully in teams with co-workers. The successful
candidate must pass the Customer Contact Center test on record.
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POSITION TITLE: Team Lead Call Center

JOB PURPOSE: Provide prompt, accurate and professional response to customer requests and inquiries to
ensure effective customer relations. Position is responsible for completing the detailed transactions and
extensive research, analysis and problem-solving necessary to ensure a quick and satisfactory response to
customer issues and concerns.

POSITION RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Resolve escalated supervisor calls and respond to the assist line and other emergency lines.

2. Assist Representatives with carrying out correct processes and procedures.

3. Notify the supervisor when made aware of a safety issue.

4. Report technical problems to the Help Desk and follow up with the Supervisor.

5. Report employee absences.

6. Assist with Training of work related processes and procedures.

7. Communicate outage information from Operations to the Representatives and Management staff and
record outgoing WR messaging for customers.

8. Assist the supervisor with various duties and/or emergency situations which may arise.

9. Perform all duties and responsibilities of the Sr. Customer Service Representative

QUALIFICATIONS: Knowledge of customer service techniques, strategies and approaches. The
successful candidate must have excellent oral and written communication and interpersonal skills. Ability to
develop positive customer relations; anticipate, identify and respond to customer needs; and ensure customer
loyalty. Ability to work independently to resolve customer concerns and problems. Ability to work
successfully in teams with co-workers and must pass the appropriate tests for this position. Applicant must be
able to pass the interview process; interview will be conducted by a member ofManagement and a member of
(lie Union

Eligible bidders must be a Sr. Customer Service Representative and exceeded the quality metrics set
forth by the company. Applicant must not be on any formal Positive Discipline and have an acceptable
attendance record. Applicant must have and maintain an acceptable response rate to call outs for Emergency
situations.

Upon awarded the position, a probationary period of 30 days will commence. During this probationary
period the company shall have the right in its discretion to remove the employee from the position if (I)
attendance issue arises and/or (2) they are not able to successfully performjob responsibilities.

The employee will also have the option, during the 30 day probationary period, to return to previous
position. It is agreed that when an employee is promoted to a team lead position and reverts to a prior
classification your seniority status will revert as if they have never left.
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POSITION TITLE: Customer Service Representatives — Accounts Processing

REPORTS TO: Accounts Processing Supervisor

JOB PURPOSE: Position is responsible for completing complex detailed transactions and extensive
research, analysis and problem-solving necessary to ensure a quick and satisfactory response to customer
issues and concerns. Provide prompt, accurate and professional response to internal customer requests and
inquiries to ensure effective customer relations.

Representatives will be provided with adequate training to allow them to perform the position’s
responsibilities.

POSITION RESPON5ThWITIES:

1. Research and accurately input and edit information in CSS.

2. Under general supervision must be able to successfully perform any Accounts Processing duties
including but not limited to complex billing

3. Successfully complete the appropriate back office function to ensure a quick and satisfactory
response to the customer.

4 Handle emergency outage calls, as needed.

QUALIFICATIONS: Knowledge of customer service techniques, strategies and approaches. The
successful candidate must have excellent oral and written communication and interpersonal skills. Ability to
develop positive customer relations; anticipate, identif5i and respond to customer needs; and ensure customer
loyalty. Ability to work independently to resolve customer concerns and problems. Ability to work
successfully in teams with co-workers. Must pass the appropriate tests for this position and have a record of
favorable performance reviews and acceptable attendance.
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POSITION TITLE: Team Lead — Accounts Processing

JOB PURPOSE: Position is responsible for completing complex detailed transactions and extensive
research, analysis and problem-solving necessary to ensure a quick and satisfactory response to customer
issues and concerns. Provide prompt, accurate and professional response to internal customer requests and
inquiries to ensure effective customer relations. This includes, but is not limited to Accounts Processing
follow-up and support.

POSITION RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Assist Representatives with carrying out correct processes and procedures.

2. Notify the Coach when made aware of a safety issue.

3. Report technical problems to the Help Desk and follow up with the Supervisor.

4. Assist the Coach with various duties and/or emergency situations which may arise.

5. Assist with Training of work related processes and procedures.

6. Participate on various special projects as assigned.

7. Work Rate Assignments and Rate Comparison report, ensure timeliness of completion

8. Sarbanes Oxley (SOX) Reporting and related compliance activities, including but not limited to:
Sales Tax Audit, Top 10 Report (Bill Verification), Billing Adjustments and State of RI Billing.

9. Perform all duties and responsibilities of the Accounts Processing Representative

QUALIFICATIONS: Knowledge of customer service techniques, strategies and approaches. The
successful candidate must have excellent oral and written communication and interpersonal skills and be
able to develop positive customer relations; anticipate, identify and respond to customer needs; and ensure
customer loyalty. The ability to work independently to resolve customer concerns and problems and work
successfully in teams with co-workers. Must pass the appropriate tests for this position. Applicant must be
able to pass (lie interview process; Interview will be conducted by a member ofManagement and a member of
the Union

Eligible bidders must have attained the level of Accounts Processing Representative and exceed Quality
metrics set forth by the company. Applicant must not be on any formal Positive Discipline and have an
acceptable attendance record. Applicant must have and maintain an acceptable response rate to call outs for
Emergency situations.

Upon awarded the position, a probationary period of 30 days will commence. During this probationary period
the company shall have the right in its discretion to remove the employee from the position if (1) attendance
issue arise and/or (2) they are not able to successfully performjob responsibilities.

The employee will also have the option, during the 30 day probationary period, to return to previous position. It
is agreed that when an employee is promoted to a team lead position and reverts to a prior classification your
seniority status will revert as if they have never left.
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ATTACHMENT 1

Voluntary Time Off

Voluntary Time Off is a voluntary program which affords an opportunity for agents to voluntarily
leave for the day as a paid or unpaid status depending on the allotment of time the agent has
available.

Pre Planning

• Work Force Management reforecast staffing and planned service levels 2 days in advance

• Vacation allotment is reviewed and more slots are granted if planned performance permits.

• Waitlisted employees will be asked first if their shift fall in-line within the excess agent
capacity period.

• Agents will be asked by seniority after the waitlisted employees list is exhausted.

New Process

• Work Force Management will determine a set number of agents that will be allowed to take
advantage of Voluntary Time Off in the Contact Center and Accounts Processing.

• Work Force Management and the Call Center observe that call volume is arriving below
expectations or staffing is greater than planned; these scenarios create excess agent capacity

• Employees who are waitlisted will be contacted if eligible for Voluntary time off during the
agreed upon periods (the agents schedule work time falls in line with the under time need). If
there are slots remaining, a notification will be sent to all employees during the identified
periods and time slots. These slots will be awarded by seniority.

• Maximum allotment of 24 hours per calendar year and must be taken in minimum of 1 hour
increments. If voluntary time off is available and no one has requested it, a discussion will be
held between union and management to waive the 24 hour maximum.

• The IEX schedule is updated for the agents who are selected (using either a vacation code or an
“unpaid” code based on the agents choice)
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ATTACHMENT 2

2011 Vacation Accrual in the Accounts Processing and Call Center
Departments

The following agreement between National Grid and Utility Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO
Local Union 369 constitutes a full and final settlement of any and all issues arising out of, and/or
pertaining to grievance #2-24-11-3149 for the 2011 Vacation Accrual in the Accounts Processing
and Call Center Department.

People that are on Sick No Pay, Family Leave No Pay, MA Small Necessity Act No Pay,
Rhode Island Family Act No Pay or Unexcused Absence No Pay and that are out more than seven
(7) days/ fifly six (56) hours in one calendar month will not accrue vacation time for the month.

For part time employees (2Ohr-30 hr.) on the same pay status as named above
and that are out more than three and a half (3.5) days or twenty eight (28) hours in one calendar
month will not accrue vacation time for that month.

This agreement will take affect retroactive to January 1,2011 and will be used for the calculation
of employees’ 2012 vacation allotment and all future allotments.

For the 2011 vacation bank all employees that were impacted will have their 2011 vacation accrual
adjusted to their full amount. Unless the employee was out for a full calendar month of a No Pay
status so that month would not count towards the 2011 accrual.

The employees will be afforded the opportunity to request vacation time. If the employee selects a
week or day off that is already at capacity, the company will look to see where the employee is
based on their seniority number. If the employee would have been granted this time based on their
seniority, the Company will open up the time for that employee. The Company will increase the
allowable number of approved vacation request by 2 per day.

If the employee will be allowed to place their name on the wait list for a particular day and will be
placed according to seniority on this list.

If these employees are unable to use all of their entitled vacation time in 2011, they will be able to
carryover any unused vacation hours into 2012 and this time will need to be used by April 1, 2012.

This agreement only pertains to the employees covered by the Local 369 C.B.A. known as the
“Purple” book.

All Parties agree that this is done on a non-precedent basis and this agreement cannot be cited in
any arbitration or legal forum by either National Grid or UWUA Local 369, except as it pertains to
this specific agreement.
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ATTACHMENT 3

Training Committee

The company and the union agree to create a Training Committee to collaborate in the review,
development and improved delivery of the New England Contact Center training as well as training
material content. This Committee will be comprised of management and union representatives
from Local 369. The Committee will be in charged with making recommendations for the
improvement to current training activities as well as the development of training for ffiture process
or procedural changes impacting the workforce. The Committee will meet as needed but no less
than bi-monthly. Subject matter expects (SME’S) may be added to working sessions as needed.
Responsibility for final approval and delivery of training shall remain shall remain with the
Company.
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ATTACHMENT 4

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN
NATIONAL GRID

AND
UWUA LOCAL 369 for the Northborough Call Center

August 10, 2010

Providing Courtesy Posting Rights to the Northborough Call Center Local 369
Members

Subject to the provision of the principal agreement between the parties dated, April 1, 2008 to May
11, 2011 and without waiving or modifying the right of either party there to except as specifically
provided herein, the Company and Local 369, UWUA, AFL-CIO understand the following;

Starting August 10, 2010 the Courtesy Posting Rights as described below will be granted to the
Local 369 Northboro members covered under this agreement.

• After one (I) fill year of permanent employment at the Northborough Contact
Center and AP an employee will be eligible to bid on external local 369 positions and on courtesy
posted positions in locations represented by UWUA/ BUW 310, 317, 322, 329, 330 and IBEW 326,
486 and 1465.

• The Company will determine applicant’s fitness and ability in accordance with the following:
o EEl or other specified testing
o All qualification listed on the posting
o “Fully Meets” or better on the last 4 out of 6 Key Performance Index Metrics
o No Active formal PD Step
o No Active Pay-For-Time Worked steps, second interview or above.

• Positions will be awarded to the most senior highest rated qualified candidate.

• Seniority will be based on Company Time.

• The Company agrees to offer the FAT and TECH test (or their replacements) once a year
without the requirement of having postings on the board. The one (1) year fill employment in
Northborough requirement applies to the eligibility to take these tests.
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ATTACHMENT 5

National Grid Goals Payout

Eligible Contact Center and Accounts Payable employees will receive an annual performance
payout. This payout shall not exceed 3% and will be based on the percentage used for the
Operations Corporate Grid Goals payout.

General Program Eligibility Rules

If eligibility rules for participation in the Program are be defined by the applicable labor agreement,
then those rules will apply. Otherwise, the following participation rules will apply:

• Full and part time employees are eligible.

• New employees hired on or before March 1 are eligible.

• Must be a bargaining unit employee in a union that participates in the annual incentive
program.

• Any employee who leaves the company prior to the end of the fiscal year, March 31, 2009 for
any reason other than retirement is not eligible.

• Payout will be based on the line of business to which the employee belongs as of March 31,
2009.
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ATTACHMENT 6

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN
NATIONAL GRID

AND
UWUA LOCAL 369 for the Northborough Call Center

January 30, 2015

ADJUSTMENT TO CALL CENTER AND ACCOUNTS PROCESSING

SCHEDULE OF WAGES

National Grid (the “Company”) and Local 369, UWUA (the “Union) have reached the following
Agreement regarding the schedule of wages for the Sr. Customer Service Rep and the Customer
Service Rep positions for employees hired after January 30, 2015. Employees hired prior to
January 30, 2015 will follow the Schedule of Wages as outlined in the Collective Bargaining
Agreement which is to remain in effect from May 12, 2013 through May 11, 2017.

Call Center Step Effective 1/30/2015 Effective Effective
5/12/2015 5/12/2016

Sr. Customer Service 5 $24.68 $25.30 $25.93
Rep

4 $20.34 $20.85 $21.37
3 $18.66 $19.13 $19.60
2 $16.96 $17.38 $17.82
I $15.71 $16.10 $16.51

Accounts Processing Step Effective 1/30/2015 Effective Effective
5/12/2015 5/12/2016

Customer Service Rep 5 $20.19 $20.69 $21.21
4 $17.44 $17.88 $18.32
3 $16.30 $16.71 $17.13
2 $15.24 $15.62 $16.01
1 $14.51 $14.87 $15.24
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IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF the parties hereto have caused these presents to be executed by their
respective officers hereunto duly authorized this 30th day of January 2015.

NATIONAL GRID USA SERVICE CO. THE UTILITY WORKERS UNION OF
A1’vfflRJCk AFL-CIO, LOCAL 369, FOR

4 1/1 WHO ARE EMPLOYEES OF NATIONAL
THEMSELVES AND THEIR MEMBERS

g4.tjfM7fl4o j.. /6W? 77! GRID USA SERVICE COMPANY
Director La r Relations

Byiq &mJn

_______

Directo7f Contact Center President 7

By_____________
“ Execu ye Vi Presid$ft

By4
Sec etaq/Treasuifr

Business Agent

By
- ice PresidentL

By 17 )iif1/

____

ttevard

By

__

q NtTöhTRepresentative
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THIS AGREEMENT, dated March 5, 2012 between NATIONAL GRID, its Succcessors and/or
Assigns (hereinafter called the “Company”) and the UNITED STEELWORKERS, AFL-CIO
CLC, for and on behalf of its LOCAL Union NO. 12003, UNITED STEELWORKERS, AFL-CIO
CLC (hereinafter called the “Union”).

WITNESSETH

WHEREAS, the Union has established itself as sole bargaining agent for employees to
whom agreements between the Union and the Company apply and the Union is recognized by
the Company as the sole bargaining agent for those employees to whom this Agreement
applies; and

WHEREAS, any dispute arising out of the interpretation of the provisions of this
Agreement shall be a subject matter of arbitration unless mutually adjusted between the
parties; and

WHEREAS, the parties hereto have reached an agreement as a result of collective
bargaining for the purpose of facilitating the peaceful adjustment of differences that may arise
from time to time, and to promote harmony and efficiency to the end that the employees, the
Company and the general public may benefit.

Now, therefore, the parties hereto contract and agree with each other as follows:

ARTICLE I
Contract Coverage - Employee

Definition - Cooperation

Section 1. Contract Coverage
This Agreement shall apply to all employees of the Company, excluding executives,

secretaries to executives and superintendents, confidential clerks, salesmen, professional
employees and supervisors as defined in the Labor Management Relations Act, 1947. It is
agreed that, for the purposes of the foregoing sentence, the employees to whom this
Agreement shall apply are those who occupy the positions shown in the schedules of wages
referred to in Article VI, Section 1, as now in effect, or hereafter amended. In the event a new
position is established during the life of this Agreement and the Company and the Union are
unable to agree as to whether or not such position should be included in these schedules, the
matter shall be subject to the dispute procedure of Article XII, Section 3.

Section 2. Definitions of Employee
a. Permanent Employee: A Permanent Employee is defined as an employee who is

regularly scheduled for a normal workweek, is working in a permanent position, has
served a probationary period of at least nine (9) months and has been approved by his
department head for permanent employment.

b. Probationary Employee: A Probationary Employee is defined as an employee who is
regularly scheduled for a normal workweek and is working in a permanent position, but
has not completed his probationary period.

c. Temporary Employee: A Temporary Employee is defined as an employee who is
regularly scheduled for a normal workweek, but who is working in a temporary position
and will be dismissed under ordinary circumstances when the work is completed. The
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Company will notify the Union of any case where a continuous period of temporary
employment exceeds six (6) months.

Section 3. Cooperation
The Union agrees that its members will individually and collectively perform loyal and

efficient work and service and will use their influence and best efforts to protect the property of
the Company and the Company’s interests and will assist in promoting the sale of the
Company’s products, and that they will cooperate with the Company and the employees of all
departments in promoting and advancing the welfare of the Company and its service at all
times.

The Company agrees that it will cooperate with the Union in its efforts to promote
harmony and efficiency among all of the Company employees.

Section 4. Non-Discrimination
Neither the Company nor the Union will discriminate against any individual on the basis

of age, race, color, religion, sex, national origin, disability, marital status, sexual orientation,
veteran status, citizenship status or any other reason prohibited by law.

Whenever used in this agreement, a masculine pronoun shall be deemed to include the
masculine and feminine genders.

ARTICLE II
Union Recognition and Union Security

Section 1. Union Recognition
The Company hereby recognizes the Union as the exclusive representative of all the

employees to whom this Agreement applies for the purpose of bargaining in respect to rates of
pay, wages, hours of employment or other conditions of employment.

Section 2. Union Shop
a. Effective upon (i) the thirtieth (30th) day following the execution date of this Agreement

or (h) completion of thirty (30) days of employment, whichever is later, and thereafter
until the termination of this Agreement, membership in good standing in the Union shall
be required as a condition of employment for all employees covered by this Agreement,
including temporary employees hired directly by the Company.

b. For the purposes of this Agreement, a Permanent Employee is defined in Article I,
Section 2.

c. For the purposes of this Agreement, membership in the Union in good standing as a
condition of employment shall not be denied or terminated for any employee for any
reason other than the failure of the employee to tender to the Union the periodic dues
and the initiation fees uniformly required as a condition of acquiring or retaining
membership.

2
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Section 3. Payroll Deduction
The Company agrees to deduct from wages and to remit to UNITED

STEELWORKERS, AFL-ClO-CLC, 5 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania the
membership dues and initiation fees of each employee on whose account such deductions are
to be made, pursuant to a written assignment on a form approved by the Company.
Membership dues shall be as designated by the International Secretary-Treasurer and certified
by the Union to the Company. Such form shall contain such provisions concerning
irrevocability, duration, revocation and automatic renewal as the Union may request but only to
the extent that such provisions comply with the applicable requirements of Section 302(c) of
the Labor Management Relations Act, 1947, as now or hereafter amended, as said
requirements may from time to time be interpreted by appropriate governmental authorities.

Section 4. Indemnification
The Union shall indemnify the Company and hold it harmless against any judgments or

other liabilities resulting from the payment to the Union of any sums deducted pursuant to
Section 3 of this Article II in reliance on any dues certification tendered to the Company by the
Union. In the event any action is commenced or claim is made against the Company to
recover from the Company any sum deducted from wages of employees pursuant to said
Section 3, the Union shall have the right to intervene and defend such action or claim, and
upon written request of the Company the Union shall undertake such defense with counsel of
its own choosing. The Company agrees to give the Union prompt notice in writing of any such
action or claim.

Section 5. Lockout
The Company agrees that while this Agreement is in effect there shall be no lockout of

the employees of the Company.

Section 6. Bulletin Boards
The Company agrees that officers of the Union may use Company bulletin boards,

erected for the posting of notices of the Company addressed to its employees, for notices
addressed to the members of the Union. Approval must be obtained through the Industrial
Relations Department for each posting desired. Bulletin boards will be maintained at each of
the principal places of business of the Company at which large groups of the employees are
required to report.

ARTICLE Ill
Company Security

Section 1. Right to Employ, Promote, Transferor Discharge
It is agreed that the Company has the right to employ, promote, demote, transfer or

discharge employees for just cause. Without limiting the foregoing it is agreed that conduct
detrimental to the public, a fellow employee or to the Company or violating the provisions of
Article Ill, Section 2, shall be cause for discharge. If a Permanent Employee is discharged or
demoted for any reason, such employee shall have the right to have his case reviewed,
provided he requests such review within two (2) weeks, in accordance with Article XII, Section
3. Upon request the Company shall furnish such employee the reason for his discharge; if
upon investigation such employee has been found to have been unjustly discharged or
demoted, he shall be reinstated and shall be paid for any time he may have lost at his regular
rate of pay.
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The Company may discharge a Probationary or Temporary Employee at any time and
such discharge shall not be subject to the provisions of Article XII, Section 3.

Section 2. No Strike Provision
The Union agrees that while this Agreement is in effect none of its members will cause

directly or indirectly or participate in any strike, work stoppage, slowdown or interference with
the performance of the Company’s business. It is the mutual desire of the parties hereto to
provide for uninterrupted and continuous service. Nothing herein is intended, however, to
prevent the resignation or discharge of individuals, the discharge being subject to review under
the condition and in the manner provided in this Agreement.

ARTICLE IV
Liability

It is acknowledged that in accordance with Article III, Section 2 any strike, work
stoppage, slowdown or interference with the performance of the Company’s business, by
employees of the Company, is a violation of this Agreement.

In the event of any such violation by employees of the Company, the Company agrees
that there shall be no liability on the part of the Union or any of its officers or agents not
causing or participating, directly or indirectly, in such violation, provided that the Union
forthwith:

a. Instructs its members who are causing or participating in such violation to cease such
action immediately, and

b. Instructs its members individually and collectively to comply with the provisions of
Article I, Section 3 - Cooperation, and

c. Makes every reasonable effort to have its members comply with the instructions
covered in paragraphs a. and b. above, and

d. Gives notice in writing, immediately to the Company and as soon as possible to its
members, that such violation is unauthorized.

ARTICLE V
Compliance and Applicability with Laws

Section 1. Compliance with Laws
The parties hereto shall comply with the provisions of all applicable laws and all lawful

regulations, orders and directives issued thereunder relating to rates of pay, wages hours of
employment and other conditions of employment during the term of this Agreement.

Section 2. Applicability of Laws
It is agreed that the provisions, if any, contained in this Agreement which are in conflict

with the provisions of any Federal or State Labor Laws shall not be enforceable.
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ARTICLE VI
General Wage Provision

Hours and Wages

Section 1. Wage and Salary Rates
Wage rates and classifications shall be as set forth on the Schedule of Wages dated

March 5, 2012 signed by the respective parties hereto, copies of which are on file with the
Company and the Union and which are hereby, by reference, made a part hereof.

Effective March 5, 2012, the Schedule of Wages shall be amended by increasing such
rates by two and one-quarter percent (2.25%).

Effective March 4, 2013, the Schedule of Wages shall be amended by increasing such
rates by two and one-half percent (2.50%).

Effective March 3, 2014, the Schedule of Wages shall be amended by increasing such
rates by two and one-half percent (2.50%).

Effective March 2,2015, the Schedule of Wages shall be amended by increasing such
rates by two and one-half percent (2.50%).

Section 2. Changes in Jobs and Adjustments in Rates
During the life of this Agreement in the event a new bargaining unit job is established or

substantial change is made in the duties of an existing bargaining unit job, the rate of the new
or changed job shall be established by the Company with due regard for the content of the new
or changed job and the rates paid for comparable work to other employees of the Company.
Following mutual discussion between the Company and the Union, if the Union disagrees with
the rate as determined by the Company, the question of what the new rate should be in
accordance with the foregoing shall be subject to the grievance and arbitration procedure of
Article XII, Section 3.

Section 3. Special Wage Provisions
a. Shift Differential: Employees scheduled on the shifts starting between 12:01 p.m.

and 9:59 p.m. will have added to their regular hourly rates a shift bonus of two dollars
and twenty-five cents ($2.25) per hour, effective March 5, 2012; two dollars and thirty
cents ($2.30) per hour, effective March 4, 2013; two dollars and thirty-five cents ($2.35)
per hour, effective March 3, 2014; two dollars and forty cents ($2.40) per hour, effective
March 2, 2015. Employees scheduled on the shifts starting between 10:00 p.m. and
5:59 a.m. will have added to their regular hourly rates a shift bonus of two dollars and
twenty-five cents ($2.25) per hour, effective March 5, 2012; two dollars and thirty
cents ($2.30) per hour, effective March 4, 2013; two dollars and thirty1ive cents
($2.35) per hour, effective March 3, 2014; two dollars and forty cents ($2.40) per hour,
effective March 2, 2015.

b. Sunday Premium: A premium of thirty percent (30%) shall be paid for straight time
worked on Sunday. An employee entitled to overtime compensation for Sunday work
shall not be eligible for such premium, it being understood that the payment of such
premiums is limited to straight time worked. Vacation pay will include Sunday
Premium, if applicable.
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Section 4. Workweek
The normal workweek for employees of the Company shall consist of forty (40) hours,

being five (5) days of eight (8) hours each, except in those departments of the Company where
service to the public requires the spreading of the forty (40) hours over six (6) days.

Section 5. Work Schedule
A stated hour for reporting for work and a stated schedule of working time shall be

given each employee; and except in unusual cases, forty-eight (48) hours’ notice of any
change in schedule shall be given to him.

Section 6. Overtime
a. An employee shall be credited with overtime for all work in excess of eight (8)

consecutive hours (exclusive of scheduled mealtime) in any one day or in excess of
forty (40) hours in any one (1) week.

b. If an employee who has left the plant is recalled to work after he has completed a day’s
or a night’s work, such work and reasonable traveling time shall be overtime. In no
such case shall an employee be credited with less than six (6) hours’ overtime, unless
he is recalled before his regular time for reporting for work and works through his
regular shift; in which event he shall be credited with overtime for the time worked prior
to his regular starting time.

c. Where work planned for a scheduled special assignment (apart from assignments
making up an employee’s normal workweek or call-in before the regular shift) cannot be
performed because of unforeseeable conditions, an employee reporting for such work
may be assigned other work, if available, but in no case shall he be credited with less
than four (4) hours’ overtime.

d. Overtime work for employees shall be distributed equally among the eligible employees
so far as it is possible.

e. Overtime shall be figured and paid for at one and one-half (1 1/2) times the employee’s
regular rate. In computing overtime for “shift” employees, the regular rate shall be the
rate paid on the “shift” on which the employee is scheduled at the time.

f. No employee shall be credited or paid overtime twice for the same hours he works.

g. Field Operations employees who are assigned to work on Electric Restoration due to
a storm System Event will be paid time and one half for all hours worked on such
restoration once assigned actual storm duties.

Section 7. Rates for New Assignments
Permanent Employees who are permanently assigned to higher rated positions shall

receive the higher rate of pay upon assignment to the higher rated position. Employees
temporarily assigned to a higher rated position for four (4) hours or more in a given day shall
receive the higher rated pay for the full day. Employees temporarily assigned to a higher rated
position for less than four (4) hours shall receive four (4) hours at the higher rate of pay. In
cases where the above higher rated position has steps with varying rates of pay, the employee
permanently or temporarily assigned shall receive the pay of the lowest rated step of the higher
rated position which gives him an increase. If an employee is assigned to a higher rated job
and such assignment is for a period of six (6) consecutive months, except when such
assignment is required because of the absence of other employees in that classification, such
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higher rated job shall be considered vacant and filled. Employees temporarily assigned to a
lower rated position shall retain their regular rate of pay.

When an employee has been temporarily assigned to a higher rated job for a period of
three (3) or more consecutive months in the twelve (12) months immediately prior to a
promotion to that classification, that period of continuous upgrade will be credited for the
purposes of a step increase when applicable.

Probationary employees who are permanently or temporarily assigned to a new
classification will continue to be subject to the 75% provision of the Schedule of Wages.

Section 8. Travel Time (Training)
Local 12003 employees reporting to training ata National Grid Facility within

Massachusetts or Rhode Idsland will be reimbursed with one hour of overtime for the day.
Employee will be expected to utilize their personal vehicle and report to their respective training
location on time and ready for duty. The compensation is intended to cover any and all
expenses related to travel to and from the training location. Employees in the vehicle take
home program who take their company vehicle to training will not be eligible for the hour of
overtime.

Section 9. Retrogression Pay Plan for Disabled Employees
In the event an employee becomes unable to perform his normal duties because of a

disability, the Company will make a reasonable effort to provide him with work which he is
capable of performing.

General Provisions
a. A Permanent employee provided with work under the above Plan shall retain his

rate of pay at the time of the transfer.

b. Employees covered under the above Plan will be required to accept promotions
which they are qualified to fill, or will lose their wage protection, unless otherwise
mutually agreed upon by the Company and the Union.

c. An employee under the Plan shall hold the title of his new job classification with
the word “Special’ appended thereto.

d. In the event of disagreement as to an employee’s disability or his ability to
physically perform the duties of his classification, his case shall be referred to
a recognized specialist, as designated by the Company, in the field of
medicine involved. The opinion of this specialist shall be final and binding on
all parties, unless the Union disagrees. If the Union disagrees with the
opinion of this specialist the case may be referred, if desired by the Union, to
the Lahey Clinic, Pratt Diagnostic Clinic or an equivalent clinic at joint expense
of the Company and the Union. The opinion of this clinic shall be final and
binding on all parties.

e. The Company will withhold the provisions of this Plan from any employees
whose disability (including sickness) arose from work with another employer, or
any future disability (including sickness) which arises from work with another
employer.
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f. Employees affected under the Medical Retrogression section will have “one
shot” to bid a vacancy within two (2) years from the date they are placed in their
new position without losing their wage protection. These employees will also be
required to progress unless the Company and the Union mutually agree.

Section 10. Meal Allowance
If an employee is required to work ten (10) or more consecutive hours, he shall receive

in addition to overtime a meal which shall be furnished him by the Company; or if a meal is not
so furnished he shall be paid the sum of twelve dollars ($12.00) for such meal. If he continues
working beyond the tenth hour, he shall receive an additional meal allowance for each
additional five (5) hours of continuous overtime work thereafter. An employee who works more
than eight (8) consecutive hours (exclusive of scheduled mealtime) in any one (1)day through
courtesy to a fellow employee, shall not be entitled to overtime or to such meals nor any
allowance therefore. It is mutually agreed that the foreman or person in charge of the
employees covered hereunder shall carry out the provisions of this Section.

Section 11. Rest Time
In any twenty-four hour period, an employee who has worked more than sixteen (16)

consecutive hours shall be entitled to eight (8) hours off, except in cases of actual or
threatened interruption to service or emergencies.

If such eight (8) hours extend into the employee’s normal work schedule, the employee
will suffer no loss of pay.

Without exception, if an employee is required to work during his rest time, which falls
within the employee’s normal schedule, he shall be paid at one and one-half (1 1/2) times the
employee’s regular rate for those hours worked.

ARTICLE VII
Vacations

Section 1. One Week Vacation with Pay
All employees of the Company who have been continuously employed by the Company

for six (6) months or more, but less than one (1) year, on August first of any year shall be
entitled to one (1) week vacation with pay, to be taken during that year as scheduled by the
Company.

Section 2. Two Weeks Vacation with Pay
All employees of the Company who have been continuously employed by the Company

for one (1) year or more, but less than five (5) years, on August first of any year shall be
entitled to two (2) weeks vacation pay, to be taken during that year as scheduled by the
Company.

Section 3. Three, Four and Five Weeks Vacation with Pay
All employees of the Company who have been or will have been continuously employed

by the Company for five (5) years or more, but less than ten (10) years, in any calendar year
shall be entitled during that calendar year to three (3) weeks vacation with pay. All employees
who have been or will have been continuously employed by the Company for ten (10) years or
more, but less than twenty (20) years, in any calendar year shall be entitled during that
calendar year to four (4) weeks vacation with pay. All employees who have been or will have
been continuously employed for twenty (20) years or more in any calendar year shall be
entitled to five (5) weeks vacation with pay. When the number of weeks vacation for any
employee is greater than two (2), two (2) weeks will be taken during the regular vacation period
as scheduled by the Company and the remaining week or weeks to be assigned at the
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discretion of the Department Head and may or may not be assigned during the regular
vacation period.

Section 4. Notice of Resignation
A Permanent Employee of the Company who resigns during the vacation period shall

not lose his vacation with pay provided that his written notice of resignation is received by his
Superintendent fifteen (15) calendar days prior to his proposed date of termination of
employment, and said termination date is prior to the date of the beginning of his vacation as
scheduled by the Company.

Section 5. Effect of Absences on Vacation
An employee absent at any time during the twelve-month period preceding June first of

any year on leave of absence granted by the Company as provided in Article X shall be entitled
only to such vacation during said year as the Management of the Company shall determine.
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ARTICLE VIII
Sicktime - Health Care - Dental Care

Life Insurance - Pension
Savings Plan — Funeral Leave

Section 1. Sicktime
The Company agrees to continue the Boston Gas Company Union Employees’

Sicktime Plan during the life of this Agreement.

If the Company is required to pay into the fund or in accordance with any law requiring
sickness or non-occupational accident payments, the Union agrees to reopen this Section.

Years of Service Weeks at 100% Weeks at 75% Weeks at 50%
<2Years 1 0 25

2 2 0 24
3 2 1 I 23
4 3 1 22
5 4 1 21
6 5 1 20
7 5 2 19
8 6 2 18
9 7 2 17
10 8 2 16
11 8 3 15
12 9 3 14
13 10 3 13
14 11 3 14
15 11 4 15
16 12 4 16
17 13 4 17
18 14 4 18
19 14 5 19
20 15 5 20
21 21 0 21
22 22 0 22
23 23 0 23
24 24 0 24
25 25 0 25

Over 26 years of service — One (1) week at full pay for each year of service, maximum 35
weeks, and balance of 52 weeks at half pay. Maximum 35 weeks at lull pay and 17 weeks at

I half pay.

Eligible employees receiving workers compensation benefits will receive two weeks of
supplemental workers compensation make up pay for each year of service, up to a maximum
of fifty-two (52) weeks.
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All employees covered by the Agreement will be entitled to a reward for each calendar year
during which there are no absences, except those due to jury duty, vacations, bereavement
and union leaves of absence. Employees who use up to 7.9 hours of personal sicktime shall
not be excluded from the perfect attendance award. For one year of perfect attendance, the
award will be one (1) additional floating holiday. For two (2) consecutive years of perfect
attendance, one (1) additional floating holiday and two hundred dollars ($200) will be awarded.
For three (3) consecutive years of perfect attendance, two (2) additional floating holidays and
four hundred dollars ($400) will be awarded and for each consecutive year of perfect
attendance thereafter. In the event of a leave of absence due to union business, periods of
perfect attendance before and after the leave, but not during the leave, shall be combined to
determine attendance awards.

Section 2. Health Care
The Company agrees to provide the following health care programs to active

employees and to their eligible family members, same sex domestic partners, families of
deceased employees, retirees and to their eligible family members and families of deceased
retirees. Health Care Coverage is effective on the first of the month following thrity days of
active employment. Dependants will be eligible for health care coverage, said coverage
ceases at midnight on December 31 of the year in which age 26 attained. Coverage will be
discontinued once a surviving spouse is covered by another employer paid group plan or five
(5 ) years after a surviving spouse remarries. Effective July 1, 2002, an employee with the
same sex domestic partner, meeting criteria established by the Company, will be eligible for
medical and dental benefits and family and medical leave for this partner. It is the intent of the
Company and the Union that these benefits would be the same as, but not greater than, would
be provided to a married employee or the spouse of an employee.

BC/BS Massachusetts
In Network 100% of covered services
$20.00 co-payment for all specialty office visits ($15.00 for primary office visits).
Out of Network 80% of covered services

Deductibles $500/$1 ,000
Max out of pocket $2,000/$4,000

Employees enrolled in Blue Cross/Blue Shield Health Plan will contribute:

- 12.5% of the premium effective 1/1/13
- 15.0% of the premium effective 1/1/14
- 17.5% of the premium effective 1/1/15
- 20.0% of the premium effective 1/1/16

CareMark Prescription Drug Program:
Effective May 1, 2002 CareMark Prescription Drug Program will be the primary provider
of prescription drugs for active permanent employees. Mandatory mail order as of
January 1,2003.

CareMark Prescription Drug Program (continued):
Retail (up to a 30 day supply) - 100% after Co-Payments of:
Generic -$10 co-payment.
Formulary - $25 co-payment.
Non-Formulary - $40 co-payment.
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Mail Order (For maintenance drugs up to a 90 day supply) —

100% after Co-Payments of:
Generic - $20 co-payment.
Formulary - $50 co-payment.
Non-Formulary -$80 co-payment.

HMO Options
Employees may also choose Harvard Pilgrim Health Care or Fallon Community Health.
Employee contributions for these plans will be based on the full difference between
90% of the BC/BS premium and the premiums for these plans. Minimum contribution
levels equal to the BCIBS contribution will apply.

Pre-65 Retiree Coverage
For employees hired before May 21, 1993:

Same programs as active employees
- Contributions frozen at retirement.

For employees hired after May 21, 1993:
- Individual: Same program as actives, including contributions, deductibles and
maximum out of pocket.
- Family: Same program as actives. Contributions will be 50% of the cost of the
coverage.

Post-65 Retiree Medical
For employees who retire prior to September 1, 1996, the Company will pay for retirees
and their families the cost of Medicare “B” and the Supplemental Blue Cross-Blue
Shield Plan - Medex Ill or certain HMO options that are specifically designed to
integrate with Medicare and upon the death of the retiree, will continue the payment for
the surviving spouse.
Employees who were hired prior to May21 1993 and retire on or after September 1,
1996 will have their benefits based on the following schedule:

Medicare Part B and Medex Ill or HMO Options
Maximum Annual Company Contribution:
Retiree $3,375
Spouse $3,375
Surviving Spouse $3,375

Employees who were age 57 and over as of May 21, 1993 are eligible for the maximum
Company contribution. Otherwise, employees with 20 years of service will receive the
maximum Company contribution and employees with less than 20 years service will
receive a prorated amount based on years and months of service.

For employees hired after May21, 1993, subject to existing caps in effect at the time of
retirement, costs will be shared as follows:
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Medex Ill or HMO Options Company - 75% Employee - 25%
Medicare Part B Company - 50% Employee - 50%

The Company reserves the right to provide equal benefits under another plan if it so
desires.

Section 3. Dental Care
For employees having one (1) or more years of service, the Company agrees to provide

the Delta Dental DPO + USA Plan. Spousal equivalent Rider.
Dependent coverage to age 19, unmarried full-time students covered to age 25 25th birthday).

Orthodontia covered for dependents and full time students to age 19 based on Table of
Allowance with a $2,000 Lifetime Maximum.

The Dental Plan will have an annual maximum of $2,000 per eligible person.
Employees enrolled in the Delta Dental Plan will contribute:

- 12.5% of the premium effective 1/1/13
- 15.0% of the premium effective 1/1/14
- 17.5% of the premium effective 1/1/15
-

20.0% of the premium effective 1/1/16

The Company reserves the right to provide equal benefits under another plan if it so
desires.

Section 4. Life Insurance
The Company agrees to continue the Boston Gas Company Union Employees’ Life

Insurance Plan during the life of this Agreement. The basic benefit for active employees is
equal to the greater of two (2) times your previous year’s gross earnings or two (2) times your
annual salary after the application of any general wage increase.

An Accidental Death and Dismemberment benefit is also provided. The basic benefit
for active employees is equal to one times salary ($75,000 maximum) for non-occupational and
four times salary ($300,000 maximum) for occupational.

The Retiree Life Insurance benefit for those who retire between the ages of 60 and 64
will be equal to one times salary, reducing to $25,000 for those who retire at age 65 or older.
Employees who retire before age 60 do not receive Retiree Life Insurance.

Employees will have the option to purchase dependent and supplemental life insurance
coverage at group rates.

Section 5. Pension
Keyspan Retirement Plan, Addendum M, Boston Gas Company Union Employees

Pension Plan will provide a monthly benefit to eligible employees of $70.00 per month per year
of service.

If an employee is married at retirement then the Plan may provide a reduced monthly
benefit during the employee’s lifetime with one-half (1/2) of such reduced benefit continuing
after the employee’s death to the employee’s spouse for his or her lifetime. The amount of this
benefit is based upon the employee’s age and the spouse’s age at the employee’s retirement
date.
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Married employees may choose several other forms of benefit but only if their spouse
consents to their choice. The choices include:

A. A reduced monthly benefit during the employee’s lifetime with two-thirds of such
reduced benefit continuing after the employee’s death to the employee’s spouse
for his/her lifetime, and

B. A reduced monthly benefit during the employee’s lifetime with the entire reduced
monthly benefit continuing after the employee’s death to the employee’s spouse
for his/her lifetime, and

C. An unreduced monthly benefit payable for your lifetime only; if member dies
before sixty (60) monthly payments have been made, payment shall continue to
the surviving spouse until the remainder of the sixty (60) monthly payments
have been made.

5 — Year Certain
In the event the employee dies within five (5) years of their retirement anniversary date

and they have elected a reduced pension option of one-half (1/2) or two-thirds (66 2/3rds) the
spouse will continue to collect the same amount as the retiree was collecting for the remainder
of the five (5) years. Upon completion of the five (5) years the spouse will begin to collect the
reduced amount, either the one-half (1/2) or two-thirds (66 2/3rds) selection.

Pop-Up Provision
If the spouse dies the remainder of the benefit shall be paid to the retiree in the form of

a single life annuity. Monthly payments will be determined as if the standard form of benefit
were applicable.

Single employees may also elect a surviving beneficiary option which would provide a
reduced benefit to a designated beneficiary upon their death. This option is subject to specific
Plan provisions and IRS regulations.

Social Security Allowance
The Social Security Allowance benefit is a supplement to the monthly benefit as

calculated under the Boston Gas Company Union Employees’ Pension Plan.

For retirements from age 60 to 64 and for disability retirements, the Allowance is the
estimate of your Social Security benefit as of your Social Security Normal Retirement Age and
is payable from the Pension Plan through the month before you reach age 65.

For retirements from age 55 to 59, the Allowance is the estimate of your age 62 Social
Security benefit and is payable from the Pension Plan through the month before you reach age
62.

Payment of the Allowance will also stop the month before the month for which you first
receive Social Security benefits from the Government or the first of the month after your death.

It is the responsibility of the employee to provide the Company with their estimated
Social Security benefit amounts through the Social Security Administration.
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Nothing herein will be construed to alter, amend or in any way change the provisions of
the Boston Gas Company Union Employees’ Pension Plan. Complete benefit details are
contained in the Plan Document.

Section 6. 24 Month Provision
Effective July 22, 2012 employees who have performed no work for the Company for

two full years will be terminated.

Section 7. 401(k) Savings Plan
The Company will offer The KeySpan 401K Plan to all Permanent Employees with one

year of service.

Participants may defer between 1% and 50% of their pre-tax pay via payroll deduction,
subject to the plan’s limitations on contributions.

The Company will provide a match of S.25 on each $1.00 the employee contributes to
the Plan up to a maximum employee contribution of 6%.

Section 8. Employee Stock Purchase Plan
The Company will offer the National Grid plc Employee Stock Purchase Plan to all

Permanent and Probationary Employees age 18 and over who are employed for more than 20
hours per week and have three (3) months of continuous service. Additionally, Temporary
Employees who meet the above listed criteria are also eligible to join.

The Plan offers eligible employees the opportunity to purchase American Depository
Shares (ADSs) on a monthly basis at a discounted rate. Each ADS represents five (5) ordinary
shares in National Grid plc and are listed on the New York Stock Exchange.

Participants can contribute up to 20% of their base pay via payroll deductions.

Participants receive a 10% discount on stock purchased through payroll deductions
and a 10% discount on reinvested dividends.

Participants will receive statements as provided by the Plan.

Section 9. Health Club Reimbursement
All permanent employees will be eligible for an annual Health Club reimbursement of

$200.00 through the Health & Safety Department. A maximum of one reimbursement every
twelve (12) months.
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ARTICLE IX
Holidays

Section 1. Recognized Holidays
The following days only shall be recognized as legal holidays: New Year’s Day, Martin

Luther King Day, President’s Day, Patriot’s Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day,
Veteran’s Day, Thanksgiving Day, day after Thanksgiving and Christmas Day. If any of such
holidays falls on Sunday, the following Monday shall be recognized as a holiday. If any of such
holidays falls on Saturday, the preceding Friday shall be recognized as a holiday.

Section 2. Birthday or Floating Holiday
In addition to the holidays recognized in Section 1, each employee shall be granted a

personal birthday holiday or floating holiday which must be taken by year end. Employee
selection of the day to be observed as a holiday must be made two weeks in advance and is
subject to postponement by the Company on 48 hours’ notice due to unusual workload
considerations.

The Company will make every effort to grant the date requested consistent with
workload considerations. Conflicts in employee selection will be settled upon the basis of
classification seniority.

Section 3. Holiday Pay
Except as provided in Sections 4 and 5, an employee shall receive a day’s pay at

straight time for any holiday recognized in Section 1 or Section 2 of this Article. Probationary
and temporary employees as defined in Article I, Section 2 are only eligible for Monday to
Friday Holidays.

Section 4. Holidays During Vacation
When a holiday recognized in Section 1 occurs during an employee’s vacation, he will

receive either Holiday Pay as provided in Section 3 or an extra day’s vacation. If an employee
requests an extra day’s vacation for a holiday which occurs during his vacation period, the
Company will make every effort to schedule said day as requested by the employee.

Section 5. Holiday During Sickness or Leave of Absence
To receive Holiday Pay, an employee must have worked the scheduled day before and

the scheduled day after the holiday unless the absence is due to sickness or an excused
absence, provided, however, that an employee who (i) has been granted an excused absence,
or (N) is in a non-pay period, which excused absence or non-pay period, together with an
included holiday, totals more than three (3) normally scheduled working days, shall not receive
Holiday Pay.

Section 6. Work on Holidays
In addition to Holiday Pay as provided in Section 3, an employee required to work on a

holiday recognized in Section 1 or Section 2 will be paid at one and one-half (1 1/2) times his
regular hourly rate for the first eight (8) hours and two (2) times his regular hourly rate for all
hours worked on such holiday beyond eight (8).
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ARTICLE X
Leaves of Absence for Employees to Serve Union as Officials

The Company agrees to grant to Permanent Employees of the Company who are
members of the Union such reasonable leaves of absence, without pay, for transacting
business of the Union or any affiliated Union Organization in such numbers and for such
lengths of time as the Company shall determine, but no such leave of absence for any
employee shall be for more than six (6) months, and the total of such consecutive leaves of
absence granted an employee shall not exceed two (2) years. Any member of the Union
granted a written leave of absence and employed in any official capacity by the Union or any
affiliated Union Organization shall be entitled to be reinstated in the position he held at the time
of taking such official position, without loss of seniority, provided he is physically and otherwise
qualified therefor and returns to the employ of the Company not later than the expiration date
of his leave of absence.

ARTICLE Xl
Promotions, Demotions, Transfers, Layoffs and Re-employment After Layoff

Section 1. Determination of Seniority
a. Definitions:

Company Seniority is defined as the length of continuous service within the Company.

Group Seniority is defined as the length of continuous service in the seniority group to
which the employee is then assigned. Group seniority shall not be impaired by
consolidation of groups or divisions within the Company.

Classification Seniority is defined as the length of continuous service within the
classification to which the employee is then assigned, except as modified by Article Xl,
Section 6.

b. Effect of Absences:
In determining length of service for the purpose of seniority, absence from the
Company’s service for not more than six (6) months shall be disregarded; absence for
more than six (6) months but not more than one (1) year shall be deducted from length
of service; and absence of more than one (1) year shall forfeit all seniority previously
established. An absence due to employee’s resignation from the Company’s service
shall forfeit all seniority previously established. Notwithstanding the preceding
provisions, Permanent Employees who are laid off for lack of work after the effective
date of this Agreement through no fault of their own, have returned to the employ of the
Company as Permanent Employees within two (2) years of the date of their layoff and
have thereafter worked continuously for three (3) years, shall have adjusted seniority
which will include all time worked as Permanent Employees prior to their layoff, not
including any time not spent in the employ of the Company. In addition, if an employee
is absent for any of the following reasons, his seniority shall be calculated as though he
had been continuously employed by the Company:

1. Absence due to a leave of absence granted in writing by an officer of the Company.
2. Absence due to illness attested to by a physician’s certificate.
3. Absence due to service in the Armed Forces in accordance with the Universal

Military Training and Service Act.
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4. Absence due to service as a Union official in accordance with Article X of this
Agreement.

c. Transfers:
In the case of employees transferring from one division to another, their

classification and group seniority in the division from which they have transferred will be
continued for a period of three (3) months from the day of transfer, during which time
they may elect to return to the Company, on the basis of qualifications, may elect to
return them to, their former classification, group and division and former shift
assignment. After three (3) months, their former classification and group seniority will
be discontinued and their classification and group seniority in the division to which they
have transferred will begin retroactive to the first day of such transfer. Similar rules will
be applied in the case of employees transferring from one seniority group to another
within the same division.

Section 2. Qualifications
Qualifications, as used in this Article, shall mean the ability, knowledge and skill of an

employee to perform the duties required of the position to be filled in a workmanlike manner, to
produce work of a standard quantity and quality and to assume all of the responsibilities
required of the position. In connection with determining qualifications for promotion purposes,
the Union recognizes the necessity for the Company to promote and have available employees
capable of qualifying for higher positions when vacancies occur.

Section 3. Promotions
Promotion to a vacancy in a job other than a starting job will be made on the basis of

the relative qualifications of the Permanent Employees in the next lower classification in the
seniority group in which the vacancy exists. Classification seniority shall govern when
qualifications are equal. Whenever the Company selects for promotion an employee other
than the senior employee, it will notify the Union of its decision promptly, setting forth the name
of the senior employee who has not been selected. The Company further agrees that it will
notify all senior employees when a junior employee is selected for promotion.

Section 4. Posting of Vacancies
When a vacancy exists in a starting job, excepting jobs usually reserved for

handicapped employees, a notice of the vacancy shall be posted on bulletin boards designated
by the Joint Committee.

Such notice shall be posted for seven (7) calendar days, after which time applications
will be closed. The same job classification shall not be posted again until all qualified
applicants on the list of applicants are exhausted. However, no list of applicants will be
retained for longer than 6 months.

Employees desiring to make application for the vacancy shall do so on a form supplied
by the Company available in each division, and shall mail their applications to the Employee &
Labor Relations Department. Applications to be considered must be postmarked not later than
12:01 a.m. on the day following the closing. Probationary Employees will be allowed one
successful bid during their probationary period. Probationary employees awarded a job under
the “one successful bid” provision must serve at least three (3) months of their probationary
period in the new classification. The probationary period will be extended, when necessary, to
fulfill the three (3) month requirement.
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An employee who is unaware of a posted vacancy because he has been on vacation or
sick leave may make application for such posted vacancy within a reasonable time after his
return to work, provided however, that his application for such posted vacancy is received
within four (4) weeks from the date the notice of vacancy is posted.

In the selection of the applicant to be placed in the job, Company seniority shall govern
when qualifications are relatively equal.

Within a reasonable time after the closing, the Company will furnish the Union a list of
applicants, the title of the job classification, and the name of the applicant selected, if any, and
such applicant shall be placed in the job. Where no person within the Company is qualified to
fill the vacancy, it is agreed that the position may be filled from outside the Company.

The successful applicant shall be moved into the job within forty-five (45) days of being
awarded the job. If operational needs preclude the employee’s move within this timeframce,
the Company will notify the Union and hold a meeting to discuss, if requested. The employee
will be granted seniority and be entitled to any increase in pay for the new job effective on the
forty-sixth (46th) day following award of the new position. The makeup pay will be made as a
lump sum payment following their entry into the new position. If the new position does not
afford the employee an increase in pay, the employee will retain his existing rate of pay until
the date he moves into the new job.

Section 5. Promotion and Re-employment Review
If a Permanent Employee has not been promoted or has been laid off and not re

employed, such employee shall have the right to have his case reviewed, provided he requests
such review within four (4) weeks, in accordance with Article Xli, Section 3. This shall not
apply to promotions to positions outside the bargaining unit.

Section 6. Force Reduction and Re-employment
a. Force reductions affecting Permanent Employees shall be in accordance with the

following procedure:

1. Permanent Employees will be removed from the classification to be reduced on the
basis of their Company seniority. The senior employees may choose whether to be
reduced and their order of reduction on the basis of their Company seniority. Any
employee who chooses to be reduced shall not be covered by paragraph 4.

2. Employees removed from their classification under this procedure may elect, in lieu
of layoff, to be transferred to the next lower ranking classification within their
progression, or displace an employee with less Company seniority in any starting
job, provided they have the required qualifications. Employees will be removed from
the lower ranking classification on the basis of their Company seniority. Employees
reduced from non-starting jobs who bump down will have the first option to be
promoted back into the higher classification. Employees who are reduced
involuntarily will return to their former classification with their classification seniority
intact.

3. An employee removed from a starting job within his progression under this
procedure may elect, in lieu of layoff, to displace an employee with less Company
seniority in any starting job provided his qualifications are at least as equal to the
qualifications of the employee he displaces.
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4. An employee displaced under this procedure from any job will be offered one
opportunity to return to his former classification and/or progression if a vacancy
should occur within twenty-four (24) months from the employees date of transfer.
Employees will return to their former classification with their classification seniority
intact.

5. Employees electing to transfer to another progression in lieu of layoff shall begin
seniority in the classification and progression to which they have transferred effective
the first day of such transfer.

6. Employees who have exhausted their rights under the above procedure, or who have
no such rights, shall be subject to layoff. Layoffs will take place in order of Company
seniority.

b. No employee will be removed from his classification under the above procedure unless
he can be replaced under this procedure by another employee with the required
qualifications.

c. The Company will maintain a list showing the Company seniority of all Permanent
Employees laid off through no fault of their own. Re-employment will be made from this
list on the basis of Company seniority and qualifications. Company seniority shall
govern where qualifications are equal.

d. An employee who is transferred to a lower rated job classification in accordance with
this Section 6, shall retain his rate of pay at the time of transfer.

e. An employee covered under this Section 6 will be required to accept promotions which
he is qualified to fill, or will lose his wage protection, unless otherwise mutually agreed
upon by the Company and the Union.

f. Notice of layoff or demotion due to a reduction in forces shall be given to the Union and
the affected employee(s) by the Employee & Labor Relations Department not less than
two (2) weeks prior to the effective date of such layoff or demotion.

Section 7. No Layoff

All full time permanent and probationary employees as defined in Article 1, Section 2a
and 2b hired prior to April 20, 2009 will not be laid off for lack of work during the term of this
Agreement.

Effective March 5, 2012, employees who were hired prior to March 5, 2007, will
not be laid off for lack of work. Effective March 4, 2013, employees who were hired prior to
March 3,2008 will not be laid off for lack of work. Effective March 3,2014, employees who
were hired prior to March 2, 2009 will not be laid off for lack of work. Effective March 2, 2015,
employees who were hired prior to March 1, 2010 will not be laid off for lack of work.
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ARTICLE XII
Committee and Dispute Procedure

Section 1. Labor Relations Joint Committee
a. The Company shall appoint a committee of six (6) employees which shall be known as

the Company Committee and shall be composed of executives or employees in a
supervisory capacity who have been continuously in the employment of the Company
for at least two (2) years preceding the date of any such appointment to the Company
Committee. The Local Union shall select a committee of seven (7) employees which
shall consist of the President and Vice President of the Local Union, four (4) members
of the Labor Relations Committee and an Officer or Steward designated by the
President, which shall be known as the Local Union Committee and shall be composed
of members of the Local Union who have been continuously employed by the Company
for at least two (2) years.

b. The Company Committee and the Local Union Committee shall constitute a Joint
Committee which shall meet monthly at such time as may be mutually agreed upon. It
is agreed that representatives of United Steelworkers may attend these Joint
Committee meetings.

c. The Joint Committee shall discuss such problems as may be submitted to its meetings,
which shall include general conditions of employment, suggestions for the improvement
of relations between the Company and its employees, suggestions for improving the
service of the Company, and such other matters as may be referred to them under the
terms of this Agreement. If at a Joint Committee meeting, differences are to be
discussed in Step 3 of the dispute procedure, the Joint Committee meeting will be
especially convened as Step 3 of the dispute procedure.

d. The Local Union Committee President, or his designee, and the Employee & Labor
Relations Department Head, or his designee, shall review on the Friday prior to each
Joint Committee meeting issues which are to be discussed at the Joint Committee
meeting. This shall not preclude the discussion of other issues.

Section 2. Scope of Authority of Company and Union Committees
The Company and the Union jointly recognize the mutual benefits that accrue when, in

the day-to-day administration of this Agreement and in discussions under the dispute
procedure, each side is assured of the scope of the authority of the other side to negotiate and
settle disputes and grievances.

a. Authority of Company Committee
The Company hereby certifies that its representatives on the Joint Committee,

unless the Company advises the Union Committee to the contrary in advance, have
authority to make a complete and final settlement of any matter, dispute or grievance
properly before the Committee for action or decision.

b. Authority of Union Committee
With respect to any matter, dispute or grievance properly before the Joint

Committee for action or decision, the Union Committee will, at the request of the
Company Committee, state whether or not it has full authority to make a complete and
final settlement. Such statement shall become a part of the records of the Joint
Committee. Should the authority of the Union Committee so stated be subsequently
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decreased or limited, the Union Committee will advise the Company Committee before
engaging in further discussions of such matter, dispute or grievance.

Section 3. Dispute Procedure
Any grievance which may arise based on a dispute as to the meaning and application

of this Agreement shall be finally settled in the following manner:

Step I - The grievance shall be discussed by the aggrieved employee, his shop steward or his
acting shop steward and his first-line supervisor not covered by this Agreement. If not settled
in this step, the grievance shall be referred to Step 2.

Step 2 - The grievance shall be discussed by the shop steward and a member of the Local
Union Committee, on the one hand, and the above-described supervisor and the supervisor of
the department, or their designees on the other. If not settled in this step, the grievance shall
be referred to Step 3.

Step 3 - The grievance shall be reduced to writing, signed by the aggrieved employee and
forwarded by the Recording Secretary of the Local Union to the Employee and Labor Relations
Department with a request that the matter be discussed at the next meeting of the Joint
Committee. In the event no such meeting is to be held within two (2) weeks of the receipt of
such request, the Employee and Labor Relations Department will arrange for the convening of
such meeting at such time as can conveniently be arranged. If not settled in this step, the
grievance shall be referred directly to Step 4.

Step 4 - The grievance may be referred to arbitration upon written request by either the
Company or the Union, delivered by the requesting party to the other within a reasonable time
following the Joint Committee meeting in Step 3.

The arbitration shall be conducted by a three (3) member Board of Arbitration
consisting of one (1) representative of the Company and one (1) representative of the Union
and a third person, who shall serve as a Chairman, selected by such representatives. The
Joint Committee shall, prior to the scheduling of any arbitration, agree upon a stipulation of the
issue or issues to be arbitrated. If the Joint Committee is unable to agree upon a stipulation in
the permitted time, the grievance (as reduced to writing at Step 3) shall be the stipulation. For
the purpose of this section, permitted time means the time between the delivery of the written
request (Step 4) to submit the dispute to arbitration and the second regular Joint Committee
meeting next following. The Board’s decision shall be restricted to deciding such issue or
issues upon the basis of the applicable provisions of this Agreement. All decisions of the
Board, if approved by at least two (2) of its members, shall be final and binding on all
concerned.

If the Company and Union representatives on the Board do not agree on the selection
of the Chairman within twenty-one (21) days after both have been appointed, the third
representative shall be appointed in accordance with the Voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules of
the American Arbitration Association. The Company and the Union shall each bear the
expense of its representative on the Board and shall share equally the compensation and
expenses of the Chairman and other expenses, if any, relating to the arbitration (apart from the
expense of either in presenting its case). Unless otherwise agreed, each grievance shall be
separately processed in any arbitration proceedings under this section. There shall be no right
to arbitration to obtain, and no Board of Arbitration shall have the authority to make, any award
granting any change in, modification or alteration of, addition to or subtraction from, any of the
terms of this Agreement.
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ARTICLE XIII
GENERAL

Section 1. Safety
There shall be a committee of four (4) Local Union employees who will meet with the

so-called ‘Outside safety group each month. The Union Committee and the Company’s
“Outside” safety group will cooperate to further the program of safety, health and sanitation.
Complete minutes and disposition of recommendations will be given to each member of the
above-named Committee.

Section 2. Changes
It is the intention of the Company to make no substantial changes in working conditions

which are in effect and are not covered by this Agreement. If any such changes are to be
made, prompt and reasonable notice will be given to the Local Union President or his designee
and the matter discussed at a meeting of the Joint Committee (Article XII, Section 1) prior to
the Company’s making the change unless unusual circumstances make such notice or
discussion impractical.

Section 3. Bargaining Unit Work by Supervisors
Under normal circumstances, supervisors shall do no substantial amount of work of the

same nature as that performed by the employees under them. Any violation will be promptly
corrected.

Section 4. Outside Contractors
The Company agrees that the work ordinarily and customarily performed by its own

employees will not be contracted out if such contracting would result in the direct layoff of its
forces or in a reduction of their workweek below the normal workweek of the Company. The
Company also agrees to continue its present policy of utilizing employees of the Company to
the fullest extent practicable before outside contractors are hired.

The Field Operations Agreement dated April 8, 1999 supercedes the definition of
‘fullest extent practicable” as it applies to PCS and MSF crew employees.

The Company will utilize the services of a contractor for janitorial services. The
Company will implement this on an attrition model as incumbent represented janitorial
employees leave their positions, any necessary work will be performed by a contractor.

The Company will continue to utilize the services of a private contractor and a single
incumbent 12003 employee for LNG Security until such time as the one incumbent leaves the
position. At that time security will be assigned solely to a private contractor.

Section 5. Side Bar Agreements
There are representations, agreements, inducements and warranties in addition to

those set forth herein.
This Agreement supersedes all previous Labor Agreements between the parties.
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Section 6. Company Temps
Company Temps are entitled to weekday holidays and vacation. Temporary employees

that are hired on a permanent basis will receive seniority credit towards vacation and pension
benefits.

Section 7. Off-Hour Coverage
Employees who are available for emergency calls as assigned by the Company during

periods other than their regularly scheduled work day or work week shall be paid $26.00 for
scheduled work days and $50.00 for days of relief and holidays.

Section 8. GPS

The Company will utilize GPS Technology in Company vehicles for purposes including,
but not limited to, employee safety, emergency response, workforce utilization and planning.
The Company agrees to meet and discuss implementation of the program prior to its
implementation.

ARTICLE XIV
Funeral Leave

In the event of the death of a member of the family of an employee, the Company will
grant consecutive time off without loss of compensation for five (5) consecutive days for the
employee’s immediate family (spouse, domestic partner or child). For parents, sisters,
brothers, parents-in-law, grandchildren and grandparents of the employee, three (3) days
without loss of compensation will be given. For grandparents of spouse, aunts, uncles,
brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law, one (1) day without loss of pay will be granted if the funeral
is held on a scheduled workday.

More time in individual cases, due to unusual circumstances or for persons other than
those listed above, shall be granted subject to the discretion of the Company.

ARTICLE XV
Duration of Agreement

This Agreement shall be, and remain, in full force and in effect through February 27,
2016 and thereafter for successive one-year periods, unless one of the parties hereto on or
before the sixtieth day next preceding March 9 of any year, shall notify the other party hereto in
writing of its desire to modify or terminate the same.

In the case of consolidation, merger or sale of the Company with an affiliated or non-
affiliated company, or sales of all or a substantial part of the properties between affiliated or
non-affiliated companies, the provisions of this Agreement will continue to apply to the extent
legally permissible, for the duration of the Agreement to the classification and employees
covered by the terms of the Agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto caused this Agreement to be signed and
their seals to be hereto affixed by their duly authorized officers as of the day and year below
written.

NATIONAL GRID, INC.
Company Negotiating Committee

Kathleen Geraghty
Vice President, Employee and Labor Relations

Thomas J. Ryan Ill
Director, Employee and Labor Relations

John M. Hickey
Manager, Employee and Labor Relations

Daniel F. McNamara
Director, Construct and Maintain

Robert Preshong
Director Customer Metering Service
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UNITED STEELWORKERS,
AFL-CIO-CLC

Leo W. Gerard
International President

Stan Johnson
International Sec-Treas.

Thomas Conway
Vice President, Administration

Fred Redmond
Vice President, Human Affairs

John E. Shinn
Director, District 4

Stephen J. Finnigan
Sub-District Director

Lowell Alexander
Staff Representative
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LOCAL Union NO. 12003,
United Steelworkers

AFL-CIO-CLC

Joseph Kiiylo
President

Daniel O’Connell
Vice-President

Mane MeGinley
Recording Secretaty

Scott Anderson
Negotiating Committee

William Aldddge
Negotiating Committee

Phillip Powell
Negotiating Committee

Daniel Fowkes
Negotiating Committee

RATIFIED July 22, 2012
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Job Classification & Wage Rates
General Information

POLICY FOR EMPLOYEES HIRED AT OTHER THAN STARTING RATE
Employee’s record will be reviewed just prior to the end of the six months’
probationary period to determine that the employee’s progress and qualifications are
satisfactory to make the employee eligible for a step increase.

JOB POSTING
Probationary employees transferred to a new classification as a result of a job
posting under the one successful bid provision of Article Xl, Section 4 will go to 75%
of the lowest step in the new classification and when made permanent, will receive
100% of the lowest step in the classification. Probationary employees will spend at
least three (3) months of their probationary period in the new classification. The
probationary period will be extended, when necessary, to fulfill the three (3) month
requirement.

Permanent employees transferred to the new classification as a result of a job
posting will go to the next to the lowest step in the new classification.

ANNIVERSARY DATES
Anniversary dates will be changed to the date of transfer:

1. When a clerical employee transfers to a clerical classification,
2. When a clerical employee transfers to a physical classification,
3. When a physical employee transfers to another physical classification
4. When a physical employee transfers to a clerical classification.
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Job Classification & Wage Rates
Clerical Classification Information

GENERAL

1. All inexperienced clerical employees will be hired at 75% of the lowest step in the
classification. Employees in these entry level steps will have polling” rights within
the progression. The first year in these classifications will be considered as
training and no higher rate of pay will be paid during the first year, should lhe
employee be temporarily assigned to a higher rated job. After the first year in
these classifications, the employee will be eligible to receive a step increase when
temporarily assigned to a higher rated classification.

2. All step increases within the classifications are based on length of service,
satisfactory progress and qualifications. Each employee’s record will be reviewed
prior to the time when a step increase is due to determine if the employee’s
progress and qualifications are satisfactory to merit such step increase.

3. The first step increase in the case of an employee who was hired at 75% of the
lowest step in the classification will be applicable to an eligible employee when
the employee is made permanent. This step increase will be to 100% of the
lowest step in the classification.

4. The second step increase will be applicable twelve months from the employee’s
Rhiring date and this date will establish the employee’s anniversary date.

5. The next step increase within the employee’s classification will be applicable
twelve months from the anniversary date and each subsequent step increase
within the employee’s classification will be applicable annually thereafter on the
anniversary date until the employee has reached the top of the classification.

6. The 75% provision of the Schedule of Wages will not be applicable to
Probationary employees in the Clerk Stenographer classification. These
employees will be hired at 100% of the bottom step. The first step increase will be
applicable to an eligible employee when the employee is made permanent. The
second step increase will be applicable twelve months from the employee’s hiring
date and this date will establish the employee’s anniversary date. Probationary
employees who move out of the Clerk Stenographer classification will be subject
to the 75% provision of the Schedule of Wages.

7. Permanent employees in a clerical progression, who are promoted or temporarily
assigned to a higher classification, will enter at the lowest step which provides
them with an increase. However, anytime this increase is less than ten dollars
($10.00) per week, the employee will enter at the next higher step. Employees
promoted to the top step of any classification will be excluded from this provision.

8. An employee awarded a vacancy in a lateral classification as a result of a job
posting will enter at the next lower step. Example: an employee at the “A” step will
transfer in at the “B” step; an employee at the “B” step will transfer in at the “C”
step.

RATES FOR NEW ASSIGNMENTS (TRANSFERS)

In accordance with Article VI, Section 7, Union Agreement

Number of employees in each job classification shall be based on Company
needs.
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Job Classification & Wage Rates
Physical Classification Information

STEP INCREASES

Each employee’s record will be reviewed just prior to the time when a step increase
would be applicable to the employee to determine that the employee’s progress and
qualifications are satisfactory to make the employee eligible for such step increase.

The first step increase in the case of an employee who was hired at 75% of the
lowest step in the classification will be applicable to an eligible employee when the
employee is made permanent. This step will be to 100% of the lowest step in the
classification. For such employee, the second step increase will be applicable twelve
months from the employee’s hiring date (and this date will establish the employee’s
anniversary date); and the next step increase within the employee’s classification will
be applicable twelve months from the anniversary date; and each subsequent step
increase within the employee’s classification will be applicable annually thereafter on
the anniversary date until the employee has reached the top of the employee’s
classification.

RATES FOR NEW ASSIGNMENTS (TRANSFERS)

In accordance with Article VI, Section 7, Union Agreement.

Number of employees in each job classification shall be based on Company needs.
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Job Classification & Wage Rates
Other Physical Classification Information

STEP INCREASES

Each employee’s record will be reviewed just prior to the time when a step increase
would be applicable to the employee to determine that the employee’s progress and
qualifications are satisfactory to make the employee eligible for such step increase.

The first step increase in the case of an employee who was hired at 75% of the
lowest step in the classification will be applicable to an eligible employee when the
employee is made permanent. This step will be to 100% of the lowest step in the
classification. For such employee, the second step increase will be applicable twelve
months from the employee’s hiring date (and this date will establish the employee’s
anniversary date); and the next step increase within the employee’s classification will
be applicable six months from the anniversary date; and each subsequent step
increase within the employee’s classification will be applicable semi-annually
thereafter until the employee has reached the top of the employee’s classification.

RATES FOR NEW ASSIGNMENTS (TRANSFERS

In accordance with Article VI, Section 7, Union Agreement.

Number of employees in each job classification shall be based on Company needs.
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Clerical
TitleIJobcodel5I4I321IYear

OfficeTechnicianTBD$28046$25499$24284$23131$22030
GeneralClerkTBD$20028$18205$17335$16507$15721Mar-2013

OfficeTechnicianTBD528.747526.137$24891$23709$22581
GeneralClerkTBD$20529$18660$17768$16920$16114Mar-2014

OfficeTechnicianTBD$29.466526.790$25513$24302$23146
GeneralClerkTBD521.042519.126518.213$17343$16517Mar-2015

EmployeesintheClerkPayrollDistribution,OperationsClerkRegional,OperationsClerk,Clerk
ServiceDispatch,ClerkAccountingControl,andCustomerRepresentative(Clerical)asof
March5,2012willcontinuetoreceiveGeneralWaqeIncreases
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ConstructandMaintain

C&MWorkingLeaderTBO342.672

635.110
629.397
519.270

627.403
S16.516

326.851

TitleIJobCodeIiI4I32Ii

FieldTrainer
CrewLeader
TecnicianA
TecnicianB
TechnicianC
Pipehandler

8494
8297
8381
8382
8383
8495

$41098
$41.019
639.971
637.573
$32342
622.023

324.105

Mar-2013

C&MWorkingLeaderTBD643.739
FieldTrainer8494342.125
CrewLeader8297342.045
TecnicianA8381340.970Mar-2014
TecnicianB8382338.512335.988
TechnicianC8383$33151$30132$28.088327.523624.708
Pipehandler8495$22.574$19752316.930

C&MWorkingLeaderTBO344.832
FieldTrainer8494343.178
CrewLeader8297343.096
TecnicianA8381$41.994Mar-2015
TecnicianB8382639.475$36888
TechnicianC8383633.979330.885328.790$28.211325.326
Pipehandler8495623.138620.246$17353

C&MWorkingLeader-requires3-5yearsasaTechnicianAforpromotionorupgradeunlessotherwise
mutuallyagreed;FieldTrainer-Notaprogressionposition.Qualifiedcandidateswillcomefromthe
constructionandmaintenanceroster;CrewLeader-onanupgradebasisonly;TechnicianA-requiresthree
yearsasaTechnicianBtobepromotedforemployeesenteringthedepartmentafterMarch13,2006.

RulesofProgression:

Internalcandidatespostingforentranceintothedepartmentwillberequiredtopassqualificationtestsas
determinedbytheCompany
Companywilldeterminethenumberofemployeeswithineachclassification
AutomaticprogressiontothetopstepinCTechnician
StepProgressionswillbeonanannualbasis
EmployeeswillbehiredintothePipeHandlerclassificationat100%ofthebottomwagerate

EmployeesenteringthePipeHandlerclassificationwillbefullyqualifiedmembersofthecrewoncetheyhave
completed2weeksofbasictraining.PipeHandlerswillnotbeeligiblefornightorweekendshiftsuntilthey
reach12monthsintheclassification

Payrateis$1perhourgreaterthantheCrewLeader
QNQCAssessor8304rateabove
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Ops&ConstructionInspectorA
Ops&ConstructionInspectorB
Ops&ConstructionInspectorC

Ops&ConstructionInspectorA

8499
8390

$39819
$37572
$32342

538.659
533.171
$29525 TBD

8499$40.815539.625
$34000
$30263 TBD

8390$38511
533.151

$26850$23.581Mar-2013

DamagePrevention
TitleJobCodeI4121II

Ops&ConstructionInspectorA8499$41.835$40.616
Ops&ConstructionInspectorB8390$39474534.850
Ops&ConstructionInspectorCTSD$33979531.020$28210524.775Mar-2015

Ops&ConstructionInspectorB
Ops&ConstructionInspectorC$27522$24.171Mar-2014

RulesofProgression

Internalcandidatespostingforentranceintothedepartmentwillberequiredtopassqualificationtestsas
determinedbytheCompany
Companywilldeterminethenumberofemployeeswithineachclassification
Noautomaticprogressionbetweenclassifications
Stepprogressionswillbeonanannualbasis
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Fleet
TitleIJobCodeI4I32

Leader-Mechanic
Mechanic-Auto
Mechanic-Auto-Apprentice
GarageAttendant

$35.542$34582
$32442
$30.133$28089527.523

Leader-Mechanic81388423$40.89
Mechanic-Auto81388439$38.80$36.43$35.45
Mechanic-Auto-Apprentice81388440$34.10$33.25
GarageAttendant81388392$32.28$30.89$28.79$28.21Mar-2015

81388352CIkTransportation1$30.522528.673$2668123.509
81388352CIkTransportation2$31.285529.390$27.348$24097
81388352CIkTransportation3$32.067530.125$28032$24699
81388352CIkTransportation4

81388423$38924
81388439
81388440

$36932

Leader-Mechanic
Mechanic-Auto

81388392
$32455

$34675$33738
$31.650

$30724

Mechanic-Auto-Apprentice

81388423

GarageAttendant

$29398

$39897
81388439

$27404

81388440
$37855

$26851

81388392
$33267

Mar-2013

$31.492Mar-2014
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GasSystemEngineering
4321

813883S6ICorrosionTechnician$36240$34.519$335491Mar-2013

81a8S356ICorrosionTechnician$37.146535.3821$343881Mar-2014

813883SOICorrosionTechnician$38075$362671$352481Mar-2015

81388397HelperLaboratory$30.15$28.44$26.74$26.20Mar-2013
81388397HelperLaboratory$30.90$29.15$27.40$26.85Mar-2014
81388397HelperLaboratory$31.67$29.88$28.09$27.52Mar-2015

IIIII
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LNG
TitleJobcode54321I

LeaderLNG81388431340.538
ProductionOprtrCntrl81388462$38.912$36584$34.773
ProductionOprtrPlant81368463334.773334.446S32.796
ProductionHelper81388461331.337S30.384S29.454327.843327.290

LeaderLNG81388431$41551
ProductionOprtrCntrl81388462339.885$37498335.642
ProductionOprtrPlant81388463335.642335.307333.616
ProductionHelper81388461332.120$31144330.190$28539$27,973

LeaderLNG81388431342.590
ProductionOprtrCntrl81388462340.882338.436336.533
ProductionOprtrPlant81388463$36533336.189334.456
ProductionHelper81388461$32.924$31.923330.945$29252$28,672Mar-2015

Subjectto2010agreement,ProductionOperatorControlrequires3rdClass
Engineer’sLicenseandProductionOperatorPlantrequiresa1stClassFireman’s
License

Mar-2013

Mar-2014
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MaDS&Records
JobTitleIJobCodel321

LeadMaps&RecordsTechnician
Maps&Recordstechnician
Maps&RecordsTechnicianII
Maps&RecordsTechnicianIII

8298 LeadMaps&RecordsTechnician
Maps&RecordsTechnician
Maps&RecordsTechnicianII
Maps&RecordsTechnicianIII

LeadMaps&RecordsTechnician
Maps&RecordsTechnician
Maps&RecordsTechnicianII
Maps&RecordsTechnicianIII

8298
8476
8377
8436

8476
8377
8436

8298
8476
8377
8436

$36900
$35875
$28700
$22550

$37823
$36772
$29.418
$23114

$37.691
$30.153
$23692

$31775
$25625

$32569
$26266
$21.013

$26922
$21.538

$20500

$29725
$23575
$16.913

$38768

$30468
$24164
$17.335

$31230
$24768
$17769

Mar-2013

Mar-2014

Mar-2015

EmployeesintheMapsandRecordsDepartmentatthetimeofexecutionofthecontractwill

continuetoreceiveapplicableGeneralWageIncreasesduringthelifeofthecontract

EngineeringAideConstruction8374$42725$38.254Mar-2013

EngineeringAideConstruction8374$43.793$39.211Mar-2014

EnqineeringAideConstruction8374$44.888$40191Mar-2015
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MeterOperations
JobCodel

—JobTitle321-

81388443MeterProcessorA$36.987$34785:$32.4833i2Oi3
81388443MeterProcessorA$37.912$35655:$33.295:312014

81388443:MeterProcessorA$38.86O$36.546$34127312015

aaaa144:Meterrocessor
-a.ëãTããAiöi.5ã5i2ö1ã

!1MeterProcessor!4.gq1
81388444MeterProcessorB

+
$35.110$33.2603!2O15

—

1-1-——————I-—————
81388445MeterProcessorC$3i.833$30.512$28.4973!2O13
81388445MeterProcessorC$32.629$31.275$292093/2014
81388445MeterProcessorC

-:
445$32057$299393I2O15

81388437MeasurementTechnician531$36öáY
81388437MeasurementTechnicians4o.519:$37.912$35.6553I2O14
813884TMeasurementTechnician$41.532:$38.860$36546,3/2015

äiããAãööMeterH*criY4O
§l?LMetertieiPerP•1!°???1c1
81388399MeterHelper$30.886$28790,s28.2o9:3/2o15
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OutlyingStations
TitleJobcode5432

Leader81388427$38199$36553
Operator-Pumping81388453$34723$33796$32796$31.849
Helper-PumpingOperator81388400$30902$29946$29017$27404$26851Mar-2013

Leader8138842739.15437.467
Operator-Pumping8138845335.59134.64133.61632.645
Helper-PumpingOperator8138840031.67530.69529.74228.08927.523Mar-2014

Leader81388427$40133$38404
Operator-Pumping81388453$36481535.507534.456533.461
Helper-PumpingOperator81388400532.467$31.462530.486$28791$28.211Mar-2015
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Stores
TitleJobCode4321

ChiefStoresGeneral81388317$40599$39388$38198
Leader-Stores81388432$36151$33628$31.649
Stockhandler81388479$32772$30534$28.583$26850Mar-2013

Mar-2014

Mar-2015

ChiefStoresGeneral
Leader-Stores

81388317

Stockhandler

$41.614
81388432

$40373

81388479
$37055

$39.153

$33.591
$34469
$31297

$32.440
$29298

ChiefStoresGeneral81388317$42654$41.382$40.132
Leader-Stores81388432$37981$35330$33.251
Stockhandler81388479$34431$32080$30.030$28209

$27.521
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Attachment I
Scholarship Program

Side Letter

USW, Local 12003
& National Grid

This correspondence will serve to memorialize the understanding between USW, Local
12003 and National Grid relative to the Company’s commitment to reimburse the Union
up to $6,250 per year for a scholarship program.

The Union agrees that in order to receive reimbursement from the Company for any
awarded scholarship under this program, the following must occur:

Any announcement relative to the award of monies under this program must be a
joint announcement with National Grid and the Company must receive equal
acknowledgement for its participation;

The Union will present any announcement to the Company before publication and
allow the company to edit any such announcement;

The Union must present to the Company the names and addresses of any
scholarship recipients;

The Union will be required to present the Company with cancelled checks or
other proof of payment. Said proof must he received by March I of the year following
any expenditure under this program.

The Union recognizes that its failure to satisr these requirements may result in fodeimre
of the Company’s contribution to this program.
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Attachment II

Side Letter

USW, Local 12003
& National Grid

TRAINING COMMITTEE

The Company and the Union agree to create a Field Operations Training Review
CommitLee to collaborate in the review, development and improved delivery of NE Gas
Field Operations training as well as training material content. Tlils Committee will be
comprised of management and union representatives from Local 12003 as well as other
local unions performing similar work. The Committee will serve in an advisory capacity
to the Learning Advisory Board (LAB) and be co-chaired by Learning & Development
and a designated bargaining unit co-chair. The Committee will be charged with making
recommendations for improvement to current training activities as well as the
development of training for fitture process or procedural changes impacting the
workforce. The Committee will meet as needed but no less than bi-montlily. Subject
matter experts (SME’s) may be added to working sessions as needed. Responsibility for
final approval and delivery of training shall remain with the Company.
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ATTACHMENT III

LOCAL 12003
CUSTOMER METERING SERVICES AGREEMENT

UPDATED July 18, 2012

1. The Company will create a new Customer Metering Services career path by combining the existing
Customer Transactions and Process Field Requests groups as follows:

Current CMS New CMS

Customer Transactions Process Field Requests

Lead Meter Reading Office Inspector I Fitting Inspector Working Leader

Senior Technician I Fitter A, B Meter Service Technician A
and Fitter Apprentice

Credit Representative A, B and Technician Meter Service Technician B
Fletd Representative

Apprentice Technician Meter Service Technician C

Credit Representative C
Senior Meter Reader/AMR. Leak Survey Technician Meter Service Representative
Special Meter Reader
Meter Reader

1.1 All current National Grid CMS employees within Local 12003 on the property as of April 20, 2009 will
be mapped into the new CMS career path at their existing wage rates. In the future upon progression
through the CMS career path existing employees will promote up and maintain their wage rate unless
the promotion would take them to a higher wage rate. If an existing employee bids out of the CMS
Department they will go to the new rate of the respective classification that they are bidding in
accordance with the contract.

1.2 All CMS employees will be required (unless specifically outlined within this agreement) to become
trained and qualified to perform all duties within their new classification.

2. Customer Metering Services Department — Schedule of Wages:

Title [ 6 5 4 3 2
r Working Leader 38.09 I 37.87 37.65 37.42 37.20

Meter Service Technician ‘A” 36.96 35.95 34.95 33.94 32.94
Meter Service Technician B” 32,71 31.40 30.07 28.73 27.40
Meter Service Technician “C” 26.06 24.73 23.39 22.05 20.72 1 9.38
Meter Service Representative 21.01 I 18.39 15.76

• Step progressions will be on an annual basis.

• There is no forced progression from one classification to another.

• Progressions into higher classifications as determined by the Company (However, automatic
progression from top step of Meter Service Technician “C” to “B” after 1-year).

• Employees will be hired into the Meter Service Representative position at 1 00% of the wage rate.
o Internal candidates posting for entrance into the department will be required to pass qualifications

testing as determined by the Company. The Company will discuss the process and engage the
L12003 Committee in the development of the entrance testing with the understanding that the
final decision on testing requirements will be at the sole discretion of the Company.

12003 CMS Agreement UPDATE_July 182012 Finai.doc 1 of 5
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ATTACHMENT Ill

3. The new CMS career path will be as follows:

Meter Service Representative
• All meter reading (Pedestrian, AMR, soft off & on)
• physical oHs / Remove Meter
o ERT changes
• Field Collections
• Leak Survey and leak surveillance (including leak classification)
• Wires down standby
• Assist on two-person assignments as needed

Meter Service Technician C
a Emergency Response (i.e. Gas leaks, CO, No Gas)
• Leak investigation
• Clear Visible Gate Boxes
• Turn On & Off
• Set Meters I Change Meters
• Inspect Regulator
• Residential and Commercial Fitting work up to & including meter size 1000 & associated regulator

work
• Customer High Bill Investigation

Clear gas service freeze ups & blockages
Storm restoration (Cut & Clear)
Perform all duties of lower classification

Meter Service Technician B
Perform all duties of lower classifications

Meter Service Technician A
Investigate higher level metering conditions (i.e. Irregular or complex metering, Revenue
Protection, crossed meters, shared metering and theft of service)

• Residential and Commercial Fitting work above meter size 1000 and associated regulator work
• Perform all duties of lower classifications

Workino Leader
• Monitor & prioritize workload and staffing, tools & equipment in coordination with Dispatch &

Schedule Department.
• Perform general office work
• 04’s & safety checks
• Provide feedback and coaching to all emplcyees
• Conduct employee meetings

Industrial Gas Equipment (initial start-ups)
• Majority of this persons work day is spent in the field performing lower level tasks.
• Perform all duties of lower classifications

3.1. The current seventeen (17) personnel within the Meter Reading classifications will be moved to the
title of Meter Service Representative and will be grandfathered into the existing Meter Reading
duties. They will have the option of advancing to higher classifications within the new career path.
Employees that elect to advance would be required to perform the duties of the new classification to
which they enter.

12003_CMS Agreement UPDATEJuly 182012 Final.doc 2 of 5
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ATTACHMENT III

3.2. The current twenty-one (21) personnel that perform Collection work within the Credit Representative
A, B and Field Representative classifications will be moved to the title of Meter Service Technician B
and will be grandfathered into their existing Collection duties.

3.3. The current tour (4) personnel within the Credit Representative C classification will be moved to the
title of Meter Service Representative and will be grandfathered into the existing Collection helper
duties. They will have the option of advancing to higher classifications within the new career path.
Employees that elect to advance would be required to perform the duties of the new classification to
which they enter.

3.4. The Company will poll annually for CMS two person truck and shift assignments. The number of
employees required by location, assignment and shift will be determined by the Company.

a.) Annual polling for two-person truck assignments will only be for the primary position on the truck.
The existing thirty-one (31) Fitters would have the first option to be polled into the ‘primary’ two-
person assignments.

3.5. Qualified CMS personnel who sign for a posting will be rotated into the assignment as dictated by
workload.

4. Customer Metering Services — Guidelines:

4.1. All work can be performed by one person with the tollowing exceptions:
a.) Two-person will be work on piping 2’ and above in diameter — non-prefabricated,
b.) When disconnecting live piping.
c.) Periodic meter changes AL 1409 and above.
d.) Reconnects on piping 2” and above in diameter; where inverted cock cannot be used ç multiple

meter fits.

Should a situation arise where an assist is required on one person work, the employee must call the
appropriate Supervisor or Dispatch and Scheduling.

When assistance is requested, a second person of any classification may be assigned.

4.2. Fitting work can be done by Maintenance or Construction crews.

4.3. If a Maintenance or Construction crew is unable to complete an assigned task the work will be
referred back to the Dispatch & Schedule Department.

4.4. Up to two CMS employees can be assigned to a Tuesday to Friday schedule (10 hr day, four day
work week) to perform collections work.

4.5. The union will set aside the agreement for collections consolidation relative to locals 318 and 350.
Upon the retirement of Joseph Sironi and Constance Cooper these positions will not be absorbed by
12003.

4.6. The Company will supplementthe L12003 Collections performed within the Maiden (L12012-04) and
Beverly (L31 5) territories with technicians from Local 12012-04 and L31 8 respectively without
restriction,

12003_CMS Agreement_UPDATE_July 152012 Final.doc 3 of 5
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ATTACHMENT Ill

5. Leak Survey and Inside Service Inspections

5.1. There continues to be no exclusivity to the use of contractors to perform leak surveys. Contractors
and Company employees will both perform this work. The use of contractors will not trigger any
overtime requirement.

5.2. The Company agrees to maintain five (5) OMS employees to perform leak survey work within the
12003 area.

5.3. The following leak survey duties may be assigned at the discretion of the Company; Mobil Survey,
Walking Survey, Transmission Line Survey, Winter Patrol Survey, Public Buildings Survey, Business
District Survey, Grade 2 and 3 rechecks. CMS classifications that currently perform leak survey
duties such as Public Buildings Survey and Grade 2 and 3 rechecks will continue to perform this
work. This work will be mapped to the Meter Service Representative classification (Or any higher
classification as determined by the Company).

5.4. Contractor personnel will complete the required inside and outside inspections of services for
accounts with meter sets located inside and outside of a premise.

5. The Company and Union agree to implement a voluntary vehicle take home program (See attached).

7. A joint Union-Company committee will oversee the establishment and implementation of CMS
Performance-based Pay Programs. The intent of these programs will be to compensate Local 12003
personnel for the degree of success they achieve in improving results that clearly benefit both the
Company and Local 12003. These programs may be structured to reward individuals, divisions, or
departments and will be based specifically on measurable targets and actual results for Local 12003
personnel.

B. Tho curront-preetioc of peffle-GM8-emp1eyees-4nto vacancies-within the Dispatch & Schcdulo
Depa#ment-wiWcemaiw{with-the-exeeption of grandfathorod omolcycos wthin tha Collcotiono and-Meter

8. Temporary employees within Local 12003 CMS hired to perform collections work may be utilized for a
period of up to eight (8) months, the period in excess of eight (8) months shall be mutually agreed on by
the Company and the Union. Temporary employees hired a second year into CMS as a temporary
collector will be brought in at the 3rd step of the MSR classification. The Company will not Implement
tile utilization of temporary employees within L12003 to perform collections work until 2013.

9. The Company will promote nine (9) existing Meter Service Representatives that are not grandfathered
(see attachment) currently paid within the MSR wage classification rate to the Meter Service Technician
“C” classification at the next highest step which provides them with a promotion.

10. The Company will poll for an additional Working Leader position. The primary roll of this position
will be to act as a Working Leader. This position will report to various locations within Li 2003
territory as determined by the Company and wilt be eligible to participate in the Vehicle Take
Home Program. This position will be filled from within CMS Department and will not constitute
any staffing level within the Working Leader classification. The Company will also utilize this
position to act in a field training capacity to focus on developing basic pipe fitting skills for
bargaining unit employees.

11. Deferred holidays within CMS must be used within the same calendar year with the exception of
Veteran’s Day, Thanksgiving Day, the day after Thanksgiving and Christmas Day. These holidays
must be used prior to April 151 the following calendar year.

1 2003_CMS Agreement_UPDATE_July 1 B 2012 Finaldoc 4 of 5
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ATTACHMENT III

Any existing banked hours accumulated prior to 2012 will be scheduled at a mutually agreed upon lime
with the Department to be taken prior to December311 2012 or paid out to the employee upon ratification
of the contract.

12. This Agreement supersedes all previous PFR, Fitting, Leak Survey and Collections Agreements within
Local 12003 and becomes the working document for the CMS Group affective upon ratification date of
the 2012 Collective Bargaining Agreement.

MSR Promotions to MST C’ within CMS.

MSRs Current MST C
Speller $ 18.39 $ 19.38
Daly * $ 21.01 $ 22.05
Lawless $ 21.01 $ 22.05
Curseaden $ 21.01 $ 22.05
Millar $ 18.39 $ 19.38
Pinto $ 21.01 $ 22.05
Skellett $ 21.01 $ 22.05
Walsh $ 16.39 $ 19.38
Georgoudis $ 18.391 $ 19.38

(a) Modify Pat Daly seniority as agreed.

12003 CMS Agreement_UPDATE_July 182012 Final.doc 5 of 5
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ATtACHMENT II)

2012 CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS

NATIONAL GRID
and

LOCAL 12003, USW, AFL-CIO-CLC

COMPANY PROPOSAL #19 A5

April 22, 2012— 1:00AM

LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING

Amend Paragraph One

Meter Changes
• The Company will perform the periodic meter changes within the Local 12003

geographical territory each year in accordance with Massachusetts General Laws.
• The Company agrees to meet with the Union to review the status of the program and

discuss any modifications required to meet our stated goal.
• The Company will engage in good faith discussions with the Union regarding staffing,

productivity targets, programs and other terms and conditions to accomplish this work.
• The Company will utilize Local 12003 permanent employees under current work

practices to accomplish this work.

I 20D3_Mslr Change Letter Amended 19A5 AprW22
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ATTACHMENT IV

LOCAL 12003

• CUSTOMER METERING SERVICES
A-i-i. H DISPATCH AGREEMENT

UPDATED July 18, 2012

1. The Company will create new Dispatch Services job classifications as follows:
Dispatcher
Dispatch Assistant

2, Dispatch — Schedule of Wages:

Title 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
Dispatcher I $33.66 $32.31 $30.76 , $29.21 $27.65 $26.10 $24.55 $23.00

Dispatch Assistant $20.00 $19.00 $16.00 $17.00 $16.00

2.1 Dispatcher I
• Step progressions will be on an annual basis.
• Not considered a starling job for the purposes of forced reduction.
• Employees will be hired into the Dispatcher I in accordance with the Schedule of Wages.

2.2 Dispatch Assistant
• Step progressions will be on an annual basis.
• Dispatch Assistant is not a progression into Dispatcher I.
• Employees will be hired into the Dispatch Assistant in accordance with the Schedule of Wages.

3. Eliminate progression from CMS / C&M rosters. Access Into either the Dispatcher I or Dispatch Assistant
will be through the posting process.

4. All candidates into Dispatcher I or Dispatch Assistant position must pass an aptitude test and successfully
complete the required training and evaluation period.

5. All Dispatch shift bids and overtime polling, whether for annual shift bids, daily vacancies or extended
workday, will be for the purposes of work schedules only. Assignments to specific booths and tasks will
be at the Company’s discretion.

6. The Company will retain the current practice of 8 hour shifts during normal working hours (Mon-Fri — Day
Shifts). The Company will schedule break periods during this time as follows: 20 minute AM break and 30
minute lunch break. All break assignments will be at the Company’s discretion. The Company reserves
it’s rights to assign shifts and breaks to provide optimal customer service, emergency response and
efficient workload distribution.

7. 12003 & 12431 members will be utilized interchangeably to perform all Dispatch functions at the
Company’s discretion. The Company will have discussions with Li 2003 on utilization and filling of shifts
prior to implementation.

8. The daily management of C&M workload within the respective yards will continue.

9. Deferred holidays within CMS must be used within the same calendar year with the exception of
Veteran’s Day, Thanksgiving Day, the day after Thanksgiving and Christmas Day. These holidays
must be used prior to April 1” the following calendar year.

1 2003_CMS Dispatch Agreement July 1 6 201 2.doc 1 of 3
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ATTACHMENT IV
Any existing banked hours accumulated prior to 2012 will be scheduled at a mutually agreed upon time
with the Depariment to be taken prior to December31 2012 or paid out to the employee upon ratification
of the contract.

10. Access into Dispatch at Pre-2012 Schedule of Wages
The Company will fill up to four (4) vacancies for the term of this CBA within Li 2003 Dispatch as
they become available with employees that are determined by the Company Medical Department
to be at a permanent medical end within their current job classification in accordance with the
Pre-2012 Schedule of Wages. All candidates must pass an aptitude test and successfully
complete the required training and evaluation period.

All other vacancies within Dispatch other than the four (4) stated above will be posted to Li 2003
and filled at the New 2012 Schedule of Wages.

I 2003 CMS Dispatch Agreement July 18 201 2doc 2 ol 3
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ATTACHMENT IV

12. New Dispatch Jcb Descriptions

Disoatcher I
• All duties of Dispatcher & Dispatch Assistant
• Dispatching of priority (emergency) and non-priority (non-emergency) work to field resources and

ensure timely response by field crews
• Effective management of field resources and workload to maximize efficiency of field resources,

minimize field costs and ensure timely execution of work orders within appropriate time frames
• Monitor daily performance against key metrics (i.e. emergency response, appointment keptetc.) and

to take action (re-assign work, notify supervsion, etc.) to ensure that key metrics are met.
• Work set-up, scheduling, and dispatching of non-emergency work to maximize efficiency of field

resources and ensure timely execution of work orders within appropriate time frames.
• Contact customers as needed to ensure efficient management of work.
• Must successfully pass an aptitude test for entrance into Dispatch and successfutly complete a

required training and evaluation period.
• Training ol Dispatcher Assistant as needed

• This position is not considered a starting job for the purposes of forced reduction

Dispatch Assistant
Handle administrative duties within Dispatch and Scheduling.

• Maintains applicable records associated with the field work force. For example: maintaining
personnel information, schedules, daily work sheets, manpower availability, recording of emergency
vacations and sick leave, and other records

• Updating data and running of reports as needed to support Dispatch and Scheduling and Field
Operations.

• Perform/assist with polling of Field personnel and Dispatch for overtime when directed (combination
of manual and/or automated phone calls)

• Provide notifications and updates as required to respective internal and external key stakeholders
(including customers), regulatory agencies and municipalities (not exclusive to bargaining unit).

• Knowledgeable on and able to access information From various customer and dispatching systems.
a Interact with other departments that interface with Dispatch and Scheduling
• Provide support as needed to field crews, call center, dispatch and customers to maximize customer

service, safety and reliability (for example; looking up information in customer systems, databases,
mapping systems, etc.)

• Customer Interaction as required

13. This Agreement supersedes all previous 12003 Agreements pertaining to the Dispatch polling, work
rules, etc, prior to the 2012 Collective Bargaining Agreement.

12003 CMS Dispatch Agreement July 18 2012.doc 3 of 3
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Attachment V

2012 CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS

NATIONAL GRID
and

LOCAL 12003, USW, AFL-CIO-CLC

COMPANY PROPOSALS 20 B & C

CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT

1. Construction

1.1. Contractors may be used for the following:
a.) Construction of gas mains and associated services without limitations and without penalty

to the Company:

Company personnel will be afforded a &h day penalty when utilizing contractors on
random growth service installation work.

• Company personnel will be afforded First-in/Last-out prior to utilizing contractors on
growth main installation (plastic) 6” and S 750’ and associated service installations

1.2. Company Construction crews maybe trained and equipped to complete an entire job (in
conjunction with their assigned projects), including, but not limited to;:

a.) Live gas main connections (work exclusive to union)
b.) Fitting

• Set Pre-fab meter fits
• Reconnect — inside piping <2”
• Reconnect — in-to-out <2” - 1 meter
• Install new or replacement meter manifolds <2”
• Install insulating unions or insulating kits for corrosion <2”

c.) Residential and small commercial equipment RGO’s up to 2 meters
d.) Field Sketching
e.) Meter read verification
f.) Locating and marking company facilities for assigned jobs and/or projects

1.3. Contractor crews may perform the following duties to complete an entire job (in conjunction with
the assigned project) including;

a.) Service taps and disconnects
b.) Services associated with main installation
c.) Fitting

• Set Pre-fab meter fits
• Reconnect - inside piping <2

d.) Field Sketching
a) Locating and marking company facilities for assigned jobs and/or projects
(shared duty with Inspector)

1.4. Construction crews will consist of three (3) persons, with the exception of the following:

a.) 2-person crews
• ESBO mains and services <=2”
• New Service up to and Including 1 Va inches in diameter and up to 75 feet

Local 12003 C&M Agreement 4.22.12-Final Page 1 of 11
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Attachment V

• Service inserts requiring less than three (3) holes by hand, in conjunction with
main work

• Service tie-overs or reconnects, in conjunction with main work
Test holing, in conjunction with main work

• Tapping only of mains and large services less than or equal to two inch (2)
using Williamson or equivalent equIpment

o Main or service connections less than, or equal to, four inch (4”) utilization
single valve or single squeeze off

• Locating and marking company facilities for assigned jobs and/or projects
(shared duty with Inspector)

b.) 4-person crews
• Installation of new or replacement main

When performing work and the operation cannot be performed safely, the employee(s) will
make the condition safe and call a Supervisor to request appropriate assistance.

1.5. The Construction & Maintenance schedule of wages is as follows:

5 4 3 2 1

C & M Working Leader1°t $40715
Field Tralner 539.215

Crew Leader $39138
Technician A 538.138
Technician Btd) 535.850 533.500 ——_______

Technician C $30859 $28049 $26.146 525.620 $23000
Pipe Handler 521.013 - 518.386 515.759

a-3-5 years as a Technician A to be promoted or upgraded to Working Leader unless otherwise mutually agreed
b-Not a progression position. Qualified candidates will come 1mm the construction and maintenance roster
c-Upgrade basis only
d-Minimum 3 years as TechnIcIan B to be promoted to Technician A for employees entering the department after March
13, 2006

Rules of Progression

• Internal candidates posting for entrance into the department will be required to pass qualification tests as
determined by the Company.

• Company will determine the number of employees within each classification
• Automatic progression to the top step InC Technician
• Step progressions wit be on an annual basis
• Employees will be hired into the Pipe Handier classification at 100% of the bottom wage rate
• Employees entering the Pipe handler classification will be fully qualified members of the crew once they have

completed 2 weeks of basic training, Pipe handlers will not be eligible for night or weekend shifts until they
reach 12 months in the classification.

1.6. Construction is a separate division with multiple yard locations that may change depending
upon the Construction workload,

1.7. The number of Construction personnel will be determined by the Company and polled by Union
personnel under the direction of the Company prior to the Construction season based on the
expected need, but no less than 69 employees (less prorated portion of non-pollable.) The
Company will determine the crew make-up (positions) per Section 5 of this document.

1.8. All temporary vacancIes in Construction may be filled within the yard with Construction or
Maintenance employees if available and vice versa. The number of crews may vary on a day-
to-day basis from the polled number.
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1.9. Construction work activities will be assigned in the following order of priority and based on the
then current resources:

a.) Main connections (exclusive)
b.) Random new service Installation (non-exclusive; with penalty)
c.) Growth main installation (plastic) 6” and 750’ and associated service installations

(non-exclusive: First In/Last out)

1.10. Construction crew employees will not be eligible for Aux Dps or DPG shift or daily upgrade
assignments when working in Construction crews.

1.11. Scheduled Construction overtime when necessary will be from a central list of Construction
Division employees.

1.12. Construction personnel/crews will return to Maintenance during winter operations (as defined in
Section 5.) Sufficient resources will be assigned to construction activities to meet the
contractual obligations as described in section 1.1 above.

2. Maintenance

2.1 Maintenance crew employees will be offered a sixth day of work prior to the Company utilizing
outside contractors with the following exceptions:

a.) Gate box work associated with road reconstruction or paving projects performed by
paving contractors or municipalities

b.) Shoring
c.) Specialty sealing
d.) Parallel Main Encroachments regardless of length
e.) Work not normally performed by internal resources (e.g. specialty tapping and

stoppering)
f.) Mandated Grade 3 leak repair

2.2 Company Maintenance crews may be trained and equipped to complete an entire job (in
conjunction with the assigned job), including:

a.) Fitting
o Set Pre-fab meter fits
o Reconnect - inside piping <2”
o Reconnect — in-to-out <2” - 1 meter
• Install new or replacement meter manifolds <2’

b.) Residential and small commercial RGO’s up to 2 meters
c.) Field Sketching
d.) Meter read verification
e.) Leak standby, as directed by the supervisor
f.) Locating and marking of company facilities for assigned job and/or projects

2.3 Contractor crews may perform the following duties (in conjunchon with parallel encroachment
projects) including:

a.) Associated services
b.) Fitting

• Set Pre-fab meter fits
• Reconnect - inside piping <2”

c.) Field Sketching
d.) Locating and marking of company facilities for assigned jobs and/or projects (shared

duty with Inspector)
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2.4 Maintenance crews will consist of two (2) persons with the following exceptions:

a.) 1-person
• Gate box clearing
o Anode to risers (spike or in non-paved areas)

Box cover replacement
Aerating

b.) 3-person
• Short main relays and/or pipe jobs.
o Non-anaerobic joint repair twelve inches (12”) or above (Must include

excavation and repair)
• Service inserts requiring three(S) or more holes by hand

c.) 4-person
• Wood Sheathing (See attached Shoring Agreement)

When performing work and the operation cannot be performed safely, the employee(s) will
make the condition safe and call a Supervisor to request appropriate assistance.

2.5 Refer to the Construction section of this agreement for the schedule of wages for Construction
& Maintenance.

2.6 Maintenance is a separate division with multiple yard locations.

2.7 The number of Maintenance crews will be determined by the Company based on the expected
work load.

2.8 MaIntenance crew employees will not be eligible for Aux Ops, or Damage Prevention daily
upgrade assignments.

2.9 Call-in and scheduled overtime when necessary will be from a central list of Maintenance
employees.

2.10 Each yard will assign an off-hour emergency coverage crew. Crews will respond to calls in their
own area first. If additional emergency calls requiring crew response are received while the
area off-hour coverage crew is already working, the next option will be to attempt to call in a
crew from the call-in list for that yard. If unsuccessful, the Company may call in an off-hour
coverage crew from another yard.

3 Auxiliary Operations

3.1 A newly formed group has been established to support Construction and maintenance activities
by centralizing heavy equipment, specialty tools and equipment, and other support functions.
The group will be formed by consolidating dump truck operations, welding, tool rooms, spoil
plant operations, and other specialty operations such as Drip trucks, Aries camera operations
and large diameter tapping operations.

3.2 Auxiliary Operations will maintain its own schedules, shifts, overtime lists, backfilling of
vacancies, call in lists, and off hour coverage.

3.3 The group has been created from the existing Maintenance roster and by adding the new
positions of Pipe Handler, Auxiliary Operations Technicians B, and A. The Field Trainers,
Welders and Tool Room Attendants will also be managed as part of this group.
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3.4 Welders will operate as a separate group within Auxiliary Operations, as will the Dump I Plate
Truck Operations.

3.5 The dispatching of dump trucks and plate/pipe delivery vehicles will be performed by Dispatch
and Schedule.

3.6 The Auxiliary Operations schedule of wages is as follows:

4 3 2 1 --

Auxiliary 0ps A 535.947 $34277 533.739 529.119

Auxiliary Ops B S27.538 $25438 $23334

Pipe Handler 521.013 $18,386 — —_$15759

Rules of Progression

• Field Trainer is not a progression position within Auxiliary Operations but is managed within the
Auxiliary Operations schedule of wages

• Internal candidates posting for entrance into the department will be required to pass qualification tests
as determIned by the company.

• Company will determine the number of employees within each classification.
o Automatic progression from Auxiliary 0ps B to Auxiliary 0ps A.
• Employees entering the Auxiliary Ops B classification will be required to obtain their CDL B

within six (6) months of entering the classification.
o Step progressions will be on an annual basis
o Pipe handlers assigned to Auxiliary Operations will be eligible for night and weekend shills upon

completion of basic safety training.
• Employees will be hired Into the Pipe Handler position at 100% of the wage rate.

4 Damage Prevention

4.1 The Company will implement a phased implementation of the use of outside contractors to
perform locating (see attached hybrid model). Such use will be outside the scope of Article XIII
Section 4 Outside Contractor language of the CBA. No changes will be made to this model
unless mutually agreed between the Company and Union.

4.2 Eleven (11) addItional employees will be polled into the A Inspector classification and be
assigned to Construction to perform contractor oversight duties as well as pre
Inspection of capital and customer driven construction work. Total staffing assigned to
contractor oversight upon completion of the phased implementation will be fourteen
(14).

4.3 The Damage Prevention group has been created to encompass Dig Sale locates and follow-
ups, inspection services, premarking / re-premarking, and verifying and correcting gas facility
data.

4.4 Damage Prevention is a separate group composed of Inspectors C, B, and A and will maintain
its own overtime lists, backflfling of vacancies, call-in lists, and off-hour coverage.
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4.5 The performance of off-hours emergency locates, defined as emergency locates received
between the hours of 06:01 PM and 05:S9AM Monday-Friday, and any emergency locates
during weekends or holidays, will be performed by Local 12003.

4.7 The existing position of Assistant District Inspector has been eliminated. Two-person mark-out
assignments will be at the discretion of the Company and the first option will be to assign light-
duty personnel as the second person.

4.8 All job duties will be performed across the group based on workload.

4.9 L12003 Damage Prevention employees will have responsibilityfor re-preniarking. However, the
Company may assign LI 2003 limited duty personnel without restrictions as to volume of jobs or
employees assigned.

4.10 The Damage Prevention schedule of wages is as follows:

Title (4) (3) (2) (1)

Qps& Construct Inspector A $37993 $36866

Ops & Construct Inspector B $35850 $31 .650

Ops & Construct Inspector C 530.859 528.171 $25,619 522.500

Rules of Prooression
• Internal candidates posting for entrance into the department will be required to pass qualification

tests as determined by the Company.
• Company will determine the number of employees within each classification.

No automatic progression between classifications
Step prcgressions will be on an annual basis

5 Staffing & Assignments

5.1 Staffing levels shall be as follows: 299
Construction: 69
Maintain/Damage Prevention/Auxiliary Operations: 230

5.2 All work activities will be assigned by management (e.g. Resource Planner, Supervisor, or
other position titles responsible for work activities).

5.3 At the discretion of management, maintenance work may be assigned to construction
personnel, and vice-versa, in order to increase efficiency, reduce non-productive time and to
handle workload fluctuations.

4,5 Initial staffing for Damage Prevention and assignments to contractor oversight will be as
follows:

Location lnsp.A- Insp. A- lnsp. B- Total Variance from
OPO Construct DPG As-Is: —J

Boston 6 6 l7+3

Draintree 15 4 I 1 13 —— —

L Waltham 6 514 14

Total: 14 14 1
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5.4 Each of the respective operating yards and subgroup (Construction & Maintenance, Damage
Prevention, and Auxiliary Operations) have conducted an initial seniority-based placement of
personnel.

a.) For polling into Damage Prevention, preference will be given to qualified, medically
ended personnel.

b.) Vacancies will be polled and then posted.
c.) Unless there is a vacancy, incumbents cannot be displaced during annual potting.
d.) Once polled for the yard, Construction and Maintenance placements will remain until the

next annual polling.
e.) The need to fill permanent vacancies above the staffing level will be determined by the

Company

5.5 The size and composition of crews within a yard will be appropriate to the job and based on
workload as determined by the Company. In determining crew staffing, the Company will give
consideration to work site conditions, such as traffic congestion, roadway surface depths,
amount of hand excavation, excavation requirements (e.g., shoring), or other factors that may
require additional manpower.

5.6 Typical crew makeup will be as follows:

a.) Four-person:
• A, B, C, Pipe Handler
• A, B, C, Temp

A,B,C,C

b.) Three-person:
• A,B,C
• A, B, Pipe Handler
o A, B, Temp

c.) Two-person:
• A,B
o A,C (with working upgrade to B)

d.) Two-person (handwork)
• A,B
• A,C
• A, Pipe Handler or Temporary Pipe Handler
• B,C
• B, Pipe Handler or Temporary Pipe Handler

5.7 Two-person (handwork) referred to in d.) above includes the following:
a. Meter protection
b. Anodes to risers (in paved areas)
c. Gate boxes (locate, raise, clean, install)
d. Leak pinpointing (lead will be A Technician)
e. Aerating (when more than one (1) person is needed)
f. Primary valve inspections (lead will be A Technician)

5.8 In Construction and Maintenance, initial assignment will establish employees with a yard and a
shift.

5.9 All second, third, weekend and holiday shifts will be staffed with three (3) people.
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5.10 Shift Crews will be assigned to a yard and will respond to emergencies throughout the service
territory.

5.11 Shift crews will not be permitted on off-hour coverage.

5.12 In the event that the Company schedules overtime in the Maintenance group on weekends, the
shift crews will not be exciuded from polling for scheduled overtime to be worked on their day
off.

5.13 Relieving of crews will be at management’s discretion based on efficiency, rather than low
overtime. Any reiief process will be done within the yard first before consideration is given to
relieving in another yard.

5.14 At the discretion of Management, the filling of shifts due to absences, vacations ano illnesses
wJl be filled within the yard and within each subgroup (Construction and Maintenance, Damage
Prevention, and Auxiliary Operations) separately.

5.15 The filing of shift vacancies will not be performed by personnel on off-hour coverage or
assigned to AEt.

5.16 At the discretion of Management, all temporary vacancies in the yard may be filled within the
yard within each subgroup (Construction and Maintenance, Damage Prevention, and Auxiliary
Operations) first using class seniority and then will be on an upgrade and then downgrade
basis, as determined by the Company.

5,17 The following rule will apply for non-emergency re-assignments to other reporting locations;

a.) Forty-eight (48) hour notification will be given to personnel when changing their reporting
location.

b.) Reporting location changes with less than forty-eight (48) hours’ notice will be paid at
time and one-half (1 .Sx) for the first eight (8) hours.

c.) Employees within the applicable classification(s) will be polled by classification seniority.
If there are no volunteers, the junior qualifled employees by classification seniority will be
forced to fill the position.

5.18 For Saturday overtime, if the Company calls off work on Saturday AM due to inclement
weather, the Company has no financial (wage) obligation.

5.19 Employees who have medical restrictions that preclude them from performing regular work
activities at the time of polling will be handled as follows:

a.) will bid for a yard and a day shift
b.) cannot be bumped out of that yard
c.) cannot bump anyone off shift
d.) cannot bid until the next polling

5.20 To contend with winter weather conditions (frost and snow), the Company will convert 2-
person crews to 3-person crews and 1-person work to 2-person crews during the period
January 1 through March 31. Following current practice, the Company reserves its right to
revert to non-winter crew makeup should there be favorable weather conditions. However, the
Company agrees to discuss with the Union any changes, proposed by either party, to the stan
date of, end date of, or reversion during winter operations. Such discussion will occur prior to
enacting any changes.

5.21 In the event of favorable crew productivity, permits, maintenance worktoad and weather
conditions, the Company will continue construction activities for as long as conditions allow.
Staffing and assignments in the event of these conditions will be at the discretion of the
Company.
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5.21 DurIng periods of inclement weather, the Company will assign work activities to its
Construction, Maintenance, and Damage Prevention work forces that it performed indoors.
Employees may be trained to perform the following activities:
a.) Miscellaneous records review
b.) Meter read verification
c.) Inside atmospheric corrosion inspections on bare steel high pressure inside services

This Agreement supersedes all previous Agreements covering construction, maintenance, auxiliary
operations, and damage prevention activities within Local 12003 and becomes the working document for

these areas effective upon ratification of the collective bargaining agreement.

2q12 CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
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NATIONAL GRID
and

LOCAL 12003, USW, AFL-CIO-CLC

DPG HYBRID MODEL

As-Is Staffinq
Location Insp. A-DPG lnsp. A-Const. Insp. B-DPG Total:
Boston 6 1 7 14

Braintree 5 1 7 13
Waltham 6 1 11 18

Total: 17 3 25 45
Depicts current staffing including Contractor Oversight inspection

Proposed End State Staffin
Location Insp. A- Insp. A- Insp. B - Total Variance from

DPG Construct DPG As-Is:

Boston 6 5 6 17 +3
• Braintree 5 - 4 4 13

Waltham 6 —— 5 4 J5 1 -

Total: 17 14 14 j 45 -

Note: Phased implementation during 2012

Changes
11 additional A Inspectors and 11 less B Inspectors

Current Staffing is:
o 3 Inspector A-Const
o 17 Inspector A-DPG
o 25 Inspector B-DPG
o 45 12003 DPG Personnel

17 Inspector A-DPG
14 Inspector A-Construct
14 Inspector B-DPG
45 12003 DPG Personnel

Proposed Staffing is:
0

0

0

C
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The disbursement of tickets between Li 2003 and external resources will be
not change unless otherwise mutually agreed by the Company and Union,

L12003 will perform facility locating in the following municipalities:

Note: Qty is 2 year actual average and not a guarantee of future volumes

as described below and will

Boston 2452 Milton 1 172
Braintree 1414 Newton 3446
Bhghtcn 1194 Quincy

_

2310
Brookline 1799 Raxbury 1272
Dorchester 2344 S. Boston 877
Hyde Park 451 W. Roxbury 1975

Total: 20,704

Outside contractor resources will have primary responsibility for the following towns. The Company may
assign problem locates or other tickets to L12003 at its discretion. The Company will assign off-hour
emergency locates, defined as tickets received between the hours of 6:01PM and 5:59AM Monday-Friday
and all emergencies received on Saturday, Sunday or Holidays to Li 2003:

Note: Qty is 2 year actual average and not a guarantee of future volumes

Town Total Town Total Town Total Town Total
AS! 542 DED 318 — LEX 1628 31W 42
ACT 1096 0EV 209 LIN 494 SUD 1336
ARL 1153 DCV 1 LIT 527 WAL 1968
AYE 261 EBW 66 MAY 99 WAT 756
BED 682 A 16B NAT 287 WAY 950
BEL 1185 GRO 335 NEE 295 WEL 2576
BKN 68 HAN 36 NOR 1098 WES 1338
BOX 279 HAR 277 NRW 132 WEY 1646
CAR 269 HIN 1760 RAN 52 WHI

COH 906 HOL 56 ROC 540 WLP 242
CON 1358 HUL 402 301

— 212 WSW 292
CTN 80 HVR 132 SHI

Total:28, 754
176
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NATIONAL GRID 112003
MANAGED COMPETITION-SHEATHING AGREEMENT

This agreement is between National Grid (The Company) and the United Steelworkers, Local 12003 (The
Union) pertaining to the increased utilization of the internal Union workforce to perform wood sheathing
work in an effort to increase work force flexibility, improve efficiency and reduce costs.

This Agreement will be in effect for the duration of the collective bargaining agreement Either party may
cancel the agreement annually at the end of each Construction season but no later than December 31.
The agreement will be considered extended by mutual agreement of the parties if neither party exercises
its right to cancel by December 31 annually. In the event the Company exercises its right to cancel
this agreement, the L12003 crew assigned to Sheathing will be reallocated to main work for the
duration of the collective bargaining agreement.

Key Objectives

1. Effectively allocate USW Local 12003 personnel, (including temporary workers) from the
Company’s Construction & Maintenance workforce, to the process of wood sheathing for
activities associated with in-house construction and maintenance, as well as WECO Seal or
similar contractor sealing projects.

2. Increase utilization of USW Local 12003 crew personnel for deep excavations utilizing company
fabricated shoring boxes

Staffing:

The Company agrees to initial staffing and resource allocation from the Construction & Maintenance
roster as follows:

a.) Baseline Sheathing staffing of four (4)

2012 allocation of Sheathing resources as follows

r - Allocated FTE Alternate Total
‘ Technician NCrew Leader 1 1 2

Technician B 1 1 2
Technician C/Pipe handler I [ 1 2

Pipehandler/Temp 1 [ 1 2

Total 4 J 4 8

b.) Crew to be engaged in wood sheathing and pre-fab shoring box activities year
round, workload permitting, and should a lack of this work type occur, the crew
will be reassigned to other work such as large diameter service installation or
short main replacement jobs.

c.) The Company and Union will work together cooperatively to select the personnel
for this crew

d.) The Company will poll and train backup personnel in order to maximize the
productive time of this crew.

e.) Employees engaged in the Sheathing pilot will be ineligible to poll’ out for one
year

f.) Crew employees assigned to Sheathing pilot will work throughout 12003 area of
responsibility as well as across Union boundaries where permissible.

g.) Auxiliary Operations associated with the Sheathing pilot will remain part of HUB
Operations but will be dedicated to the crew as the situation requires.
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MANAGED COMPETITION-SHEATHING

The Company will run its sheathing activities within a managed competition framework.

The continued use of Local 12003 employees for sheathing work will be determined by the
Unions ability to compete, which will be tracked on a job by job basis and measured according to
the following:

MEASUREMENT

Unit Costs
• Controllable Costs
Quality Metrics
• Paving failure rates

% to re-work
• Productivity Metrics
• Safety Metrics

• DSHA Recordable incidents
• RWDC rates per crew
• Absenteeism

The Company will establish baseline unit cost targets as well as performance and productivity
targets and will communicate same to assigned resources.

The Company and the Union will monitor the performance and review the results on a bi-monthly
basis. If targets are not being achieved, the Company and the Union agree to engage in
cooperative efforts to make the necessary performance improvements during the construction
season.

In recognition that it will take time to embed this model, the Company and Union agree to modify
this program if needed throughout its progression.

This agreement is without practice or precedent and will not be cited by either party in any other
matters between the Union and the Company.

TRAINING:

The Company will provide training to Local 12003 employees on the following:

• Excavation Area
• Digging OperaUons

Timber Shoring-Rating
• Governance around Tools, Equipment, Supplies

o Safety Training
Spacers
Cleats
Chainsaw

Backfill & Compaction

This specialty training will occur at the HUB Drive, Melville, NY location and will encompass three
days.
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Support Services Career Path
Current vs. Proposed

Current Jab Titles Proposed Job Titles

Gietk-PayroTh:
titiribiat ii —I___________________ I ‘

r
1>5

Cki)c — SCTV[èoDispMch

natoaIgrid
j2 iicr..i:iccicti,J

Support Services —

Clerical

Local 12003
Labor Negotiations

naflonaigrid

2
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Support Services Clerical Duties

Current — Operations Clerk

Current Job Duties:

• Copy, Stan, Fax, and File varic record
types.

• Create work orders tnt the yrork
management system MS).

• Assist In the creatIon 01 the work order
packages

• Casbut completed work orders Vs the
Work Management system (Maximo, etc.)

• Order office suppLes.
• Process Dig Sate requests
• Handle Internal and external customer

calls
• Process check requests
• Process valious invoices
• Perlorm othe, duties as assigned

Proposed — Clerk General

Proposed Job Duties:

flrai Entry
Correction ot poyrcil errors
Cy. Scar, Far. and File v3rim record types.
create wctk orders hi the work management
system lVJMSI
As&st In the oreation of the work order
packages

• Castoit n4e:od work ordors h The Wrk
Management system fMtarrro. etc.)

• Order cff.ce auppiws.
• Potce,, Oig Stile requests
• Handle Internal and a’demai wstomar calls
- Proccss dieck requests
• Process various invoirns
• Pedorm other ClerIcal an assigned
• A,ist osrcnc,,ee d tcgM’ prado so rsqtde

nationaigridS
flcrxv.zrot.

2

4-

Support Services Clerical Duties

Current — Clerk Payroll

Current Job Duties:

Perlorm all dLtos of IDWO7 ctassiFcaon
Time data entry, as required
Update Smaririme scheouler
TIme Entry Corrections
Process Overpayments

Proposed — Office Technician

fl&iii,fl W’’ü Th.c -‘. I
The IflMi d eth’

Proposed Job Duties:

• Per4oma dutes of the lower ctasst.tcallon
within the Clerical pool

• Time Sntry — Interpret and provide
understanding or the various tabor
contracts and their application to payroll
such as shill pay, overtime pay. Sunday
premium, etc.

• Cross-training of cc-workers in Clerical
pool

• Data entry or leak information, Including
grade 2, 2A, and 3 leaks.

• Upgrad&Downgrade teak status
• Produce weekly overtime reports
- Data entry into the Work Management

Syskem ç.g.i3
• Perform other clerical duties In support or

Operations as assigned
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Support Services Clerical
Qualifications

R.

Current — Operations Clerk Proposed — Clerk General
Qualifications: Qualifications:

• Demonstrated computer skills and • Demonstrated computer skills andknowledge of word processing and knowledge of word processing andspreadaheat appiIcaons spraadsheot apphzations• Demonstrated ability to work effectively with Demonstrated ability to woik effectively withInternal and external customers internal and external customers• Good oral and written communication skirts Good oral and written communication skills• Ability to process large volumes of data • Ability to process targe volumes of datawithin strIct deadlines within strict deadlines

Demonstratcd computer skIlls and
knowledge orword processing and
spreadsheet appfleations
Demonstrated ability to work effectively with
Internal and extemat customers
Good oral and written communIcatIon skills
Attllty to process large volumes ot data
within strict deadlines

•.i,(.

i% ow&e,.W,*i. ...e Wa n.C.,.,,,,.’., ,,ii.d, wi%i. .,..... — .-

nahenalgridC

c,ri.tr4rrrr

•.Ø,..4,.4..,ii...i WW flCfl..fl...%.iiW..jh,.a. d

nationalgridt

•miw De,rcimr.ti

J

I Support Services Clerical fliQualifications
Current — Clerk Payroll Proposed — Office Technician

Qualifications: Qualiñcations:

Quatitled experience In Clerical Buppoit
with 3 years experience as a Genaral Clerk.• Demonstrated computer skIlls and
knowledge of word prccessrng and
spreadsheet appticatlons

• Demonstrated ability to work effectively wIthInternal and external customers
Good oral and v:rltten communication skIlisAbility to process large volumes of data
within strict deadlines
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Support Services - Clerical
Current and Proposed Pay Scales

Current Progression and Wage Rates

Job Title
S

ProYressionsters
2 I

Clerk Payroll Distnbutiod $32 83 ñi37 r y
,. 4Operations Clark $28.37 $26.46 I $24881 $21871 $1725 t1

Proposed Pro9ression and Wage Rates
Progression StepsJobTItle

5 I 4 I I 2 I
OfficeTechnidai$26.76 $24 33 $23.17 $22.07 $21Zi1

General Clerk I $19.11 $1737 $16.54 $15.75 $15.00

nationaigrid7
Tic pcrorclacnfl

E Support Services - Clerical Zn
Employee Job Title Mapping

No reducuion in wages and elIgible br all general wage Increases.

Employee Name { Curant TWa fropoacd TItle

Cain1. Crane Cla:t Peyrci C skewer 0mm Tacn ca

Corrdlj. occoThy Ck Payroi C aIrb,thn Calm Tednca

Ilsu, Maureen Clerk Payroll Clslcibution Chico iactrnioa.

Lee.Suen, Marl, Clark Payroll Clalubulion Clam Tachnioa
Satray Nasrtaeis Cleft PaioC Cislitulion 04cm Tocmi ioai

Tam, Comic Cleric Payer Dret,ituhtn Clam Taci’niola’

khulmonoy, Mary Operations Clerk Regional Chico Technlcioi
Howe. Sharon Operations Clark Regional Chico Tochniclar

Morn. Licha Operations Clerk Oats Technldar

Aaleñ, Nancy Clone Sanico Dspal± Calm Tecnnida:

nnn Chetqnd CIo eauioi; Comsol ohim totTin’osn

Melinda Robinson Customer Roprerentatlvo Office Technician

Eileen O’Connor Cusiemor fleprcaentatiro obrico Technician

nationalgrid
\_
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Union Negotiations
Steelworkers 12003

July 18, 2012
Company Second Counter Proposal to Unions Call Center Proposal #1

Supporting Emergency Electric Storm Work

It is sometimes necessary for employees of the call center to work extended hours and to
handle incoming Electric calls because of severe storm causing extensive intetmptions to
the electric system.

When the Company declares such an emergency and requires employees to handle
incoming Electric calls, assignments will be done in the following manner:

The Company assigns the entire Department to work 12-hour shifts during an
electric storm emergency or a significant business event; employees will be
placed on a 12-hour shift.

o The Company requires only a certain number of employees to work during an
electric storm emergency or a significant business event, the Company will poll
for the desired number of employees by low hours. If the Company does not get
the appropriate amount of employees it needs after the polling, the Company will
then force the junior qualified employees to handle the Electric emergency calls.

All employees who handle incoming Electric emergency calls shall be paid a premium of
time and one-half (1 .5x) of their regular pay. This premium will only be paid to
employees who worked the storm and handled Electric emergency call.

When the amount of incoming Electric emergency calls decreases, employees will be
returned to their regularly assigned position by polling for volunteers in the inverse order
in which they were assigned.

The premium pay for employees will end when they return to their regularly assigned
positions.
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Attachment IX

Union Negotiations
Steelworkers 12003

April 20, 2012
Company Proposal 21b.

Head of Household

When an employee who is the head of household is required to be absent because of
sickness in his/her immediate family, the employee will be paid for the first day while
he/she is making arrangements for the care of the family. The immediate family member
must reside in the residence.

Immediate Family: Child, Spouse, Significant other, Parent, Grandparent, Brother, Sister.

However if the sickness in the immediate family is a result of overindulgence of
alcoholic beverages, sunburn, or misuse of drugs this will not be covered under the I-lead
of Household policy

If any additionai time off is required for family sickness during the year, the employee
can seek Family Medical Leave

Requirements: The following documents are required to be submitted to employees
Supervisor within 48 hours after the absence.

Proof showing that the Employee is the principal financial support for the household.

Proof the immediate family member resides in ihe Employees home
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Attachment X
AGREEMENT

between
NATIONAL GRID

and
LOCAL 12003, USW, AFL-CIO-CLC

MUTUAL AID

National Grid (the Company) and Local 12003, USW, AFL-ClO-CLC (the Union) agree
to the following terms regarding the provision of Mutual Aid:

Scope
This Agreement will be applicable when any employees are assigned to restore service
in emergency situations outside of the geographic areas normally serviced by the
Union’s classifications assigned. The provisions of the policy are applicable when the
assignment is for a period of more than twenty-four (24) hours and the Company
provides the employee lodging. The geographic areas include all National Grid and
other Utility Company franchise areas.

Selection of Personnel
When time and conditions oermit, assignments will be made on the basis of seniority
within classification. Regulatory circumstances may preclude the use of seniority as the
sole method of assignment.

Wage Provisions
Employees so assigned will receive their normal wage rates for the first eight (8) hours
each day. Employees shall be credited with overtime for all work in excess of eight (8)
hours in any day. Rest time will be paid at straight time. This method of pay will be
used for the duration of the assignment If a holiday occurs during this assignment,
working time will be paid for at two and one-half (2½) times plus holiday pay. The
assignment will terminate upon the employees return to his normal reporting location.

For the Company: For the Union:

date
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National Grid— USW Local 12003

2016 Contract Negotiations

UNANIMOUS RECOMMENDATION BY UNION COMMITTEE

If Ratified on or before July 27. 2016

1. Term of Agreement:

• 2-Years —4 Months — February 29, 2016 to June 24, 2018

2. General Vage Increases:

• Febmary29,2016 2.25%
• February 28, 2017 2.25%

3. Pension:

• Effective February 29, 2016 Increase by $3 To $73 — 4.3% Increase
• All new hires enter defined benefit multiplier plan

4. Job Security:

Update dates to existing no-layoff provisions for full-time regular employees

5. Shift Differential:

Increase shift differential by $0.05 per hour each year of the agreement

6. Off Hour Coverage:

Increase off hour coverage to $28/S52

7. Meal Allowance:

Increase meal allowance from $12.00 to $12.25

8. Clothing and Footwear Allowances:

• Effective August 1,2016, the annual clothing allowance for eligible
employees is increased from $387.50 to S425.Q0.

• Effective August 1, 2016, the annual safety footwear allowance for eligible
employees is increased from S 150.00 to S200.00.
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National Grid — USW Local 12003

2016 Contract Negotiations

9. CMS:

• Enhanced CMS career path, reducing the number of steps from 24 to 15,
increasing wage rate for the top step of Meter Service Technician (MST) and
adjusting the wage rate for Meter Service Representative classification.

• Consolidate the current Working Leader groups into one Working Leader
group, and add one (1) Working Leader position.

• Create Apprentice Pipefitter Program with initial complement of eight (8)
employees, including the following key provisions:

o Established license requirement for Apprentices;

o Three-year lock-in period; and

o Create four (4) Advanced Helper positions.

• Upgrade ten (10) employees in classification MST B to MST A on a staggered
basis (2016-4,2017-3,2018-3).

• Introduce Customer Meter Services Work Performance and Training
Committee to provide a forum for discussing issues of mutual concern with
the goal of promoting safety and improved operational efficiency and
reliability’.

10. C&M:

• Maintain guaranteed staffing levels.
• Create 2 additional main & service replacement crews;

I in 2017—I in 2018
• Modify and make permanent Hub pilot program. Fill 5 Coordinator

positions resulting in the addition 3 new employees.

11. Damage Prevention:

• No expansion of contractor use for markouts.
• Add 2 Inspector C positions to perform compliance paving inspections.
• Create new markout performance improvement committee to be co

chaired by the Local Union President and the VP of Operations.
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National Grid — USW Local 12003

2016 Contract Negotiations

12. Maps & Records/Engineering:

Engineering:

• Establish new Engineering career path; incumbent employees
grandfathered at existing wage rates.

• Create 2 additional Permit Aide positions; the employees currently
performing the duties shall have right of first reffisal.

• Permit Aide A’s (and Permit Aide B’s where training availability exists)
vilL be trained in traffic management.

• Establish an annual refresher course and support service for Auto-CAD.

Maps & Records:

• Establish new Maps & Records career path.

• Existing grandfathered employees, if appointed to the Permit Aide
position, will have access to current wage rates, upon successffil
completion of AutoCAD User Certification.

13. Stockroom:

• Establish new career path for Stockhandler classification.

• Employees who successfully bid for Stockhandler classification will be placed
at Step 3 of the wage progression schedule.

• Distribution of stock during unforeseen emergencies maybe performed by
employees represented by other unions.

14. Meter Shop:

• Establish new career path for Meter Helper and Meter Processor C
classifications.

• All incumbent Meter Helpers will be promoted to Meter Processer C, at Step 3
of the wage progression schedule.
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National Grid— USW Local 12003

2016 Contract Negotiations

• Create a second Working Leader position.

• For the duration of the contract, the Company will backfill the following
positions if they become vacant: Working Leader, Measurement Technician,
Meter Processor A and Meter Processor B.

• For the duration of the contract, the Company will maintain at least five (5)
employees in the classification Meter Processor C.

15. Fleet:

• Establish Fleet career path with increased wage rates and shortened
progression schedules.

• Establish Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) certification requirement for
progression (incumbent employees grandfathered into their existing positions
and not required to obtain the certification). Eligibility for up to S4,000.00
bonus for Fleet employees who meet ASE certification requirements.

• Current Fleet employees will have opportunity to purchase Company-owned
assigned tools and tool boxes for S 1.00. Fleet new hires will be responsible to
supply their own tools.

• Cross union utilization for servicing of Leominster vehicles.

16. LNG:

• Enhanced LNG Career path with re-establishment of Production Operator
Control classification.

• ModifS’ existing work rule to allow Operators with 2nd Class Firemans
License to work on shift.

• Eliminate adjustable hourly wage rate and modified schedule current wages to
establish the new standardized wage rates.
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National Grid — USW Local 12003

17. Health and Welfare

Medical --

2016 Contract Negotiations

o Maintain employee contribution to PPO at 20% of premium. Union
maintains first dollar coverage with no deductibles or coinsurance for in-
network coverage. Final Medical Design attached in Appendix 1.

o Introduce Consumer Driven Health Plan (CDHP) option with a 10%
employee contribution;

o Effective January 1, 2017, eliminate HMO medical options;

o As of January 1,2017 employees enrolled in the PPO and the CDHP plans
are eligible to participate in the annual 5200 fitness reimbursement
program administered by BCBS of Massachusetts.

. Eliminate same sex domestic partner language.

18. Other Revised Contract Language:

• Article

• Article

• Article

• Article

• Article

• Article

• Article
Language

• Page 31 — Update Language to Reflect Current Agreement

• Pages 32-34 — Modify Language To Reflect Current Agreement

• Attachment I in the CBA — Scholarship Program - Delete

19. Other Agreements:

• Local 12003 Drug & Alcohol Prevention Advocate Letter of Understanding

• Testing & Training Letter of Understanding

I, Section 4—New Non-Discrimination Language

VI, Section 9— ModifS’ section d. — New Language Medical Disability

VII, Section 4—Delete Notice of Resignation Vacation Payout

VIII, Section 8— Employee Stock Purchase Plan Modified Language

Xl, Section 1C—Transfer Update Language

XII, Section 1 — New Joint Committee Language

XIII — Section 4—Update Language LNG Security — Delete Incumbent
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National Grid — USW Local 12003

2016 Contract Negotiations

• Add Tuition Reimbursement Language To Contract

• The Company and Union have executed a Letter of Understanding regarding the
use of DriveCam.

• Agreement on establishment of a new Safety Advocate position and selection
criteria.

• The Company and Union agrce to meet post-ratification to attempt to resolve
outstanding grievances and arbitration cases.
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Attachment V

2016 CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS

NATIONAL GRID
and

LOCAL 12003, USW, AFL.CIO-CLC

CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT

1. Construction

1.1. Contractors may be used for the following:
a.) Construction of gas mains and associated-services without limitations and without penalty

to the Company.

• Company personnel will be afforded a 51h day penalty when utilizing contractors on
random growth service installation work.

• Company personnel will be afforded First-in/Last-out prior to utilizing contractors on
growth main installation (plastic) 6” and 750’ and associated service installations

1.2. Company Construction crews may be trained and equipped to complete an entire job (in
conjunction with their assigned projects), including, but not limited to;:

a.) Live gas main connections (work exclusive to union)
b.) Fitting -

• Set Pre-fab meter fits
• Reconnect — inside piping <2”
• Reconnect — in-to-out <2”- 1 meter
• Install new or replacement meter manifolds <2’
• Install insulating unions or insulating kits for corrosion <2”

c.) Residential and small commercial equipment RGO’s up to 2 meters
d.) Field Sketching
e.) Meter read verification
f.) Locating and marking company facilities for assigned jobs and/or projects

1.3. Contractor crews may perform the following duties to complete an entire job (in conjunction with
the assigned project) including;

a.) Service taps and disconnects
b.) Services associated with main installation
c.) Fitting

• Set Pre-fab meter fits
• Reconnect - inside piping <2

d.) Field Sketching
e.) Locating and marking company facilities for assigned jobs and/or projects
(shared duty with Inspector)

1.4. Construction crews will consist of three (3) persons, with the exception of the following:

a.) 2-person crews
• EBBO mains and services <=2”
• New Service up to and including 1 ¼ inches in diameter and up to 75 feet
• Service inserts requiring less than three (3) holes by hand, in conjunction with

main work
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Attachment V

• Service tie-overs or reconnects, in conjunction with main work
• Test holing, in conjunction with main work
• Tapping only of mains and large services less than or equal to two inch (2”)

using Williamson or equivalent equipment
• Main or service connections less than, or equal to, four inch (4”) utilization

single valve or single squeeze off
• Locating and marking company facilities for assigned jobs andlor projects

(shared duty with Inspector)

b.) 4-person crews
• Installation of new or replacement main

When performing work and the operation cannot be performed safely, the employee(s) will
make the condition safe and call a Supervisor to request appropriate assistance.

1.5. The Construction & Maintenance schedule of wages is as follows:

JobThle JobCode 6 5 4 3 2
C&M Working Leader 544.832
FieldTrainer(o) 81388494 843.178

-

Crew Leaders 81388297 543.096
Technician A 81388381 $41994
Technician 8(d) 81388382 539.475 536.888
Technician C 81388383 $33.g79 530.885 528.790 525.326 $22246 520.246
Pipehandler 81388495 517.353

a- 3-5 years as a Technician A to be promoted or upgraded to Working Leader unless otherwise mutually agreed
b- Not a progression position. Qualified candidates will come from the construction and maintenance roster
c- Made Crew Leader a permanent job while running four person crews, no longer just an upgrade
Crew Leaders revert to Tech A should they no longer be functioning as four person Crew Leaders
d- Minimum 3 years as Technician B to be promoted to Technician A for employees entering the department after March
13, 2006

Rules of Progression

• Internal candidates posting for entrance into the department will be required to pass qualification tests as
determined by the company.

• company will determine the number of employees within each classification
• Automatic progression to the top step in c Technician
• Step progressions will be on an annual basis
• Employees will be hired into the Pipe Handler classification at 1DO% of the bottom wage rate
• Employees entering the Pipe handler classification will be fully qualified members of the crew once they have

completed 2 weeks of basic training. Pipe handlers will not be eligible for night or weekend shifts until they
reach 12 months in the classification, and have completed remaining basic training, at which point they will be
promoted to Technician c and will be eligible for shifts.

1.6. Construction is a separate division with multiple yard locations that may change depending
upon the Construction workload.

1.7. The number of Construction personnel will be determined by the Company and polled by Union
personnel under the direction of the Company prior to the Construction season based on the
expected need, but no less than 69 employees (less prorated portion of non-pollable.) The
Company will determine the crew make-up (positions) per Section 5 of this document.

1.8. All temporary vacancies in Construction may be filled within the yard with Construction or
Maintenance employees if available and vice versa. The number of crews may vary on a day-
to-day basis from the polled number.
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Attachment V

1.9. Construction work activities will be assigned in the following order of priority and based on the
then current resources:

a.) Main connections (exclusive)
b.) Random new service installation (non-exclusive; with penalty)
c.) Growth main installation (plastic) 6” and S 750’ and associated service installations

(non-exclusive: First In/Last out)

1.10. Construction crew employees will not be eligible for Aux Ops or DPG shift or daily upgrade
assignments when working in Construction crews.

1.11. Scheduled Construction overtime when necessary will be from a central list of Construction
Division employees..

1.12. Construction personnel/crews will return to Maintenance during winter operations (as defined in
Section 5.) Sufficient resources will be assigned to construction activities to meet the
contractual obligations as described in section 1.1 above.

2. Maintenance

2.1 Maintenance crew employees will be offered a sixth day of work prior to the Company utilizing
outside contractors with the following exceptions:

a.) Gate box work associated with road reconstruction or paving projects performed by
paving contractors or municipalities

b.) Shoring
c.) Specialty sealing
d.) Parallel Main Encroachments regardless of length
e.) Work not normally performed by internal resources (e.g. specialty tapping and

stoppering)
f.) Mandated Grade 3 leak repair

2.2 Company Maintenance crews may be trained and equipped to complete an entire job (in
conjunction with the assigned job), including:

a.) Fitting
• Set Pre-fab meter fits
• Reconnect - inside piping <2”
• Reconnect — in-to-out <2”- 1 meter
• Install new or replacement meter manifolds <2”

b.) Residential and small commercial RGO’s up to 2 meters
c.) Field Sketching
d.) Meter read verification
e.) Leak standby, as directed by the supervisor
f.) Locating and marking of company facilities for assigned job and/or projects

2.3 Contractor crews may perform the following duties (in conjunction with parallel encroachment
projects) including:

a.) Associated services
b.) Fitting

• Set Pie-tab meter fits
• Reconnect - inside piping <2”

c.) Field Sketching
d.) Locating and marking of company facilities for assigned jobs and/or projects (shared

duty with Inspector)
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Attachment V

2.4 Maintenance crews will consist of two (2) persons with the following exceptions:

a.) 1-person
• Gate box clearing
• Anode to risers (spike or in non-paved areas)
• Box cover replacement
• Aerating

b.) 3-person
• Short main relays and/or pipe jobs.
• Non-anaerobicjoint repair twelve inches (12”) or above (Must include excavation

and repair)
• Service inserts requiring three (3) or more holes by hand

c.) 4-person
• Wood Sheathing (See attached Shoring Agreement)

When performing work and the operation cannot be performed safely, the employee(s) will
make the condition safe and call a Supervisor to request appropriate assistance.

2.5 Refer to the Construction section of this agreement for the schedule of wages for Construction
& Maintenance.

2.6 Maintenance is a separate division with multiple yard locations number of Maintenance crews
will be determined by the Company based on the expected work load.

2.7 Maintenance crew employees will not be eligible for Aux Ops, or Damage Prevention daily
upgrade assignments.

2.8 Call-in and scheduled overtime when necessary will be from a central list of Maintenance
employees.

2.9 Each yard will assign an off-hour emergency coverage crew. Crews will respond to calls in their
own area first. If additional emergency calls requiring crew response are received while the
area off-hour coverage crew is already working, the next option will be to attempt to call in a
crew from the call-in list for that yard. If unsuccessful, the Company may call in an off-hour
coverage crew from another yard
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Total
Working Leader
Tech Ncrew Leader 3
TechB 3
TechC 3
Temp Pipe Handler 3
Total

* Allocation subject to change annually. Resource allocation will be discussed with Union prior to
construction season.

3.3 will allocate 1 Aux Ops Dump Truck Driver per Capital Main and Associated Service crew above

3.4 Back filling from other crews for main and associated service crews, if available.

3.5 This does not prohibit the Company from assigning other crew personnel to Capital Main and
Associated Service crews based on business need as determined by the Company.

3.6 In the event of favorable crew productivity, permits, maintenance workload and weather
conditions, the Company will continue main and associated service work activities for as long as
conditions allow.

3.7 The use of Local 12003 employees for main and associated service work will be determined by
the Union’s ability to compete, which will be tracked on a balanced scorecard measuring the
following:

a.) Safety
• OSHA recordable incidents, preventable RTCs

b.) Quality
• Percentage compliance in annual Re-dig Audit

c.) Productivity
• Hours per service
• Main feet installed per day

d.) Cost
• Cost per service
• Cost per foot of main installed

3 Managed Competition (Capital MainlAssociated Service Work)

3.1 The Company will run its capital main/associated service work activities within a managed
competition framework.

3.2 The Company agrees to internal Capital Main and Associated Service Work crew staffing and
resource allocation as follows:

a) Baseline Capital Main and Associated Service Crew staff of 12
• 1 crew existing
• 1 crew to be added on or about April 1, 2017
• 1 crew to be added on or about April 1, 2018

b) Initial allocation as follows:

__________________
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3.8 The Company and the Union will monitor the performance and review the results on a bi-monthly
basis. If targets are not being achieved, the Company and the Union agree to engage in
cooperative efforts to make the necessary performance improvements during the construction
season. Should any of the above components not be provided bi-monthly. that metric cannot be
used to adversely impact crew allocation during the following construction season.

3.9 The balanced scorecard results at the end of the construction season will determine resource
allocation to main and associated service work for the next construction season, as follows:

a.) Above targets = due consideration given to increasing resource allocation, so long as
workload warrants;

b.) On targets = maintain previous year’s resource allocation; or
c.) Below targets = reduce resource allocation in main and associated service work.

3.10 In recognition that it will take time to embed this model, there will be no reduction in main
and associated service work crew allocation during the 2017 and 2018 construction seasons.

• 2017- ramp up 3 no reduction from 8
• 2018- stabilize model 4 no reduction from 12

4. Auxiliary Operations

4.1 A newly formed group has been established to support Construction and maintenance activities
by centralizing heavy equipment, specialty tools and equipment, and other support functions.
The group will be formed by consolidating dump truck operations, welding, tool rooms, spoil
plant operations, and other specialty operations such as Drip trucks, Aries camera operations
and large diameter tapping operations.

4.2 Auxiliary Operations will maintain its own schedules, shifts, overtime lists, backfllling of
vacancies, call in lists, and off hour coverage.

4.3 The group has been created from the existing Maintenance roster and by adding the new
positions of Pipe Handler, Auxiliary Operations Technicians B, and A. The Field Trainers,
Welders and Tool Room Attendants will also be managed as part of this group. Auxiliary
Operations will create and maintain a list of qualified drivers from Distribution crew personnel for
the purpose of backfilling temporary vacancies or absences at the Company’s discretion. The
use of crew personnel for such backfilling may occur simultaneously with available Aux Ops
drivers being offered.

4.4 Properly licensed Distribution crew members assigned construction type work (& Leominster
maintenance crews) will be eligible and required to utilize dump trucks in order to be self
sufficient.

4.5 Welders will operate as a separate group within Auxiliary Operations, as will the Dump I Plate
Truck Operations.

4.6 The movement of, and assignment of work to dump trucks and plate/pipe delivery vehicles will
be performed by bargaining unit logistic coordinators.
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4.7 The Auxiliary Operations schedule of wages is as follows:

5 4 3 2 1

Auxiliary Ops A $39582 $37151 $32064

Auxiliary Ops B $30323 S28.010 S25.694

Pipe Handler $17353

Rules of Progression

• Field Trainer is not a progression position within Auxiliary Operations but is managed within the
Auxiliary Operations schedule of wages

• Internal candidates posting for entrance into the department will be required to pass qualification tests
as determined by the Company.

• Company will determine the number of employees within each classification.
• Automatic progression from Auxiliary Ops B to Auxiliary Ops A.
• Employees entering the Auxiliary Ops B classification will be required to obtain their CDL B or A

license within sixty (60) days of entering the classification unless such delay is caused by Company
training or scheduling issues.

• Step progressions will be on an annual basis
• Pipe handlers assigned to Auxiliary Operations will be eligible for night and weekend shifts upon

completion of basic safety training.
• Employees will be hired into the Pipe Handler position at 100% of the wage rate.

5. Damage Prevention

5.1 The Company will implement a phased implementation of the use of outside contractors
to perform locating (see attached hybrid model). Such use will be outside the scope of Article XIII
Section 4 Outside Contractor language of the CBA, No changes will be made to this model
unless mutually agreed between the Company and Union.

5.2 Eleven (11) additional employees will be polled into the A Inspector classification and be
assigned to Construction to perform contractor oversight duties as well as pre-inspection
of capital and customer driven construction work. Total staffing assigned to contractor
oversight upon completion of the phased implementation will be fourteen (14).

5.3 The Damage Prevention group has been created to encompass Dig Safe locates and follow-ups.
inspection services, premarking / re-premarking, and verifying and correcting gas facility data

5.4 Damage Prevention is a separate group composed of Inspectors C, B, and A and will maintain
its own overtime lists, backfilling of vacancies, call-in lists, and off-hour coverage.

5.5 staffing for Damage Prevention and assignments to contractor oversight will be as follows:

Location Insp. A- Insp. A- Insp. B - Total Variance from
DPG Construct DPG As-Is:

Boston 6 5 6 1 17 +3
Braintree 5 4 4 13
Waltham 6 5 4 I 14 -3

Total: 17 14 14 45 0

5.6 The performance of off-hours emergency locates, defined as emergency locates received
between the hours of 06:01 PM and 05:59AM Monday-Friday, and any emergency locates during
weekends or holidays, will be performed by Local 12003.
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5.7 The existing position of Assistant District Inspector has been eliminated. Two-person mark-out
assignments will be at the discretion of the Company and the first option will be to assign light-
duty personnel as the second person.

5.8 All job duties will be performed across the group based on workload.

5.9 Li 2003 Damage Prevention employees will have responsibility for re-premarking. However, the
Company may assign LI 2003 limited duty personnel without restrictions as to volume of lobs or
employees assigned.

5.10 The Damage Prevention schedule of wages is as follows:

Title 4 3 2 1
Ops & Construct Inspector A 41.835 40.616
Ops & Construct Inspector B 39.474 34.850
Ops&ConstructlnspectorC 33.979 31.020 28.210 24.775

Rules of Progression
• Internal candidates posting br entrance into the department will be required to pass qualification

tests as determined by the Company.
• Company will determine the number of employees within each classification.
• No automatic progression between classifications
• Step progressions will be on an annual basis

6. Staffing & Assignments

6.1 Staffing levels shall be as follows: 299
Construction: 69

Maintain/Damage Prevention/Auxiliary Operations: 230

6.2 All work activities will be assigned by management (e.g. Resource Planner, Supervisor, or other
position titles responsible for work activities).

6.3 At the discretion of management, maintenance work may be assigned to construction personnel.
and vice-versa, in order to increase efficiency, reduce non-productive time and to handle
workload fluctuations.

6.4 Each of the respective operating yards and subgroup (Construction & Maintenance, Damage
Prevention, and Auxiliary Operations) have conducted an initial seniority-based placement of
personnel.

a.) For polling into Damage Prevention, preference will be given to qualified, medically
ended personnel.

b.) Vacancies will be polled and then posted.
c.) Unless there is a vacancy, incumbents cannot be displaced during annual polling.
d.) Once polled for the yard, Construction and Maintenance placements will remain until the

next annual polling.
e.) The need to fill permanent vacancies above the staffing level will be determined by the

Company
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6.5 The size and composition of crews within a yard will be appropriate to the job and based on
workload as determined by the Company. In determining crew staffing, the Company will give
consideration to work site conditions, such as traffic congestion, roadway surface depths,
amount of hand excavation, excavation requirements (e.g., shoring), or other factors that may
require additional manpower.

6.6 Typical crew makeup will be as follows:

a.) Four-person:
• A, B, C, Pipe Handler
• A, B, C, Temp
• A,B,C,C

b.) Three-person:
• A,B,C
• A, B, Pipe Handler
• A, B, Temp

c.) Two-person:
• A,B
• A,C (with working upgrade to B)

d.) Two-person (handwork)
• A,B
• A,C
• A, Pipe Handler or Temporary Pipe Handler
• B,C
• B, Pipe Handler or Temporary Pipe Handler

6.7 Two-person (handwork) referred to in d.) above includes the following:
a. Meter protection -

b. Anodes to risers (in paved areas)
c. Gate boxes (locate, raise, clean, install)
d. Leak pinpointing (lead will be A Technician)
e. Aerating (when more than one (1) person is needed)
f. Primary valve inspections (lead will be A Technician)

6.8 In Construction and Maintenance, initial assignment will establish employees with a yard and a
shift.

6.9 All second, third, weekend and holiday shifts will be staffed with three (3) people.

6.10 Shift Crews will be assigned to a yard and will respond to emergencies throughout the service
territory.

6.11 Shift crews, main crews, and shoring crews will not be permitted on off-hour coverage.

6.12 In the event that the Company schedules overtime in the Maintenance group on weekends, the
shift crews will not be excluded from polling for scheduled overtime to be worked on their day off.

6.13 Relieving of crews will be at management’s discretion based on efficiency, rather than low
overtime. Any relief process will be done within the yard first before consideration is given to
relieving in another yard.
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Attachment V

6.14 At the discretion of Management, the filling of shifts due to absences, vacations and illnesses will
be filled within the yard and within each subgroup (Construction and Maintenance, Damage
Prevention, and Auxiliary Operations) separately.

6.15 The polling for and filling of shifts described in 5.13 above will be performed by either
management or designated bargaining unit employee within each yard.

6.16 The filling of shift vacancies will not be performed by personnel on off-hour coverage or assigned
to AET.

6.17 At the discretion of Management, all temporary vacancies in the yard may be filled within the
yard within each subgroup (Construction and Maintenance, Damage Prevention, and Auxiliary
Operations) first using class seniority and then will be on an upgrade and then downgrade basis,
as determined by the Company.

6.18 The polling for and filling of temporary vacancies described in 5.16 above will be performed by
management or designated bargaining unit employee within each yard.

6.19 The following rule will apply for non-emergency re-assignments to other reporting locations:

a.) Forty-eight (48) hour notification will be given to personnel when changing their reporting
location.

b.) Reporting location changes with less than forty-eight (48) hours’ notice will be paid at
time and one-half (1 .5x) for the first eight (6) hours.

c.) Employees within the applicable classification(s) will be polled by classification &eniority.
If there are no volunteers, the junior qualified employees by classification seniority will be
forced to fill the position.

6.20 For Saturday overtime, if the Company calls off work on Saturday AM due to inclement weather,
the Company has no financial (wage) obligation.

6.21 Employees who have medical restrictions that preclude them from performing regular work
activities at the time of polling will be handled as follows:

a.) will bid for a yard and a day shift
b.) cannot be bumped out of that yard
c.) cannot bump anyone off shift

d.) cannot bid until the next polling

6.22 To contend with winter weather conditions (frost and snow), the Company will convert 2-
person crews to 3-person crews and 1-person work to 2-person crews during the period
January 1 through March 31. Following current practice, the Company reserves its right to
revert to non-winter crew makeup should there be favorable weather conditions. However, the
Company agrees to discuss with the Union any changes, proposed by either party, to the start
date of, end date of, or reversion during winter operations. Such discussion will occur prior to
enacting any changes.

6.23 In the event of favorable crew productivity, permits, maintenance workload and weather
conditions, the Company will continue construction activities for as long as conditions allow.
Staffing and assignments in the event of these conditions will be at the discretion of the
Company.
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Attachment V

6.24 During periods of inclement weather, the Company will assign work activities to its Construction,
Maintenance, and Damage Prevention work forces that it performed indoors. Employees may
be trained to perform the foLlowing activities:

a.) Miscellaneous records review
b.) Meter read verification
c.) Inside atmospheric corrosion inspections on bare steel high pressure inside services

This Agreement supersedes all previous Agreements covering construction, maintenance, auxiliary
operations, and damage prevention activities within Local 12003 and becomes the working document for
these areas effective upon ratification of the collective bargaining agreement.
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2012 CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS

NATIONAL GRID
and

Attachment V

LOCAL 12003, USW, AFL-ClO-CLC

DPG HYBRID MODEL

As-Is Staffinq
Location lnsp. A-DPG Insp. A-Const. Insp. B-DPQ Total:
Boston 6 1 7 14

Braintree 5 1 7 13
Waltham 6 1 11 18

Total: 17 3 25 45
*Depicts current staffing including Contractor Oversight inspection

Proposed End State Staffin(
Location Insp. A- lnsp. A- Insp. B - Total Variance from

DPG Construct DPG As-Is:
Boston 6 •5 6 17 +3

Braintree 5 4 4 13
Waltham 6 5 4 15 -3

Total: 17 14 J 14 I 45 -

Note: Phased implementation during 2012

Changes
11 additional A Inspectors and 11 less B Inspectors

Staffing is:
o 3 Inspector A-Const
o 17 Inspector A-DPG
o 25 Inspector B-DPG
o 45 12003 DPG Personnel

Proposed Staffing is:
o 17 Inspector A-DPG
o 14 Inspector A-Construct
o 14 Inspector B-DPG
o 4512003 DPG Personnel

The disbursement of tickets between Li 2003 and external resources will be
not change unless otherwise mutually agreed by the Company and Union.
L12003 will perform facility locating in the following municipalities:

as described below and will

Outside contractor resources will have primary responsibility for the following towns. The Company may
assign problem locates or other tickets to Li 2003 at its discretion. The Company will assign off-hour
emergency locates! defined as tickets received between the hours of 6:01PM and 5:59AM Monday-Friday
and all emergencies received on Saturday! Sunday or Holidays to L12003
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Attachment VII

NATIONAL GRID /12003
AUXILIARY OPERATIONS CREW SUPPORT AGREEMENT

This agreement is between National Grid (The Company) and Local No. 1200301 the United
Steelworkers (The Union”) pertaining to the implementation of the solution of the crew support
synchronization project, which is an effort to better support the needs of our field crews (hereinafter
referred to as the Agreement9.

KEY OBJECTIVES

1. Increase productivity of Local 12003 crews performing construction work by eliminating
dependency on Auxiliary Operations field support. (Crews self-serviced)

2. Increase productivity of Local 12003 crews by improving service ratios of support vehicles to field
crews. (Increased staffing)

3. Create and staff new Auxiliary Operations Logistics Coordinator roles, primarily focused on
effective and efficient coordination of support for field crews utilizing technology.

4. Increase productivity of Local 12003 Auxiliary Operations drivers by providing an appropriate mix
of vehicle sizes to provide efficient service to crews.

5. Develop and implement vacancy backfill capability to maintain appropriate driver to crew ratios.

STAFFING

The Company agreed and hired additional staffing and resource allocation for Auxiliary Operations as
follows:

Aux Ops Logistics Coordinators 5
Aux Ops B Drivers 5
Aux Ops Pipehandlers 1 I
C&M Pipehandlers 5
Incremental C&M Pipehandlers 12*

*11 of 12 PH hired September 20, 2015

1) Initial staffing of the Auxiliary Ops Logistics Coordinators will occur as follows:
a. Five Aux Ops Logistic Coordinators positions will initially be filled by polling,

interviewing and selecting qualified candidales from Dispatch per the Collective
Bargaining Agreement.

b. At the conclusion of the Polling Process should any vacancies remain, the
Company will fill those vacancies per Section 2) below.

2) Permanent vacancies of Logistic Coordinators will be filled by polling, interviewing and
selecting qualified candidates from either Auxiliary Ops or Gas Distribution per the
Collective Bargaining Agreement.
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Attachment VII

GENERAL PROVISIONS

1) Pay rate for Logistic Coordinator will be $41 .582 per hour.

2) Logistics Coordinators initial work location will be 201 Rivermoor Street West Roxbury.

3) The movement and assignment of work to Auxiliary Operations wiN be performed by Auxiliary
Operations Logistics Coordinators. Shifts to be determined and published in conjunction with
polling.

4) Properly licensed crews members assigned to growth services (and Leominster MSF) will be
eligible and required to utilize dump trucks in order to be self-sufficient.

5) At the discretion of Management, temporary Logistics Coordinator vacancies due to absence,
illness, and vacation, etc. may be filled by a predetermined backfill list from within Auxiliary
Operations that does not include TRAs, FTs, and Welders.

6) At the discretion of Management, temporary Auxiliary Operations driver vacancies due to
absence, illness, and vacation, etc. may be filled by a predetermined backfill list of qualified
drivers from within Gas Distribution crews that does not include Damage Prevention.

7) Overtime shifts offered for Auxiliary Operations Logistics Coordinator roles will be filled by
Coordinators by low-overtime, then by low-overtime from a predetermined backfill list from within
Auxiliary Operations that does not include TRA5, FTs, and Welders.

8) Auxiliary Operations will create and maintain a list of qualified drivers from Distribution crew
personnel for the purpose of backfilling temporary vacancies or absences at the Company’s
discretion. The use of crew personnel for such backfilling would occur simultaneously with
available Aux Ops drivers being offered.

9) The Company will provide/coordinate necessary CDL training for current field crew members.

TRANSITION PERIOD

1) The parties agree to meet and discuss a transition period to permanently staff the Logistics
Coordinator positions. During this transition current Dispatchers acting as Logistic
Coordinators in the pilot program will remain in place until the permanent logistic coordinators
are selected, trained and assigned.

2) The four current Dispatchers acting as Logistic Coordinators during the pilot program will be
polled per their Dispatch seniority for the permanent Logistic Coordinator positions as
described above. Temporary Pilot Logistics Coordinators not being selected will be returned
to Dispatch.

3) Any resultant excess staffing within dispatch will be handled as per the collective bargaining
agreement.

MEASUREMENT

o Driver to Crew ratios
o Crew process compliance (lead time)
o Trips per work order
o Average Jobs per Crew per Day
o Appointment time met
o Averages dump truck miles driven per work orders completed
a Productivity Metrics
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Attachment VII

The Company will establish performance and productivity targets and will communicate same to
assigned resources.

The Company and the Union will monitor the performance and review the results on a regular
basis. If targets are not being achieved, the Company and the Union agree to engage in
cooperative efforts to make necessary performance improvements.

TRAINING

The Company will provide training to Local 12003 employees on the following:

Coordinators
o Standard operating procedures

Auxiliary Operations Drivers
o CDL A or B Licenses

C&M Crew members
o CDL A or B Licenses

C&M Crew leaders
o New process steps

Off-Hour Dispatchers
o Late-night assignment of trucks
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LOCAL 12003, USW

Department: Auxiliary Operations

Position: Logistics Coordinator

Wage: 41 .582

Qualifications:

• Minimum 5 years’ experience working in C&M and/or Dispatch
• Demonstrate strong knowledge of driver and crew working processes.
• Must possess and demonstrate adequate computer skills
• Must demonstrate an ability to learn new skills as they pertain to using

technology to drive performance.
• Must have a high school education or the equivalent.
• Must have good mechanical aptitude and ability, high degree of dependability,

and capable of exercising good judgment.
• DOT. drug testing is a requirement for this position.

Job Duties:

• Coordinate work assignments through various technologies (MDSI Advantex,
GPS, Phone, etc.) to maximize efficiency of field resources and ensure timely
execution of work orders within appropriate time frames.

• Effective direction of auxiliary operations field resources and workload to
maximize efficiency of field resources, minimize field costs, and ensure timely
execution of work orders within appropriate time frames.

• Proactively contact field crews to verify necessary support throughout the shift,
and schedule delivery of service prior to- or at- the time required by the crew.

• Maintain a working knowledge of the current locations of all C&M crews and all
on-duty Auxiliary Operations drivers.

• Maintain a working knowledge of all C&M crews’ daily assigned work location
and the type of work being performed by each crew. Understand the likely
services needed by each C&M crew based on work type and information
gathered from discussions with the crews and supervisors.

• Monitor daily performance and take action to ensure that key metrics are met.
Share metrics and measures with Union and Management personnel as
necessary.

• Perform potting to fill vacancies and overtime shifts of Auxiliary Operations roles
when directed (combination of manual and/or automated phone calls).

• Required to work overtime as needed to coordinate field support resulting from
increased crews working past shift end.
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LOCAL 12003, USW

Department: Damage Prevention & Inspection

Position: Inspector A

Qualifications:
• Must have a high school education or the equivalent.
• Must have good mechanical aptitude and ability, high degree of

dependability, and capable of exercising good judgment.
• Must pass DOT physical
• Must have valid driver’s license.
• Must qualify under the Federal Mandated Operator Qualification

requirements.
• Must be able to read and comprehend specifications and company

drawings, work with minimal supervision and provide direction to
Company Contractors on behalf of Construction Supervision

• DOT. drug testing is a requirement for this position.

Job Duties: -

• Perform inspections of 3d
party excavators as required by company

procedures
• Perform gate box inspections
• Conduct misc. (paving) inspections as needed
• Perform blasting inspections
• Perform inspections of Company contractors

,. Act as Company representative for layout and inspection according
to Company specifications and drawings for work performed by
contractors on behalf of National Grid as directed

• Review for accuracy and completeness as directed by Management
all contractor paperwork, including as-built drawings, daily work
orders and air tests

• Report any deviation from Company standards to the appropriate
Contractor Oversight Supervisor

• Work under the general supervision, and direction, of the Supervisor,
Contractor Oversight

• Perform all the duties of lower classifications as required

LOCAL 12003, USW
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LOCAL 12003, USW

Department; Damage Prevention & Inspection

Position; Inspector B

Qualifications;
• Must have a high school education or the equivalent.
• Must have good mechanical aptitude and ability, high degree of

dependability, and capable of exercising good judgment.
• Must pass DOT physical
• Must qualify under the Federal Mandated Operator Qualification

requirements.
• Must have valid driver’s license.
• DOT, drug testing is a requirement for this position.

Job Duties:
-

• Complete follo-up inspections on cast iron encroachments
• Act as liaison between Company and Contractors working near gas

installations and be able to advise contractors of necessary
precautions to prevent damage to Company facilities

• Assist with problem locate resolution (Task may also be performed
by Management)

• Locate, mark out or expose Company facflihes in accordance with
Digsafe laws and company procedures

• Pre-construction inspection of service replacement and new service
installations.

• Initiate field corrections to maps and records when required (Records
Correction)

• Report immediately to the Company any unsafe field excavation
practices by 3’d party contractors

• Perform all the duties of lower classifications as required

LOCAL 12003, USW
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Department:

Position:

Qualifications:

Job Duties:

LOCAL 12003, USW

Damage Prevention & Inspection

Inspector C

• Must have a high school education or the equivalent.
• Must have good mechanical aptitude and ability, high degree of

dependability, and capable of exercising good judgment.
• Must have the ability to communicate effectively with internal and

external customers
• Must pass DOT physical
• Must have valid drivers license.
• Must qualify under the Federal Mandated Operator Qualification

requirements.
• Must be an approved driver of Company trucks.
• DOT. drug testing is a requirement for this position.

• Learn and assist in duties of higher classification so as to qualify for
promotion or upgrade

• Utilize various locating equipment including, but not limited to, pipe
locators, box locators and leak detection equipment

• Pre-mark scheduled maintenance and construction tasks (No
exclusivity)

• Performs patch inspections per National Grid policies and
procedures

• Interact with customers and municipal offidals on restoration
complaints (Shared duty with manaqement)

• Responsible for timely and accurate documentation of field activities
• Perform hand digging to locate facilities
• Assist Electric Operaticns as required performing wires down’

standby andor perform other activities similar in nature to activities
performed within classification in Gas Operations.

• Assist other Inspeclor Classifications as needed

LOCAL 12003, USW
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